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A number of diﬀerent approaches have been utilized in
recent years for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease with
varying eﬀects on associated communication disorders. In
particular, the drug treatments based on levodopa therapy
and, more recently, deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) have yielded variable eﬀects
on the speech disorders exhibited by the majority of
persons with Parkinson’s disease. With respect to STN-DBS,
although reports indicate significant improvement in the
symptomatology in Parkinson’s disease associated with limb
function, the majority of reports suggest that the procedure
has either minimal or, in most cases, negative eﬀects on
speech abilities of the aﬀected individuals. By far the most
eﬀective speech therapy technique applied to dysarthria in
Parkinson’s disease reported to date is the Lee Silverman
Voice Treatment (LSVT) program. In addition to speech
impairment, in recent years there has also been increasing
awareness that Parkinson’s disease is also associated with
the occurrence of language disorders, especially in its later
stages. This special issue contains 13 papers of which 10 are
related to issues associated with speech impairment and 3
further papers explore aspects of language impairment in
Parkinson’s disease.
The first paper entitled “Perceived changes in communication as an eﬀect of STN surgery in Parkinson’s disease:
a qualitative interview study” by E. Ahlberg et al. explored
the perspective of four individuals with Parkinson’s disease
on the way their speech and communication changed as
a result of STN-DBS. Overall the study confirmed earlier
findings of negative eﬀects on speech production; however,
irrespective of this, the patients in general were positive as

to the outcome of their surgery. The paper by F. Karlsson
et al. “Deep brain stimulation of caudal zone incerta and
subthalamic nucleus in patients with Parkinson’s disease: eﬀects
on diadochokinetic rate,” investigated the outcome of STNDBS and stimulation of the caudal zone incerta (cZi-DBS)
on articulation rate and quality of plosive consonants in
two articulatory diadochokinetic tasks. Whereas patients
receiving STN-DBS increased in articulation rate with no
eﬀect on production quality, patients receiving cZi-DBS
decreased in articulation rate and further showed reduction
in production quality suggesting that cZi-DBS is more
detrimental for extended articulatory movements than STNDBS.
The third paper, “Deep brain stimulation of caudal zone
incerta and subthalamic nucleus in patients with Parkinson’s
disease: eﬀects on voice intensity” by S. Lundgren et al.
compares the eﬀects of cZi-DBS and STN-DBS on voice
intensity of patients with Parkinson’s disease. Overall the
results indicated that the two diﬀerent surgical procedures
may have diﬀerential eﬀects on voice intensity. The fourth
paper by C. Dromey and S. Bjarnason, “A preliminary
report on disordered speech with deep brain stimulation in
individuals with Parkinson’s disease,” attempted to determine
which laryngeal and articulatory acoustic features changed in
patients that reported negative speech outcomes subsequent
to STN-DBS. Acoustic measures of articulation and phonation as well as verbal fluency scores showed mixed results
with STN-DBS.
The fifth paper in this special issue, “Eﬀects of LSVT
on lexical tone in speakers with Parkinson’s disease” by T. L.
Whitehill et al. represents one of the very few studies to have
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investigated the eﬀect of LSVT on lexical tone. The study
involved 12 Cantonese speakers with idiopathic Parkinson’s
disease who underwent standard LSVT treatment. Although
the results showed significant improvement in loudness
and intonation after treatment, no significant changes
were reported in lexical tone. The sixth paper included
in the special issue, “Acoustic analysis of PD speech” by
K. Chenausky et al. investigated speech changes as a result of
STN-DBS settings chosen to maximize motor performance.
Importantly, clinically motivated settings evaluated by the
researchers showed a greater capacity to impair, rather
than improve, speech. Lingual kinematics during consonant
production in both dysarthric and nondysarthric speakers
with Parkinson’s disease were investigated in the seventh
paper, “Lingual kinematics in dysarthric and nondysarthric
speakers with Parkinson’s disease” by M. N. Wong et al.
The findings indicated that dysarthric and nondysarthric
speakers with Parkinson’s disease had deviant articulatory
movement during consonant production that results in
longer duration of consonant production. Importantly, these
findings are contrary to contemporary theories that suggest
articulatory imprecision in dysarthric speakers with Parkinson’s disease is an outcome of reduced range of articulatory
movement.
The eighth paper in the current issue, “Assessment of
prosodic communicative eﬃciency in Parkinson’s disease as
judged by professional listeners” by H. Martens et al. investigated the impact of Parkinson’s disease on communicative
eﬃciency conveyed through prosody. Although no significant diﬀerences were found for emotional prosody, patients
with a moderate or severe dysarthria performed significantly
worse on imitation of Focus than on reading of Focus.
The ninth paper included in the special issue, “Perception
of speech by individuals with Parkinson’s disease: a review”
by L. C. Kwan and T. L. Whitehill, explored the possibility
of the presence of a deficit in the perception of speech
in individuals with Parkinson’s disease. Based on a review
of the literature, it was concluded that Parkinson’s disease
specifically impairs patients’ perception of verbal emotions.
The aim of the tenth paper, “A cognitive-perceptual approach
to conceptualizing speech intelligibility deficits and remediation
practice in hypokinetic dysarthria” by K. L. Landsford et al.
was to introduce a novel framework for medical practitioners
in order to conceptualize and justify potential targets for
speech remediation in patients with Parkinson’s disease. The
most commonly targeted deficits, including speaking rate
and vocal loudness, were supported by this approach.
The eleventh paper, “High-level language production in
Parkinson’s disease: a review” by L. J. P. Altmann and M.
S. Troche, reviewed the literature on language production
in Parkinson’s disease and provided detailed discussion of
the language production processes that are impaired in this
condition. It was concluded that Parkinson’s disease aﬀects
all stages of language production, including conceptualization, functional and positional processing. Two semantic
priming tasks designed to isolate automatic and controlled
semantic activation were utilized in the twelfth paper, “The
influence of dopamine on automatic and controlled semantic
activation in Parkinson’s disease” by W. L. Arnott et al. to
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investigate the impact of dopamine depletion on semantic
processing in Parkinson’s disease. Overall, the results demonstrated that dopamine depletion can cause disturbances in
both automatic and controlled semantic activation. The
final paper in this special issue, “Sentence comprehension
and its association with executive functions in patients with
Parkinson’s disease” by K. S. F. Colman et al. aimed to provide
insight into the interaction between linguistic representation
and processing and executive functioning in individuals with
Parkinson’s disease. Overall, it was concluded that there does
not appear to be a language faculty independent of executive
functioning.
Bruce Murdoch
Tara Whitehill
Miet de Letter
Harrison Jones
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The aim of the present study was to explore four individuals’ perspective of the way their speech and communication changed as a
result of subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation treatment for Parkinson’s disease. Interviews of two men and two women were
analyzed using qualitative content analysis. Three themes emerged as a result of the analysis. The first theme included sub-themes
describing both increased and unexpected communication diﬃculties such as a more vulnerable speech function, re-emerging
stuttering and cognitive diﬃculties aﬀecting communication. The second theme comprised strategies to improve communication,
using diﬀerent speech techniques and communicative support, as well as trying to achieve changes in medical and stimulation
parameters. The third theme included descriptions of mixed feelings surrounding the surgery. Participants described the surgery
as an unavoidable dramatic change, associated both with improved quality of life but also uncertainty and lack of information,
particularly regarding speech and communication changes. Despite negative eﬀects on speech, the individuals were generally very
pleased with the surgical outcome. More information before surgery regarding possible side eﬀects on speech, meeting with a
previously treated patient and possibly voice and speech therapy before or after surgery are suggested to facilitate the adjustment
to the new speech conditions.

1. Introduction
Although subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STNDBS) treatment for Parkinson’s disease (PD) has been reported to be an eﬀective treatment for advanced motor symptoms of the limbs, such as tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia, the eﬀects on diﬀerent speech parameters (phonation,
articulation, speech rate) and intelligibility are equivocal [1–
3]. Dysarthria was reported as a persistent adverse event in
5–70% of surgical cases reported by Romito and Albanese
[2]. A recent study comparing 32 consecutive patients treated
with STN-DBS with an optimally medicated control group
[3] concluded that most patients exhibited reduced speech
intelligibility, a negative change attributed to both medical
and surgical factors. Other earlier studies have reported unaﬀected speech function [4] or improvements [5, 6]. In
general, studies of speech eﬀects show that phonatory and
articulatory components measured separately are improved
by STN-DBS [7–9]. However, speech intelligibility, which

is more indicative of overall speech production, is often
reduced [3].
The speech disorder associated with PD is well described
[10, 11] mainly in terms of perceptually and instrumentally
identifiable signs of hypokinetic dysarthria, such as a weak
and breathy voice, monotony, imprecise articulation, and
variable speech rate. In addition, a few studies include subjective reports of communicative consequences. Miller et al.
[12] reported in-depth interviews with 37 individuals. The
main concern of these individuals was not the speech and
voice changes per se but rather their consequences in terms
of changed self-concept and restricted participation in social life. These changes were perceived long before changes in
speech intelligibility were apparent. Another study [13] administered a self-report questionnaire, the Voice Handicap
Index (VHI) [14], to individuals with PD pre- and postSTN-DBS and compared them with a nonsurgically treated
group. The VHI scores deteriorated equally in both groups,
although, the variability was greater in the surgically treated
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group. VHI scores and speech intelligibility correlated in
both groups, indicating that the individuals’ perception of
their diﬃculties was in accordance with an overall measurement of speech deviations.
When comparing studies to evaluate the eﬀects on speech
of STN-DBS in individuals with PD, the one consistent
finding appears to be variability. This variability may be
accounted for by a number of variables: disease-specific
variables, type and degree of dysarthria pre- and/or post-surgery, stimulation-related variables, such as location of electrodes, amplitude, and frequency of stimulation, and speech
measures chosen and, so on. Small group studies have so far
been unable to capture the relevant variables and describe the
individuals who might or might not be suitable candidates
for surgery. One of the missing perspectives in this area of
research appears to be the individual subjective perspective,
a perspective that can be expected to contribute to a deeper
understanding of the changes in speech and communication
as a result of STN-DBS. Conducting qualitative analysis
of semistructured interviews is a suitable methodology to
explore individual perspectives and describe the heterogeneity of human experiences [15, 16]. Consequently, the aim of
the present study was to explore individuals’ own perspective
of the way speech and communication have changed as a result of STN-DBS.

2. Methods
2.1. Study Design. Data collection was performed through
semi-structured interviews, which were subsequently analyzed using qualitative content analysis [17].
2.2. Participants. Four individuals were invited to participate
in the study. They were selected by the physician in charge of
the Motor Disorders Unit at the Neurology Clinic at the local
university hospital. The inclusion criteria were Parkinson’s
disease, at least 2 years after STN-DBS surgery and health
status, cognitive and language skills to be able to participate
in an interview situation. It was also considered valuable to
include both women and men and individuals who had both
shorter and longer experience of the eﬀects of STN-DBS.
All four were in contact with the Motor Disorders Unit at
the time of the study and were selected by the physician as
possible and suitable participants. The head of the Neurology
Clinic approved the study as a part of the evaluation of
surgical treatment in the clinic.
Basic information describing the participants is included
in Table 1 (names are pseudonyms). The age range of the 2
women and 2 men was between 61 and 79 years and the time
after surgery varied between 2 and 10 years. Years since onset
of disease ranged between 10 and 32 years. All participants
had had advanced on-oﬀ fluctuations for several years before
surgery. The participants were assessed by a speech language
pathologist (SLP, not involved in the present study) before
surgery. Three were considered to have mild to moderate
hypokinetic dysarthria and the speech of the fourth was judged to be unaﬀected. After surgery, assessed 6–12 months
after surgery, the participants’ dysarthria diagnoses had not
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changed. One of the four participants had had speech treatment after surgery (Sven). According to medical records
regarding cognitive status, Lisa and Anders had no cognitive
impairment pre- or post-surgery, Greta had a mild cognitive
impairment both pre- and post-surgery and Sven had a mild
cognitive impairment after surgery.
2.3. Data Collection. Written information regarding the
study was sent to the prospective participants, after which
they were contacted by telephone. They all agreed to participate and signed a written consent form, including agreeing
to the interview being video recorded. They all preferred
to be interviewed in their homes. During the interviews,
the participants were encouraged to take breaks whenever
needed, but no one chose to do so. All the interviews were
conducted on a one to one basis, except that the wife of one
of the participants was present during the initial part of his
interview.
Semistructured qualitative research interviews were conducted and video-recorded by the first author (EA). Prior to
actual data collection, two pilot interviews were conducted,
with two nonsurgically treated individuals, in order to increase interviewing skills, evaluate the interview guide, and
increase trustworthiness.
A semi-structured interview guide was developed gradually, based on knowledge in the area of research and
the pilot interviews. Minor adjustments were made during
the course of the four interviews. An interview started
with open questions regarding disease history which was
followed by more specific questions focusing on experiences
of speech and communication after STN surgery. Examples
of questions from the interview guide were: “Describe if
and how your speech has been aﬀected by DBS treatment?”,
“When does your communication work well and when does
it not?”, and “How are you able to communicate with other
people?—known, unknown?”. The sessions lasted between
45 and 60 minutes. Memos were written in connection with
the interviews to obtain a first impression of the content. A
second, follow-up interview was conducted by phone with
participant number 3 (Anders) to collect additional information regarding a specific topic (his reemerging stuttering).
No second interviews with the other participants were considered necessary.
2.4. Data Analysis. The interviews were transcribed verbatim
by first author (EA) and the transcriptions were analyzed
using qualitative content analysis [21]. During the following
steps of the analysis, all three researchers were involved.
Transcriptions and memos were read several times to get a
sense of the whole. Subsequently, sentences and paragraphs
were separated into meaning units which were condensed
(shortened but with preservation of the content) and labeled
with codes, by hand. In the next step of the analysis, the
coded meaning units were compared across units of data,
searching for similarities and diﬀerences. Thereafter, all the
condensed meaning units were grouped into subthemes.
A few subthemes were of subordinate nature in relation
to the aim of the study and were sorted out as unrelated

Female

Male

Male

Greta

Anders

Sven

79

61

73

71

24

32

10

30

Idiopathic
Parkinson’s disease

Idiopathic
Parkinson’s disease

Left sided
hemiparkinsonism

Idiopathic
Parkinson’s disease
9

2

10

4

No data
found

Without
L-dopa: 30
With L-dopa:
62

No data
found

Words:
99%
Sentences:
100%

Mild hypokinetic
dysarthria
Dysarthria assessment
no data found

Mild hypokinetic
dysarthria
Dysarthria assessment
mean score 0.92

Mild∗ hypokinetic
Med + stim +10
dysarthria
Med – stim + 14
Dysarthria assessment
Med – stim − 23
mean score 0.49
Mild-moderate mixed
Med + stim + 26 dysarthria, speech
Med – stim + 35 festinations
Med – stim − 50 Dysarthria assessment
no data found
Mild hypokinetic
dysarthria
No data found
Dysarthria assessment
mean score 0.36

Words:
70%
Sentences:
60%

No dysarthria
Dysarthria assessment
mean score 0.03

No dysarthria
Dysarthria assessment
mean score 0.1∗∗

Speech
intelligibility
before
STN surgery
Words:
100%
Sentences:
100%
Words:
96%
Sentences:
94%
Dysarthria
Dysarthria assessment
mean score 1.0

Speech after surgery
(6–12 months )

Speech before
surgery

Total score
Total score
UPDRS
UPDRS after STN
before STN
surgery (12
surgery
months )
Without LMed + stim + 21
dopa: 37
Med − stim + 21
With L-dopa:
Med – stim – 30
9

No data
found

Speech
intelligibility
∗∗∗
after
STN surgery
Words:
100%
Sentences:
98%
Words:
96%
Sentences:
95%
Reading∗∗∗∗
95%
Spontaneous
speech:
85%

∗∗ Clinical

Dysarthria classification: mild = speech aﬀected but intelligibility intact, moderate = intelligibility slightly decreased, severe = speech supported by augmentative and alternative communication [18].
dysarthria test, range 0–4 (normal <0,25; 4 = severe disability) [19].
∗∗∗ SWINT-Swedish Intelligibility Test, [20]. ∗∗∗∗ No formal SWINT judgment, speech intelligibility was rated in reading and spontaneous speech.

∗

Female

Lisa

Participant Gender Age years Diagnosis

Years
Disease
after
duration
STN
(years)
surgery

Table 1: Demographic data (all names are pseudonyms).
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(such as descriptions of early experiences related to the
onset of disease). After that, the subthemes were compared and related to each other and then merged into to
following three overarching themes [22]: “increased and
unexpected communication diﬃculties”, “strategies to improve communication”, and “mixed feelings surrounding the
surgery”. The emergence of the theme “increased and unexpected communication diﬃculties” is described in Table 2.
The themes and subthemes were regularly revised and refined, and definitions were further specified. Also, memos,
subthemes, and themes were regularly discussed with the coauthors to strengthen trustworthiness. Quotations have been
included in the findings section to illustrate and verify the
interpretation.

3. Findings
All the participants described changes in diﬀerent aspects of
speech and communication as an eﬀect of STN-DBS, both
the surgery and the stimulation. These changes included a
weak and monotonous voice and reduced speech intelligibility. However, the overall benefits of the surgery in terms of
increased mobility were stressed by all participants. Despite
diﬀerent side eﬀects, they still felt that they “had got their life
back” as a result of the surgery. In addition, they were convinced that the progression of their disease symptoms had
left them with no choice other than to have the surgery.
The content analysis resulted in 3 themes and 13 subthemes (Table 3). The themes are described in more details
and exemplified with quotes below.
3.1. Increased and Unexpected Communication Diﬃculties.
All four participants reported varying degrees of negative
eﬀects on their speech after surgery. One participant did not
have any speech or voice problems before the operation but
developed diﬃculties after surgery. Others had dysarthria
which worsened after the operation. Some symptoms
increased, such as reduced intelligibility and problems with
writing.
In addition to a more or less expected deterioration
in speech and communication, a number of unexpected
diﬃculties related to communication were described. One
participant reported the re-emergence of stuttering after surgery and another described a change in self-perception of her
own speech, considered related to auditory feedback. All the
participants reported an increase in mental fatigue and difficulty in concentrating for longer periods of time, which had
an eﬀect on their social life.
3.1.1. Weak and Monotonous Voice. One participant mentioned that her speech improved post surgery, but gradually
deteriorated again. The participants described their voices as
weak, stiﬀ, and monotonous. “Yes, sort of whispering” (Sven).
The voice was less nuanced and rigid compared with before
the surgery, which was commented on with sadness as a loss.
“The voice appears less nuanced to me, I cannot vary it like I
did before. Without that, it gets stiﬀ, that’s sad.” (Lisa).
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3.1.2. Vulnerable Speech Function Aﬀects Intelligibility. Some
participants experienced that other people frequently had
diﬃculty hearing and comprehending their speech; their
communication partners had to request clarification over
and over again. “No one hears what I am saying.” (Greta).
Moreover, the participants found that the speech diﬃculties
became worse when they were tired. “I do notice that it [the
speech] is aﬀected, by fatigue among other things.” (Sven).
Furthermore, the participants said that anxiety played an important role and reported reduced intelligibility when they
were nervous or tense. “It [the speech] should be better now,
but it is not, it is being aﬀected by nerves.” (Greta); “Yes, it
[anxiety] has an impact, not just a little but a lot.” (Sven). They
also said that participating in the interview probably had a
negative eﬀect on their speech, since it made them nervous.
3.1.3. Stuttering. One of the participants had stuttered as a
child, which was reported to have disappeared at the age of
8–10 years. After surgery, the stuttering re-emerged and had
been permanent ever since. “No, it [the stuttering] appeared
when they turned on the stimulation.” (Anders). The stuttering
consisted of frequent word-initial-syllable repetitions and
blocked speech sounds, particularly on “good bye”, which
he had diﬃculty pronouncing. The stuttering appeared in
diﬀerent situations but in all long conversations. If he concentrated on speaking slowly, he was easier to understand.
This participant reported that his speech became better, with
fewer instances of stuttering, when electrostimulation was
reduced.
3.1.4. Diﬃculty Reading and Writing. Writing appeared to
have been micrographic for all participants before surgery,
but the diﬃculties increased after surgery up to the point
where the handwriting was not readable. None of the participants reported diﬃculty reading before the operation, but
one of them reported reading diﬃculty after surgery. He
described the reading impairment as similar to his writing
diﬃculties, as the text merged and lagged behind and was
diﬃcult to focus on. “Reading is much more diﬃcult now
compared with before the operation /. . ./ it merges somehow
and lags behind.” (Sven).
3.1.5. Change in Auditory Feedback. One of the participants
felt that the sound of her own voice sometimes changed, but
this change was not perceived by people around her. She
reported that her voice sounded as though she was talking
in a bucket or a can. “Sometimes I think I sound as if I was
speaking in a can, my speech is becoming very hollow.” (Lisa).
3.1.6. Mental Fatigue. The participants reported not having
the same social capacity after surgery. After a short time in a
large group of people, they became tired. “. . . but of course,
we don’t socialize with people as much as we did before.” (Lisa).
One of the participants mentioned that it had become more
tiring to talk to friends over the phone, something she had
enjoyed doing before the operation. She described it as an inability to listen for longer periods of time. “I have lost patience
when it comes to talking over the phone, I hear, but I don’t have
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Table 2: The emergence of the theme “increased and unexpected communication diﬃculties”.

Quote
“The voice appears less nuanced to me, I
cannot vary it like I did before. Without
that, it gets stiﬀ, that’s sad.”
“My brain stops more than before. If I am
going to say something, it can suddenly
shut down and I have no chance of
thinking of what I wanted to say.”

Code

Sub-theme

Theme

Voice less nuanced
and stiﬀ, that is sad

Weak and monotonous voice

Increased and unexpected
communication diﬃculties

Mind suddenly
stops in the middle
of communication

Freezing of the mind

Table 3: Overview of findings.
Themes

(1) Increased and unexpected communication
diﬃculties

(2) Strategies to improve communication

(3) Mixed feelings surrounding the surgery

the strength in some odd way. /. . ./ I almost have to interrupt
phone conversations if they are too lengthy.” (Lisa).
3.1.7. Freezing of the Mind. A couple of participants experienced word retrieval diﬃculties but also something they
described as a “freezing of the mind”. It was not only a
question of finding the right words but rather an inability
to remember anything because the mind suddenly turned
absolutely blank. “My brain stops more than before. If I am
going to say something, it can suddenly shut down and I
have no chance of thinking of what I wanted to say.” (Lisa)
This fear of the mind becoming completely blank made the
participants feel insecure and made them sometimes decide
not to participate in a conversation, because of the risk of
being unable to finish a story. The freezing of the mind was
described in terms of insecurity and loss of control. “It’s like
deciding whether to dare or not dare; if I get going, I’m not sure
I will be able to end the story or whatever I am going to say.”
(Lisa); “. . . there seems to be nothing to hold on to, I am just
jumping from one thing to another.” (Sven)
3.2. Strategies to Improve Communication. As a result of the
diﬀerent speech and communication problems experienced
by the participants and described above, they had found ways
to improve communication. They reported using diﬀerent
strategies, such as adjusting speech rate and loudness in order
to increase speech intelligibility. It was reported that communication partners played an important role in solving

Subthemes
(1.1) Weak and monotonous voice
(1.2) Vulnerable speech function aﬀects intelligibility
(1.3) Stuttering
(1.4) Diﬃculty reading and writing
(1.5) Changed auditory feedback
(1.6) Mental fatigue
(1.7) Freezing of the mind
(2.1) Speech techniques
(2.2) Communicative partners’ support
(2.3) Changing medical and stimulation parameters
(3.1) An unavoidable, drastic decision
(3.2) Improved quality of life
(3.3) Uncertainty and lack of information

communication problems in conversation. Furthermore, the
participants said that the level of medication and stimulation
parameters were of importance to their speech and communication.
3.2.1. Speech Techniques. Most participants made conscious
use of strategies such as adjusting speech rate. They tried
to talk more slowly, as it made them more understandable.
“When I talk without focusing, I am diﬃcult to understand.”
(Anders); “[I] talk very slowly.” (Greta). They were also aware
of the importance of increasing vocal loudness to make their
voices more powerful. One participant described adjusting
her voice as being much like turning up the volume on a
radio. If she did not, she would be asked to repeat herself
again. “It’s as if I turn up the volume of a radio, to make other
people satisfied. Otherwise they will ask me to repeat what I
say.” (Lisa). They also chose to adjust their social schedule to
times where they were less tired or more intelligible.
3.2.2. Communicative Partners’ Support. The participants
described being diﬃcult to understand in various situations
which made participating in social life diﬃcult. For some
social functions, the ability to make phone calls is important,
something that was considered particularly diﬃcult by some
of the participants. This made them dependent on other
persons.
The need for several repetitions in order to be understood
also led to increased dependence on family and relatives
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to help out in communicative situations. One participant
stressed the importance of having family who knew her
very well because when her mind “froze” and she did not
remember anything, her husband would fill in or explain the
situation to other communication partners. “My husband is
so wonderfully knowledgeable about my life, he can help me
along or he lets me practice, because it has become better.”
(Lisa). All the participants described a changed balance in
the communication situation, with the partner having to
put more eﬀort into the communication and paying more
attention in order to keep conversation going. “Then it’s
the other partner that has to be attentive and make an eﬀort
to get it [the conversation] going.” (Lisa) This change in
communication pattern had social consequences, described
as loneliness and restricted social participation. “Then it’s the
social part, you realize who your friends are now.” (Anders).
3.2.3. Changing Medical and Stimulation Parameters. After
the operation, all four participants had been able to reduce
their medication considerably, which was perceived as an
important improvement. However, adjustments were necessary and varying eﬀects of medication after surgery were
reported. “It is when I am under-medicated that it gets worse.”
(Lisa). One participant increased her medication to increase
mobility, which made speech diﬃculties worse. “If I take
more medication, I can walk but not talk, it’s just a matter
of choice.” (Greta). She could choose whether to prioritize
walking or talking in a specific situation. Another participant
had the opposite experience: increased medication improved
speech function. Moreover, the eﬀects of medication varied
during the day. In overall terms, this variability made the
participants adjust their daily schedule to optimize the
performance of various activities.
Stimulation settings were also perceived as aﬀecting
speech and communication. In particular, one participant
had the opportunity to adjust the stimulation parameters
himself and made conscious choices to increase his ability
to communicate versus moving around. “When I am going
to talk for a longer period of time, an hour or so, I can lower
the stimulation, to be able to speak more easily. Afterwards, I
increase it again to be able to move more easily.” (Anders).
3.3. Mixed Feelings Surrounding the Surgery. All four participants described the decision to go ahead with the surgery
as a dramatic and unavoidable one, because of increased
disease symptoms and less levodopa eﬀect. They all described
feelings of uncertainty: they lacked information pre- and
postsurgery and also wanted information about possible
future changes. In spite of this, they were happy with the
decision to have surgery because of the general improvement
in quality of life, despite the perceived negative eﬀects on
speech and communication.
3.3.1. An Unavoidable, Drastic Decision. The participants
described their time presurgery as being in a very bad
medical state, desperate for a change, willing to try almost
anything. “I was in such a bad state, I thought it could not get
any worse. And that’s when they take such drastic measures.
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Because that’s what this operation still is, isn’t it?” (Lisa). They
described increased severity of symptoms such as dyskinesia,
freezing, bradykinesia, and tremor. “I was ready for an operation when the rigidity and the dyskinesia superseded each other,
so that I did not get any good time in between.” (Lisa). Also out
of concern for significant others, the decision to agree to the
operation was described as unavoidable. “I had to medicate
every hour and so I had to have an operation.” (Anders).
3.3.2. Improved Quality of Life. All the participants expressed
a feeling of being pleased that the operation was worth it,
because of a general increase in quality of life. Although they
all experienced adverse eﬀects, they “got their lives back”.
“Everything got better, the tremor disappeared completely. It
was fantastic to wake up.” (Greta).
The two women did not express any disappointment at
all, although they both experienced a worsening of speech
symptoms. The increased mobility and reduced tremor made
up for everything. “I feel that I could not have managed
without the operation, I have not regretted it for a single
moment, because it meant so much to be able to move again.”
(Lisa). The two men described having higher expectations
compared with the actual outcome and were therefore
somewhat disappointed. However, the increased independence was acknowledged as a major improvement. “I could
not get up at night, D had to help me a lot at night /. . ./ now I
can manage completely on my own.” (Anders).
3.3.3. Uncertainty and Lack of Information. Some of the
participants felt that they needed more information, both
before and after surgery, about what to expect in terms
of possible side eﬀects, and also how the disease could be
expected to develop as a result of surgery. They expressed disappointment at the amount of information that was oﬀered
and one participant suggested meeting with other patients
who were treated with STN-DBS. “I am a bit dis-appointed
that you are unable to get information /. . ./ they could have
rounded up a few [operated patients] to give me tips on how it
really is.” (Sven).
The participants had diﬀerent thoughts about the future.
The disease symptoms changed constantly and the participants needed to deal with these changes continually.
Feelings of uncertainty were described by all participants.
They wanted to know how both the disease and the speech
impairment would develop. “All the time, when one thing
stops, when the pain or rigidity or whatever it might be gets
better, it’s time for something new /. . ./ I would like to know, is
this rigidity it, or does it get worse? What is going to be next?”
(Sven). They also described fear about starting new projects
because they were uncertain whether they would be able to
follow them through. “I’m in a situation where I do not know
if I dare to start something because I do not know if I will be
able to finish it.” (Lisa).

4. Discussion
To summarize, this study investigated how speech and communication were perceived by four individuals with Parkin-
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son’s disease, following surgical treatment with deep brain
stimulation to the subthalamic nucleus. The participants described diﬀerent improvements such as increased mobility
and a radical reduction in tremor and medication. At the
time of surgery, they all felt that they were in such a bad
medical state that they had no other choice but to agree
to the surgery. Furthermore, they said that speech and
communication deteriorated as a result of surgery and/or stimulation.
4.1. Speech and Communication. The findings of the present
study add an in-depth individual perspective to what is
known about the speech eﬀects of subthalamic stimulation.
The reports from the participants described reduced speech
intelligibility, which agrees very well with recent group
studies (e.g., [3]), in which a significant reduction in speech
intelligibility was reported. However, Tripoliti et al. [3] noted
that there was a substantial individual variability. In their
group of participants, speech intelligibility deteriorated in 25
patients (varying between −77% and −3%) and improved
in 7 patients (ranging from 2% to 17%). Tripoliti et al. also
reported that acoustic speech measures of vocal loudness
increased in all speech tasks with stimulation, which can be
related to other findings of speech subsystem improvements
(e.g., [5, 6]) and can be explained by an STN-DBS-induced
increase in force production but cause a deterioration in
more complex movements. The four participants in the present study mentioned vocal weakness as a consistent problem. The self-report questionnaire, the Voice Handicap
Index (VHI), was used to describe the perceived voice problems after surgery by Frost et al. [13], and 14 of 20 participants rated their perceived current voice diﬃculties greater
than before surgery, but only VHI means and no particular
perceived symptoms were reported in the study, which makes
a comparison diﬃcult.
One of the participants reported the re-emergence of
developmental stuttering, not as a symptom of the disease
per se but in connection with the surgery and also said
that the severity of disfluencies was influenced by the intensity of stimulation. Emerging, reemerging, or increased disfluencies as an eﬀect of STN-DBS are corroborated by clinical observations, but, as far as we know, they have rarely
been described. Burghaus et al. [23] published a case study
describing the aggravation of stuttering in a person treated
with STN-DBS. On the other hand, Walker et al. [24] described the relief of stuttering symptoms in an individual with
PD as an eﬀect of unilateral STN-DBS. Clearly, there is a need
for further studies exploring the role of the basal ganglia circuitry in the pathophysiology of disfluency.
The description of mental fatigue, freezing of the mind,
and vulnerable speech function is an illustration of the way
cognitive factors and cognitive decline can be influential.
This makes the contribution and support of significant others important. Communication partner support is important
for individuals with dysarthria caused by Parkinson’s disease
in general [12, 25], but it might be even more crucial for
patients treated with STN-DBS, a treatment which entails
both increased and unexpected speech and communication
changes.
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4.2. Improved Quality of Life but Lack of Information. This
study confirms numerous studies describing the dramatic
positive eﬀects of STN-DBS on mobility and tremor. None
of the four participants regretted going through with the
surgery, despite the fact that they experienced side eﬀects.
Bearing in mind the very small number of subjects, a possible
gender diﬀerence in the perceptions of surgery outcome
might exist. Apart from the fact that the proportion of
male patients who undergo STN-DBS exceeds the reported
male/female ratio of PD patients [26], gender-specific symptoms as a consequence of STN-DBS have been described.
Like the participants in the present study, women frequently
experience greater benefits in terms of perceived quality of
life [27], although a recent study points to transient poorer
outcome, not measurable at follow-up 3 and 5 years after
surgery [28].
One of the factors that could increase patient satisfaction
is clearly increased information relating to the procedure.
The participants in the present study described a need for
more information, regarding both the surgery and the possible side eﬀects. This is consistent with the study by Montel
and Bungener [29] in which a group of 40 STN-DBS
treated patients were compared with a non-surgically treated
matched group. The only diﬀerences between the groups in
terms of quality of life and coping strategies were lower scores
on the communication area of quality of life and also lower
scores on instrumental coping strategies in the STN-DBS
group. The authors stress the need to prepare patients with
PD for the eﬀects of surgery and stimulation and point out
that the opportunity to meet other subjects who have already
undergone stimulation could help the patient to develop a
more realistic view of the intervention.
4.3. Study Limitations and Directions for Future Research.
Trustworthiness aspects are discussed in terms of credibility,
confirmability, dependability, and transferability [30]. The
collected data were handled according to the principles of
content analysis, including continuous discussions between
and the involvement of all the coauthors to increase credibility [31] and to reduce researcher bias. As speech and language
pathologists, the researchers had a preunderstanding of
speech and language problems which could have biased the
study; a multiprofessional team could have further strengthened credibility. Investigator responsiveness, that is creativity,
sensitivity, and insight, was also supported during the data
collection phase, by conducting pilot interviews to refine
interview skills for instance. Concerning confirmability, the
researchers strived for openness and verification, by systematically checking and confirming the relationship between
the data and the interpretation. To strengthen dependability,
an interview guide was used in all the interviews. As for
transferability, there was an attempt to present the analysis
and the findings transparently and clearly, for instance,
by providing illustrative quotes. The very small number
of subjects is obviously a limitation of this study. More
participants would have increased transferability and a larger
interview or questionnaire study is clearly needed. There
were also large diﬀerences between the participants regarding
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time after surgery, which might have influenced the findings.
However, the interviews were carried out according to the
procedures of qualitative research interviews with the aim
of obtaining rich and consistent descriptions of the participants’ experiences [32].
There are divergent meanings of using participant validation, therefore this was not done. A participant may
have changed his/her views due to temporal aspects and
other potential changes in his/her situation [21]. Moreover,
a problem of participant validation is that the findings
have been synthesized, decontextualized and abstracted from
(and across) individual participants, so that an individual
participant might not be able to recognize him/herself from
the presentation of the findings [33].
4.4. Clinical Implications. It was stated in the introduction
that the one consistent finding in studies of STN-DBS in
PD is variability and the participants in the present study
add to this variance. Because of the individual variability, as
Montel and Bungener [29] pointed out, individuals with PD
need to be informed in detail about the eﬀects of surgery and
of stimulation before the intervention. This is confirmed in
the present study; therefore, the prospective patients need
to be prepared and the preparation should be adapted to
their specific symptoms, both general and in terms of speech
and communication diﬃculties. Moreover, the information
should be based on their expectations, and meeting other
patients who have undergone the procedure would improve
their understanding of the procedure. The development
of a questionnaire, specifically tailored for this group of
patients, would be helpful in identifying and formulating the
concerns. Furthermore, voice and speech therapy, before or
after surgery, focusing on skills and strategies to handle the
changes in speech and communication, could facilitate the
adjustment to the new speech conditions.
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The hypokinetic dysarthria observed in Parkinson’s disease (PD) aﬀects the range, speed, and accuracy of articulatory gestures
in patients, reducing the perceived quality of speech acoustic output in continuous speech. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the
subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) and of the caudal zona incerta (cZi-DBS) are current surgical treatment options for PD. This
study aimed at investigating the outcome of STN-DBS (7 patients) and cZi-DBS (7 patients) in two articulatory diadochokinesis
tasks (AMR and SMR) using measurements of articulation rate and quality of the plosive consonants (using the percent measurable
VOT metric). The results indicate that patients receiving STN-DBS increased in articulation rate in the Stim-ON condition in the
AMR task only, with no eﬀect on production quality. Patients receiving cZi-DBS decreased in articulation rate in the Stim-ON
condition and further showed a reduction in production quality. The data therefore suggest that cZi-DBS is more detrimental for
extended articulatory movements than STN-DBS.

1. Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the subthalamic nucleus
(STN) is an established and eﬀective treatment for motor
symptoms associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD). However, eﬀects of STN-DBS on speech motor function are
varying, and minor improvements, as well as stimulationinduced deterioration, have been reported [1–3]. This is also
the case regarding DBS in the nucleus ventralis intermedius
(Vim) of the thalamus, which is sometimes used for parkinsonian tremor, but most often for other forms of tremor
[4]. Recently, the Zona incerta (Zi) has been suggested as an
alternative target to the STN and Vim in PD [5, 6]. As part
of a larger study we have therefore decided to evaluate the

eﬀects of Zi-DBS on speech and to compare these with the
eﬀects of STN-DBS.
Speech impairment is a frequently observed feature of PD
[7]. The hypokinetic dysarthria associated with PD involves
reduction in movement range in articulatory gestures [8]
and, in contrast to both ataxic and spastic dysarthria, a
normal [9] or indeed accelerated voluntary articulation rate
[10, 11] in simple connected speech tasks. In the limited
time frame available during connected speech, the active
articulator often fails to reach the target location, resulting
in reduced perceptual quality in the resulting speech signal.
Frequently used experimental tasks in controlled studies
of speech production proficiency involve the production of
repeated syllables in a fast rate (diadochokinesis, DDK).
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The task is administered either in the form of repeated
/pa/, /ta/, or /ka/ syllables (alternating motion rate, AMR)
or the repetitive production of the full sequence /pataka/
(sequential motion rate, SMR) [12]. In the first form (AMR)
the speech articulation task measures the maximum rate in
articulatory movement in the jaw combined with movements
in the lips or anterior or posterior parts of the tongue [12].
As such, the AMR task estimates the maximum articulation
rate of syllable-sized units involving maximally extended
articulatory movements in the syllable onset.
In contrast, the SMR task involves an alternation between
places of constriction in the vocal tract, placing a higher
load on patients’ sequencing of articulatory movements [12].
Thus, although not aimed at serving as proxies for patients’
production of fluent speech [13], the two DDK tasks are
well suited to investigate eﬀects in patients’ articulatory
proficiency and control.
Specifically for patients with PD, Tjaden and Watling [13]
argued that the AMR and SMR tasks provide a complementary description of articulatory proficiency in the patients
compared to normal controls. For the AMR task, results
have shown that PD patients may have a higher articulation
rate compared to healthy controls [10, 13] demonstrating
that PD patients are able to manifest continuous articulatory
alternations of even higher frequency than normal controls
performing the same simple task. In the more complex SMR
task, however, PD patients have shown a slowed articulation
rate compared to normal controls [13]. Thus, it is likely
that the relationship between speech articulation ability in
PD patients to that of normal controls is dependent on
the demands of the articulation task and consequently that
articulation rate in PD patients is best evaluated using both
AMR and SMR tasks [13].
A high articulation rate does not, however, necessarily
indicate an increased articulatory proficiency. It has been
proposed that an alternative way of achieving an increase in
articulation rate is by increasing the articulatory undershoot
in speech gestures, a feature that has been observed in PD
patients’ speech [8, 14, 15]. Patients would be able to increase
the number of CV alternations per second by approximating
the full articulatory target (articulatory undershoot), at the
expense of acoustic quality.
The plosive group of consonant speech sounds has been
identified as particularly sensitive to the eﬀects of articulatory
undershoot [16]. In order for a plosive to be perceived, a
silent interval followed by an acoustic transient is a required
feature of the acoustic output. In order for this acoustic
output to be produced, a full closure between the active and
the passive articulator is required. After a period of pressure
build-up driven by the lungs, the plosive is released, creating
an instantaneous drop in pressure and resulting in the
acoustic transient [17]. Thus, due to its strong dependence
on a full range of motor action of the active articulator and
a continued full closure between the articulators during the
build-up of supraglottal pressure, the hypokinetic dysarthria
associated with PD is very likely to have strong negative
impact on the consonant produced, possibly failing to
produce a stop consonant at all. In a prevocal position, where
phonation is expected to follow the release of the plosive,
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an interaction between subglottal and supraglottal pressure
may either aﬀord or prevent phonation to occur due to
the coordination of the articulatory movements involved,
placing further demands on the articulatory control of the
speaker.
The acoustic measure of Voice Onset Time (VOT) has
successfully been employed as a yardstick for an acceptable
plosive produced in prevocalic position [18]. VOT has been
defined as the distance in time between the acoustic release
of the plosive and the onset of voicing of the following vowel
[19]. Thus, the measure requires both the presence of a
detectable acoustic transient and an onset of voicing in order
to be calculated.
VOT values have been shown to be diﬃcult to measure
reliably across raters in PD patients [20]. Possibly due to
this fact, studies of VOT diﬀerences between PD patients
and normal speakers have produced variable results, where
PD patients were found to have a longer VOT [21], shorter
VOT [22], or no significant diﬀerence [23, 24] compared
to normal geriatric controls. Thus, the VOT measure itself
has not provided conclusive results concerning the superand supra-laryngeal control and coordination in PD patients
due to the diﬃculty involved in making the acoustic
measurements. However, it has been argued by Özsancak
et al. [25] that a more simple judgment of whether a VOT
measurement could be made or not may provide a more
suitable quantification of this aspect of speech production
in dysarthric patients [25]. Özsancak et al. [25] argued
that the relative frequency of which VOT measurements
are aﬀorded by the produced plosives correlates with the
articulatory control and precision in the patient: a positive
speech outcome in the disease is argued to lead to an increase
in percent measurable VOT. In addition, Özsancak et al. [25]
found positive correlation between measurability of VOT
and Intelligibility Scores in dysarthric patients. Thus, the
measure is taken to provide a productive quantification of
speech motor eﬀects due to the progression of the disease.
DBS is an established treatment for patients with PD
and has been shown to reduce cardinal symptoms of PD
related to motor function and control [26, 27]. For speech
motor proficiency, however, the results are more mixed.
In studies including the unified Parkinson’s disease rating
scale (UPDRS) [28] patients have been reported to show a
positive eﬀect on speech motor scores [29, 30], a diﬀerential
progression in DBS-STN eﬀect due stimulation parameters
[31], or a short-term positive eﬀect seen in 6-month [32, 33]
and 1–3-year followups [33, 34], which may disappear later
in the progression of the disease [26, 33]. Negative eﬀects of
DBS-STN on speech-related UPDRS motor scores (UPDRSIII) have been found both in patients treated with unilateral
left hemisphere [35, 36], as well as bilateral stimulation
[2, 37, 38].
More detailed investigations have been conducted concerning the nature of speech-related eﬀects of STN-DBS.
Positive outcomes have been shown in some studies for
voice parameters such as mean pitch [39, 40], pitch range
[39], and various measures of voice loudness and stability
[39–41]. Patients have also been shown to improve in force
in articulators in isolated motor tasks [42, 43] and in
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the variability of laryngeal and supraglottal coordination
timing [39] due to STN-DBS. Other studies have reported
a significant positive eﬀect on voice intensity and pitch
variability when combined with L-dopa treatment [41], but
no eﬀect of STN-DBS alone.
STN-DBS has however also been proposed to have strong
adverse eﬀects on speech production proficiency. Several
investigations have found stimulation-induced worsening in
speech articulation primarily in bilateral STN stimulation
[44, 45] or for patients stimulated unilaterally in the left
hemisphere [35, 36]. Thus, despite the positive eﬀects
achieved by stimulation on general motor proficiency [26],
specific features of speech articulation may be worsened in
patients stimulated in STN.
The STN is, however, not the only target in DBS for PD.
Recently, a nonrandomized study demonstrated the caudal
zona incerta (cZi) to be a more eﬃcient target regarding
UPDRS-III than the STN [5]. The cZi target was also
described by Plaha et al. [5] as not having the adverse eﬀects
on speech and balance as other areas closer to the STN. The
cZi might therefore be considered a promising target for DBS
in terms of speech outcomes.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the
articulatory proficiency in terms of articulation rate and
accuracy in a syllable repetition task in PD patients treated
with cZi-DBS compared to patients treated with STN-DBS.

2. Method
2.1. Patients. Fourteen consecutive patients (10 males and
4 females, aged between 49 and 72 years) with idiopathic
PD were included in this prospective nonrandomized study.
The patients had been selected on clinical grounds for
DBS surgery. Thus they were not recruited into the current
study on the basis of their speech status. The patients
were operated on between 2005–2007 (STN group) and
2008-2009 (cZi group). The clinical selection criteria for
the patients’ suitability for surgery were the same for both
groups.
These patients also participated in an accompanying
study on the comparative eﬀects of cZi-DBS and STN-DBS
on voice intensity [46].
The surgical procedures for the respective targets have
been previously described in detail [4, 5]. Seven consecutive
patients were implanted bilaterally (5) or unilaterally (left)
(2) in the STN, followed by seven implanted bilaterally in
the cZi. An overview of patients is presented in Table 1. The
study has been approved by the Regional Ethical Review
Board in Umeå (Dnr: 08-093M; 2008-08-18).
2.2. Surgical Procedure. Targets and trajectories were identified on MRI using the Frame Link planning station
(Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA). In the STN the target
was chosen at a line connecting the anterior borders of
the red nucleuses, at the level of their maximal diameter,
1.5 mm lateral of the medial border of the STN. The target
in the posterior subthalamic area (PSA) was chosen at the
same level and slightly posteriorly medially to the STN
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[11]. The electrode implantation was performed in local
anesthesia, and the eﬀect was evaluated using macrostimulation. A stereotactic CT was performed during surgery,
and the images were fused with the preoperative MRI for
identification of the electrode position.
2.3. Speech Samples. The speech material was selected from
recordings made in three clinical conditions: at baseline
before surgery where the patient was medicated with a
levodopa test dose equivalent to 1.5 times their normal
levodopa dosage, and then Oﬀ and On stimulation (one
hour after the stimulation was switched oﬀ and on, resp.)
12 months after surgery. The postoperative recordings were
made within the optimal period of the patient’s normal
medication cycle.
The recordings were made in a sound-treated booth,
using a calibrated head-mounted microphone (Sennheiser
MKE 2 P-C), with a 15 cm mouth to microphone distance.
The samples were recorded on a digital audio flash recorder
(Marantz PMD 660) or in the case of some early recordings
a digital audio tape recorder (Panasonic SV 3800). A
calibration tone (80 dB, 1 kHz) was used at the beginning of
each recording.
The speech material used in this study consisted of a
syllable repetition task. In the early recordings the patients
were instructed to repeat each syllable /pa/, /ta/, and /ka/
as fast and for as long as they could. In the more recent
recordings, the instructions were refined so that the patients
were given more specific information with an auditory model
of the task, and they first practiced by repeating the syllables
evenly at normal tempo, before proceeding to their fastest
possible even tempo. This refinement in instructions was
made in collaboration with other research centers in Sweden
to ensure comparability of speech data collected from PD
patients. Five STN patients received the earlier instructions
in all testing conditions, and six cZi patients received the
refined instructions in all conditions. The remaining two
STN and one cZi patients received the earlier instructions
for the preoperative test and the refined instructions for the
postoperative tests. The procedure was performed in two
sequences, first using sequences of identical syllables /pa/,
/ta/, and /ka/ (AMR) and then again using a basic pattern
/pataka/ which was then repeated in the same way (SMR).
2.4. Acoustic Analysis. All speech measurements were made
from the display of the acoustic waveform presented by
the Wavesurfer (version 1.8.5) software package [47]. The
measurements were performed by the second and third
authors in a random order in terms of patient and treatment
condition in order to reduce the possibility of systematic
measurement eﬀects across patients. All syllable sequences
were examined to determine their suitability for inclusion.
The criterion for inclusion of a sequence was that it must
have consisted of at least 6 syllables (AMR) or 4 syllables
(SMR), where a syllable was defined as measurable if it
consisted of an increase of energy followed by a period of
silence or reduced energy in the waveform [13]. In the AMR
productions, acoustic measurements of syllable duration
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Table 1: Characteristics of patients in the two surgical groups. Mean age as well as median unified Parkinson’s disease rating scale smotor
scores, UPDRS-III, (with standard deviations) are provided. There were no statistical diﬀerences between the groups for age, duration since
diagnosis, or any of the UPDRS-III scores.
Characteristic
Age (y)
Gender
Electrode placement
Duration since diagnosis
UPDRS III Oﬀ medication
UPDRS-III On medication
Speech∗ (UPDRS III Item 18) Oﬀ med
Speech (UPDRS III Item 18) On med

STN group (n = 7)
62.2 ± 8.2 (51–72)
5 M, 2 F
5 bilatera l,2 unilateral (left side)
6.4 ± 1.5 (4–8)
39.0 (32–57)
18.0 (6–36)
1.0 (0–2)
0.0 (0-1)

were collected for syllable repetition 2–11 (10 syllables) or as
many syllables the patient was able to produce (a minimum
of 6). The first syllable was excluded because the initial silent
closure phase in plosives in word-initial position makes it
not comparable to medial and final plosives in terms of
measurable duration. Articulation speed was then estimated
by the total duration of the measured sequence divided by the
number of syllables in the sequence (syllables/s). Landmarks
for VOT measurements (release transient and voicing onset
[19]) were also identified and their combined presence in
the signals noted as VOT being measurable (both features
present) or not measurable. Syllables where either a release
transient or voicing onset was not present were marked as not
measurable. Continuously voiced plosives were also marked
as it signifies a lack of control in laryngeal functioning,
resulting in a nonplosive (an approximant of voiced fricative)
being produced. The percent measurable VOT metric was
then calculated as the number of syllables meeting the VOT
criteria, divided by the total number of syllables in the
sequence, expressed as a percentage.
In the SMR material, the full /pataka/ production sequences were measured in terms of their duration, discarding
the first sequence due to the eﬀect of the utterance-initial
silent phase. Up to 10 full sequences were measured if
present. A minimum of 4 full sequences was set as a lower
limit for inclusion of the sequence in the data set in order to
ensure that each mean estimate was based on at least three
points of data. Similar to the AMR productions, articulation
speed was estimated by the total duration of the measured
sequence divided by the number of syllables in the sequence
(syllables/s). In addition, VOT landmarks were identified for
the (up to 30) produced syllables in the selected production
sequences and their combined presence in the signals noted
as VOT being measurable or not measurable. As in the AMR
data, continuously voiced plosives resulted in the plosive
being judged as not measurable, as VOT is not defined for
this production pattern. The percent measurable VOT metric
was then calculated as for AMR.
2.5. Reliability. The measurements of relative frequency of
measurable VOT and speech rate were repeated for 10%
of the samples by two independent raters (the second and
third author) in order to estimate the interrater agreement.

cZI group (n = 7)
61.9 ± 9.0 (49–71)
5 M, 2 F
7 bilateral
5.6 ± 2.5 (2–10)
31.0 (29–50)
16.0 (10–42)
1.0 (0–2)
0.7 ± 0.5 (0–1)

The exact agreement in ratings of measurability of VOT was
established at 93.8% (κ = 0.87). Diﬀerences in estimates of
speech rates were within 0.047 syllables/s in 75% of the cases,
within 0.21 syllables/s in 83.3% of the cases, and within 0.69
syllables/s in 100% of the cases.
2.6. Statistical Analysis. Between-within (2 × 3) analyses of
variance were conducted to test for statistical significance
of diﬀerences in articulation rate and degree of measurable
VOT related to stimulation target (STN versus cZI) and
recording condition (baseline, Stim On, and Stim Oﬀ) as
well as interactions between these variables. Within the data
collected during the AMR speech task, eﬀects of syllable type
(/pa/, /ta/, or /ka/) were included in the analysis in a 2 × 3 × 3
ANOVA. The relationship between articulation rate and the
relative frequency of measurable VOT was investigated using
linear regression models.

3. Results
3.1. Articulation Rate. The articulation rates in the AMR and
SMR tasks were analyzed for treatment eﬀects separately for
cZi and STN patients On and Oﬀ stimulation compared
to baseline. The results are presented in Figure 1, divided
according to articulation task (AMR or SMR), stimulation
condition (baseline, Stim OFF, or Stim ON), and stimulated
target (STN or cZi). Within the AMR data, separate analysis
was performed for the diﬀerent syllable types (/pa/, /ta/, and
/ka/) produced by the patients.
For the STN patients, mean number of syllables per
second increased from 5.13 to 5.54 in the AMR task, but
remained at 5.63 in the SMR task. In the cZi patients, the
results from the AMR task showed a decrease in number of
syllables produced per second Stim ON compared to Stim
OFF. In the SMR task, the number of syllables per second
decreased from 4.90 in Stim OFF to 4.70 in Stim ON. In
the AMR task, STN-DBS stimulation increased the mean
articulation rate for all syllable types (5.05 to 5.85 for /p/,
5.06 to 5.44 for /pa/, and 4.99 to 5.32 for /ka/). The cZi-DBS
group results were more mixed (4.95 to 5.25 for /p/, 4.95 to
4.72 for /pa/, and 4.87 to 4.53 for /ka/).
The articulation rates in the two tasks and three
stimulation conditions were tested using a 2 × 3 × 3
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Figure 1: Box plot showing articulation rate under the three stimulation conditions for the two investigated patient groups and speech tasks.

ANOVA, with condition and task interaction included.
The results showed a significant main eﬀect of stimulation
condition (F(2,96) = 5.98, P = 0.003) and of stimulated
target (F(2,96) = 5.35, P = 0.02), but no significant main
eﬀect or interaction eﬀect involving syllable type. A Tukey
“Honest Significant Diﬀerences” post hoc test confirmed
the significant increase in articulation rate in the AMR task
due to STN stimulation (F(2,96) = 5.84, P = 0.004) and the
overall (task independent) reduced articulation rate in cZi
compared to STN Stim ON (F(2,96) = 5.84, P = 0.024) but no
other investigated contrast.
A separate analysis into articulation rate eﬀect in
the bilaterally and unilaterally operated STN-DBS patients
showed no systematic eﬀect of laterality. The two patients
treated with unilateral (left) stimulation showed tentative
signs of opposite treatment eﬀects. Further, for each of

these observed eﬀects, a similar eﬀect in both size and
direction could be observed in at least one bilateral STN-DBS
patient. Thus, no support for a diﬀering eﬀect of bilateral
and unilateral (left) STN in terms of articulation rate was
provided by the present data.
3.2. Percent Measurable VOT. The quality of articulation was
estimated using the relative frequency of measurable VOT
metric, and the results are presented in Figure 2. For the STN
patients performing the AMR task, mean rate of measurable
VOT was 77.7% in Stim OFF and was reduced to 65.8% in
Stim ON. In the SMR task, 76.6% of the syllables contained
the necessary criteria for VOT measurement in Stim OFF,
compared to a mean rate of 73.4% in Stim ON.
For the cZi patients, 81.0% of the productions were
measurable in the AMR task under Stim OFF, but only 51.0%
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Figure 2: Relative frequency of measurable VOT in plosives produced under the three stimulation conditions for the two investigated patient
groups and speech tasks.

in Stim ON. In the SMR task, the patients performed worse
compared to the AMR task (63.5% in Stim OFF), which was
then reduced to a value similar to the AMR task in Stim ON
(55.3%).
Statistical testing using a 2 × 3 × 3 ANOVA with articulation task, stimulation condition, stimulated target, and
syllable type (including interactions) showed a significant
main eﬀect of stimulation condition (F(2,72) = 7.9, P < 0.001)
only. A Tukey “Honest Significant Diﬀerences” post hoc test
confirmed the significant reduction in rate of measurable
VOT in cZi patients (F(2,72) = 3.72, P = 0.037), but no other
investigated contrasts.
A separate analysis of diﬀerences between the bilaterally
and unilaterally operated STN-DBS patients showed no

systematic eﬀect of laterality. The two patients treated with
unilateral (left) stimulation showed a similar eﬀect in both
size and direction to what was observed for at least one
bilateral STN-DBS patient. Thus, no support for a diﬀering
eﬀect of bilateral and unilateral (left) STN in terms of
articulation data was provided by the present data.
3.3. Association between Articulation Rate and Percent Measurable VOT. The association between articulation rate and
articulatory precision was investigated by the correlation
between the computed numbers of syllables per second
produced and the relative frequency of measurable VOT
values in the plosives produced using the Pearson’s productmoment correlation coeﬃcient. The results showed a
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significant (t(82) = −3.57, P < 0.001) negative overall
correlation between articulation rate and relative frequency
of measurable VOT (ρ = −0.37). A more detailed analysis of
correlations between measurements within cells created by
combinations of stimulation condition (baseline, Stim ON,
and Stim OFF) and stimulated target showed a significant
correlation only in postsurgery conditions for cZi patients
(Stim ON: ρ = −0.60, t(12) = −2.59, P = 0.023; Stim OFF: ρ =
−0.604, t(12) = −2.63, P = 0.021). No significant correlation
was found for STN patients.
The association between the two quantities was further
investigated using linear regression fitted to the data within
cells created by combinations of stimulation condition and
target where a significant correlation had been shown. The
regression line fitted to the data showed a slope of −0.010
(SE(slope) = 0.0038) for Stim OFF (adjusted R2 = 0.313) and
−0.014 (SE(slope) = 0.0054) for Stim ON (adjusted R2 =
0.306). Thus, a clear impact of an increase in articulation
rate on articulatory precision was observed. As the standard
errors of the slope estimates overlap almost completely,
the association between articulation rate and articulatory
precision (as measured by relative frequency of measurable
VOT) was considered equal between postsurgery conditions
for the cZi patient group.
The eﬀect of the refinement of instructions given to
the patients was evaluated using Welch two-sample t-tests
comparing the articulation rate in patients receiving an
auditory model and patients not receiving an auditory model
in the baseline recordings, for each task and repeated syllable
separately. The results showed no eﬀect of the auditory
model (t(11.05) = −1.4373, P = 0.18 for /pa/, t(11.77) = −1.7843,
P = 0.10 for /ta/, t(11.87) = −0.9014, P = 0.38 for /k/,
and t(8.08) = −0.6301, P = 0.54 for /pataka/) between the
groups. Further, no indication of an eﬀect of instruction
modification was perceived within the treatment groups:
patients receiving the other set of instructions (earlier or
refined depending on treatment group) did not make up
extremes within the groups, and for each of these patients
a comparable patient in terms of mean and variation in
articulation rates could be observed in the data set. Thus, the
results reported here did not show evidence of a systematic
eﬀect of the refinement in instructions given for the tasks.

4. Discussion
The present aim was to investigate and compare the speech
production rate and accuracy in patients treated with STN
and cZi DBS, as quantified by mean number of syllables per
second and relative frequency of measurable VOT in plosive
consonants [25]. Two speech tasks were investigated, the
AMR task and the more complex SMR task.
The results indicate an increase in articulation rate in
STN patients performing the AMR task in the stimulated
condition and a decrease in articulation rate in cZi in
the same condition, regardless of task performed. At Oﬀ
stimulation the patients did not perform significantly differently compared to the presurgery baseline. Thus, the
results indicate a reduction in articulation rate due to cZi
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stimulation and an (task dependent) increase in rate of
articulation due to STN stimulation.
In terms of articulatory precision, the STN group appears
not to be significantly aﬀected by stimulation. No significant
diﬀerences were obtained between conditions or between
tasks for this group. For the cZi group, however, a significant
decrease in relative frequency of measurable VOT was
observed in Stim ON. Thus, with stimulation turned on, cZi
patients showed signs of a significant increase in articulatory
undershoot [48] and a reduction in the articulatory control
needed to achieve a plosive with the appropriate perceptual
characteristics.
The articulatory undershoot was also shown to be partly
dependent on the rate of articulation in the task, but only
significantly so in specific conditions. In the postsurgery
recording for cZi patients, productions were significantly
reduced in articulation quality with increase in articulation
rate. The linear regression applied indicated that an increase
in articulation rate with one syllable per second caused, on
average, a reduction in the relative frequency of measurable
VOT for the cZi group of 25 or 35 points on a percentage
scale. While the data to which the linear regression was
fitted show a substantial variation, with a 0.306–0.31 R2 value
for the fit, the results show a significant overall correlation
between the articulation rate and the production quality
which is attributed to a strong correlation between the two
quantities in the cZi patients in both Stim ON and Stim OFF.
Two of the patients in the STN-DBS were under
unilateral stimulation, while the other five patients were
bilateral patients. Lateralization eﬀects of STN-DBS on
various aspects of speech have been reported previously
[35, 49]. Wang et al. [49] showed a significant increase in
syllable rate in STN-DBS (right) compared to STN-DBS
(left) patients. However, bilateral data was not provided by
Wang et al. The investigation by Santens et al. [35] provided
no acoustic measurements, but was based on perceptual
measurements. In their results, unilateral (left) STN-DBS
provided no significant diﬀerences between judgments of
speech prosody, articulation, and intelligibility by trained
professionals compared to bilateral stimulation. Thus, in as
far as the articulation results from Santens et al. [35] are
comparable to the percent measurable VOT metric presented
here, inclusion of unilateral patients is unlikely to have
aﬀected the outcomes of the present study. Furthermore, we
found that removing the unilateral patients from the data set
still aﬀorded the same conclusion and also for each one of
the two unilateral patients, a similar treatment eﬀect (both
in size and direction) could be observed in a bilateral STNDBS patient. We therefore feel assured that the unilateral
patients do not diﬀer significantly from the bilateral patients
in (supraglottal) articulatory control, which seems to be in
agreement with the Santens et al. data [35].
The measurements of measurability of VOT and articulation rate were derived from the acoustic signal and were conducted in a randomized procedure, but the experimenters
were blinded only to the treatment localization of the patient
and not to the stimulation condition. The lack of blinding of
the experimenters has the potential of being a confounding
factor in the results. However, the data presented here
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were obtained directly from the physical properties of the
acoustic signal using specific criteria, and the measurements
were repeated with high level of interrater reliability. Thus,
the risk of the blinding factor influencing the results is
highly reduced due to the nature of the data. Further, the
results presented here involve interactions between the task
performed, stimulation condition (to which raters were not
blinded) and targeted localization (to which the raters were
blinded). Further, no comparable speech data had been made
available in the literature for cZi patients at the time the
measurements were made. With a randomized procedure,
experimenters being blinded to at least one factor in the
significant interactions and not having any information on
which to base expectations, the chance of the lack of blinding
being a confounding factor in the results presented here is
judged to be very small. Thus, we concluded that the blinding
of experimenters was not a confounding factor in our results.
The instructions given to the patients were refined in later
recordings to include a practice run and an auditory model.
This refinement was made to ensure comparability of our
data with data collected from PD patients in other centers
across Sweden. The impact of this potential confounding
factor was investigated for statistical diﬀerences in articulation rate between patients receiving the two versions of
instructions. The results showed no evidence of a significant
eﬀect of instructions in on the articulation rate in the speech
task, and no evidence was found for patients deviating from
the treatment group trend due to the instructions received.
Thus, it is concluded that the change in instructions given to
the patients was not a confounding factor in the present data.
Our results suggest a diﬀerentiated treatment eﬀect of
STN and cZi stimulation in terms of articulatory proficiency
based on acoustic measurements. STN patients increased in
articulation rate (in the simple AMR task) ON stimulation,
while cZi patients decreased in articulation rate in both tasks
in the same condition. Further, the quality of production
decreased with cZi stimulation, but showed a much smaller
(and not significant) eﬀect of stimulation in the STN.
These findings are in accordance with previous findings. Dysarthria is common in PD, and STN-DBS has
previously been reported to improve certain aspects of
speech in some patients [39–43]. Further, dysarthria in PD
in positron emission tomography (PET) studies has been
linked to an overactivation in the SMA and DLPFC and
an underactivation in the cerebellum and primary motor
cortex. A normalization of these changes by STN-DBS has
been demonstrated in one study in patients where STNDBS improved speech [45, 50]. Concerning deterioration of
speech following Zi-DBS, it has recently been demonstrated
that dysarthria in STN-DBS is more likely to be caused
by electrodes placed more medially in proximity to the
anterior Zi [2, 51], and dysarthria constituted a problem in
patients implanted in the anterior Zi [5]. This side eﬀect
is probably caused by an aﬀection of the cerebellothalamic
fibers in the area. Aﬀection of these fibers, passing into
the Vim, is probably also responsible for many cases of
dysarthria following Vim-DBS [51], which previously has
been attributed to a spread of current to the internal capsule
[52].
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The acoustic results presented here have been interpreted
in terms of articulatory proficiency. The quantification of
articulatory proficiency (measurability of VOT) was chosen
primarily because it involves a complex coordination of articulatory gestures in the glottal and supraglottal structures,
and it has been used in previous research for dysarthric
speakers [25]. Additionally, DDK results and measurability
of VOT in particular have all been linked individually to
intelligibility of speech [25, 35, 53]. Furthermore, acoustic
measures are capable of detecting subperceptual speech
changes and are not subject to influences of auditory
perceptual bias [54]. The results from the current study
provide evidence of a direct eﬀect of STN-DBS or cZiDBS on the patients’ articulatory proficiency. As such, they
indicate advances and worsening in motor control and
proficiency in PD patients due to DBS-STN or DBS-cZi.
However, it is diﬃcult to evaluate the present results
in terms of a communicative setting (such as intelligibility
or comprehensibility of the speech produced). Perceived
articulatory precision in patients with PD, DDK results, and
measurability of VOT in particular have all been linked
individually to intelligibility of speech [25, 35, 53], but it is
also possible that the changes reported here are below the
perceptual threshold. It is beyond the aim and scope of this
paper to investigate perceptual eﬀects of observed changes
in the motor proficiency in the listener. The perceptual
impact of the treatment eﬀects found here should be targeted
by further research using suitable speech material and
procedures that specifically address these issues.

5. Conclusion
This paper has provided evidence of a DBS-induced increase
in articulation rate in the AMR task for STN patients,
with no significant negative eﬀect on production quality,
but a decrease in both articulate and production quality
across both tasks for cZi patients. A related study [46] that
used essentially the same patient groups has also shown a
diﬀerential response between cZi- and STN-DBS for voice
intensity. Thus, it is concluded that cZi stimulation might
be more detrimental for articulatory proficiency in patients
compared to stimulation of the STN. Our results must,
however, be interpreted with caution, as they are based on
a limited number of patients.
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Deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) aﬀects speech
inconsistently. Recently, stimulation of the caudal zona incerta (cZi-DBS) has shown superior motor outcomes for PD patients,
but eﬀects on speech have not been systematically investigated. The aim of this study was to compare the eﬀects of cZi-DBS and
STN-DBS on voice intensity in PD patients. Mean intensity during reading and intensity decay during rapid syllable repetition
were measured for STN-DBS and cZi-DBS patients (eight patients per group), before- and 12 months after-surgery on- and oﬀstimulation. For mean intensity, there were small significant diﬀerences on- versus oﬀ-stimulation in each group: 74.2 (2.0) dB
contra 72.1 (2.2) dB (P = .002) for STN-DBS, and 71.6 (4.1) dB contra 72.8 (3.4) dB (P = .03) for cZi-DBS, with significant
interaction (P < .001). Intensity decay showed no significant changes. The subtle diﬀerences found for mean intensity suggest that
STN-DBS and cZi-DBS may influence voice intensity diﬀerently.

1. Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) in the subthalamic nucleus
(STN) is an established and eﬀective treatment for motor
symptoms associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Eﬀects
of STN-DBS on speech motor function, however, are less well
defined and have been reported either as variable [1] or as an
adverse side eﬀect of the stimulation [2]. Recently, the caudal
zona incerta (cZi) has been suggested as an alternative target
in PD treatment [3, 4]. The eﬀects of cZi-DBS on speech have
not yet been reported in the literature. We have, therefore,
decided to evaluate its eﬀects on speech in conjunction with
an on-going study on surgical outcomes of cZi-DBS, and to
compare these with the eﬀects of STN-DBS.

Speech problems have been reported to occur in 70%
[5] and 89% [6] of PD patients at some stage during the
course of the disease, with higher prevalence as the disease
advances in its severity and/or its time course [7]. The
cardinal symptoms of speech dysfunction in PD (hypokinetic
dysarthria) are weak voice, variable speech rate, short rushes
of speech, imprecise consonants, breathy and harsh voice,
and monotonous pitch. Of those symptoms, the perception
of weak voice has been corroborated by acoustic measures
of vocal intensity that demonstrate that PD patients have
reduced intensity compared with healthy controls [8].
Reduced intensity is associated with the early stages of speech
deterioration in PD and is often severely aﬀected when
profound speech problems exist [9]. Studies have shown that
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PD patients have lower mean voice intensity and limited
voice intensity range during normal conversation (see [10]
for a review) as well as faster intensity decay than controls
during vowel phonation and reading [11] and rapid syllable
repetition [12]. Problems with voice intensity in PD have
been attributed to the disease’s eﬀects on the respiratory
and phonatory systems, resulting in decreased respiratory
drive and incomplete closure of the vocal folds during speech
production [10, 13].
Voice intensity plays a central role in the treatment of
speech problems associated with PD to the extent that “the
current primary focus in speech therapy for individuals
with hypokinetic dysarthria is vocal loudness” [10, page
66]. The foremost example is the Lee Silverman Voice
treatment (LSVT) that has attained Class II level of evidence
for outcomes [14]. Considering the prominence of voice
intensity in speech deterioration and its treatment in PD, the
present study has focused on how it is aﬀected by DBS.
A review of STN-DBS as treatment for PD [2] cites
frequencies of 4–17% of cases with speech deterioration as
an adverse side eﬀect of stimulation. Studies that have systematically studied speech outcomes in patients who have
undergone STN-DBS treatment for PD have found that
changes are variable from patient to patient and dependent
on which speech features have been measured [15–29]. It
is evident from those reports that STN-DBS aﬀects speech
features much less than it does limb and nonaxial motor
symptoms, and recent results have suggested that DBS
diﬀerentially aﬀects the speech subsystems [25]. Despite the
lack of consistent findings regarding eﬀects of STN-DBS on
speech “the diﬀuse clinical impression is that speech may
often worsen after DBS” [15, page 366].
Studies that have specifically reported voice intensity outcomes following STN-DBS [15, 17, 23–26] all use diﬀerent
speech tasks and diﬀerent types of measures (acoustic or
perceptual), with varying followup durations after surgery,
making it diﬃcult to generalize findings on the eﬀects of
STN-DBS. However, regardless of diﬀerences in experimental detail, none of these studies has reported any statistically
significant decrease of voice intensity as a stimulation eﬀect
of STN-DBS. Some have reported no significant changes
[15, 17, 23], while others have found increases in mean
intensity [16, 24–26].
STN is currently the most frequent target of choice when
surgical treatment is employed for motor symptoms in PD.
However, a recent report [3] has suggested that stimulation
of the caudal zona incerta (cZi) may result in even better
limb motor outcomes. That study reported that cZi should
be stimulated in preference to the rostral region (rZi) in order
to avoid the speech deterioration that was observed in some
patients for whom electrodes were located in the rZi region.
However, apart from a pilot study on perceptual speech
features associated with cZi-DBS [30], there are, to date,
no published reports that have systematically studied its
eﬀects on speech. It is important to investigate whether
stimulation of this alternate target can demonstrate not only
improved limb motor outcomes compared with STN-DBS,
but also whether it is able to avoid the detrimental speech
eﬀects that can be associated with STN-DBS. The aim of this
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study was to compare eﬀects of cZi-DBS and STN-DBS on
voice intensity 12 months after surgery in patients with PD,
using two diﬀerent measures: mean voice intensity during
a reading task and voice intensity decline during a rapid
syllable repetition task.

2. Method
2.1. Patients. Sixteen consecutive patients (12 males and 4
females, aged between 49 and 72 years) with idiopathic PD
were included in this prospective non-randomised study. The
first eight patients had undergone STN-DBS (six bilateral
and two left-side unilateral) and the following eight cZiDBS (all bilateral). Seven of the eight patients in each group
also participated in an accompanying study on the eﬀects
of DBS on articulatory precision [31]. The patients had
been selected on clinical grounds for their suitability for
DBS surgery, and not on their speech status. The patients
were operated on between 2005 and 2007 (STN group) and
2008 and 2009 (cZi group). The clinical selection criteria for
the patients’ suitability for surgery were the same for both
groups. The surgical procedures for the respective targets
have been previously described in detail [3, 32]. An overview
of the patients is presented in Table 1. The study has been
approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Umeå
(Dnr: 08-093M: 2008-08-18) and all examinations have been
conducted in accordance with local and national guidelines
for good clinical practice.
2.2. Speech Recording Procedure. The speech recordings
were coordinated with the patients’ scheduled neurological
examinations and were conducted on the morning of the
second day of an assessment protocol that extended over
two consecutive days. In the preoperative testing condition
(pre-op) the patients had undergone a levodopa challenge
and were medicated with 1.5 times their normal morning
dose. Testing was performed one hour after medication was
taken in a defined on-state. The postoperative testing was
conducted at the time of the one year followup after surgery
(median 54 weeks after surgery, range 46–57 weeks) and
was performed in two conditions: one with stimulator oﬀ
for one hour before recording (oﬀ-stimulation) and one
with stimulator on for one hour before recording (onstimulation). The postoperative recordings were made in the
morning when the patients were medicated with their usual
postoperative dosage, which was less than preoperative levels
for all patients.
The recordings were made in a sound-treated booth,
using a head-mounted microphone (Sennheiser MKE 2 PC) that was calibrated using a purpose built calibration
system [33], with a 15 cm mouth to microphone distance.
The samples were recorded at 48 kHz sampling rate using a
digital audio flash recorder (Marantz PMD 660) or in the
case of some early recordings a digital audio tape recorder
(Panasonic SV 3800). A calibration tone (80 dB, 1 kHz) was
used at the beginning of each recording.
Speech tasks selected from the recording protocol for this
study consisted of a standard 90 word Swedish reading passage (The Appendix), and rapid syllable repetition of three
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Table 1: Characteristics of patients in the two surgical groups. There were no statistical diﬀerences between the groups for age, duration
since diagnosis, or any of the UPDRS scores.
Patient
STN1
STN2
STN3
STN4
STN5
STN6
STN7
STN8
Median (range)
czI1
czI2
czI3
czI4
czI5
czI6
czI7
czI8
Median (range)

Uni/bilateral

Gender

bi
uni
bi
bi
bi
bi
bi
uni

M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M

bi
bi
bi
bi
bi
bi
bi
bi

F
M
M
M
M
M
F
M

Age at
operation (y)

Duration since
diagnosis (y)

68
65
58
64
51
53
70
72
65 (51–72)
66
70
71
62
49
50
62
52
62.5 (49–71)

9
7
7
5
8
8
4
6
7 (4–9)
10
2
7
5
4
6
5
10
5.5 (2–10)

syllables /pΛpΛpΛ · · · /, /tΛtΛtΛ · · · / and /kΛkΛkΛ · · · /.
In the early recordings, the patients were instructed to
repeat each syllable sequence for as fast and for as long
as they could. In the more recent recordings, the person
conducting the test produced an auditory model of the task,
and the patients first practised repeating the syllables evenly
at normal tempo, before proceeding to their fastest possible
tempo. Five STN patients received the earlier instructions
in all testing conditions, while six cZi patients received the
recent instructions in all conditions. The remaining three
STN and two cZi patients received the earlier instructions
for the preoperative test and the recent instructions for
postoperative tests.
2.3. Intensity Measures. Two intensity measures were made
from the recordings: average intensity during the reading
passage and the regression slope of intensity decay during
rapid syllable repetition. Intensity decay was calculated from
the rapid syllable repetition rather than the reading passage
because rapid syllable repetition has been found to be more
consistent in diﬀerentiating PD patients from controls [12].
Average voice intensity (dB SPL) for the reading passage for
each patient in each testing condition was extracted using the
speech analysis software package Praat [34]. Intensity decay
(dB SPL per second) was deduced from the linear regression
slope of the intensity peaks in the vowels of consecutive
syllables in the syllable repetition task. The experimenters
who conducted the intensity measures (authors S. Lundgren
and T. Saeys) were blinded to the target and stimulation
conditions.

UPDRS III
Oﬀ med
52
33
39
40
32
44
57
35
39.5 (32–57)
29
40
43
50
30
31
31
58
35.5 (29–58)

On med
24
16
18
16
6
21
36
22
19.5 (6–36)
15
42
24
27
14
10
16
25
20.0 (10–42)

Speech UPDRS III Item 18
Oﬀ med
2
1
2
0
1
1
2
0
1.0 (0–2)
1
1
2
2
1
1
0
2
1.0 (0–2)

On med
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0.5 (0–2)
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1.0 (0-1)

Voice Intensity during Reading. Each recording of the reading
passage was edited manually to remove extraneous nonspeech sounds. Then an automatic Praat script was used to
extract the intensity of every voiced frame of the passage.
Mean intensity over the whole passage was then deduced
from the individual frame measures.
Intensity Decay during Syllable Repetition. All syllable
sequences were examined to determine their suitability for
inclusion. The criterion for inclusion of a sequence was that it
must have been produced within one breath, and that it must
have consisted of at least eight measurable syllables, where
a syllable was defined as measurable if it consisted of an
increase of energy followed by a period of silence or reduced
energy in the waveform [35]. Of a possible 144 sequences,
134 met the inclusion criteria. First and last syllables in each
eligible sequence were then excluded to avoid start and end
eﬀects. Linear regression of the maximum intensity of each
included syllable in the sequence against the time point for
that intensity peak was performed in order to calculate the
slope of the intensity decay. Finally, the intensity decay slopes
of the three syllable repetition tasks were averaged for each
patient in each testing condition.
The values reported are the group means of the intensity
decay slopes for each testing condition, based on sequences
of eight or more repeated syllables. Ten of a possible 144
sequences were excluded because they were too short (eight
for one patient and two for another).
2.4. Reliability. For the reading passage, 50% of the samples
were measured by the two experimenters. All the computed
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Mean voice intensity for reading passage

80
75
dB (SPL)

means were tested for interjudge reliability using Pearson
product-moment correlation statistics (Pearson’s r), and the
reliability was significant (r = 0.83–1.00, P < .001). All of the
syllable repetition sequences were measured separately by the
same two experimenters. The measured syllable’s time point
pairs for each sequence were manually compared to verify
that the correct syllables had been measured, and that the
syllables corresponded to the syllable definition. Reliability
tests using Pearson’s r on the syllable intensities for 10% of
the sequences showed that reliability was significant (r =
0.99, P < .001).
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70
65
60
55
50
Pre-op

2.5. Statistical Analysis. Between- within analyses of variance
(ANOVA) and post hoc t-testing were used to test for on-oﬀ
stimulation as well as long-term stimulation eﬀects of cZiDBS and STN-DBS.

3. Results
3.1. Voice Intensity during Reading. Figure 1 shows the group
means and standard deviations for voice intensity during
reading for the STN and the cZi groups in each of the three
testing conditions. Repeated measures ANOVA showed that
there was a significant eﬀect for testing condition for the STN
group (F (2, 14) = 5.135, P = .02) but not for the cZi group
(F (2, 14) = 2.147, P = .154).
Oﬀ- versus on-Stimulation. It can be seen from Figure 1
that the eﬀects of stimulation on mean intensity during
reading are in diﬀerent directions for the two groups, with an
increase in intensity on-stimulation in the STN group and a
decrease on-stimulation for the cZi group. Additionally, at an
individual level, all eight STN-DBS patients showed the same
pattern between oﬀ- and on-stimulation testing conditions,
as did seven of eight cZi-DBS patients (see Figure 2). Paired
t-testing revealed that for the STN group the on-stimulation
mean (74.2 ± 2.0 dB) was significantly larger than oﬀstimulation (72.1 ± 2.2 dB; t(7) = 4.638, P = .002), while for
the cZi group the on-stimulation mean (71.6 ± 4.1 dB) was
significantly less than oﬀ-stimulation (72.8 ± 3.4 dB; t(7) =
2.697, P = .03). A between-within ANOVA confirmed that
the interaction eﬀect between group and testing condition
was significant (F(1, 14) = 27.258, P < .001).
Long-Term Stimulation Eﬀects. Diﬀerences between the preoperative and the two postoperative testing conditions were
examined for each group. It can be seen from Figure 1 that
in each group the preoperative and on-stimulation mean
intensities were very similar, and paired t-tests confirmed
that there were no statistically significant diﬀerences between
those conditions for either group. For the STN group,
the mean intensity in the oﬀ-stimulation condition was
significantly less than in the preoperative condition (72.1 dB,
74.0 dB; t(7) = 2.485, P = .04). There was, however, no
significant diﬀerence between the mean intensities for those
two conditions for the cZi group (71.3 dB, 72.8 dB; t(7) =
−1.857, P = .106).

Oﬀ-stim

On-stim

STN
cZi

Figure 1: Voice intensity during reading for the STN and cZi
groups, respectively, showing means and standard deviations for
preoperative and postoperative oﬀ- and on-stimulation testing
conditions.

3.2. Intensity Decay during Syllable Repetition. Figure 3
shows the mean intensity decay slopes for each group in each
condition. There was no overall significance of condition
for either group, nor were there any significant diﬀerences
between on- and oﬀ-stimulation testing conditions, or
between preoperative and either postoperative condition.
There was a high degree of individual variation within the
groups that can be seen in Figure 4. For the STN group,
four of the eight patients followed the trends for all three
conditions shown in the group data while for in the cZi group
only two of the eight patients had trends consistent with
the group means. When comparing on- with oﬀ-stimulation
testing conditions, five patients in the STN group had a
shallower decline of voice intensity while for the cZi group
five patients had a steeper decline.

4. Discussion
This study is the first to report the eﬀects of cZi-DBS on voice
intensity in Parkinson’s disease and compare them to eﬀects
of STN-DBS. Stimulation 12 months after surgery was investigated by comparing on- with oﬀ-stimulation conditions
on the same day, while longer-term eﬀects of surgery were
studied by comparing the 12 months postoperative testing
conditions with the preoperative condition.
For on- versus oﬀ-stimulation 12 months after surgery,
mean voice intensity during reading changed for both
STN and cZi groups, but in diﬀerent directions. The STN
group showed an increase of 2.1 dB while the cZi group
showed a reduction of 1.15 dB. Both results were statistically
significant. The results at individual patient level were also
notably consistent with the group result for all eight STN
and 7 of 8 cZi patients. The results for intensity decay, on
the other hand, were not significant for testing condition
in either group and showed a high degree of individual
variability for patients in both groups. The minor diﬀerence
in the syllable repetition task instructions with a lack of a
practice model mainly for the STN-DBS patients is unlikely
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Mean intensity (STN patients)

Mean intensity (cZi patients)

80

75

Intensity (dB)

Intensity (dB)

80

70
65

75
70
65

60

60
Pre-op

On-stim

Oﬀ-stim

STN1
STN2∗
STN3
STN4
∗ Unilateral (left) stimulation

STN5
STN6
STN7
STN8∗

Pre-op

On-stim

Oﬀ-stim

cZi1
cZi2
cZi3
cZi4

cZi5
cZi6
cZi7
cZi8
(b)

(a)

Figure 2: Mean intensity during reading for individual patients in STN and cZi groups.

Intensity decay for syllable repetition tasks

Voice intensity decay (dB/s)

−0.9
−0.8
−0.7
−0.6
−0.5
−0.4
−0.3
−0.2
−0.1

0
Pre-op

Oﬀ-stim

On-stim

STN
cZi

Figure 3: Syllable intensity decay (dB/s) for the STN and cZi
groups respectively, showing means and standard deviations for
preoperative and postoperative oﬀ- and on-stimulation testing
conditions.

to be the source of this variability since the results for the cZi
group were equally or even more variable.
The small statistically significant increase in mean intensity on-stimulation for the STN group in our study is
consistent with one other report of a group of seven PD
patients who had undergone STN-DBS. Dromey et al. [16]
found a significant voice intensity increase of 1.1 dB in response to stimulation during a monologue speech task 6
months after surgery when the patients were in their medicated state. Like our study, the diﬀerence was also consistent
at individual patient level.
The diﬀerence in the response of voice intensity to
stimulation between the two groups of patients in our study
is unlikely to have been due to preoperative diﬀerences.
At the time of surgery, the two groups did not diﬀer significantly with regard to age, duration of disease since

diagnosis, UPDRS III scores, or speech status according to
UPDRS III Item 18 scores (Table 1) and preoperative dB
(SPL) (Figure 1). It should, however, be noted that there were
two patients with left-side unilateral stimulation in the STN
group. Lateralisation eﬀects of STN-DBS on various aspects
of speech have been found [23, 26, 27], but the inspection
of individual results for voice intensity in the current study
(Figures 3 and 4) revealed no diﬀerences for the unilateral
patients. Additionally, excluding the unilateral patients from
the statistical analysis did not alter the statistical significance
of any result.
It should be noted that the postoperative speech recordings in the current study were made when the patients were
medicated at their usual postoperative dose levels. Since PD
patients who have undergone DBS generally still take reduced
doses of medication following surgery for best clinical
outcome, testing with medication reflects their usual clinical
status. Studies of DBS eﬀects should preferably involve a
medication-oﬀ state to capture the eﬀects of stimulation
alone as well as a medication-on state so that the usual
clinical state is reflected in the experimental design. However,
such a design necessitates testing patients when they are
oﬀ-stimulation and without medication, a condition which
involves considerable discomfort. Thus, we elected to test
the patients only in the medicated conditions because we
needed to consider carefully their limited availability for
testing and their well being during that time. We would
also have risked some patients being unable or declining to
participate further in the study which could potentially have
biased our longitudinal data collection.
Studies that have reported results from all four testing
conditions [15, 16, 22] may allow us to infer the eﬀects
of medication status when stimulation eﬀects are being
investigated. The findings are, however, not consistent.
Smaller changes were found to be associated with stimulation
when patients were medicated than when not medicated in
two studies [15, 22]. Dromey et al. [16], on the other hand,
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0
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−0.8
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−0.2
−0.4
−0.6
−0.8
−1
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On-stim

STN5
STN1∗∗
STN6
STN2∗
STN7
STN3
STN4
STN8∗
∗∗ STN1 data for pre-op and oﬀ-stim are missing
due to too short sequences (see Section 2)
∗ Unilateral (left) stimulation
(a)

Pre-op

Oﬀ-stim

On-stim
cZi5
cZi6
cZi7
cZi8

cZi1
cZi2
cZi3
cZi4

(b)

Figure 4: Intensity decay during syllable repetition for individual patients in STN and cZi groups.

found larger and more consistent changes with stimulation
when patients were medicated. This inconsistency between
studies is perhaps to be expected when one considers that
studies of the eﬀects of medication alone on speech in PD
patients who are being treated pharmacologically are not
conclusive, for example, [36–38]. The results of the current
study have only been compared with studies that include
equivalent testing conditions.
While the diﬀerences in mean intensity between on- and
oﬀ-stimulation conditions in both groups were found to be
statistically significant, they were small, which is possibly
because preoperatively there were only mild speech eﬀects
due to the disease. The magnitude of the diﬀerences for both
groups is likely to be borderline for any clinical significance
and it will be important to confirm this with a listening
study in the future. While clinical significance is of utmost
importance for the prognosis of the operation, subclinical
diﬀerences may still have implications for understanding the
eﬀects of treatment on speech motor control.
Long-term eﬀects of stimulation 12 months after surgery
were studied by comparing preoperative and postoperative
conditions. There was just one statistically significant result:
a decrease in voice intensity during reading from the
preoperative to the postoperative oﬀ-stimulation condition
for STN-DBS, whereas for cZi-DBS there was a small but
nonsignificant increase. The group means for voice intensity
for postoperative on-stimulation testing conditions were
very similar to the preoperative condition for both groups,
with no statistically significant diﬀerences between those
conditions. Measures of intensity decay were highly variable
across patients and gave no statistically significant results.
Our findings for long-term eﬀects of STN-DBS on voice
intensity contrast with those of Tripoliti et al. [25]. That
study on a group of 32 STN-DBS patients reported a 7.4 dB

increase in intensity during reading between preoperative
and 12 months postoperative on-stimulation testing conditions when the patients were medicated.
It should be noted that the patients in our study had
been subjected to a levodopa challenge for the preoperative
test condition where their medication dosage was 1.5 times
higher than usual. They were, however, all tested during their
defined on-state. Thus the results of the long-term eﬀects
of stimulation need to be interpreted with some caution.
However, if the decrease from preoperative to postoperative
oﬀ-stimulation testing conditions for the STN group were
to be explained by the fact that the preoperative medication
dose was higher than the usual dosage, then the same finding
should be expected for the cZi group, but this was not the
case. However, before one could explain the diﬀerence as a
long-term surgical eﬀect that diﬀers between the two surgical
targets, larger group sizes will be required to confirm the
finding.
In summary, the most notable findings in our comparison of the eﬀects of cZi-DBS with STN-DBS for PD
patients were small on-oﬀ stimulation diﬀerences in diﬀerent
directions for mean voice intensity during reading 12 months
after surgery. While the magnitudes of the diﬀerences were
small, they were statistically significant and their consistency
at individual patient level is noteworthy. Measures related
to the underlying physiological responses could be used to
determine if these changes are reflected in the respiratory
system and vocal fold adduction, both of which can result
in changes to vocal intensity. A recent study on the eﬀects
of STN-DBS on respiratory measures [13] has showed
considerable interpatient variability for measures that reflect
respiratory drive and degree of vocal fold adduction. While
respiratory measures for patients in the current study were
not recorded, it will be possible to further investigate their
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vocal fold adduction and intensity changes during sustained vowel phonation using recordings from transnasal
laryngoscopic and electroglottographic recordings that were
made as part of the larger recording battery.

5. Conclusion
This study investigated eﬀects on voice intensity of cZi-DBS,
a recently proposed alternative to STN-DBS as a surgical
treatment of PD, and compared them with those found for
STN-DBS. The results showed that the stimulation response
of mean voice intensity during reading was diﬀerent for cZiDBS compared with STN-DBS for two groups with eight
patients in each. While the magnitudes of the diﬀerences for
group means were small, the responses at individual patient
level were remarkably consistent. The subtle diﬀerences
found for mean intensity suggest that STN-DBS and cZiDBS may influence voice intensity diﬀerently. A related
study that used essentially the same patient groups has also
shown a diﬀerential response between cZi- and STN-DBS for
articulatory proficiency [31]. It will be important to confirm
these diﬀerential eﬀects and their consistency at individual
level in studies with larger patient numbers.

Appendix
Reading passage
En pojke kom en dag inspringande på en
bondgård och undrade om han kunde få låna en
spade. Bonden frågade vad han skulle ha spaden
till. Pojken svarade att hans bror hade ramlat i
ett träsk och han måste gräva upp honom. “Hur
djupt har han ramlat i?” frågade bonden. “Upp
till vristerna”, blev svaret. “Men då han kan väl
gå därifrån utan din hjälp så då behöver du väl
ingen spade?” Pojken såg förtvivlad ut och sa:
“Jo, men ni förstår, han ramlade i med huvudet
före.” (Ett svårt fall)
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Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has proven eﬀective in treating the major motor symptoms
of advanced Parkinson’s disease (PD). The aim of this study was to learn which laryngeal and articulatory acoustic features
changed in patients who were reported to have worse speech with stimulation. Six volunteers with PD who had bilateral STN
electrodes were recorded with DBS turned on or oﬀ. Perceptual ratings reflected poorer speech performance with DBS on. Acoustic
measures of articulation (corner vowel formants, diphthong slopes, and a spirantization index) and phonation (perturbation, longterm average spectrum) as well as verbal fluency scores showed mixed results with DBS. Some speakers improved while others
became worse on individual measures. The magnitude of DBS eﬀects was not predictable based on the patients’ demographic
characteristics. Future research involving adjustments to stimulator settings or electrode placement may be beneficial in limiting
the negative eﬀects of DBS on speech.

1. Introduction
A common sign of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is hypokinetic
dysarthria [1]. Typical speech characteristics include a weak,
breathy voice, abnormal prosody, variability in rate, and
imprecise movements of the articulators [2]. In addition,
individuals with PD frequently have reduced facial animation
and limited mobility of their oral musculature [3].
Prior to the 1960s, thalamotomy and pallidotomy surgeries were performed to treat symptoms of advanced PD,
but reliance on these operations decreased dramatically when
levodopa became widely available [4]. However, it subsequently became clear that levodopa, when used for an extended period of time, can cause problems of its own, such
as drug-induced dystonia and dyskinesia [5]. Many patients
also experience on-oﬀ eﬀects, or periods when the motor
benefits of levodopa are stable and then suddenly deteriorate
[6].
A 1987 publication by a team in Grenoble sparked a
renewed interest in surgical approaches to treating movement disorders [7], specifically through deep brain stimulation (DBS). In this procedure, which has evolved significantly

since the early 1990s, electrodes are permanently implanted
into the thalamus, globus pallidus, or subthalamic nucleus
(STN) and the signals from an implanted pulse generator are
used to influence neural activity in the basal ganglia circuitry
and its output via the thalamus to the motor cortex. DBS
is often preferred over tissue ablation procedures because
negative side eﬀects of DBS can be mitigated by adjusting the
parameters of the stimulator or by removing the hardware
[8], whereas problems that may result from thalamotomy
and pallidotomy lesions are permanent.
Despite the potential for occasional surgical complications, DBS of the STN has become the preferred treatment
method for many patients with advanced PD because it
improves the major symptoms of the disease more eﬀectively
than when the globus pallidus is stimulated [9]. Patients who
receive STN-DBS can significantly decrease the levodopa
dosage they need to control their symptoms [8] and thus
lessen the severity of the drug side eﬀects.
Research into the eﬀects of DBS on speech has yielded
mixed results. Some studies have shown that DBS in PD leads
to improvements in general motor function that are far more
substantial than those in speech [10, 11]. Farrell et al. [3]
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Table 1: Demographic data from the study participants.

Participant Gender

Age

Years after
Diagnosis

F1

F

79

24

M4
M5
M8
M9

M
M
M
M

56
50
54
72

4
18
15
12

M10

M

48

10

Medications
Carbidopa/levodopa
Mirapex
Carbidopa/levodopa
Carbidopa/levodopa
Carbidopa/levodopa
Carbidopa/levodopa
Carbidopa/levodopa
Mirapex

to have worse speech with STN stimulation. The surgical
team had expressed interest in learning more specifically
which aspects of speech became worse with DBS so that
future patients might potentially benefit from refinements in
the intervention. The study involved the analysis of several
speech acoustic measures in both on- and oﬀ-stimulation
conditions in order to evaluate phonatory and articulatory
performance, as well as an index of verbal fluency. The
goal was to learn whether the impact of DBS would be
diﬀerent across the subsystems of speech or whether a more
consistent, negative eﬀect would be found in this group of
speakers.

2. Method
found that individuals with PD who had surgery (thalamotomy, pallidotomy, or DBS) displayed a marked reduction
in Hoehn and Yahr staging of PD scores when compared
with a nonsurgery PD group, but they found that there
were no significant changes in their speech. One long-term
international study of 69 patients receiving bilateral STN or
pallidal stimulation reported that speech disturbances were
relatively frequent, with severe impairment in five of the
patients [12]. Other reports have also revealed that speech
can be negatively aﬀected with surgical intervention [13].
Gentil et al. suggested that “speech may be worsened with
STN stimulation when using excessively high or too low
stimulation parameters and in case of incorrect location of
deep brain electrodes in the STN” [14, page 194]. Others
have concluded that higher amplitude settings can result in
a decrease in speech intelligibility [15].
Gentil et al. [14] reported that all participants in their
study who received stimulation of the STN demonstrated
improvements in speech, whereas the speakers who had mild
or moderate dysarthria without stimulation were negatively
aﬀected by stimulation of the ventral intermediate nucleus
of the thalamus. Wang et al. [9] showed that bilateral
stimulation in the subthalamic nucleus had some positive
eﬀects on speech. However, they found no changes in speech
with unilateral stimulation. Gentil et al. [16] found that
bilateral stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus improved
the strength and precision of articulator movements for
nonspeech behaviors in individuals with PD. However, the
movements of these same structures in speech are far more
subtle and complex, and Montgomery [17] suggested that
attempts to explain speech motor control on the basis of
our understanding of limb movement regulation may be
unsuccessful. He suggested a potential resonance mechanism
whereby DBS with higher frequency pulses could lead to
improvements in the relatively simple movements involved
in limb function, while negatively impacting the bulbar
circuitry involved in speech production.
In summary, research suggests that DBS of the subthalamic nucleus can improve motor functioning for many
patients, but further research needs to be conducted to
determine the specific eﬀects of this treatment on speech.
Because both positive and negative speech eﬀects have been
reported to follow DBS, the present investigation focused on
a group of patients who were reported by medical personnel

2.1. Participants. The participants were six patients aged 48–
79 years, who had mild to moderate idiopathic PD (see
Table 1 for demographic details). All participants had been
implanted with bilateral electrodes in the STN at the
University of Utah Medical Center. All participants volunteered to be in the present study and signed an IRBapproved informed consent document. They were referred
for participation in the study because the neurology staﬀ
who performed the DBS programming had observed worse
speech with stimulation than without. It was reasoned that
a deterioration in speech performance that was apparent
to individuals outside the field of communication disorders
would be significant enough to warrant further investigation
by way of the acoustic and perceptual measures applied in
the current study. Thus, a formal diagnosis of dysarthria by a
speech-language pathologist was not an inclusion criterion.
The patients had not received any speech/language therapy
prior to their referral. Information regarding the acoustic or
perceptual speech status of the patients prior to electrode
implantation was not available because the patients were
referred to us only after their DBS had been in place for at
least six months. However, the primary aim of the study was
to quantify several acoustic aspects of speech deterioration
rather than to track pre- to postsurgical change.
2.2. Speaking Tasks and Speech Sample. All participants were
optimally medicated at the time of the study, which took
place at least six months after the surgery. A minimum
recovery period of six months was used because the stimulation parameters of the pulse generator had been clinically
programmed by that time, and thus speech quality and
limb function would be generally stable. After recording
participants in the stimulation-on condition, the stimulator
was turned oﬀ; subsequent recordings in the oﬀ condition
took place one hour later to ensure that the eﬀects of
stimulation would have diminished.
Participants read the sentence “The boot on top is packed
to keep” to elicit productions of the corner vowels /i/,
/ /, /u/, and /æ/ in a consonant-vowel-consonant context.
This sentence was selected because it had a stress pattern
typical of natural English speech, and each word containing
a corner vowel received stress. The sentence “The boy gave
a shout at the sight of the cake” was also read to elicit the
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diphthongs / /, /a /, /a/, and /e/. Each participant repeated
both sentences five times. These tasks were selected in order
to allow the computation of formant measures reflecting
articulatory activity. The speakers also read the first six
sentences of the Rainbow Passage [18] to allow a perceptual
assessment of speech quality as well as the computation
of a long-term average spectrum. Alternating motion rate
(AMR) syllables (/p/, /t/, and /k/) were recorded in order
to allow the calculation of an index of spirantization, given
the occurrence of this articulatory deficit in some speakers
with hypokinetic dysarthria [19]. This was followed by a
one-minute verbal fluency task in which participants were
asked to list all of the words they could think of that started
with the letter r, w, or p. These letters have been used in
a previous investigation of DBS eﬀects on word retrieval
[20]. The initial letter of the word was selected at random,
and the letter selected for each participant was diﬀerent
in the on and oﬀ conditions. This task was completed in
order to learn whether DBS influenced a simple wordfinding task. Finally, participants were instructed to take a
deep breath and then sustain / / for as long as possible.
This task allowed the computation of vocal perturbation
measures.
2.3. Instrumentation. During each of these tasks, the acoustic
signal was recorded into a Dell laptop computer via a headset
microphone (AKG C-420) with a mouth-to-microphone
distance of approximately 5 cm. A Tascam US-122 USB
interface was used to digitize the acoustic signal from the
microphone.
2.4. Data Analysis. To obtain measures of verbal fluency, a
count was taken of the number of words each participant
was able to produce in a 30-second period in each condition.
Any nonwords that were produced were not included in the
total. Both a strict count (no proper nouns allowed) and a
lenient count (proper nouns allowed) were made, because
some speakers included proper nouns while others did not.
Verbal fluency was measured as a simple index of wordfinding abilities.
Measures of jitter, shimmer, and harmonics to noise ratio
(HNR) were computed with Praat 4.5.18 software [21] from
a 2-second window that began 2 seconds into the sustained
vowel recording. A 1-second vowel sample was used for
speaker M5, who was not able to sustain phonation long
enough to match the minimum 4-second duration that the
other speakers produced. Phonatory function has previously
been reported for STN-DBS [10] and was included in the
present study to examine the impact of DBS on laryngeal
activity.
Using TF32 software [22] the long-term average spectrum (LTAS) was calculated for the Rainbow Passage that
was read by each participant. This measure was of particular
interest because Dromey [23] reported that statistical measures of the LTAS shape, referred to as spectral moments of
the LTAS appear to be sensitive to changes in voice quality in
speakers with hypokinetic dysarthria. The first two spectral
moments (mean and standard deviation) of the LTAS were
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used to indirectly assess the voice quality during connected
speech.
Spirantization during the AMR task was assessed by
computing a vowel to stop closure intensity ratio based on
the root mean square (RMS) trace in TF32. This was done by
measuring the amplitude of a 30 ms segment in the middle
of the // vowel, as well as a 30 ms segment in the middle
of the preceding stop closure for each of 10 syllables with
and without stimulation. The 30 ms window was chosen to
allow the measurement of energy even in a brief closure or
vowel, as can be occasionally observed in speakers with PD
during AMR tasks. A lower vowel to stop closure ratio would
reflect greater spirantization, because frication noise during
the intended closure would elevate the stop gap RMS level.
Since spirantization has been associated with hypokinetic
dysarthria [19], it was reasoned that this index may reveal
changes in articulatory precision in response to DBS.
To determine the eﬀect of DBS on the speed and extent
of tongue movement in the productions of diphthongs, the
segments / /, / /, / /, and /e/ were extracted from five
repetitions of the sentence The boy gave a shout at the sight
of the cake using Praat. The slopes of the first two formants
of the diphthongs were computed in each condition, after
which the values across the five repetitions were averaged
together to obtain a mean slope for F1 and F2 for each
diphthong for each participant.
From the sentence The boot on top is packed to keep, the
first and second formant frequencies of the corner vowels
were measured using Praat for each of the five repetitions,
which were then averaged. Vowel space area was calculated
using Matlab 7.1 [24]. The F1 and F2 averages were plotted
in Matlab to create a vowel quadrilateral. The quadrilateral
area (in Hz2 ) was calculated using the Matlab polygon area
function to determine total vowel space area under each
stimulation condition. Vowel space area has been reported
in previous studies of dysarthria [25], and the goal in the
present study was to learn whether it would be influenced
by DBS.
Perceptual ratings of dysarthria severity were made by
three first year graduate students in speech-language pathology who had limited experience with dysarthric speech. The
raters listened to the sentences that were used for the formant
measures and also to the Rainbow Passage. The two spoken
tasks in both on and oﬀ conditions for the six speakers
resulted in the rating of 24 samples. Six of the samples
were randomly repeated to allow an estimation of intrarater
reliability. The listeners were blind to the purpose of the
study and the speaking condition. All samples were presented
in the same randomized order for all listeners. They were
asked to slide a computer marker with a mouse along a
continuum that was labeled on the left as normal and on the
right as severely dysarthric. This visual analog scale yielded a
score between 0 and 100, with higher numbers representing
greater severity. The judges were asked for a single, global
rating of speech severity, rather than an evaluation of the
individual aspects of speech such as phonatory quality,
prosody, and articulatory accuracy. Thus it was reasoned that
less experienced listeners would be suitable for the rating
task, given that previous studies have reported that listener
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Table 2: Lenient (proper names included) and strict (proper names
excluded) counts of verbal fluency with and without stimulation.

Table 3: Vocal perturbation for vowel phonation with and without
stimulation.

Participant

Participant

F1
M4
M5
M8
M9
M10

Count
Strict
Lenient
Strict
Lenient
Strict
Lenient
Strict
Lenient
Strict
Lenient
Strict
Lenient

Stim on
5
5
9
9
1
4
9
11
8
8
8
9

Letter
r
r
p
p
w
w
r
r
r
r
w
w

Stim oﬀ
9
9
10
12
4
5
16
22
6
7
4
6

Letter
p
p
r
r
p
p
p
p
p
p
r
r

F1

M4

M5

M8

M9

training and experience are not consistently associated with
greater rater reliability [26, 27].

3. Results
The small number of participants in the current study
makes it diﬃcult to generalize the findings to a larger population. Because of this, no group inferential statistics
were used. Descriptive statistics for individual speakers are
presented in the data tables to reflect their performance
on the diﬀerent tasks in the on and oﬀ conditions. On
the basis of the speakers’ referral to the study, it would be
anticipated that many of the acoustic indices would reveal
poorer performance with stimulation. However, this was not
always the case.
3.1. Verbal Fluency. The verbal fluency counts are reported
in Table 2. The patterns in the data were consistent for both
the strict and the lenient criteria, showing that four of the
six participants (F1, M4, M5, and M8) were able to produce
more words in the oﬀ condition than in the on condition.
Thus for these speakers, DBS appeared to make word finding
more diﬃcult.
3.2. Perturbation. Table 3 reports the vocal perturbation
data, which showed poorer laryngeal performance for three
of the speakers in the on condition and for three in the
oﬀ condition. Poorer performance was reflected in higher
jitter and shimmer percent scores and a lower harmonicsto-noise ratio (HNR). For some of the participants (e.g.,
M9) the diﬀerences were subtle, whereas other speakers
(F1, M4) experienced a larger eﬀect from stimulation. For
speaker F1, STN stimulation resulted in much higher jitter
values and a substantial drop in HNR. These changes suggest
that phonation was more irregular and unsteady with DBS
on. For speaker M4 shimmer increased markedly with
stimulation and HNR decreased. As with speaker F1, these
changes for speaker M4 reflect poorer vocal function with
stimulation.

M10

Variable
Jitter (%)
Shimmer (%)
HNR (dB)
Jitter (%)
Shimmer (%)
HNR (dB)
Jitter (%)
Shimmer (%)
HNR (dB)
Jitter (%)
Shimmer (%)
HNR (dB)
Jitter (%)
Shimmer (%)
HNR (dB)
Jitter (%)
Shimmer (%)
HNR (dB)

Stimulation on
7.69
5.69
10.12
2.22
16.57
14.01
0.43
1.24
24.44
0.22
0.80
27.33
0.58
5.60
20.33
1.53
8.36
16.57

Stimulation oﬀ
2.35
5.79
19.46
1.17
8.52
18.06
0.44
5.15
21.12
0.27
0.77
31.49
0.62
6.66
19.23
2.59
12.78
13.37

HNR: harmonics-to-noise ratio; higher values reflect better performance.
Higher jitter and shimmer percentages are reflective of greater perturbation
or vocal unsteadiness.

Table 4: Spectral moments (M and SD) of the long-term average
spectrum for reading with and without stimulation.
Participant
F1
M4
M5
M8
M9
M10

Stimulation on
M (kHz)
SD
6.55
4.80
5.07
5.20
7.72
5.29
4.19
4.77
4.03
5.56
7.49
3.29

Stimulation oﬀ
M (kHz)
SD
7.01
4.56
4.23
4.61
7.34
5.30
4.71
4.60
6.46
5.93
8.18
2.78

3.3. Long-Term Average Spectrum. As shown in Table 4, the
spectral mean for the LTAS in the reading passage was
lower in the on than in the oﬀ condition for four of the
participants (F1, M8, M9, and M10), indicating weaker
energy in the higher frequencies when they were receiving
STN stimulation.
3.4. Spirantization. Table 5 shows the ratios of vowel intensity to stop closure intensity for the syllable repetition tasks.
If the perception of worse speech with stimulation were
related to the extent of spirantization, then a low ratio
would be expected when the level of noise during the
stop closure increases for spirantized productions, where
frication replaces the relative silence of the stop. A higher
value reflects reduced spirantization because the vowel has
a greater relative intensity than the stop closure. Three of the
six participants (F1, M4, and M10) demonstrated a higher
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Table 5: Ratios of mean (and standard deviation) vowel RMS to
mean stop closure RMS as an index of spirantization with and
without stimulation.
Participant
F1

M4

M5

M8

M9

M10

Syllable
/p /
/t /
/k /
/p /
/t /
/k /
/p /
/t /
/k /
/p /
/t /
/k /
/p /
/t /
/k /
/p /
/t /
/k /

Ratio stim on
3.43 : 1
9.60 : 1
4.30 : 1
13.67 : 1
16.67 : 1
10.50 : 1
2.93 : 1
9.25 : 1
5.00 : 1
31.00 : 1
16.00 : 1
12.50 : 1
2.56 : 1
3.59 : 1
1.77 : 1
7.89 : 1
7.43 : 1
6.86 : 1

Ratio stim oﬀ
1.86 : 1
5.50 : 1
3.00 : 1
12.50 : 1
11.50 : 1
6.25 : 1
3.69 : 1
9.15 : 1
3.91 : 1
18.00 : 1
19.50 : 1
13.50 : 1
22.75 : 1
12.20 : 1
11.50 : 1
7.60 : 1
6.00 : 1
5.20 : 1

A higher value for the ratio reflects less severe spirantization.

ratio for all three syllables with stimulation on, and one
participant (M5) had a higher ratio for only two of the
syllables with stimulation. Two participants performed better
with stimulation oﬀ, one showing a higher ratio for two
syllables (M8) and the other (M9) exhibiting a much higher
ratio for all three syllables.
3.5. Formant Slopes. The slope values (transition extent in
Hz divided by transition duration in ms) for F1 and F2
for the diphthongs / /, / /, / /, and /e/ are shown
in Table 6; these findings are also graphed in Figure 1. It
would be anticipated that the perception of poorer speech
with stimulation might be associated with reduced formant
slopes, since this measure is reflective of the rate and extent
of tongue movement during articulation. When comparing
F1 slope across stimulation conditions, one participant (M5)
had an increase in slope for three of the four diphthongs
with stimulation on, and three participants (F1, M4, and M8)
showed a slope increase for two out of four diphthongs with
stimulation on. The two remaining participants (M9, M10)
appeared to perform more poorly with stimulation, as they
only demonstrated greater F1 slopes in the on condition for
one diphthong. Thus, with 24 total diphthong productions
(four diphthongs × six participants), stimulation resulted in
an increase in F1 slope for 11 of the tokens, no change in
the slope for three diphthongs, and a decrease in slope for 10
diphthongs.
The results for F2 slope were also quite variable. Stimulation resulted in an increase in F2 slope for all four diphthongs
for one participant (F1) and three out of four diphthongs
for another (M10). Three participants (M4, M5, and M9)

were equally divided across conditions, with an increase in
slope for two of the diphthongs with stimulation on and an
increase in slope for the other two diphthongs with stimulation oﬀ. The remaining participant (M8) only exhibited
a greater F2 slope for one diphthong in the stimulation-on
condition. Therefore, 14 of the 24 diphthongs produced had
a steeper F2 slope with stimulation, while the F2 slope for 10
diphthongs was greater without stimulation.
3.6. Vowel Space Area. The vowel space areas computed from
the average F1 and F2 of the corner vowels /u/, / /, /æ/,
and /i/ for each participant with and without stimulation are
presented in Table 7 and Figure 2. A lower number for this
measure would be reflective of a smaller acoustic working
space for vowels, and thus poorer articulatory performance.
The data reveal that four of the six participants (F1, M4, M8,
and M9) had a smaller vowel space area in the on condition
when compared to the oﬀ condition.
3.7. Perceptual Ratings. The three listeners who rated
dysarthria severity had an average intrajudge reliability of
r = .93. Interjudge reliability was tested with SPSS 18 and
yielded an intraclass correlation coeﬃcient of .745 for single
measures and .898 for average measures (F = 9.78, P <
.001). The ratings for the reading passage and the acoustic
analysis sentences are presented in Table 8. The general
pattern showed an increase in dysarthria severity with
stimulation for the reading passage, and, with one exception,
the same was true for the acoustic analysis sentences. Speaker
M10 was perceived by the listeners to have normal speech for
both tasks in each stimulation condition.

4. Discussion
The purpose of the study was to investigate the eﬀects
of STN-DBS on the speech of individuals with PD who
were reported to speak more poorly with stimulation. The
objective measures revealed a mix of positive and negative
speech changes.
4.1. Verbal Fluency. Stimulation of the STN resulted in
poorer verbal fluency performance for four out of six participants. The present results are consistent with the findings
of others [28, 29], who have reported reduced verbal fluency
scores with STN-DBS. Similarly, Saint-Cyr et al. [30] found
poorer verbal fluency performance with STN-DBS that
remained below presurgical levels a year after implantation.
A study by Jahanshahi et al. [31] reported no significant
changes in either phonemic or semantic verbal fluency scores
in patients with either STN or pallidal stimulation. On the
other hand, Wojtecki and collaborators [32] reported that
verbal fluency improved with DBS stimulation at a low
frequency (10 Hz) and suggested that this rate of stimulation
may be beneficial for basal ganglia circuits projecting to
frontal cortical regions.
It is possible that the speakers were able to list words
beginning with a particular letter more easily than another.
The random letter assignment (p, r, or w) resulted in the
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Table 6: Average (and standard deviation) F1 and F2 slope (Hz/ms) for the diphthongs with and without stimulation.

Participant

F1

M4

M5

M8

M9

M10

Diphthong
/ /
/ /
/ /
/e/
/ /
/ /
/ /
/e/
/ /
/ /
/ /
/e/
/ /
/ /
/ /
/e/
/ /
/ /
/ /
/e/
/ /
/ /
/ /
/e/

Stimulation on
F1
F2
−0.74 (0.72)
11.07 (2.14)
−0.94 (0.30)
−0.85 (0.35)
−0.15 (0.44)
2.98 (1.15)
−2.31 (1.71)
4.81 (0.94)
−0.24 (0.37)
6.45 (0.65)
0.32 (0.73)
−3.87 (0.74)
−0.78 (0.35)
3.35 (1.43)
−0.87 (0.52)
0.95 (0.72)
−0.68 (0.73)
9.79 (2.07)
0.37 (0.46)
−3.19 (0.31)
−1.53 (0.64)
3.22 (0.81)
−0.45 (0.53)
2.02 (0.95)
−0.88 (0.42)
8.46 (0.54)
0.57 (0.63)
−1.86 (0.62)
−0.60 (0.88)
2.46 (0.42)
−0.84 (0.27)
1.44 (0.28)
−0.80 (0.53)
9.47 (1.92)
−0.32 (0.52)
−2.16 (0.77)
−0.62 (1.30)
2.62 (1.94)
−0.69 (0.73)
1.72 (0.66)
−1.00 (0.92)
11.50 (2.10)
0.23 (0.34)
−2.65 (0.89)
−0.49 (0.51)
4.44 (1.17)
−0.83 (0.60)
1.17 (0.55)

Table 7: Vowel space area (Hz2 ) computed from the four corner
vowels with and without stimulation.
Participant
F1
M4
M5
M8
M9
M10

Stimulation on
102240
237710
152260
176020
116240
168950

Stimulation oﬀ
105160
290990
118610
204370
239960
139880

letter “p” being used more often than the others in the
oﬀ condition and “r” in the on condition; a systematic
counterbalancing of the letters may have potentially yielded
diﬀerent results.
4.2. Perturbation. Many individuals with PD experience
disordered laryngeal function [2]. If DBS were to aﬀect the
weak, breathy voicing often reported in the literature, it could
be anticipated that harmonics-to-noise ratio and traditional
perturbation measures might reflect such changes. The
equally split results—three improved and three worsened
with stimulation—suggest important diﬀerences in the way
individual speakers respond to DBS. The direction of change

Stimulation oﬀ
F1
F2
−0.60 (0.81)
9.26 (2.46)
−0.55 (0.64)
−0.34 (1.02)
−0.86 (0.61)
2.61 (0.77)
−2.64 (1.24)
2.69 (0.53)
−0.24 (0.62)
7.82 (1.40)
0.02 (0.26)
−2.79 (0.38)
−0.97 (0.28)
2.59 (0.85)
−0.68 (0.65)
1.54 (0.58)
−0.08 (0.75)
8.62 (2.16)
0.21 (0.24)
−2.15 (0.66)
−1.57 (0.65)
3.61 (0.43)
−0.10 (0.30)
2.63 (1.48)
−0.10 (0.29)
8.58 (0.81)
0.69 (0.69)
−2.43 (0.66)
−1.23 (0.33)
2.54 (0.68)
−0.49 (0.22)
0.94 (0.28)
−1.21 (0.83)
9.64 (2.10)
0.29 (0.60)
−1.92 (1.21)
−0.86 (0.23)
1.50 (2.64)
−1.18 (0.84)
2.01 (0.14)
−0.79 (0.74)
10.86 (1.87)
0.49 (0.52)
−3.12 (0.57)
−0.49 (1.26)
2.85 (0.94)
−0.83 (0.31)
−0.06 (0.83)

Table 8: Perceptual ratings of the reading passage and acoustic
analysis sentences with and without stimulation.

F1
M4
M5
M8
M9
M10

Reading
Stimulation Stimulation
on
oﬀ
62.3
52.1
20.8
10.9
80.4
68.9
30.8
15.4
53.6
34.7
0.0
0.9

Sentences
Stimulation
Stimulation oﬀ
on
46.1
49.1
31.1
36.7
65.8
68.8
37.0
10.1
18.9
60.3
1.7
1.8

Note: High scores reflect greater dysarthria severity (0 = normal, 100 =
severely dysarthric).

in vocal function measures with stimulation did not appear
to be linked to higher or lower levels of perturbation in the
oﬀ condition. In other words, the degree of dysphonia did
not predict whether stimulation would make the voice better
or worse on these measures. A recent study by Hammer and
colleagues [33] suggested that high-frequency stimulation
of the STN can lead to respiratory overdrive and excessive
vocal fold adduction, which may be reflected in higher perturbation values.
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Figure 1: Mean and standard deviation of the first and second formant slopes for all repetitions of the four diphthongs in the on- and
oﬀ-stimulation conditions for each speaker. In each panel the x-axis lists the six speakers and the y-axis shows the diphthong slope in
Hz/ms.

4.3. Long-Term Average Spectrum. The reduced spectral
mean of the LTAS during stimulation for four of the participants may reflect a weaker upper harmonic structure.
Dromey [23] reported a lower spectral mean for speakers
with PD compared with controls. Thus, for the four speakers
in the present study the stimulation may have increased the
severity of their hypophonia, although for three of them the
eﬀect was modest. Notably, M9, who had the most subtle

changes in perturbation, showed the greatest change in the
LTAS measures. It may thus be speculated that these two
indices of vocal activity are reflective of diﬀerent changes in
phonatory behavior.
4.4. Spirantization. Previous studies have documented the
presence of spirantization in the speech of individuals with
PD [19]. In the present study, a lower vowel to stop
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between greater vowel space area and steeper diphthong
slopes.
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Figure 2: Mean vowel space area (Hz2 ) for all repetitions of the
corner vowels in the on and oﬀ stimulation conditions for each
speaker.

amplitude ratio would reflect more severe spirantization. The
stimulation-related changes in the present dataset show that
individuals diﬀered markedly in the eﬀect of STN-DBS on
this measure of consonant articulation. This index may be
potentially valuable in quantifying articulatory change in
a computationally straightforward way in this population.
What is harder to infer from the present data is the
physiologic mechanism underlying the findings. Because
this index relies on a measure of vowel amplitude as well
as air leakage during stop closure, it can be influenced
both by vowel weakness and spirantization at the place
of articulation, rather than being a measure of consonant
precision alone.
4.5. Formant Slopes. Forrest et al. [34] found that the
formant transitions of speakers with PD were smaller than
those of healthy geriatrics. Perceived worsening of speech
with stimulation might be expected to result in smaller
formant transitions but the present data reflect patterns of
both increases and decreases. Poluha et al. [35] hypothesized
that a reduction in rigidity and bradykinesia from PD
patients’ use of levodopa would permit faster articulatory
changes and thus result in a greater F2 slope. The mixed
findings in the present study suggest that DBS may have had
this eﬀect on a subset of the speakers, but that others did not
benefit in the same way.
It should be noted that these formant slope findings do
not align in a straightforward way with the results of vowel
space area analysis. Some speakers showed an increase on
one measure but a decrease on the other when the STN was
stimulated. Although both measures indirectly reflect the
extent and/or rate of tongue movement during speech, vowel
space area is a measure of an individual’s acoustic working
space while formant slopes are an indication of transitions
from the onset to the oﬀset in a diphthong. It would be
valuable in future research to learn whether in a large sample
of healthy or dysarthric speakers there is a robust correlation

4.6. Vowel Space Area. Tjaden and Wilding [25] reported that
reduced vowel space area is characteristic of individuals with
PD as a result of smaller displacements of the articulators
during speech. The present data reveal that four of the six
speakers had a smaller vowel space area when the stimulation
was on. This suggests that articulator mobility was reduced
by stimulation. Some authors have suggested that current
spread from the STN to the nearby fiber tracts may account
for negative side eﬀects in DBS, such as mild spasticity
which is uncharacteristic of hypokinetic dysarthria [36].
Without further testing and stimulator adjustment, it cannot
be known whether this occurred in the present study.
4.7. Perceptual Ratings. While previous studies have reported
both improvements and decrements in speech with DBS, the
goal with the present group of speakers was to learn more
about the specific aspects of speech that were aﬀected by
stimulation, since the neurology staﬀ had reported that these
individuals’ speech was worse with DBS than without. The
judges’ perceptual ratings revealed generally poorer speech
in the on condition and thus were consistent with the
participants’ original referral to the study.
It is notable that a number of the acoustic variables
for some speakers showed improvement even though the
perceptual ratings reflected the opposite. The acoustic
measures used in the present study were selected because
previous work has suggested that they might reveal which
speech subsystems contribute to the perception of speech
deterioration with DBS. For example, the perturbation and
LTAS variables are associated with vocal fold activity and
thus would be expected to show whether DBS aﬀects the
function of the larynx. Although perceived speech severity
was the focus of the present listening task, the contribution
of phonation to intelligibility in PD has been discussed
previously by Ramig [37]. Consonant imprecision is a feature
of most dysarthria subtypes [38], and it was reasoned that
the index of spirantization would be sensitive to changes in
this feature of dysarthria that is often reported in PD [19].
Likewise, the formant slope and vowel space area metrics
were used because they are associated with lingual activity for
the vocalic aspects of speech. However, because of the global
nature of the perceptual rating made by our listeners, it is
not possible to determine exactly which acoustic parameter
may have been most responsible for the perceived deficits
accompanying DBS.
The challenge of establishing a clear linkage between
objective measures of speech and perceptual ratings is not
new [26, 27]. Thus, it ought not to be surprising that the
acoustic and human perceptual data in the present study
included discrepancies. Speakers M5 and M10 tended to
have a greater number of positive changes in the objective
measures during stimulation. M5 was rated as having the
most severe dysarthria and yet still showed several acoustic
improvements with stimulation, although many of these
were modest in scale. Because M10 was rated by the judges
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as having normal speech in both stimulation conditions,
it would not be anticipated that his acoustic measures
would change in a particular direction with DBS. Given this
speaker’s near-normal perceptual ratings, it is surprising that
his acoustic measures were often worse than for the other
speakers. This dissociation between acoustic and perceptual
measures adds to the challenge in interpreting the overall
eﬀect of DBS on speech.
While the measurement of percent intelligibility was beyond the scope of the present study, recent work from
Tripoliti et al. [39] has shown that STN-DBS can lead to
significant declines in direct measures of speech intelligibility, even when speech intensity increases. Future studies that
examine such changes in relation to specific acoustic or physiologic speech measures would further our understanding of
the mechanisms responsible for poorer speech performance.
4.8. General Discussion. The results of the present study
showed variability in the eﬀect of DBS on participants’
speech; some showed slight improvements with stimulation while others, particularly participant M9, performed
markedly worse. The findings may have been influenced by
the fact that the dysarthria of some participants was very
mild without stimulation, and thus there may not have been
much latitude for change with stimulation.
Another finding that has been reported previously is
that improvements or deterioration in the performance of
one speech subsystem do not necessarily accompany similar
change in another component of the speech mechanism [13].
In other words, it is possible for phonation to become worse
while articulation improves in the same individual when
the stimulation is on. Another observation from the same
authors could be equally applied to the present study, namely,
that it is not possible to make global statements about the
eﬀects of DBS on phonation or articulation because of the
degree of interspeaker variability in their response. Similar
findings of variability, as well as response diﬀerences linked
to task eﬀects, have been reported by others [40]. Hammer
and colleagues [33] reported considerable heterogeneity in
the response of a group of 18 individuals with PD to STN
stimulation. Tripoliti and colleagues noted that patients who
had electrodes placed more medially within the STN were
more prone to speech deficits at higher stimulation voltages
[41]. Since precise anatomic data were not available for the
present study, it could be speculated that some of the interspeaker diﬀerences may be attributable to slight diﬀerences
in the location of the electrodes, in addition to individual
stimulation settings.
In the present study the patients were all evaluated in
a medicated state in order to simplify the interpretation
of the eﬀects of turning the DBS on or oﬀ. However, numerous studies have investigated the impact of levodopa
on speech and the findings have been mixed. Skodda and
colleagues [42] found no significant changes in several
acoustic measures of speech in response to short- or longterm levodopa administration. Likewise, Plowman-Prine et
al. [43] conducted a detailed perceptual evaluation of 35
speech dimensions and found no significant diﬀerences
between the on and oﬀ medicated states. Ho et al. [44]
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reported that speech rate and intensity increased with levodopa use and suggested that these changes may parallel
the typical limb motor improvements in speed and extent.
However, the failure to maintain loudness across an utterance
resulted in diminished overall speech benefit. On the other
hand, De Letter and colleagues have reported significant
improvements in word intelligibility [45] as well as positive changes in prosody and comprehensibility [46]. They
recently evaluated the course of speech changes at multiple
time points across a medication cycle and cautioned that
it may be unwise to draw conclusions about the impact of
medication based on a single assessment after patients take
the drug [47]. This latter study in particular suggests that
future investigations of the impact of DBS on speech should
not ignore the potential time-varying medication eﬀects that
may complicate the interpretation of on/oﬀ DBS changes.
Experimental protocols like that used in the present study
may also be subject to the influence of fatigue when patients
are tested under stimulation conditions that are separated by
relatively long periods to “wash out” any residual stimulation
eﬀect.
4.9. Limitations of the Present Study. One limitation in the
present study was the small number of participants, thus
making it impossible to undertake inferential statistical
analysis to determine the significance of the findings and
to allow for generalization to a larger group of patients.
Therefore, it would be beneficial for future research in this
population to be conducted with a larger sample to allow an
objective evaluation of the significance of the results.
The lack of limb and axial motor data, both prior
to surgery and in response to DBS, must be considered
a significant limitation of the present investigation. Since
patients are usually referred for surgery on the basis of their
motor impairment and since these symptoms are generally
the most responsive to DBS, it would be informative to
consider changes in UPDRS scores before and after surgery.
These changes, as well as diﬀerences between the on- and
oﬀ-stimulation conditions, would provide a valuable context
within which to evaluate the detailed speech acoustic measures. Following DBS patients are often able to significantly
reduce their levodopa dosage, and since this may also
influence speech performance, future work should consider
this potential influence. Furthermore, detailed knowledge
of the anatomic location of the electrodes and the specific
stimulation parameters may increase our understanding of
individual speaker diﬀerences in response to DBS.
Another limitation of the present work was that neither
perceptual nor acoustic presurgical speech severity measures
were available. Since the patients were only referred by
the neurology staﬀ on the basis of poorer speech on than
oﬀ-stimulation, the investigators did not have access to
the patients prior to the implantation of the electrodes.
Thus, changes in speech related to electrode implantation
microlesion eﬀects as well as stimulation could not be tested
within the context of the current study. It would have been
valuable to learn whether any preexisting dysarthria was
worsened by DBS or whether patients with normal speech
before DBS became dysarthric following the surgery. Future
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work which records the speech of all DBS candidates at
a medical facility prior to surgery would allow a clearer
evaluation of the wider pre/postsurgical eﬀects on speech.
Such information would be clinically relevant as it could
provide Parkinson’s patients who are considering DBS as a
treatment option with a better understanding of the possible
speech-related consequences of surgery.
The perceptual rating task in the current study was
limited to a global judgment of speech quality by relatively
inexperienced listeners. Future work would benefit from a
finer-grained perceptual assessment of speech characteristics
by clinicians experienced with neuromotor speech disorders.
This would allow the evaluation of multiple indices of speech
quality (dysphonia type and severity, specific articulatory
features, resonance changes, etc.) and a comparison of these
with the acoustic measures.
4.10. Conclusions. As it is possible that some individuals
who opt for implantation will exhibit worsened speech with
stimulation, it is important for neurology staﬀ responsible
for programming the stimulators after surgery to find the
best possible balance between motor benefits and speech
impairment to allow for the greatest quality of life. Recent
work has shown that subtle diﬀerences in the exact anatomic
placement of the electrodes and also the stimulation parameters (voltage, frequency, pulse width, etc.) can diﬀerentially
influence speech and limb outcomes [48]. Other recent
work with model-based rather than trial and error clinical
programming of the stimulation parameters [49] may pave
the way for improved programming that yields the maximal
motor benefits while limiting the speech-related side eﬀects.
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Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT) has well-documented treatment eﬃcacy for individuals with hypokinetic dysarthria
associated with Parkinson’s disease (PD). Positive changes have been noted after treatment not only for vocal loudness but also
for many other speech dimensions, including intonation (monotonicity). There have been few studies investigating the eﬀect
of LSVT on lexical tone which, like intonation, is controlled by variations in fundamental frequency. This study involved 12
Cantonese speakers with idiopathic PD who were enrolled in a standard LVST treatment protocol. Speech data were collected 3-4
days before treatment and 1 day after treatment. A wide variety of perceptual and acoustic variables were analyzed. The results
showed significant improvements in loudness and intonation after treatment, but no significant changes in lexical tone. These
results have theoretical implications for the relationship between tone and intonation and for models of the physiological control
of fundamental frequency.

1. Effect of LSVT on Lexical Tone in Speakers
with Parkinson’s Disease
Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT), which focuses on increasing vocal loudness, was developed for the treatment of
voice and speech impairment in individuals with Parkinson’s
disease (PD). The treatment protocol involves intensive
treatment delivery (a one-hour session, four days a week for
four weeks) and has been fully described elsewhere [1]. LSVT
has well-documented treatment eﬃcacy (e.g., [2, 3]). Positive
changes have been noted not only for vocal loudness but also
for many other speech dimensions, including intonation [1,
2]. Monotonicity, a disruption in intonation, is considered
one of the hallmarks of hypokinetic dysarthria [4].
An estimated 60–70% of the world’s languages are tonal
[5]; that is, where words of diﬀerent meaning can be marked
by variations in tone alone. Whereas intonation is associated
with variation in fundamental frequency at the phrasal level,
lexical tone is associated with variation in fundamental
frequency at the syllable level. Cantonese (Chinese) has six
contrastive tones, which vary according to pitch height and
pitch contour [6]. Using the numerical system developed by

Chao [7], where the first number represents the beginning
level of the tone and the second number indicates the
finishing level of the tone, the six lexical tones of Cantonese
are 55 (high level), 35 (high rising), 33 (mid level), 21 (low
falling), 23 (low rising), and 22 (low level).
There have been few studies of hypokinetic dysarthria in
speakers of lexical tonal languages. Cantonese speakers with
PD have been found to demonstrate similar characteristics,
in terms of disrupted dimensions of speech, as English
and Japanese speakers with the disease [8]. Lexical tone
was found to be relatively unimpaired, in contrast to
“monotone,” which was one of the most severely aﬀected
dimensions of speech in this group of Cantonese speakers
[8]. This contrast in findings for lexical tone and intonation
suggests possible diﬀerential control for these two functions,
a hypothesis previously advanced by Vance [9]. A pilot study
of four Cantonese speakers with PD following a treatment
program based on LSVT showed improvements in intonation but little change in lexical tone impairment [10]. The
authors noted that the four speakers had relatively intact
lexical tone production before treatment. The current study
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is an extension, employing a larger number of participants
with PD, and treatment by clinicians certified in LSVT.
The aim of the current study was to determine whether
LSVT, which has well-documented success in improving monotone speech (as well as other disordered speech dimensions) in individuals with PD, would have a similar positive impact on lexical tone errors.

to eliminate the possible eﬀect of loudness on perceptual
judgments. A wide range of outcome measures were analyzed
perceptually and acoustically, including measures relating to
loudness, vocal quality, intonation, speech rate, and lexical
tone; this study focuses only on the intonation and tone
measures. The results for the other outcome measures are
available elsewhere [16, 17].

2. Method

2.4. Perceptual Analysis. The perceptual rating tasks were
conducted individually in a sound-attenuated booth using
Windows media player running on a Compaq Presario
V3000 laptop and Sennheiser HD 212Pro headphones. The
order of the rating tasks was randomized across listeners to
control for order eﬀects. Monotonicity was rated by the 12
student-listeners using a visual analogue scale (VAS). The left
side of a 10 cm line was labeled “normal” and the right side
“extremely monotone.” The listeners were asked to mark a
cross on the line to represent their judgment of each speaker’s
monotonicity.
Lexical tone was analyzed using two tasks, tone transcription, and tone error identification. Data from one
speaker were excluded due to presence of a dialect that
aﬀected tone. The first task used syllables extracted from
the reading passage. Three tokens were included for each
of the six tones. These single-word tokens were randomized
across speakers and time. Each token was transcribed by the
listeners by writing down the tone value (55, 35, 33, 21, 23,
or 22). The second task involved extracting ten phrases from
the reading paragraph, which totalled 65 syllables. Three
tokens were included for each of the six tones. This task
was conducted subsequent to the main experiment, due to
poor intrarater reliability for the tone transcription task. The
listeners for this task were three experienced speech-language
therapists who were asked to listen to the sentences, follow
the written text, and circle any syllable that they perceived to
be in error.

2.1. Participants. The speaker participants were 12 Cantonese speakers with idiopathic PD (5 males, 7 females; age
range 56–78 years). All these participants received regular
medication for PD that was unchanged throughout the
course of the study, except for one participant whose
medication was modified during the study. Improvements
in speech due to dopamine-type medication are believed to
be small and are highly varied across diﬀerent individuals
[11]; hence, this participant was still included in the study.
All speakers had normal oral-peripheral structures and
passed a hearing screening at 40 dBHL at 500, 1000, 2000,
and 4000 Hz for the better ear. In addition, all passed a
screening for aphasia and apraxia based on the Cantonese
Aphasia Battery [12]. Number of years since diagnosis ranged
from 4 to 23. The listener participants for most of the
perceptual tasks were 12 speech-language pathology students
(for the tone error identification task, described later, three
experienced speech-language therapists served as listeners,
because this task was conducted after the main experiment).
Signed consent was obtained from all participants, and the
project was approved by the appropriate Ethics Committee
at the University of Hong Kong.
2.2. Treatment. Treatment was provided by 12 qualified native Cantonese speech-language therapists who had recently
completed an LSVT certification course. The standard LSVT
treatment protocol was followed [13]. All 12 speakers completed 16 individual treatment sessions within four weeks.
2.3. Speech Materials and Data Collection. The data reported
here were collected three or four days before treatment
and one day after treatment. All data were collected
by investigators who were not involved in delivering the
treatment. Recordings were made in a quiet room with
background noise level of less than 43 dB. Speech samples were recorded using an Aardvark Direct Mix USB 3
Soundcard and Audacity 1.2.6. An AKG C 525 S or Shure
SM48 low-noise unidirectional microphone was held at
a mouth-to-microphone distance of 10 cm. A wide range
of speech stimuli was employed; this study focuses only
on a 30-second speech sample extracted from a standard
reading passage (the Chinese “Barbra Streisand” passage
[14]). All sentences and syllables were low-pass filtered
(cutoﬀ frequency 3000 Hz) using Praat, Version 5.1 [15].
The samples were randomized across speakers and time
(pre versus posttreatment). The intensity of all speech
samples (except samples for the perceptual rating of vocal
loudness) was normalized using Praat, Version 5.1 [15]

2.5. Acoustic Analysis. Standard deviation of fundamental
frequency (SDFO) was used as the acoustic correlate for
monotonicity. Mean F0 and SDFO values were calculated
from the 30-second reading passage sample, using the autocorrelation algorithm in Praat, Version 5.1 [15]. The F0
range was set between 75–300 Hz for males and 100–500 Hz
for females. The samples for two older female participants
whose voices were low-pitched were analyzed using the male
pitch ranges. In order to normalize the speech productions
from two genders, the SDFO values originally measured in
Hertz were converted into a logarithmic semitone (ST) scale
[18, 19].
For lexical tone, fundamental frequency (FO) was measured for each extracted syllable (the same syllables used in
the tone transcription task; three tokens for each tone). The
voiced segment of each of the eighteen stimuli was identified
auditorially, by listening to the signal, and visually, from a
wideband spectrogram and an amplitude waveform display.
The voiced segment was defined as the third cycle from the
start to the third cycle from the end [20]. F0 was measured at
five time points of this segment (i.e., 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%,
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2.6. Reliability. Intrarater reliability for monotonicity (based
on repeating the stimuli from two speakers) was 0.70
(Pearson’s r, P < 0.01); interrater reliability was 0.71 (ICC, 3,
k). Intrarater reliability for tone transcription was 0.51 (Pearson’s r, P < 0.01) and interrater reliability was 0.91 (ICC, 3,
k). Intrarater reliability for the tone error identification task
was 0.96 (Pearson’s r, P < 0.01) and interrater reliability was
0.70 (ICC, 3, k).
Inter- and intrarater reliabilities for the acoustic measures were calculated by repeating the analysis for two speakers by the investigator and a second rater. Intrarater reliability
was 0.99 (Pearson’s r, P < 0.05) and interrater reliability was
0.95 (Pearson’s r, P < 0.05) for both acoustic measures.
2.7. Statistical Analysis. To evaluate the eﬃcacy of LSVT,
pre and posttreatment changes across speech dimensions
were calculated using both descriptive and inferential statistics. A repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) was carried out for analysis of the perceptual measures of voice quality, vocal loudness, intonation,
and rate, while a two-way, repeated-measures ANOVA
was carried out for analysis of lexical tone accuracy (the
error identification task). A repeated measure multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was also computed for the
four acoustic variables, with a separate three-way ANOVA for
lexical tone.

3. Results
3.1. Perceptual Measures. The mean perceptual rating for
the speech dimension “monotone” on the 10 cm VAS scale,
where a higher number indicated more severely monotone
speech, was 3.13 (SD = 1.84) before therapy and 2.34
(SD = 1.72) after therapy. This decrease in monotonicity was
statistically significant, F(1, 11) = 19.97, P < 0.001.
The mean accuracy of lexical tone, based on transcription, was 54.02 (SD = 0.16) before therapy and 56.62
(SD = 0.17) after therapy. Statistical analysis was not conducted for this measure because of the low intrarater reliability of the task. The mean accuracy of lexical tone
based on identifying inaccurate tones was 97.72 (SD = 0.03)
before treatment and 97.64 (SD = 0.03) after treatment.
This diﬀerence was not statistically significant, F = 0.13,
P = 0.724.
3.2. Acoustic Measures. Mean SDF0, in semitones (STSD),
was 3.259 (SD = 0.83) before treatment and 3.256
(SD = 0.93) after treatment. There was no significant
treatment eﬀect, F(1,11) < 0.001, P = 0.9. However,
examination of individual data revealed an increase in
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SDF0 in semitone (STSD)

and 100% of the total duration) and was calculated using
the autocorrelation algorithm in Praat software, Version, 5.1
[15]. By averaging the F0 of all three tokens of each tone at
each time point, the tone configuration of each participant
was determined. The F0 values were then converted from
the Hertz unit to semitones, in order to normalize the
interspeaker diﬀerences for statistical analysis.
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Figure 1: Standard deviation of fundamental frequency (SDF0), in
semitones, for individual participants.

SDST for six of the twelve subjects. Two participants had a
noticeable decrease in SDST after treatment (S1 and S11).
The results for individual speakers are shown in Figure 1.
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to
analyze the lexical tone data with the within-group factors
of time (pre and posttreatment), tone (tone 55, tone 25,
tone 33, tone 21, tone 23, and tone 22), and time points
(0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%). Significant main eﬀects
were observed for time, F(1,11) = 7.80, P < 0.05, tone, F(5,
55) = 17.95, P < 0.001 and time point, F(4, 44) = 23.28,
P < 0.001. The main eﬀect of time indicated that overall
mean F0 was higher after treatment than before treatment.
A statistically significant diﬀerence was also indicated in
the interaction of tone and time point, F(22, 220) = 14.95,
P < 0.001. This confirmed that diﬀerent tones have diﬀerent
frequencies at diﬀerent time points and it is not related to
any changes in treatment. No significant changes in timetone, time-time point and time-time point-tone interactions
were shown. This indicates that treatment eﬀects were the
same across all tones and all time points and implies that the
F0 contour pattern of each tone had no significant statistical
changes from before to after treatment.
The F0 patterns for all speakers were examined individually, in order to identify individual changes or patterns. For
this analysis, F0 was not converted to semitones. Findings
for the speakers with PD were compared with previously
reported normative data for nonimpaired Cantonese speakers [21, 22]. All the male PD speakers generally showed
similar F0 heights to nonimpaired male speakers in the
pretreatment condition. After treatment, three of the male
speakers showed an increase in F0 height, with two appearing
above-normal values while there was no change in F0 height
for the remaining two. For the female speakers, F0 heights
were generally lower than the normative values and remained
similar before and after treatment, although two of the
female speakers exhibited an upward shift of F0 height across
all six lexical tones and one showed a reduction in F0 height
after treatment.
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Figure 2: F0 pattern of six lexical tones produced by a 60-year-old male, WSH. The normative data are from Whitehill et al. [21, 22], cited
in Whitehill and Wong [10].
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Figure 3: F0 pattern of six lexical tones produced by a 78-year-old female, HYH. The normative data are from Whitehill et al. [21, 22], cited
in Whitehill and Wong [10].
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Figure 4: F0 pattern of six lexical tones produced by a 56-year-old male, CWY. The normative data are from Whitehill et al. [21, 22], cited
in Whitehill and Wong [10].
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Two of the twelve participants demonstrated similar F0
contour patterns before and after treatment to the nonimpaired speakers across all six tones. Figure 2 shows
one of these two speakers, WSH, who was considered to
have normal lexical tone production both before and after
treatment. The remaining speakers generally showed similar
F0 patterns to the nonimpaired speakers for the three level
tones (i.e., tones 55, 33 and 22) while the contour tones
(i.e., tones 35, 21, and 23) were observed to be flattened.
Six speakers demonstrated flattening of all contour tones in
the pretreatment condition. Three of these speakers showed
no change in the F0 pattern of these contour tones after
treatment while another three showed improvement after
treatment although not on all three contour tones. Figure 3
shows the results for one speaker, HYH, whose F0 pattern of
the contour tones remained unchanged after treatment. As
can be seen, the F0 configurations across all six tones were at
a similar F0 height level and showed a similar contour pattern
before and after treatment. Figure 4 shows a speaker, CWY,
who had a normal tone contour pattern after treatment on
one of the contour tones (tone 21). However, there were also
some abnormal patterns observed (e.g., tone 23 and tone
33 before treatment and tone 22 after treatment). For four
of the aﬀected participants who were not yet mentioned,
their lexical tone production had no clear pattern. That is,
a normal F0 pattern might be found before treatment but
an abnormal/flattened one after treatment, or vice versa. In
summary, the qualitative analysis of lexical tone indicated
that the most of the abnormal lexical tones produced by
the participants with PD before treatment (i.e., the contour
tones) remained flattened after the treatment.
3.3. Other Treatment Variables. Although not detailed here,
significant group treatment eﬀects were additionally found
for the dimensions of excessive soft voice and excessive loud
voice (perceptual variables) and for sound pressure level and
mean fundamental frequency (acoustic variables; for details,
see Chow [16]; Lee [17]). These results were generally consistent with previous reports for LSVT (e.g., Ramig et al.
[23]) and show that the treatment provided was successful
in terms of several outcomes measures traditionally targeted
in this population.

4. Discussion
LSVT has well-established eﬃcacy for the treatment of
speech disorders in individuals with hypokinetic dysarthria
associated with PD. The results of this study showed that
the treatment approach was also successful with this group
of Cantonese speakers with PD, based on several traditional
outcome measures, as noted above. This was consistent with
the results of a previous small-scale study with Cantonese
speakers [10]. The main focus of this study was on the eﬀect
of LSVT on lexical tone in PD speakers. We also examined
treatment eﬀects for intonation (monotone) since, like
lexical tone, intonation is primarily controlled by variations
in fundamental frequency. We employed both perceptual
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and acoustic measures, and undertook qualitative analysis
of individual speakers as well as statistical analysis of group
results.
For the disordered speech dimension of “monotone”,
there was a significant improvement for the group, based on
listeners’ perceptual ratings. That is, the speakers were less
monotone after treatment. In contrast with the perceptual
findings, statistical analysis of the group results for the acoustic correlate of monotonicity, SDST, showed no significant
diﬀerence before and after treatment for the group. This
was inconsistent with previous reports of LSVT treatment in
both English speakers (e.g., Ramig et al. [23]) and Cantonese
speakers [10]). However, examination of individual results
showed that four of the speakers, S4, S5, S8, and S10, did
show a noticeable increase in SDST (and a further two, S2
and S7, a small increase), indicating less monotone speech
as a result of treatment. The group results may have been
aﬀected by two speakers (S1 and S11) who showed noticeable
decreases in SDST after treatment. These two speakers had
pretreatment SDST values that were relatively high (ranking
third and fourth in pretreatment SDST). These results
underscore the advisability of considering qualitative analysis
of individual speakers, in addition to statistical analysis of
group results, in populations with speech disorder, which are
notoriously heterogenous [24, 25].
Tone was analysed perceptually using two diﬀerent methods. The first employed transcription of isolated syllables
extracted from the reading passage. Statistical analysis was
not undertaken for this task, due to the low intrarater
reliability. However, examination of the results indicated
similar findings before and after therapy (mean accuracy of
54.02%, SD = 0.16, before treatment and 56.62, SD = 0.17,
after treatment). Diﬃculties with transcribing tone from
isolated syllables have been previously reported (e.g., FokChan [26]). In view this, and of the poor intrarater reliability,
a second task was employed: identification of error tones
in phrases. This analysis revealed high tone accuracy before
treatment (mean = 97.72%, SD = 0.03) and no significant
diﬀerence in accuracy after treatment (mean = 97.64%,
SD = 0.03; P > 0.05). The finding of relatively intact lexical
tone in Cantonese speakers with PD, as judged perceptually,
was consistent with previous findings [8, 10].
Acoustic analysis of tone also revealed no significant
diﬀerences before and after treatment, for the group. This
was consistent with the results our previous small-scale study
[10]. However, examination of individual results showed that
many of the participants (ten of the 12) showed flattened
F0 configurations for target contour tones. This finding has
been previously reported [10]. Improvement in some (but
not all) contour tones was seen for three participants, after
treatment. However, there was no change in the F0 patterns
for the contour tones for the other participants who showed
flattened patterns. Overall, the results of the acoustic analysis
showed little to no improvement in lexical tones as a result of
LSVT.
This study confirmed previous reports of relatively intact
lexical tone in Cantonese speakers with Parkinson’s disease
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[8, 10]. It is possible that this finding is related to the perceptual task involved. However, consistent results have been
found in studies employing diﬀerent perceptual methods.
The finding of relatively intact lexical tone could also be
related to the speech severity of the particular group of
participants. However, in the current study, eﬀort was made
to recruit subjects with a wide range of speech severity. In
addition, in the current study as well as our previous studies,
the speakers with PD did have impairment of other speech
dimensions associated with hypokinetic dysarthria (e.g.,
loudness, monotone, and speech rate). It seems that lexical
tone may indeed be relatively preserved in this group of
speakers. This may seem an anomaly, in a clinical population
closely associated with disturbances at the laryngeal level
[27]. However, it is consistent with reports of relatively intact
tone in other Cantonese clinical populations (e.g., So and
Dodd [28]; Stokes and Whitehill [29]). Several authors have
attributed the relative robustness of tone in speech disordered populations to the high functional load of tone in
Cantonese and other tone languages (e.g., So and Dodd
[28]). However, this seems an unlikely explanation for individuals with PD, who have an acquired speech disorder as a
result of neurological disease. The relative robustness of tone
may be associated with the relatively small adjustments in FO
needed for lexical contrasts, in contrast to FO fluctuations
at the phrasal level for distinctions in intonation. Vance
[9] hypothesized a possible diﬀerential control for tone and
intonation, whereby lexical tone production might involve
changes in laryngeal maneuvering while intonation might
involve changes in subglottal pressure. However, there is
no direct empirical evidence for this hypothesis. Dromey
et al. [30] reported improvements in subglottal pressure
and laryngeal control, following LSVT. Further studies are
needed to explore the issue of possible diﬀerential control of
these two speech components, both related to fine control
of F0. Studies of speakers with hypokinetic dysarthria oﬀer a
unique contribution to this debate.
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According to the U.S. National Institutes of Health, approximately 500,000 Americans have Parkinson’s disease (PD), with roughly
another 50,000 receiving new diagnoses each year. 70%–90% of these people also have the hypokinetic dysarthria associated
with PD. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) substantially relieves motor symptoms in advanced-stage patients for whom medication
produces disabling dyskinesias. This study investigated speech changes as a result of DBS settings chosen to maximize motor
performance. The speech of 10 PD patients and 12 normal controls was analyzed for syllable rate and variability, syllable length
patterning, vowel fraction, voice-onset time variability, and spirantization. These were normalized by the controls’ standard
deviation to represent distance from normal and combined into a composite measure. Results show that DBS settings relieving
motor symptoms can improve speech, making it up to three standard deviations closer to normal. However, the clinically motivated
settings evaluated here show greater capacity to impair, rather than improve, speech. A feedback device developed from these
findings could be useful to clinicians adjusting DBS parameters, as a means for ensuring they do not unwittingly choose DBS
settings which impair patients’ communication.

1. Introduction
1.1. Background. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is an idiopathic
neurodegenerative disease caused by loss of dopamineproducing cells in the substantia nigra of the basal ganglia,
aﬀecting over one-half million people in the U.S., most over
age 50. Its major symptoms are muscular rigidity, bradykinesia, resting tremor, and postural instability. An estimated
70%–90% of patients with PD also develop speech or voice
disorders [1] specifically hypokinetic dysarthria [2, page
174]. Hypokinetic dysarthria is characterized by monopitch,
monoloudness, underarticulation, and harsh and/or breathy
voice. It worsens with disease severity and duration [3] so
that patients who are more incapacitated and more reliant
on caregivers are also more diﬃcult to understand.
The major treatment for Parkinson’s disease is L-dopa, a
dopamine precursor given orally to patients. L-dopa is most
eﬀective on the general motor symptoms of PD, with variable
eﬀects on speech. For example, some studies [4] have found
that though motor performance, vocal tremor, and glottal
vibration were improved in patients with PD after taking Ldopa, there were no significant improvements in prosody,

articulation, or vocal intensity after medical therapy. Other
researchers [5] have assessed the amount of pause time
in speech, the speech rate, the articulation rate, and the
standard deviation of the fundamental frequency of patients
with PD and compared them to age-matched normal
controls. After medication with L-dopa, only the pause time
of the patients with PD had improved though it was within
the normal range both on and oﬀ medications. Still others
[6, 7] found significant improvements in pitch and loudness
variation in patients with PD after medication as well as
an improvement in intelligibility. Respiratory parameters
such as vital capacity, length of sustained vowel phonation,
and phonated quotient were also improved. There was no
correlation between improvement in respiratory parameters
and intelligibility, but there was an increase in loudness and a
faster speech rate when patients with PD were on medication,
though the intensity of their speech decayed more quickly
[8]. The authors conclude that the changes in speech caused
by L-dopa therapy may or may not be advantageous to individual patients, depending on their specific symptom profile.
Further, medical therapy can only be used so long.
Once the number of substantia nigra cells decreases past
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a critical point, medication causes large and uncomfortable fluctuations in motor function in patients with PD.
These fluctuations consist of levodopa-induced involuntary
movements (dyskinesias) followed by a return of rigidity.
Electrically stimulating the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has
been shown to reduce the rigidity, bradykinesia, and tremor
of PD by inhibiting the activity of the STN in the basal
ganglia-thalamus loop. Within the past decade, deep brain
stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has
provided substantial clinical benefit to patients with PD
whose disease has become diﬃcult to manage by medication
alone [9]. Patients whose major symptom is tremor generally
have a better prognosis for DBS than do those who suﬀer
more from rigidity or akinesia. Patients who develop psychiatric symptoms of PD such as hallucinations or cognitive
disturbances are considered less appropriate candidates for
DBS therapy. Side eﬀects of the DBS implantation surgery
itself, such as hematoma or paralysis, are rare [10]. Instances
of hardware problems such as lead fracture, dislocation of
the leads, and insertion site infection are more common
[10].
As with L-dopa therapy, most of the focus of DBS
treatment has been directed toward the motoric features
of PD. For example, it has been suggested that the three
main goals of DBS programming should be to maximize
relief from symptoms, to minimize side eﬀects, and to
preserve battery life (in that order) [11]. Much less emphasis
has been placed on other components of PD, such as
postural instability or speech. Yet, hypokinetic dysarthria
eventually appears in the majority of the PD population
and frequently compromises a patient’s quality of life by
impairing a person’s ability to communicate eﬀectively with
family members and health care providers [12, page 438; 32].
While DBS has been shown to reduce tremor, bradykinesia,
and gait problems in patients with PD, its specific eﬀects
on speech are equivocal. Some studies report that voice
function improves in parallel with motor symptoms after
DBS treatment, while others report a worsening in speech in
the setting of motor symptom improvement following DBS
surgery. Still, others report no net eﬀect on speech. Recently,
a more nuanced view of the eﬀects of DBS on speech has
emerged.
Studies reporting a positive eﬀect on speech of DBS
therapy start with [13]. Using UPDRS item 18, which asks
the practitioner rating the patient to score speech as “0normal, 1-slight loss of expression, diction, or volume,
2-monotone, slurred but understandable, moderately impaired, 3-marked impairment, diﬃcult to understand, or 4unintelligible”, these researchers rated patients with PD on
and oﬀ medication, prior to surgery, then again after surgery.
Oﬀ medication, the patients’ scores averaged 2.8 (in the
moderately-to-markedly impaired range), but medicated,
scores averaged 1.2 (closer to minimally impaired). Once the
DBS implants had been “optimally programmed”, patients
averaged 1.5 on stimulation/oﬀ medications. With both
medication and stimulation, scores averaged 1.1. In this
study, therefore, there was a mild-to-moderate improvement
in speech, according to doctors’ perceptions, on stimulation
and medication. Likewise, [14] found a “tendency for voice
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to improve” in patients on stimulation. More specifically,
patients’ repetitions of a nonsense word were shorter when
they were receiving stimulation, and in running speech, their
pause duration was shorter. Their maximum phonation time
was also increased on stimulation. Finally, [15] confirmed
previous findings of longer maximum phonation time and
lower pause time on stimulation than oﬀ. In addition, they
found less jitter (cycle-to-cycle amplitude variation) and
shimmer (cycle-to-cycle frequency variation), and better
relative stability of F0.
Negative eﬀects of DBS on speech were found by [1],
where speech pathologists (SLPs) rated 32 dimensions of
speech and voice performance on readings of the “Grandfather Passage” on and oﬀ stimulation. Ratings on 22 of
the dimensions moved away from the control means on
stimulation as compared to oﬀ stimulation. And [16] used
two questions from the UPDRS, 5 and 18 (patient and
practitioner ratings of speech performance, resp.), to assess
changes in speech after stimulation. Ratings of speech were
approximately one point worse on stimulation than oﬀ
though (in agreement with [14, 15]) maximum phonation
time was longer by approximately 1.5 seconds. Ratings of
“normal” or “abnormal” on patients’ conversational speech
also worsened on stimulation.
Other teams of researchers examined longer-term eﬀects
of DBS on speech. The researchers in [17] used UPDRS item
18 ratings at one, three, and five years after implantation. Not
only was speech the only function whose score oﬀ medication
failed to improve over time, but the Year 5 speech score
on both medication and stimulation was significantly worse
than the Year 1 speech score. Clinicians in [18] found similar
deterioration in UPDRS item 18 scores over time. Though
average scores for their patients one year after surgery were
1.0 oﬀ stimulation and medication versus 0.9 on stimulation
(a nonsignificant improvement), after four years, the onstimulation and oﬀ-stimulation scores were the same at 1.6.
On-stimulation scores from Year 4 were significantly worse
than their Year 1 counterparts, as were oﬀ-stimulation Year 4
scores compared to Year 1 oﬀ-stimulation scores.
But many other studies have found no net eﬀect of
DBS therapy on speech. Some, using UPDRS items 5 and
18 and a dysarthria test, found that only two of seven patients
performed significantly worse on stimulation and medication than presurgery on medication [19]. No significant
changes were noted for the other five patients. Others found
no significant changes on the CAIDS (Computerized Assessment of Intelligibility of Dysarthric Speech) on patients three
months after surgery and on DBS therapy, compared to
their performance one month before surgery [1]. Using the
same test, [20] found no change in mean CAIDS score after
one year for DBS or medication-only groups of patients,
though vocal intensity did increase after one year for patients
receiving both medical and surgical therapies (as compared
to presurgery on-medication). Still others also found two
groups of patients, one of which showed improved speech
and the other of which showed worsened speech as a result of
DBS therapy [20]. In this study, there was an overall decrease
of approximately 15% on CAIDS scores oﬀ-medication and
on-stimulation.
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To understand why there might be positive, negative,
or no eﬀects on speech of DBS, many research teams
are using more critical analyses: looking at individual
patients, laterality of stimulation, or diﬀerent settings. For
example, [4] found that in their patients, UPDRS item
18 was always rated 2 (moderate impairment) in all four
combinations of medical and DBS therapy. Looking at 49
patients across multiple institutions, [10] reported only nine
patients with speech diﬃculties as a result of DBS implantation. These changes correlated best with disease duration
and the presence of axial symptoms (such as balance
disturbances).
Because the presence of deteriorated or improved speech
seems to depend heavily on the individual patient’s constellation of symptoms, [21] specifically studied four patients
of diﬀerent ages and disease durations. Again using UPDRS
item 18, they found that one patient showed significant
dysarthria oﬀ medications and stimulation, but was able to
produce a short phonation when receiving either therapy. A
second patient experienced dysphonia with no therapy, but
on stimulation or medication experienced a worsening in
dysarthria. Receiving both therapies together resulted in even
worse dysarthria. By contrast, a third patient’s speech was less
dysarthric on stimulation but worse with too much of either
therapy. The fourth patient’s speech was worse with medical
and DBS therapy, especially when the stimulation was
more caudal, suggesting more corticobulbar involvement.
The author drew two conclusions: First, “Item 18 of the
UPDRS does not adequately evaluate the often complex
speech changes that may result from L-dopa therapy or
STN stimulation.” (page 1513). Second, he noted that many
patients are forced to choose between resolution of motor
symptoms without improvement in speech, or preserving
speech intelligibility without relief from motor symptoms:
“Ceasing stimulation may reverse these exacerbations (of
dysarthria), which may be accepted as a therapeutic compromise.” (page 1513).
Looking at laterality of stimulation in recent work, Wang
[22, 23] has noted that stimulation of the left STN has worse
eﬀects on speech than stimulation of the right STN. All of the
patients in her work were unilaterally implanted and right
handed, and she used a variety of acoustical and perceptual
analysis methods.
Törnqvist et al. [24] examined the eﬀects of varying different DBS parameters on speech. Comparing each patient’s
optimal settings to no stimulation, five of 10 patients’ speech
was the same, while that of four more was worse. Increasing
the frequency of electrical stimulation resulted generally in a
nonsignificant decrease in number of words judged correct.
Increasing stimulation amplitude also reduced the number of
words judged correct, while decreasing the amplitude made
speech slightly better. Changing which electrode was stimulated created no significant changes. The researchers did not
vary pulse width in their study because of its propensity to
cause unpleasant side eﬀects. More generally, Montgomery
[25] reports that low-frequency DBS of the STN (on the
order of 10 Hz) improves speech, while frequencies closer
to 100 Hz cause it to deteriorate (while improving general
motor function).
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Overall, this represents only the beginning of understanding of the changes in speech performance following
DBS surgery and therapy, especially with respect to programming strategies and possible tradeoﬀs between motor
improvements and dysarthric side eﬀects. Given that the
search for DBS parameters that improve speech is so often
subordinate to the search for parameters that improve
general motor function, it is vital for the clinician to
understand the range of eﬀects on speech he or she can
expect from a patient’s “optimal” settings.
1.2. Goal and Context of the Current Study. This paper reports on the results of acoustic analyses on the speech
of patients with PD, both on and oﬀ DBS stimulation.
The goal of the present study was to gain information on
how clinically motivated alterations in DBS settings, made
by neurologists whose sole goal is maximizing the motor
performance of patients with PD, change speech. This study
is part of an ongoing longer-term project to develop a device
to measure the speech performance of PD patients on DBS
or other therapies. Such a device would allow clinicians to
assess, quickly and objectively, whether a provisional set of
DBS parameters improves or impairs a patient’s ability to
communicate, or whether any treatment is having a positive
eﬀect on speech. Though certain DBS parameters have more
of a positive eﬀect on speech than others, to be useful,
such a device must be capable of evaluating speech at the
full range of provisional DBS settings a clinician might
consider.
Because the aim of the study was to provide realistic
clinical information for practitioners that could potentially
apply to any patient with a DBS implant, and because data
collection of the speech of patients with DBS was carried
out in a clinical setting in the context of patient visits with
a strictly therapeutic purpose (to maximize motor benefit,
rather than to optimize speech quality or with the experimental needs of this study in mind), several aspects of the
study’s methodology are unusual.
(i) Recordings were not made in a sound-treated room
but in the room where each patient had his or her
DBS implants adjusted. The recording environment
used in this study is typical of the recording environment in which the contemplated assessment device
would be used.
(ii) A variety of general-purpose microphones was used,
similar in frequency response and directivity to
the microphones that would be used in the final
product.
(iii) Patient-specific factors such as electrode insertion
site, time since surgery, or specific DBS settings were
under the control of the surgeon and neurologist,
and decisions were made based on patient-care
considerations rather than the needs of this study.
Recent work [26] suggests no association between,
for example, speech response and time since
diagnosis.
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(iv) The number of data points available for a given
patient, as well as other factors such as the times
of day of the recordings, was determined by the
patient’s needs and neurologist’s treatment decisions.
(v) The DBS parameter settings represented in the dataset were outside of our control. They were chosen by
the neurologist in an attempt to maximize clinical
(nonspeech) benefit to the patient. As such, each onstim session represents a provisional setting at which
our anticipated device might be asked to evaluate
speech.

Further work is needed to elucidate the eﬀect on diﬀerent
aspects of speech of all of the factors mentioned. In essence,
this study was meant to replicate the clinician’s situation
as much as possible in that he or she must evaluate the
speech of every patient whose DBS implants need adjusting,
regardless of individual parameter settings, DBS model, or
other patient-specific factors. As a companion study and
followup to this initial acoustical project, we are undertaking
a perceptual study of to determine how well our acoustic
measures correlate with intelligibility and how large a change
in each measure might be required in order to produce a
perceptually noticeable eﬀect.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects. Twelve normal-speaking subjects (five female,
seven male; age range 26–67) were recorded as controls,
once each. 10 patients with PD (two female, eight male;
ages 48 to 70) participated in the study. All patients were
determined to be good candidates for DBS therapy by a
movement disorder neurologist. Inclusion criteria were that
all patients presented with idiopathic PD, displayed no other
neurological or psychiatric conditions, were at Hoehn and
Yahr Stage 3 or 4, received scores of at least 2 on UPDRS
items 5 or 18, and had reached a point in their disease
where medications caused large and uncomfortable mobility
fluctuations. All patients gave written consent to surgical
implantation of bilateral electrodes into the STN as well
as to participation in the study. It should be noted that
at the hospital where the recordings were made, the goal
of treatment was to minimize the amount of medication
that patients require after surgery; medication was only
reinstated after the patient’s DBS settings had been optimized
if still necessary. In this paper, we report only on the
results obtained from patients who discontinued medication
therapy after surgery and were treated with DBS only.
2.2. Recording Sessions. Subjects were recorded presurgery,
both oﬀ medication and on medication. Patients were also
recorded after surgery, both oﬀ DBS stimulation and on
stimulation. Some patients were recorded multiple times
over periods varying from several weeks to a few months
when they came to the clinic for DBS adjustment visits.
Because no on-meds sessions were analyzed here, the
treatment states discussed below are “on-stim” (postimplant patient receiving stimulation), “oﬀ-stim” (postimplant
patient not receiving stimulation), and “normal” (control

speakers without PD). Specifically, we compare the oﬀmeds/oﬀ-stim sessions with the oﬀ-meds/on-stim sessions
for each patient. The term “session” is used in this paper
to refer to a patient’s speech performance at a specific set
of DBS settings. That is, if a patient is recorded oﬀ-meds
and oﬀ-stim, then recorded again oﬀ-meds and on-stim at
a particular set of parameters, and finally again oﬀ-meds and
on-stim at a diﬀerent set of parameters, this is considered to
be three sessions.
2.3. Equipment. Subjects’ speech was recorded using headmounted or desktop microphones and the Marantz PMD660, a solid-state digital recording device. Recordings
(44 kHz, 16 bit, mono) took place in an examination room
that was quiet but not sound-treated.
2.4. Speech Material Recorded. Two speech tasks were recorded for this study: the bilabial and velar alternating
motion rate (AMR) or “rapid repeating” tasks. Participants
were instructed to say the syllable “pa” (or “ka”) as
quickly and accurately as possible on one breath, like this:
“papapapa....”. Both control subjects and patients were given
the same instructions. The AMR task specifically assesses the
rate, rhythm, and precision of movement of the jaw, lips,
and tongue. It also assesses the speaker’s ability to coordinate
vocal tract movements with laryngeal movements [2, page 7;
28].
Three bilabial AMR utterances were produced by each
participant during each session and recorded for later
repeatability analysis. Because studies by Logemann and
Fisher [27], Weismer [28], and Wang et al. [23], indicate that
the consonant /k/ poses the most problems for Parkinson’s
patients, subjects were also asked to perform the velar AMR
task once per session, and that utterance was recorded.
2.5. Patient Recording Procedure
2.5.1. Presurgical Evaluation Visit. Patient enrollment occurred at the initial presurgical evaluation visit. After entry
into the study and prior to surgery, patients participated in
two recording sessions. An oﬀ-meds session was recorded
after discontinuing medication for at least 12 hours, and an
on-meds session was recorded 30 to 60 minutes following
administration of a typical dose of Sinemet. Sinemet is
the Merck brand name for a combination of carbidopa
and levodopa. The elimination half-life of levodopa in the
presence of carbidopa is about 1.5 hours. The apparent
half-life of levodopa taken in the form of Sinemet CR may
be prolonged because of continuous absorption [29, 30].
Regardless of an individual patient’s specific dose, however,
12 hours is considered enough time for complete washout.
2.5.2. Surgery. The surgical procedure involved bilateral
implantation of stimulating electrodes into the STN. Preoperatively, stereotaxic MRI was used to determine the location
of the STN in each individual and the best trajectories for the
electrodes. Intraoperatively, microelectrode recordings were
used to verify and localize STN neurons. Final placement of
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stimulating electrodes was determined following awake test
stimulation for clinical eﬀect and side-eﬀect monitoring, and
postoperative MRI and CAT scans were used to verify correct
lead placements. Pulse generators and lead extensions were
then implanted under general anesthesia.
2.5.3. Postsurgical Visits. Patients returned to the hospital
between one and three weeks after implantation. During this
visit, they underwent a standard postoperative evaluation
regarding common medical issues relating to recovery from
anesthesia, incisional healing, and dressing care. Patients had
stopped their medical therapy at least 12 hours prior to this
visit and were thus in the oﬀ-meds state for this visit.
The patient’s DBS device was then turned on and
evaluated for clinical eﬀect. Each site of the stimulating
electrode was tested individually and voltage was increased
to determine threshold boundaries for side eﬀects. A combination of sites were then activated within a voltage range
that was below the side-eﬀect threshold and at a level that
also produced clinical benefit. An initial session of onstim utterances was recorded after five-to-ten minutes of
acclimation to the initial stimulation.
2.5.4. Adjustment Visit(s). Patients returned to the clinic
as frequently as necessary for adjustments in stimulation
to improve clinical benefit. This often required multiple
visits during the first several months. For each visit, patients
arrived on-stim, at the settings that had been programmed
for them at the last visit. Another session of utterances was
recorded in this condition.
Stimulation parameters of a patient’s implant were then
adjusted to maximize clinical benefit. A combination of
scores on UPDRS items 23–26, clinician observation, and
patient report was used to assess tremor, rigidity, and
bradykinesia as measured in limb movements. Speech quality
was not assessed or used to adjust the implant settings.
After each adjustment, the neurologist left the clinic
room, while a research assistant, blind to the patient’s DBS
parameter settings, recorded another complete set of onstim utterances. The DBS settings corresponding to this new
session were noted in the patient’s chart.
2.6. Audio Data Processing. Recorded utterances were downloaded from the recorder to a USB disk, deidentified to
protect participant identity, and brought to a separate facility
to be analyzed. Though blinding is generally not necessary
for acoustic analyses, researchers at this facility were kept
blind to the treatment status and identity of each patient
whose speech files were analyzed. Once downsampled and
transferred to hard disk, a trained phonetician examined the
spectrograms of each utterance to assure data quality and to
discard unusable utterances. Reasons for discarding recorded
utterances included the presence of electronic or acoustic
artifacts or unusual behavior by patients (such as singing or
crying). Less than 10% of the total recorded utterances were
discarded.
As an ongoing monitoring procedure of the recording
conditions and the microphones used, spectrograms of the
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utterances were examined for any frequency bands between
75 Hz and 8 kHz with markedly lower energies, and none
were observed. Further, of all the measures discussed in this
paper, only the pitch estimation algorithm (used to identify
voiced regions) compares signal energy across frequency
bands. Thus, the analyses are otherwise insensitive to details
of the spectral profile of microphone response and are
generalizable across many diﬀerent commercially available
microphones.
All validated utterances were analyzed automatically
by Matlab programs written specifically for each analysis
(described below). The same acoustic measurements were
applied to all utterances, including those from normal
speaking subjects and PD patients. As an initial processing
step, recordings were high-pass filtered at 75 Hz, low-pass
filtered at 8 kHz, and downsampled to 16 kHz. Though there
is useful information in speech at frequencies up to 20 kHz
[31], the traditional sampling rate of 16 kHz provides more
than enough information for the features analyzed here. Four
of the measures used are not frequency-domain measures;
the other two concern syllable rate, which is determined
using information below 8 kHz. More details concerning the
acoustic analysis methods can be found in [32, 33].

3. Signal and Statistical Analysis
The velar AMR utterance from each session was analyzed
for the following measures: syllable rate, syllable length
variability, syllable length patterning, vowel fraction, voiceonset time variability, and spirantization. The three bilabial
AMR recordings from each session were analyzed for syllable
rate and syllable length variability. Each measure presented
below addresses an acoustic characteristic of hypokinetic
dysarthria discussed in the literature. Also, the mean value of
each measure for the patients with PD oﬀ-stim diﬀers from
the mean value of the same measure for normal speakers by
more than two standard deviations of the normal figures.
Each measure is described in more detail below.
3.1. Syllable Rate and Syllable-Length Variability. Consistent
speech is important for communication. Variable rate and
rapid speech detected in AMRs are both “prominent and/or
distinguishing” characteristics of hypokinetic dysarthria [12,
page 418]. This observation notwithstanding, Blanchet and
Snyder [34] report that of nine studies of AMR rate in PD
patients, eight of them found either normal or slow rate for at
least some syllable types. Only one, [35], found a “somewhat
rapid repetition rate” of monosyllables.
Speech pathologists typically measure rate by hand as the
number of syllables per unit time [35]. In this study, rate was
measured automatically by a computer algorithm designed
specifically for the purpose. The number of syllables per
unit time for the AMR tasks was calculated for each patient
utterance and compared to the results for normal subjects as
well as to other results for the same patient.
The algorithm identifies AMR syllables by finding the
peak energy in the vocalic segment. On either side of this
peak are located the acoustic events indicating the beginning
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and end of glottal vibration; these delineate the beginning
and end of the voiced segment. The acoustic events indicating consonant release appear before the beginning of the
vowel and are considered the syllable’s onset. The whole
syllable, therefore, is delineated by the initial event of the
consonant release and the final event of cessation of glottal
vibration. Syllable rate is defined as the total number of syllables detected, minus one-half syllable, divided by the time
between the start of the first syllable and end of the last. Subtracting one-half syllable approximately compensates for the
lack of an intersyllable gap after the last syllable. More details
on the syllable-detection algorithm can be found in [33].
To assess variability, the relative deviation of syllable
length was used instead of standard deviation. This statistic,
which is calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the
mean, normalizes for diﬀerences in syllable length between
speakers with and without PD.
3.2. Syllable Length Patterning. During a normal AMR, the
syllables will not have precisely the same length, but the
overall result may sound regular, because the amount of
variation will be small; that is, the syllable length will be fairly
stable. A histogram of a normal AMR task will show one large
peak at the mean syllable length with some spread to either
side. Occasionally, PD patients (and some control speakers)
use an alternating stress pattern in their AMR tasks. In this
case, the histogram will show two peaks with some spread to
either side, one at the mean length of the stressed syllables
and one at the mean length of the unstressed syllables. When
AMR rate is truly irregular, however, no significant peaks will
be evident in the histogram of syllable lengths. The standard
or relative deviation is inadequate to distinguish between
cases where there is an audible pattern in syllable lengths and
those where there is no pattern: it will simply show a large
value in both cases.
To discover whether there might be an underlying but
inaudible variability in the AMR tasks of PD patients, we
used a measure that would be sensitive to syllable length
patterns if they existed. This measure, called negentropy [36],
indicates the degree of clustering in AMR syllable lengths;
that is, the number of histogram peaks, measured in bits.
Negentropy is high when there is one main syllable length
(as in normal AMRs) and when there is a pattern to the
syllable lengths (as in the alternating-stress case). It is low
when syllable lengths vary randomly and create no pattern to
the distribution of lengths.
3.3. Vowel Fraction. Once the vowel of each syllable has been
located and its onset determined, it is possible to measure the
length of time that the vowel lasted as a fraction of total syllable length. In normal speech, as the rate changes, the length
of the vowel changes more than the length of the consonant.
Thus, if overall speech rate decreases, it is mainly due to
lengthening of the vowel; if speech rate increases, it is mainly
due to shortening of the vowel. The vowel ratio is a measure
designed to assess whether, if the speech of subjects with PD
has a diﬀerent rate than that of control subjects, the syllables
change “shape” in the same way that normal speech does.
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3.4. Voice-Onset Time Variability. Voice-onset time (VOT)
is the interval between the release of a stop consonant and
the beginning of voicing for the following vowel. Given the
prevalence of rigidity and bradykinesia in PD, changes in
VOT relative to normal may reflect these symptoms. To
calculate VOT, the time between the landmark indicating
consonant release and the landmark indicating phonation
onset was measured for each syllable in the AMR task. The
standard deviation across all syllables was then found.
3.5. Stop Consonant Spirantization. During normal speech,
consonants are produced by closure of the oral cavity. This
closure stops phonation and leads to the silent interval
found in stops. When the closure is incomplete, however, air
escapes during what should be a silent interval and results in
spirantization, or weakening, of the stop [32]. For example,
a /t/ spirantized by a patient with PD may sound more like
[s]. The unvoiced velar stop /k/ was used for this analysis, as
research has shown it to be the most commonly spirantized
stop in the speech of PD patients [27, 28].
The algorithm that assessed how much spirantization
was present in each of the AMR syllables first found the mean
signal amplitude between syllables. This was compared to the
peak amplitude of the syllable. The result was a spirantization
score ranging from a complete stop, score = 0, to no stop,
score = 1. Thus, the lower the spirantization score, the less
spirantization, and vice versa.
3.6. Statistical Analysis. The value of each measure described
above was determined for each patient and for every session,
including both on-stim and oﬀ-stim speech. Using the mean
and standard deviation of the normal speakers’ scores on
each measure as a reference, a patient’s score on each measure
was converted to a z-score. As we will see below, the measures
that showed population-level diﬀerences were syllable rate,
syllable length variability, syllable length patterning, voiceonset time variability, and spirantization (all except vowel
fraction). The absolute values of the z-scores of those five
measures for each recording session were then averaged to
create a composite measurement for each session. This composite measurement represents how far away a patient was
from normal at any one session. A comparison of composite
measurements between sessions shows how far a patient
moved toward or away from normal with a change in DBS
parameters, allowing easy comparison from one condition
to the next. To compare each patient’s overall on-stim
performance to their overall oﬀ-stim performance, the oﬀstim session with the median average absolute z-score was
used.

4. Results
A final set of 102 sessions was available for analysis, including
normal utterances, patient utterances on-stim, and patient
utterances oﬀ-stim. Each patient had at least three sessions,
but five patients account for particularly large numbers of
sessions, between eight and 23 each, because they required
multiple adjustments.
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Table 1: Syllable rate (syl/sec.) by group. Mean (and standard
deviation) are shown for each group. (∗ = diﬀerence from normal
significant at P ≤ .001).

Syl/s

Normals
4.85 (0.74)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Patients, oﬀ-stim∗
3.37 (0.93)

Patients, on-stim∗
3.12 (1.20)

Table 2: Within-utterance relative syllable length variability by
group. The average relative deviation is shown for each group for
“kakaka” utterances. (∗ = diﬀerence from normal significant at
P ≤ .01).
Normals
0.24

Patients, oﬀ-stim∗
0.33

Patients, on-stim∗
0.34

Mean syllable rate by group

significant at P < .01). Patients on-stim showed slightly
greater variability than patients oﬀ-stim, but the diﬀerence
was not significant.

Normals
Patients, oﬀ-stim
Patients, on-stim

Figure 1: Mean syllable rate across treatment condition. Patients
diﬀerent from normal, P ≤ .001.

4.1. Syllable Rate. The first analysis looked for diﬀerences
in mean syllable rate between treatment conditions; these
results are tabulated in Table 1 for the velar AMR. Speakers
with PD generally showed significantly slower syllable rates
both on-stim and oﬀ, compared to normal controls (normal
versus oﬀ, P < .001, normal versus on-stim, P  .001).
Additionally, DBS resulted in a small decrease in the mean
syllable rate when compared to the oﬀ condition though this
was not significant.
These results show that patients have significantly slower
syllable rates than normals. Though higher-than-normal rate
is a “prominent and distinguishing” characteristic of the
speech of speakers with Parkinson’s disease [12, page 418],
the actual rates from our study are consistent with the studies
described in Blanchet and Snyder [34]. Of nine studies
described by these authors in which syllable rates on AMR
tasks were recorded for individuals with Parkinson’s, eight
report normal or slow rates; only one reports faster-thannormal syllable rates. Other researchers also report “a relative
preservation of speech tempo” in Parkinson’s disease, along
with a reduction in clarity [37, page 1097].
4.2. Syllable Length Variability. The second analysis examined diﬀerences in syllable length variability within a single
utterance for the diﬀerent groups. This is generally expressed
as the standard deviation of syllable lengths within an
utterance, as it is in Figure 1. However, since there was
a statistically significant diﬀerence in syllable length (the
reciprocal of syllable rate) between the groups, the relative
deviation statistic was chosen for a more specific analysis.
The relative deviation normalizes the within-utterance variability to mean within-session syllable length and is more
appropriate here. Table 2 displays these values.
These results indicate that patients have significantly
greater variability in length from syllable to syllable, normalized by mean syllable length, than normal speakers (results

4.3. Within-Utterance versus Between-Utterance Variability.
Performance of patients with dysarthria can be quite variable, both because of disease processes and because of fatigue
associated with compensation for disordered movements. It
is, therefore, important to establish how much variability
can be expected in the performance of PD subjects between
diﬀerent utterances within a single session. If changes in
the mean value of some measure such as syllable rate
across multiple repetitions of an utterance within each
session are small compared to the variability of the same
measure within each utterance, we can conclude that one
utterance per recording session will suﬃce to estimate the
performance of a PD patient at a given DBS setting. In
terms of the measures we have used so far, this would mean
that in order to accept the measures from one utterance
as representative of the session, the between-utterance
relative deviation in within-utterance mean syllable rate
should be small compared to the relative deviation within
an utterance.
To examine this issue, we made recordings of three
bilabial AMR utterances from each subject in each session. We measured the duration of each syllable in those
utterances then calculated the overall mean syllable rate
and relative deviation from each utterance’s mean. The first
row of Table 3 shows the results for the bilabial AMR task
(“papapa”), averaged over all utterances of all sessions of a
given treatment group.
We then calculated the relative deviation in mean rate
across utterances within each session, by calculating the standard deviation in mean utterance rate across all utterances in
the session, and dividing the result by the mean of the three
utterance means. The results, averaged across all sessions
of each treatment group, are shown in the second row of
Table 3.
Since the between-utterance mean rates (over all three
utterances in a session) change much less than the syllable
rates within each utterance, we can infer that a patient’s
performance at a given DBS setting is well estimated by
analyzing utterances resulting from single exemplars of
appropriate speech tasks.
4.4. Syllable Length Patterning. The fourth analysis looked
more deeply at the length of syllables in the velar AMR, as
produced by the three groups. The question was whether
there were underlying but inaudible regularities in the AMR
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Table 3: Bilabial within- and between-utterance syllable rate variability by group. The first row shows within-utterance relative deviation or
syllable rate. The second row shows between-utterance, within-session mean syllable rate relative deviation. All results are averaged across
all sessions of the indicated participant group.
Variability type
Within-utterance
Between-utterance

Normals
0.200
0.066

Table 4: Syllable length patterning (bits) by group. (∗ = diﬀerence
from normal significant at P < .002).

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Patients, oﬀ-stim∗
2.23

Patients, on-stim∗
1.79

Normals
0.54 (0.11)

Syllable length patterning by group

Normals
Patients, oﬀ-stim
Patients, on-stim

Figure 2: Syllable length patterning, across groups. Lower values
indicate random variations in length. Normal values significantly
diﬀerent from patient values (P ≤ .002). Patients on-stim significantly diﬀerent from patients oﬀ-stim (P < .005).

tasks of speakers with PD. Given that the relative deviation
of normal speakers’ AMR tasks was low, it was not expected
that normal speakers would reveal any hidden patterning.
However, a large relative deviation can result from two
cases: when lengths of syllables are randomly distributed (no
patterning) and when lengths of syllables form a pattern.
Thus, the syllable length patterning analysis was performed
to distinguish between these two cases. Table 4 shows the
results of this analysis.
Analysis of syllable length patterning revealed a significant diﬀerence between groups. Diﬀerences in patterning
were detected between normals and both groups of patients:
normals versus patients oﬀ-stim (P < .002) and normals
versus patients on-stim (P  .001). Significant diﬀerences
were also found between patients on and oﬀ-stim (P < .005).
The data for syllable length patterning across treatment states
is presented in Figure 2.
4.5. Vowel Fraction. The next measure investigated was the
fraction of the syllable duration taken up by the vowel. As
seen above, patients with PD have a significantly slower rate
than normal. When normal speakers slow their speech, the
vowel fraction increases, because the vowel is the part of a CV
syllable that lengthens most; consonant length stays nearly
the same. Table 5 shows the vowel fraction for each group of
speakers.

Patients, on-stim
0.558
0.152

Table 5: Mean (and S.D.) vowel fraction by group.
Patients, oﬀ-stim∗
0.59 (0.16)

Patients, on-stim∗
0.54 (0.15)

Mean vowel fraction by group

Fraction

(bits)

Normals
2.75

Patients, oﬀ-stim
0.251
0.083

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Normals
Patients, oﬀ-stim
Patients, on-stim

Figure 3: Mean vowel fraction across treatment condition. No
comparisons significant.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was used instead
of the two-tailed t-test here, because it does not assume a
Gaussian distribution to the underlying variable. Detecting
no significant diﬀerence indicates a broad similarity of
the distributions, not merely an agreement in a particular
parameter such as the mean. The K-S test produces P > .5
for every pairwise comparison of the states, suggesting that
no state diﬀers significantly from any other on this measure.
This result is counter to expectations given the slower syllable
rate for patients with PD. If their syllables act like those of
normal speakers, then their slower rate should result in a
larger vowel fraction, since the vowel would lengthen more
than the consonant. The fact that this does not happen
suggests that the speech of people with Parkinson’s disease
is not simply a slower version of normal. Instead, it seems
that the consonant has lengthened along with the vowel to
produce the lower number of syllables per second. Figure 3
shows this result in graphical form.
4.6. VOT Variability. Given that the consonants of patients
with PD are lengthened in relation to those of normal
speakers, deeper investigation into their properties was
warranted. To begin with, we examined the consistency or
variability with which the speakers produced the voice-onset
time of each unvoiced consonant in the velar AMR task. The
standard deviation of the VOTs of all the syllables in the task
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Table 6: VOT variability (S.D.) by group. (∗ = diﬀerence from
normal significant at P ≤ .01).
Patients, on-stim∗
0.030

0.6
Score

Patients, oﬀ-stim∗
0.026

Normals
0.014

Mean spirantization score by group
0.8

0.4

VOT variability by group

0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

0
Normals
Patients, oﬀ-stim
Patients, on-stim

Figure 5: Spirantization score across treatment conditions.

Normals
Patients, oﬀ-stim
Patients, on-stim

Figure 4: Voice-onset time variability across treatment condition.
Normal diﬀerent from patients, P ≤ .01.
Table 7: Spirantization scores by group. The mean (and s.d.) are
shown for each group. (∗ = diﬀerence from normal significant at
P ≤ .001).
Normals
0.070 (0.154)

Patients, oﬀ-stim∗
0.457 (0.237)

Patients, on-stim∗
0.397 (0.193)

are tabulated in Table 6 and graphed in Figure 4. For both
treatments states, patients showed greater VOT variability
than normal (P < .001 normal versus on-stim; P < .01
normal versus oﬀ-stim).
The results show that patients, whether on-stim or oﬀ,
have significantly more variable voice-onset times than do
normal speakers.
4.7. Spirantization. A final investigation of consonant production in patients with PD focused on the presence
and amount of spirantization. Spirantization represents the
passage of air through an oral constriction during a time
when that constriction should be a complete closure that
allows no airflow. The presence of spirantization creates a
fricated-sounding stop consonant.
A comparison of spirantization scores revealed significant diﬀerences between each patient group and the
controls (P  .001), as shown in Table 7. No diﬀerences
were detected between the patient groups. The results of
the spirantization measure are also graphed in Figure 5.
They suggest that the speech of patients with PD is more
spirantized than normal controls and that spirantization is
not aﬀected by stimulation.
4.8. Individual Speech Scores. Using the mean and standard
deviation of the normal speakers’ scores on each acoustic
measure as a reference, each patient’s score on the same
measure in each session was converted to a z-score. For the
7 patients who had multiple on-stim sessions, and for each

Normalized individual patient
acoustic measures between ±z (%)

S.D.

0.2

100

75

50

25

0
1

10
|z| re normal

Best on-stim
Oﬀ-stim
Worst on-stim

Figure 6: Eﬀect of DBS on acoustic measures of speech: cumulative
distribution of individual patient acoustic measures, normalized by
scores of control subjects. For ease of visualization, the 0% and
100% extrema of the distributions are not shown.

acoustic measure other than vowel fraction (which did not
vary with treatment), we identified that patient’s best onstim score (smallest |z| value), worse on-stim score (largest
|z| value), and average median oﬀ-stim score. Note that a
patient’s best or worst score for one acoustic measure might
well occur at a diﬀerent DBS setting than the corresponding
score for another acoustic measure. Figure 6 shows the
cumulative distribution of the three types of scores across all
7 patients and all 5 measures. The three distributions are significantly diﬀerent, as determined by the K-S test (P  .002).
As shown in Figure 6, almost 50% of the best acoustic
scores for patients on-stim are well within the normal range
(|z| ≤ 1.0). Less than 10% of patients’ oﬀ-stim scores are
in the same range. Thus, stimulation settings were found
that did significantly improve most of the identified acoustic
measures for most patients (32 out of 35 best on-stim scores
were better than the corresponding oﬀ-stim score). On the
other hand, DBS settings were also evaluated that resulted in
significantly degraded acoustic scores: more than half of the
worst on-stim scores were greater than six sigma away from
normal (|z| > 6.0), while only 14% of oﬀ-stim scores and just
3% of best on-stim scores were in that extreme range. Only 4
of the 35 worst on-stim scores were better than the patient’s
corresponding oﬀ-stim score.
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Table 8: Best eﬀect of DBS on speech.

Patient

No. of on-stim sessions

Ave. median oﬀ-stim |z|

Best on-stim |z|

2
3
5
6
8
13
19

2.37
3.94
3.10
10.85
2.92
1.59
3.97

2.65
3.99
2.78
6.76
1.39
0.73
3.06

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

12

|z| re normal

10
8
6
4
2
0

A

B

C

D
Patient

E

F

G

Best on-stim
Ave. median oﬀ-stim

Figure 7: Eﬀect of DBS on speech: best settings.

4.9. Composite Speech Scores. For the 7 patients with multiple
on-stim sessions, their best improvement seen in speech
compared to that patient’s median oﬀ-stim score is detailed
in Table 8 and shown in Figure 7. A small |z|-score diﬀerence
represents a DBS setting that had little to no eﬀect on speech.
A negative |z|-score diﬀerence means that a patient’s best
on-stim settings impaired speech across the five measures
compared to when the patient was oﬀ-stim. Finally, a positive
|z|-score diﬀerence indicates that a DBS setting was found
that improved speech relative to oﬀ-stim though, of course,
the patient’s speech might still be markedly impaired.
The table and graph show the wide variation between
not only in the number of optimization visits a patient
experienced, but also in the eﬀect on speech of the parameters tested at each visit. For example, Patient A came back
to the clinic only twice after implantation, finding relief
from motor symptoms after the second attempt. However,
this patient’s speech actually deteriorated slightly at those
settings, compared to oﬀ-stim. By contrast, Patient G came
back to the clinic 19 times before an acceptable set of
parameters to relieve motor symptoms was found. For this
patient, the best eﬀect on speech of all settings attempted was
an improvement of approximately one standard deviation,
bringing his or her speech at best to 3 standard deviations
away from normal. Patient D showed the greatest amount

Oﬀ-stim minus best
on-stim
−0.28
−0.05
0.32
4.09
1.53
0.86
0.91

of improvement from oﬀ-stim to a session on-stim, over 4
standard deviations’ worth, but this patient’s speech was also
the farthest from normal oﬀ-stim, so there was a lot of room
for improvement. The last two columns of Table 8 are shown
in Figure 7.
It is also worthwhile to look at the reverse eﬀect of DBS
on speech. In the search for optimal motor DBS settings,
what was the greatest deterioration seen in speech compared
to a patient’s median oﬀ-stim score? Table 9 shows the
median oﬀ-stim session and the worst on-stim session for
each patient with multiple on-stim sessions as well as the
diﬀerence between that patient’s best and worst on-stim sessions. In this table, a negative |z|-score diﬀerence (compared
with oﬀ-stim) indicates that the least helpful DBS setting
evaluated actually improved speech compared to oﬀ-stim.
Figure 8 shows that all patients, except for Patient E,
experienced some settings that deteriorated speech relative
to oﬀ-stim. For Patient E, since all on-stim sessions were
better (closer to normal) than oﬀ-stim, both diﬀerences (best
minus oﬀ, worst minus oﬀ) are negative. Even at this patient’s
worst settings, his or her speech still benefited from DBS.
That is certainly not the case for all the patients, however.
Patients B and G, in particular, experienced some settings
that made their speech appreciably worse (approximately
eight and approximately four standard deviations worse,
resp.) than it was oﬀ-stim.

5. Discussion
The results show that there are acoustic measures which,
individually, reveal significant diﬀerences between normal
speech and Parkinsonian speech. Specifically, syllable length,
syllable relative deviation, syllable length patterning, voiceonset time variability, and spirantization diﬀerentiate the
speech of Parkinson’s patients from normal. In addition,
syllable length patterning diﬀerentiates the speech of PD
patients on-stim from oﬀ-stim: when on-stim, PD patients’
speech shows more random length variations than oﬀstim. Vowel fraction was the sole measure that showed
no significant diﬀerence between normal and PD patients’
speech, yet this result, too, shows that PD speech is not
like normal speech. Whereas in normal speech the vowel
lengthens more than the consonant as rate slows, in PD
speech the consonant lengthens as well as the vowel. When
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Table 9: Worst eﬀect of DBS on speech.

Patient

Ave. median oﬀ-stim |z|

Worst on-stim |z|

2.37
3.94
3.10
10.85
2.92
1.59
3.97

3.06
12.06
7.30
13.83
2.10
2.98
7.95

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

|z| re normal

15

10

5

0

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Patient
Best on-stim
Ave. median oﬀ-stim
Worst on-stim

Figure 8: Eﬀect of DBS on speech: best and worst settings.

the five measures that diﬀerentiate PD speech from normal
are taken together, they show how patients move closer to
or farther away from the normal range of function as DBS
settings that are intended to relieve motor symptoms change.
These results are important clinically, because, after the
limitations in the ability to perform activities of daily living,
impairments in communication are often reported as the
most important factor reducing quality of life in PD patients
(C. Van Horne, personal communication; [12, page 194]).
Furthermore, recent work has begun to demonstrate that the
DBS settings that best reduce the general motor symptoms
of PD are not the same as those that improve speech [26].
In the clinic, neurologists have traditionally used UPDRS
item 18 to assess the speech of PD patients during DBS
adjustment sessions, but that measure shows poor sensitivity
in detecting changes in speech [26, 38]. Thus, there is a need
for noninvasive, objective methods for detecting positive or
negative changes in speech as a result of DBS therapy.
The results of the present study are consistent with the
results of previous work showing increased variance in syllable length in PD patients receiving DBS stimulation [38] as
well as with work demonstrating both positive and negative
changes in speech as a result of stimulation [1, 3, 4, 10, 13–
24]. These results extend previous work in that they show
that within the space of settings that relieve motor symptoms
of PD, the potential for degrading speech is greater than
the potential for improving it. This cautionary result is

Worst on-stim minus
oﬀ-stim
0.69
8.12
4.2
2.98
−0.82
1.39
3.98

Worst on stim minus best
on-stim
0.41
8.07
4.52
7.07
0.71
2.25
4.89

supported by other research demonstrating that stimulation
of the left hemisphere can have worse eﬀects on speech than
stimulation of the right hemisphere [22, 23, 26] and that
higher voltage in the left hemisphere is associated with worse
speech over the first year after implantation [26]. The present
results are also consistent with work showing that stimulation frequency can improve or degrade speech, depending on
the frequency range of the stimulation waveform [39].
Our results shows that DBS settings chosen for the relief
of general motor symptoms of PD can improve speech for
most patients, bringing it up to four standard deviations
closer to normal for the patients in this study. 75% of all
individual acoustic scores could be moved within the normal
range, that is, mean ± 2 SD, at some DBS setting. For most
patients, this was not possible for all measures at the same
DBS setting.
The work here also extends previous research on the features of speech that diﬀer between patients with PD and normally speaking subjects, in that it examines several features
simultaneously and combines them into a composite measure. Given that speech is comprised of complex motor and
acoustic events, it is likely that only a combination of measures will accurately reflect functional diﬀerences between
normal and disordered speech. Note that the simple composite score we employed simply treats all five measures equally.
It is possible that a weighting of scores that was specific to
each patient would better express speech functionality. It
might be possible to find a DBS setting for many patients
that would optimize such a patient-specific composite.
Considering the task of the clinician whose job is to
adjust a patient’s DBS parameters to maximize his or her
function, our results also show that within the range of
parameters that are appropriate for the relief of general
motor symptoms like tremor, slowness of movement, and
rigidity, settings can indeed be found that improve speech
significantly. Significantly, the capacity for DBS to worsen
speech in the search for device settings adequate to treat the
general motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease seems greater
than its capacity to improve speech during such searches and
is perhaps not unexpected in the context of research showing
that the stimulation-frequency ranges for optimal motor and
speech function do not overlap [25].
These two findings are important both for older implants
where there is only a choice between on- and oﬀ-stim, and
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for the newer generation of implants where more than one
set of parameters can be stored. In the former case, it may be
possible to choose a setting which represents an acceptable
compromise between walking and talking, as it were. In
the latter case, separate settings, optimized, respectively, for
control of motor symptoms and for speech quality, can be
stored and selected at will by the patient.
It would not be possible to identify either compromise
or optimal single-purpose settings without consideration of
acoustic measures of speech such as the ones used here,
because perceptual diﬀerences are not always fine or reliable
enough to accurately assess small diﬀerences in speech. In
adjusting DBS parameters, the clinician is faced with the
dilemma of needing to optimize them to serve two important
functions, while using an instrument (the UPDRS) that is
not sensitive enough to detect when speech may be moving
away from or toward normal. It is in this context that
the results of the present study are the most important. It
suggests that for most patients and measures, one or more
DBS settings could be found that move that measure of the
patient’s speech into the normal range. In our study, the
setting the clinician settled on for the best improvement in
motor function might not, in fact, improve speech, because
the settings that improve speech (according to the measures
used here) are not always compatible with the settings that
relieve tremor and rigidity, and vice versa. Thus, the use of
these acoustic measures is an important tool for clinicians
who are searching for settings that represent an appropriate
compromise between reduced tremor/rigidity and improved
speech. The fact that acoustic measures can be obtained
noninvasively, objectively, and quickly makes them useful not
only in clinical situations but for further research as well.
As noted earlier, no perceptual analysis was performed
in this study. Future work will focus on this important
topic. Specifically, it is necessary to establish high correlations
between intelligibility scores and the acoustic measures
chosen to assess patients’ speech. Then, acoustic measures
which serve as eﬀective proxies for intelligibility may be used
in the future acoustic assessment device, reducing dependence on time-consuming perceptual tests of intelligibility.
Furthermore, these measures can be used to evaluate the
eﬀect of any treatment for hypokinetic dysarthria, not only
DBS. Acoustic measures such as those used here cannot
replace the trained ear, nor are they meant to, but they can
supplement the clinician’s ear by documenting improvement
in speech as a result of any type of treatment and justify
continuing or discontinuing specific therapies.

6. Conclusions
This study employed objective, noninvasive acoustic measurements of speech with greater sensitivity than perceptual
analyses, especially UPDRS items 5 and 18, to assess the
degree to which diﬀerent DBS settings improve or degrade
PD patients’ speech relative to normal. Though the DBS
settings in this study were selected on the basis of motor
eﬀect, not eﬀect on speech, most patients experienced at
least one set of stimulator settings that moved their speech
into the range of normal as assessed by at least one of the
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measures used here, considered in isolation. However, during
research guided in this manner, the tendency for DBS to
degrade speech is substantial and quite possibly greater than
its capacity to improve speech. The use of acoustic analysis
methods to monitor the speech of PD patients receiving
surgical, medical, or behavioral therapy is thus supported as
an important adjunct to perceptual methods.
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Articulatory dysfunction is recognised as a major contributor to the speech disturbances seen in Parkinson’s disease (PD). The
present study aimed to compare lingual kinematics during consonant production within a sentence in eight dysarthric (DPD)
and seven nondysarthric (NDPD) speakers with PD with those of eleven nonneurologically impaired normal participants. The
tongue tip and tongue back movements of the participants during sentence production were recorded using electromagnetic
articulography (EMA). Results showed that both the DPD and NDPD had deviant articulatory movement during consonant
production that resulted in longer duration of consonant production. When compared with the NDPD group, the DPD group
primarily exhibited increased range of lingual movement and compatible duration of production with an accompanying increase
in maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration. These findings are contrary to proposed theories that
suggest articulatory imprecision in dysarthric speakers with PD is the outcome of reduced range of articulatory movement.

1. Introduction
Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a movement disorder
typically presenting with motor symptoms such as slowness of movement, muscle rigidity, tremor, and postural
instability. Dysarthria, a product of a movement disorder
involving the muscles of the speech production mechanism
[1], has been frequently identified in individuals with PD,
with the majority of the studies reporting an increase of
dysarthria prevalence in both numbers and severity with the
progress of the disease [2, 3]. Previous studies reported that
imprecision of consonant production is the most common
articulatory impairment in individuals with PD who suﬀered
a hypokinetic dysarthria [4–9]. Logemann and Fisher [10]
reported that stops, aﬀricates, and fricatives were often
distorted in their participants with PD. Darley et al. [5–7]
hypothesised that the imprecision of consonant production
is the result of limited range of movement, muscle rigidity,
slowness of movement, and reduced force of movement of
the articulators. Thus, direct investigation of articulatory
movement, especially tongue movement, during speech
production would contribute to the understanding of the
nature of articulatory deficits in individuals with PD.

To date, a limited number of studies have used electromagnetic articulography (EMA) to investigate the articulatory function in individuals with PD. Ackermann et al.
[11] conducted a case study in an akinetic-rigid dysarthric
woman with PD using EMA. The authors investigated labial
and lingual function of the participant during diadochokinesis/rapid syllable repetition tasks and reported occurrence
of speech freezing during the production of /ta/ repetitions
accompanied by increased repetition rates and reduced
amplitude of tongue movement. The speech freezing was
characterised by the production of a sustained /a/ instead
of the /ta/ repetitions. These kinematic findings supported
the hypothesis of articulatory undershoot (i.e., reduction
in movement amplitude of the articulators) in individuals
with PD [12]. Wong et al. [13] investigated the lingual
function during consonant production within a sentence in a
group of nondysarthric speakers with PD. The study reported
that the nondysarthric speakers with PD had a similar
range of tongue movement as controls. Furthermore, the
nondysarthric PD group showed a reduction in movement
parameter values (i.e., velocity, acceleration, and deceleration) in the approach phase of consonant production which
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was compensated by an increase in the duration of tongue
movement. In the release phase of consonant production,
comparable movement parameter values were reported
between the nondysarthric PD group and the control group.
The authors hypothesised that reduction in the range of
tongue movement may be the main feature that distinguishes
dysarthric speakers with PD from nondysarthric speakers
with PD.
In a further study, Wong et al. [14] explored the lingual
kinematics during consonant production within a sentence
in a group of dysarthric speakers with PD. The study
documented that their dysarthric speakers with PD, when
compared to controls, had a comparable range of lingual
movement during alveolar consonant production but an
increased range of lingual movement during velar consonant
production. In contrast to their findings in nondysarthric
speakers with PD [13], Wong et al. [14] reported that
the dysarthric PD group, when compared to controls,
had increased movement parameter values (i.e., velocity,
acceleration, and deceleration) predominantly in the release
phase of consonant production. Despite the increase in
movement parameter values, when compared to controls,
the dysarthric PD group had comparable duration of lingual
movement during velar consonant production and increased
duration of lingual movement during alveolar consonant
production. Based on the findings on dysarthric speakers
with PD [14], the authors suggested that the imprecision
of articulatory production may be due to the increased
range of lingual movement in the release phase of consonant
production.
The current study is a followup to the earlier reports
of Wong et al. [13, 14]. These earlier reports examined
the lingual kinematics in nondysarthric speakers with PD
and dysarthric speakers with PD separately, and no between
groups comparison had been carried out. In order to
determine the factors that may contribute to dysarthria in
PD, a comparison between the nondysarthric speakers with
PD and dysarthric speakers with PD is essential. The focus of
the present study, therefore, is to compare lingual kinematics
in dysarthric speakers with PD, nondysarthric speakers with
PD, and a group of normal (non-neurologically impaired)
participants using EMA. However, there were some methodological diﬀerences between Wong et al. [13] and Wong et
al. [14] that necessitated a reanalysis of data. The data on
duration and distance of tongue movements in Wong et
al. [13] were derived on the basis of analysis of an entire
sentence production while the data on duration and distance
of tongue movements in Wong et al. [14] were analysed
based on each separate gesture (i.e., approach and release
phases of the target consonant). Hence, the present study
reanalysed the data on duration and distance of tongue
movement from Wong et al. [13] based on each separate
gesture to match with the data from Wong et al. [14].
It was hypothesised that the dysarthric speakers with PD
would show impairment in lingual kinematics measures
including velocity, acceleration, deceleration, distance, and
duration, compared to nondysarthric speakers and normal
participants.
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2. Methods
2.1. Participants. The present study involved three groups of
participants, a dysarthric PD group (DPD), a nondysarthric
PD group (NDPD), and a normal group. The classification of dysarthric or nondysarthric PD group was made
based on the findings of a perceptual analysis. Perceptual
speech samples were obtained during the reading of the
Grandfather Passage [7] and were recorded using a SONY
Portable Minidisk Recorder MZ-R700. Two experienced
speech-language pathologists, who were blinded to the
history and the neurological status of each participant,
were employed to evaluate the speech samples independently. The perceptual rating scales utilised were devised by
FitzGerald et al. [15]. The rating scales included 32 speech
dimensions covering the five aspects of speech production,
that is, prosody, respiration, phonation, resonance, and
articulation. In cases of discrepancies, the two experienced
speech-language pathologists discussed among themselves
and produced a single consensus rating to be used in all
further analysis. During the rating of speech samples, the two
experienced speech-language pathologists were also required
to determine the presence and severity of any associated
dysarthria. A participant was judged to be nondysarthric
if the participant showed not more than a just noticeable
level of deviation in a maximum of one of the 32 speech
dimensions rated [13].
The DPD group comprised eight participants (six males
and two females) with a mean age of 66.66 years (SD = 6.61)
and an age range of 56 to 78 years. All participants in the
DPD group were perceptually judged to present with a mild
hypokinetic dysarthria. The NDPD group consisted of seven
participants (two males and five females), with a mean age
of 60.03 years (SD = 6.53) and an age range of 49 to 68
years. All participants with PD were native English speakers
and had been diagnosed with idiopathic PD by a neurologist.
Individuals who had a history of a neurological condition
other than PD, neurosurgical intervention including deep
brain stimulation, speech disorders, speech therapy, or
oromaxillofacial surgery involving the tongue and/or lip
were excluded from the study. All participants with PD
also had adequate hearing for the purpose of this study.
The biographical details of the dysarthric and nondysarthric
speakers with PD are shown in Table 1. (Note: all participants
included in the DPD and NDPD groups had previously been
included in the studies reported by Wong et al. [14] and
Wong et al. [13] resp.).
A group of 11 non-neurologically impaired, native
English speaking individuals matched for age and sex served
as the normal group. All participants included in the normal
group had previously been included in the studies reported
by Wong et al. [13] and/or Wong et al. [14]. The mean
age of the normal group was 64.52 years (SD = 8.31)
with an age range of 49 to 78 years. All participants in
the normal group were free from a history of neurological/speech disorder, respiratory disease, substance abuse, or
oromaxillofacial surgery. The speech of all participants in
the normal group was also perceptually rated in the same
manner as the PD groups with all participants in the normal
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Table 1: Biographical details of the dysarthric and nondysarthric speakers with Parkinson’s disease.
Participant

Gender

Age (years)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M

64
67
78
71
56
69
67
61

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

F
F
F
F
F
M
M

64
49
63
54
63
68
59

Year after-PD onset
The Hoehn and Yahr stage
Dysarthric speakers with PD
<1
1-2
11
1
18
3
11
2-3
9
2
6
1-2
3
1
6
2
Nondysarthric speakers with PD
6
1–1.5
3
0-1
7
N/A
2
1–1.5
6
1–1.5
6
3
10
1

Medication
Madopar
Sinemet, Cabaser
Sinemet, Comtan
Sinemet, Cabaser
Madopar, Comtan
Stalevo
Stalevo
Madopar, Sinemet, Symmetrel
Sinemet, Cabaser
Sinemet, Cabaser
Sinemet, Cabaser
Sinemet, Cabaser
Sinemet, Comtan, Parlodel
Sinemet
Madopar, Comtan, Cabaser

Note: PD: Parkinson’s disease; N/A: not available.

group judged to have within normal limit performance for
all dimensions rated. The study protocol was approved by
the respective ethical review committee at The University of
Queensland, QLD, Australia and all participants provided
written informed consent.
2.2. Procedures. The movement of the tongue tip and
tongue back during speech production in each participant
was investigated using the electromagnetic articulograph
(EMA) AG-200 system (Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH,
Germany). The present study employed the methodologies
outlined in Wong et al. [14]. Participants with PD were
assessed in an “on” medication phase, approximately one
hour after medication.
The EMA system has three electromagnetic transmitter
coils fixed in the midsagittal plane of a light-weight plastic
helmet suspended around the participant’s head. Five miniature receiver coils (approximately 2 × 2 × 3 mm in size)
are aﬃxed to the midline of the participant’s articulators,
that is, bridge of nose, maxilla above the upper central
incisors, tongue tip (1 cm from tongue tip), tongue back
(4 cm from tongue tip), and the jaw (under the chin). When
the three transmitter coils generate alternating magnetic
fields at diﬀerent frequencies (range 10–20 kHz), alternating
signals are induced in the receiver coils. The magnitude of
these signals is used to calculate the distance between a single
receiver coil and a transmitter coil and to determine the xy positions of the receiver coil. In the present study, the
sampling rate of the position of each of the receiver coils
was set at 200 Hz. A lapel microphone was used to record
the speech acoustic signals at a sampling rate of 16 kHz.
The participants were required to use their normal
speaking voice to read aloud the alveolar sentence Tess told
Dan to stay fit and the velar sentence Karl got a croaking
frog randomly five times each. A sentence repetition task

was adopted as it approximates more closely the condition
of natural speech as compared to syllable repetition and
word production tasks. Due to the diﬃculties in keeping the
receiver coil in situ for the duration of the EMA assessment,
velar data were not recorded for one of the participants in
the normal group. For each sentence, only three productions
free of error and dysfluencies were selected from each
participant for analysis. All alveolar consonants from the
alveolar sentence and all velar consonants from the velar
sentence were included in the analysis. The data was then
averaged across consonants in each sentence.
In preparation for data analysis, the Tailor program 1.3
(Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH, Germany) was used to
filter the data and correct for head movement in relation to
the helmet. Firstly, the two reference channels were filtered
using Filter 40 (cutoﬀ = 8 Hz), and the three data channels
were filtered using Filter 160 (cutoﬀ = 32 Hz). Dynamic
correction was then conducted to correct for any head
movement in relation to the helmet. Finally, the movement
data were rotated within the x-y plane to ensure that
the occlusional plane was parallel to the x-axis. This step
helped to ensure that the orientation of kinematic data was
consistent between participants.
The data were then loaded into the Emalyse program
3.91 (Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH, Germany) for
data analysis. The y displacement, velocity, and acceleration
profiles were used to determine maximum velocity (mm/s),
maximum acceleration/deceleration (m/s2 ), and segmentation of the approach phase (tongue movement up to the
palate) and the release phase (tongue movement away from
the palate) during consonant production across the sentence
(see Figure 1). The duration (ms) of consonant production
and distance (mm) travelled were also calculated. A customwritten script in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., MA, USA)
was used to calculate the distance travelled in each phase
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Figure 1: Example of tongue back movement in a participant with PD during the production of Karl got a croaking frog. 1–5: peaks for
analysis, a: start of approach, b: end of approach, c: start of release, d: end of release. Duration of approach phase [(b-a) × 5], and release
phase [(d-c) × 5], given a sampling rate of 200 Hz.

during consonant production. The acoustic trace helped to
isolate the individual consonants for analysis.
2.3. Statistical Analyses. The data were first screened for
outliers prior to statistical analysis. For the purpose of this
study, a z-value of 3.29 constituted an outlier [16] and
was replaced with the group mean. Subsequently, a nonparametric technique, the Kruskal-Wallis test, was applied
for comparison between the DPD, the NDPD, and the
normal groups due to unequal sample sizes. Post hoc testing
utilised the Mann-Whitney U test to compare articulatory
kinematics between the groups. The alpha level of 0.05 was
adopted for significance.

3. Results
The mean and standard error of kinematic parameters for
the DPD, the NDPD, and the normal groups together with
the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test and the Mann-Whitney
U test are displayed in Figure 2.
3.1. DPD versus NDPD versus Normal. The results of the
Kruskal-Wallis test showed statistically significant diﬀerences
across the DPD, the NDPD, and the normal groups in
maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum
deceleration of tongue movement in both the approach

(P ≤ 0.001) and release (P < 0.05) phases of alveolar and
velar consonant production. Distance of tongue movement
was significantly diﬀerent across groups in the release (P <
0.01) phase of alveolar consonant production and in both
the approach (P < 0.001) and the release (P < 0.001)
phases of velar consonant production. The duration of
production was only significantly diﬀerent across groups
during alveolar consonant production in both the approach
(P < 0.001) and the release (P < 0.001) phases. The
three groups of participants had comparable duration of
consonant production in both the approach and the release
phases of velar consonant production. Post hoc analysis using
the Mann-Whitney U test revealed the following results.
3.2. DPD versus NDPD. When compared to the NDPD
group, the DPD group had significantly increased distance
of tongue movement in the release (P < 0.01) phase of
alveolar consonant production and in both the approach
(P < 0.001) and the release (P < 0.001) phases of velar
consonant production. The DPD group also showed significantly increased maximum velocity, maximum acceleration,
and maximum deceleration of tongue movement in both the
approach (P < 0.001) and the release (P < 0.05) phases
of alveolar and velar consonant production. The duration
of consonant production was observed to be comparable
between the DPD group and the NDPD group in the release
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Figure 2: Mean (and standard error) kinematic parameter values recorded for the DPD, NDPD and normal groups. DPD: dysarthric
speakers with Parkinson’s disease, NDPD: nondysarthric speakers with Parkinson’s disease, Alv: alveolar sentence, Vel: velar sentence, app:
approach phase, and rel: release phase, Significant diﬀerences between group comparison: ∗ = DPD versus NDPD versus controls, A: DPD
versus NDPD, B: DPD versus controls, C: NDPD versus controls.

phase of alveolar consonant production and in the approach
and the release phases of velar consonant production. The
DPD group had shorter duration of consonant production
in the approach (P < 0.01) phase of alveolar consonant
production.

than normal group in both the approach (P < 0.01) and the
release (P < 0.001) phases of alveolar consonant production.
However, comparable performance was observed between
the DPD and the normal groups during the velar consonant
production in both the approach and the release phases.

3.3. DPD versus Normal. The DPD group, when compared
to the normal group, had significantly increased maximum
velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration
of tongue movement, predominantly in the release phase of
both alveolar (P ≤ 0.001) and velar (P < 0.05) consonant
production. The distance of tongue movement was significantly increased in the DPD group, evidenced in the release
(P < 0.01) phase of alveolar consonant production and in
both the approach (P < 0.05) and the release (P < 0.05)
phases of velar consonant production. The DPD group also
had significantly longer duration of consonant production

3.4. NDPD versus Normal. The distance of tongue movement in the NDPD group, when compared to the normal
group, was significantly reduced in the approach (P <
0.001) and the release (P < 0.05) phases of velar consonant
production while comparable performance was observed in
the approach and the release phases of alveolar consonant
production. The maximum velocity, maximum acceleration,
and maximum deceleration of tongue movement in the
NDPD group were significantly reduced in the approach
phase of both alveolar (P < 0.001) and velar (P < 0.05)
consonant production, when compared to the normal group.
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Comparable maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and
maximum deceleration of tongue movement were observed
in the release phase of both alveolar and velar consonant
production. The duration of consonant production in the
NDPD group was significantly longer than the normal group
in both alveolar (P < 0.01) and velar (P < 0.05) consonant
production excluding the release phase of velar consonant
production.

4. Discussion
The results of the present study documented the presence
of deviant articulatory movements in both dysarthric and
nondysarthric speakers with PD during the production of
alveolar and velar consonants within a sentence. However,
the DPD and the NDPD groups had diﬀerent patterns of
lingual movement deficits, when compared to the normal
group; the DPD group had predominantly increased range
of lingual movement while the NDPD group had comparable/reduced range of lingual movement; the DPD group
had increased maximum velocity, maximum acceleration,
and maximum deceleration predominantly in the release
phase of consonant production while the NDPD group
had reduced maximum velocity, maximum acceleration,
and maximum deceleration predominantly in the approach
phase of consonant production. Despite the diﬀerent patterns observed, both the DPD and the NDPD groups had
longer duration of consonant production than the normal
group. When compared to the NDPD group, the DPD group
had increased maximum velocity, maximum acceleration,
and maximum deceleration in the production of both
alveolar and velar consonants. While both the DPD and the
NDPD groups had a similar range of lingual movement (in
the approach phase of alveolar consonant production), the
reduction in the duration of lingual movement in the DPD
group appeared to be primarily the outcome of increased
maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum
deceleration. However, when the DPD group had increased
the range of lingual movement (in the release phase of
alveolar consonant production and both the approach and
release phases of velar consonant production), the increased
maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum
deceleration in the DPD group seemed to oﬀset the expected
increase in the duration of lingual movement in the DPD
group and render duration comparable between the groups.
The findings of reduced range of movement, maximum
velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration
in the NDPD group are consistent with previous perceptual, acoustic, and kinematic studies on speakers with PD
that have reported reduced movement amplitude and/or
movement velocity in dysarthric speakers with PD [5–7,
11, 12, 17, 18] and supports the hypothesis of articulatory
undershoot in individuals with PD [12]. However, the
articulatory undershoot hypothesis does not appear to
explain the articulatory disturbance noted in the dysarthric
speakers with PD included in the present study. Rather,
the observed increased range of lingual movement and
increased maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and
maximum deceleration in the DPD group provide a diﬀerent
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perspective to the lingual movement deficits in individuals
with PD. A study conducted by Forrest et al. [17] reported
that their Parkinsonian speakers, when compared to normal
geriatrics, had increased lower lip closing velocities expressed
as a function of movement amplitude. It would appear that
the alteration in lingual kinematics were strategies used by
the DPD group to meet the demands of normal speaking
condition. These strategies may represent an attempt by
the participants with dysarthria to maintain speech rate
involving an increase in the various speed parameters (i.e.,
maximum velocity, maximum acceleration, and maximum
deceleration) with the concomitant increase in the range of
movement representing a byproduct of the increased speed
of movement of the tongue. However, this interpretation
is at best speculative. This finding also suggests that the
pathophysiology of lingual movement during speech production may be diﬀerent from the pathophysiology of limb
bradykinesia which is marked by slow and limited range of
movement. Furthermore, these findings are contrary to the
suggestion by Darley et al. [5–7] that the deviant speech
dimensions observed in dysarthric speakers with PD are the
product of a restricted range of articulatory movement.
The increased speed parameters (i.e., maximum velocity,
maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration) in the
DPD group during consonant production, as compared to
the NDPD group and the normal group, may potentially
be contributed to by various factors including drug-induced
dyskinesia [19] and an abnormally large vocal tract in some
participants [20]. The presence of drug-induced dyskinesia
is unlikely as none of the participants with DPD included in
the present study were reported by their neurologist to have
dyskinesia. However, the eﬀect of the sizes of vocal tract on
speed parameters could not be ruled out with certainty as
the present study did not incorporate volumetrics estimation
of the vocal tract, including the oral cavity. The inclusion
of a number of participants with abnormally large vocal
tracts could be expected to lead to increased articulatory
movement as observed in the present study. However, none
of the individuals with PD included in the present study
were noted to be abnormally large or small in body size,
and; hence, such bias in our sample of individuals with PD
is unlikely. Further, volumetric estimates of the oral cavity
are diﬃcult to perform with accuracy and for that reason
have not been included in previous research into dysarthria
in PD. It is recommend that such measures be considered for
inclusion in future studies of articulatory function in PD and
other neurological conditions to rule out possible eﬀects of
vocal tract size on articulatory movement. The impaired rate
of speech in individuals with PD may also be related to sensorimotor deficits in the orofacial system and abnormal temporal, auditory, and perceptual processing of speech [21–26].

5. Limitations and Future Research
Although the present study employed a group analysis
method in the examination of lingual kinematics in individuals with PD, previous studies have reported considerable interparticipant variations [18, 27]. Further detailed
case discussion would shed light on our understanding of
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articulatory dynamics in individuals with PD as individual
lingual kinematic characteristics may potentially have been
masked in a group study. The present study has certain
limitations with regards to the methodology employed.
Firstly, all participants included in the DPD group were only
mildly dysarthric, a factor which would have decreased the
likelihood of finding diﬀerences in their lingual kinematics
during consonant production, as compared to the NDPD
group. The fact that diﬀerences in kinematics parameters
were indentified between these two groups would appear
to emphasise the advantage and importance of physiological assessments such as EMA, compared to perceptual
assessments, in the determination of impaired physiological
functioning of the articulators in conditions such as PD.
Based on the findings of the present study, it is evident
that the DPD and the NDPD groups each used diﬀerent
lingual kinematics strategies to achieve their current level
of precision during consonant production. Overall, this
has important clinical implications. Future studies should
include participants with a wider severity of PD to further
elucidate the eﬀects of PD on articulatory function. Further,
the analysis of alveolar and velar consonant production
could be further expanded by examining the eﬀect of vowel
environment on lingual kinematics. It is also recommended
that volumetric estimates of the oral cavity should be
considered for inclusion in future studies of articulatory
function in PD and other neurological conditions to rule out
possible eﬀects of vocal tract size on articulatory movement.
The eﬀect of speaking tasks and the use of stressed versus
unstressed syllables could be examined in future studies as
some previous research had suggested possible diﬀerences in
articulatory movements [12, 28]. Dromey [29] and Goozée
et al. [30] reported changes in articulatory movement in
participants with PD under the influence of loudness.
Given the increasing use of Lee Silverman Voice Treatment
(LSVT) for speech rehabilitation in individuals with PD,
future longitudinal kinematics studies examining the preand post-LSVT articulatory dynamics would facilitate our
understanding of the articulatory changes as a result of the
treatment. Future studies are also encouraged to incorporate
a larger group of dysarthric speakers with diﬀerent levels of
severity.

6. Conclusion
Impaired lingual kinematics was documented in both the
dysarthric and nondysarthric speakers with PD as compared to normal participants, with diﬀerent patterns of
lingual kinematics observed. The NDPD group primarily
exhibited a reduction in the range of lingual movement
and reduced maximum velocity, maximum acceleration,
and maximum deceleration accompanied by an increased
duration of lingual movement. On the other hand, the DPD
group primarily showed an increase in the range of lingual
movement and increased maximum velocity, maximum
acceleration, and maximum deceleration accompanied by an
increased duration of lingual movement. The DPD group,
when compared to the NDPD group, primarily had increased
range of lingual movement and increased maximum velocity,
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maximum acceleration, and maximum deceleration accompanied by comparable duration of lingual movement. The
findings from the current study are contrary to the proposed
theories that suggest articulatory imprecision in dysarthric
speakers with PD is the outcome of reduced range of
articulatory movement.
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This study examines the impact of Parkinson’s disease (PD) on communicative eﬃciency conveyed through prosody. A new
assessment method for evaluating productive prosodic skills in Dutch speaking dysarthric patients was devised and tested on
36 individuals (18 controls, 18 PD patients). Three professional listeners judged the intended meanings in four communicative
functions of Dutch prosody: Boundary Marking, Focus, Sentence Typing, and Emotional Prosody. Each function was tested
through reading and imitation. Interrater agreement was calculated. Results indicated that healthy speakers, compared to PD
patients, performed significantly better on imitation of Boundary Marking, Focus, and Sentence Typing. PD patients with a
moderate or severe dysarthria performed significantly worse on imitation of Focus than on reading of Focus. No significant
diﬀerences were found for Emotional Prosody. Judges agreed well on all tasks except Emotional Prosody. Future research will
focus on elaborating the assessment and on developing a therapy programme paralleling the assessment.

1. Introduction
Dysarthria is a frequent complication of Parkinson’s disease
(PD). PD has been reported to aﬀect speech in at least
60% of PD patients, with increased prevalence as the disease
progresses [1]. Parkinsonian speech is mainly characterised
by the impairment of voice, articulation, and prosody [1,
2]. This multidimensional impairment can have a negative
impact on speech intelligibility and hence on communication and on quality of life.
Previous research points out that, next to articulation,
prosody is the second most important factor contributing
to speech intelligibility in dysarthric patients in general
[3]. Prosody commonly refers to the suprasegmental speech
signal aspects used to convey meaning through variation
in fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, and duration [4–
7]. In dysarthric PD patients specifically, six out of ten
most deviant speech dimensions are associated with prosody:
monopitch, reduced stress, monoloudness, inappropriate

silences, short rushes of speech, and variable rate [1].
Therefore, assessing prosodic skills is important in the
diagnosis and remediation of speech disorders in PD.
Nevertheless, scientific interest in the phenomenon of
prosody within the field of speech-language pathology is
rather scarce and slowly evolving, when it comes to characterisation, assessment, and intervention of atypical prosody
[8–10]. During the last decade, the majority of publications
focussing on prosody in PD evaluated prosody in terms of its
formal dimensions, such as aspects of F0, intensity, and/or
duration [2, 6, 11–14], and lately also voice quality and
degree of reduction [15].
Nowadays, however, a more functional approach of
prosody is advocated, emphasizing the importance of assessing prosodic communicative eﬃciency [8, 16]. For example,
in the case of focus, a functional assessment will tell us
whether or not a patient is able to highlight the most important information in an utterance and get this meaning across
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to listeners, abstracting away from the specific constellation
of F0, intensity, and duration parameters being used.
Functional tasks for assessing prosody have already been
described before, but few attempts have been made so
far to bundle them into a standardised, comprehensive
test battery. Peppé and McCann [17] faced the challenge
and developed “Profiling Elements of Prosodic SystemsChildren” (PEPS-C), a standardised instrument for assessing
prosodic deficits in children. Four communicative functions
conveyed by English prosody are tested: turn-end type
(question-statement contrast), aﬀect (liking-disliking contrast), chunking (marking syntactic boundaries), and focus
(contrastive stress) [7, 17, 18].
The number of studies regarding communicative functions of prosody in PD is limited. An interesting study by Pell
and colleagues [5] investigated the impact of PD on productive prosody. Naı̈ve listeners judged the intended meanings
conveyed by prosody in PD patients and healthy speakers
in four speech contexts: phonemic stress, contrastive stress,
sentence mode, and emotional prosody. Findings indicated
that listeners consistently experienced greater trouble in
recognising the intended meanings produced by PD speakers
compared to healthy speakers.
Two other studies evaluated a specific aspect of prosodic
meaning. Schröder and colleagues [19] investigated the
perception of emotional prosody in PD and concluded that
PD patients, compared to healthy individuals, performed
significantly worse in classifying utterances according to
their emotional prosody. Ma and colleagues [20] studied
the production of the question-statement contrast through
intonation in a group of PD speakers. They found that the
question mode, compared to the statement mode, got across
to listeners significantly worse.
The purpose of the current study is twofold: firstly, to
present a method to assess the production of prosody in
Dutch speaking dysarthric patients and, secondly, to gather
further insight in the production of prosody in PD patients
specifically.
In developing the assessment procedure, three general
design principles were decided on. A first major decision
concerned the choice for a functional approach of prosody,
in line with Peppé [8] and Turk [16]. We believe that such
an approach is very valuable for use in clinical practice and
directly relevant to speech intelligibility and communication,
because it has the potential of telling us whether or not
a patient is able to convey meaning through prosody,
regardless of the used prosodic forms. It allows for the
possibility of “cue trading” or varying the relative salience of
acoustic prosodic cues [4, 21]. This is what speech disordered
patients do when they are trying to compensate for cues over
which they have little or no control. A monotone PD speaker
might, for example, still be able to convey contrastive stress
successfully, not so much by marking the stressed word with
a pitch movement (F0 cue) but mainly by lengthening it
(duration cue).
This phenomenon has already been observed in
dysarthric individuals with cerebral palsy (CP). CP speakers
with severe dysarthria demonstrated a preserved ability to
mark the question-statement contrast in short utterances,
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despite reduced control over F0, by producing the last syllable
in a louder and longer manner than healthy speakers did
[21, 22]. CP speakers also successfully conveyed contrastive
stress to unfamiliar listeners, despite reduced F0 and intensity
variation, by relying more heavily on duration [4].
A second decision pertained to the selection of prosodic
functions. The functions of prosody in Dutch are generally
fairly akin to those in English. Table 1 provides an overview
of Dutch prosodic functions [23] and their perceptual correlates. The lexical function of prosody in Dutch is somewhat
less important than in English, since Dutch has considerably
less compounds and phrases which need discriminating by
means of stress, as in “a wetsuit” versus “a wet suit.” We
adopted all functions listed in Table 1 in our own assessment,
with the exception of one function, intentional marking,
which we feared might be too diﬃcult to instruct succinctly
and unambiguously during testing.
A final decision concerned the choice of elicitation
method. It can be argued that spontaneous speech is most
sensitive to prosodic abnormalities [24], but spontaneous
speech samples make it practically impossible to judge in
a reliable and standardised manner to what extent the
appropriate use of prosody could on its own disambiguate
the meaning of an utterance [17].
Earlier research on reading as an elicitation method
has shown that read speech prosody and spontaneous
speech prosody are diﬀerent [24–26], although very recently
Ma and colleagues [15] found no significant diﬀerences
between reading (sentences, passages) and monologue when
perceptually rating dysprosody in PD patients. Previous
publications on prosody assessment [5, 17, 27] mention the
use of pictorial stimuli, which make the procedure usable
for young children or other nonreading individuals. Our
choice for written stimuli was motivated from a clinical point
of view. First of all, reading is a commonly used speech
therapy method, especially with adult patients, and, second,
written stimuli allow for a quicker and easier development of
a therapy programme mirroring the assessment test items.
A recent review of the research literature concerning
treatment of prosody [10] lists imitation among the four
most common treatment techniques. Nevertheless, very little
systematic information is available in the literature about
imitation as a method for evaluating prosodic abilities,
compared to other types of stimuli. Möbes et al. [13]
evaluated emotional speech in PD speakers, who produced
the name “Anna” in a neutral, happy, or sad manner as
requested by a visual cue on a monitor or alternatively
imitated a professional speaker saying the name in the
aforementioned ways. Patients performed worse than control
speakers on the production task, but nearly normal on
the imitation task. Peppé and McCann [17] explicitly opt
for imitation tasks, next to functional tasks, allowing the
clinician to discover whether a person has a certain prosodic
form in his repertoire. We consider this a useful diagnostic
procedure, because it enables the clinician to localise the
prosodic problem: a patient can have trouble with the
prosodic form (e.g., is he able to realise a final rise at the end
of a question?), the meaningful application of prosodic form
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Table 1: Prosodic functions in Dutch: classification and perceptual correlates based upon Rietveld and van Heuven [23].
Name

Prosodic Function

Lexical function

Discriminates between words

Phrasing function

Segments the speech stream in
information units

Attentional marking

Highlights the most important
elements in a unit

Intentional marking

Nuances meaning

Sentence typing

Discriminates between questions
(Q) and declarations

Emotional prosody

Discriminates between diﬀerent
emotional states

Perceptual correlates
(for normal speech)
F0 change
(vowel) duration
intensity
Preboundary lengthening
pauses
F0 change
F0 change
(vowel) duration
intensity
F0 change
Final F0 rise (Q)
General F0 rise (Q)
High initial F0 (Q)
General F0
F0 span
speech rate

Name in current
assessment
Lexical Stress

Boundary Marking

Focus
—
Sentence Typing

Emotional Prosody

Perceptually most prominent correlates according to [23] are printed in bold.

when expressing prosodic functions (e.g., can the patient
make a clear question-statement contrast?), or both.
The present study aimed to address the following
research questions.
(1) Do healthy and PD speakers perform diﬀerently on
expressing prosodic functions?
(2) Does the elicitation method type (reading versus
imitation) have any eﬀect on prosodic performances:
(a) between speaker groups and (b) within speaker
groups?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Speech Elicitation Tasks. Taking into account the particulars of prosodic functions in Dutch, we designed a test battery
assessing five important communicative functions of Dutch
prosody: lexical stress, boundary marking, focus, sentence
typing, and emotional prosody. The function of lexical stress
has not been analysed yet, but Table 2 oﬀers an overview of
the other four functions which can already be reported on in
this study.
The tasks used for elicitation of speech include reading
tasks as well as imitation tasks. Both elicitation methods
make use of exactly the same stimuli, which are fully listed
in Table 2. The English example sentences given below and
in Table 2 are translations of the Dutch test items.
The Boundary Marking function refers to the ability of
a speaker to indicate syntactic boundaries through prosody.
This ability was tested in three sentence pairs. Pair 1 contrasts
a sentence containing a single object (e.g., “He bought
a coat”) with a sentence containing a list of three objects
(e.g., “He bought a coat, trousers, and a sweater”). Pairs 2
and 3 contrast sentences in which a phrase or subclause
comes either at the beginning or at the end of the sentence
(“No news is good news” versus “At this moment there is

no news” and “When I’m ill, I stay at home” versus “I stay
at home, when I’m ill”).
The Focus function has to do with the ability of a speaker
to highlight the most important information of an utterance
through prosody. The speaker is presented with three pairs of
sentences in which one (typographically marked) keyword
needs to be emphasised. In each sentence pair a diﬀerent
word has to be stressed (e.g., “Maybe Pete’s on holiday”
versus “Maybe Pete’s on holiday”).
The Sentence Typing function deals with the ability of
a speaker to use prosody in order to distinguish between
a statement and a question. Three short utterances were
selected that had to be produced as a declarative sentence
(e.g., “Karen plays tennis”) and also as a declarative question
(e.g., “Karen plays tennis?”).
Finally, the Emotional Prosody function refers to the
ability of a speaker to express emotion through prosody.
To this end the speaker has to produce a target utterance
(e.g., “It’s almost time”) in four diﬀerent manners: neutral,
angry, happy, and sad. In order to facilitate the production of
emotion on command, the target utterance is preceded by an
appropriate introductory phrase (angry: “Hurry up!”; happy:
“Fantastic!”; and sad: “Too bad”).
2.2. Speakers. Speech samples were elicited from 36 Dutchspeaking adults: 18 individuals diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease (PD) and 18 healthy control subjects (CS).
PD participants were recruited through hospitals, patient
organisations, and speech-language pathologists in private
practice, and participated on a voluntary basis. The PD group
included 7 men and 11 women (age range 47–82; average age
63; median age 63). The CS group was matched for gender
and equally consisted of 7 men and 11 women (age range 36–
75; average age 60; median age 63). Table 3 lists the available
PD speaker details. Unfortunately, further information on
the patients’ medical history and current medical status
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Table 2: Overview of the reading and imitation tasks; all task items included (English translations in italics).
Boundary Marking task

(1a) Hij kocht een jas, [een broek en een trui.]
He bought a coat, [trousers, and a sweater.]
(2a) Geen nieuws, [goed nieuws.]
No news [is good news.]
(3a) Als ik ziek ben, [blijf ik thuis.]
When I’m ill, [I stay at home.]

(1b) Hij kocht een jas.
He bought a coat.
(2b) [Op dit moment is er] geen nieuws.
[At this moment there is] no news.
(3b) [Ik blijf thuis,] als ik ziek ben.
[I stay at home,] when I’m ill.
Focus task

(1a) Ze wil geen telefoon meer krijgen.
She doesn’t want to get any more calls.
(2a) Luc werkt in het ziekenhuis.
Luke works at the hospital.
(3a) Misschien heeft Piet vakantie.
Maybe Pete’s on holiday.

(1b) Ze wil geen telefoon meer krijgen.
She doesn’t want to get any more calls.
(2b) Luc werkt in het ziekenhuis.
Luke works at the hospital.
(3b) Misschien heeft Piet vakantie.
Maybe Pete’s on holiday.
Sentence Typing task

(1a) Karen speelt tennis.
Karen plays tennis.
(2a) Je hebt de lotto gewonnen.
You’ve won the lottery.
(3a) Hij kocht een jas.
He bought a coat.

(1b) Karen speelt tennis?
Karen plays tennis?
(2b) Je hebt de lotto gewonnen?
You’ve won the lottery?
(3b) Hij kocht een jas?
He bought a coat?
Emotional Prosody task

(1a) Het is bijna tijd.
It’s almost time.

(1b) [Schiet op!] Het is bijna tijd!
[Hurry up!] It’s almost time!
(2b) [Fantastisch!] Het is bijna tijd!
[Fantastic!] It’s almost time!
(3b) [Spijtig.] Het is bijna tijd.
[Too bad.] It’s almost time.

Sample parts removed to obtain prosodic minimal pairs for scoring are between [].
Words to be stressed in the Focus task are underlined and in bold print.

could not systematically be obtained, considering the various
ways in which patients had been recruited.
The first author rated the global severity of the dysarthria
of PD speakers on a four-point grading scale (0 = normal; 1
= mild; 2 = moderate; 3 = severe), before they actually took
the prosody test, on the basis of an elicited conversation. The
majority of PD speakers demonstrated a mild dysarthria, one
third presented with a moderate form of dysarthria and in
one subject a severe dysarthria was observed.
All participants were native speakers of Dutch, speaking diﬀerent Flemish regional accents. They all reported
suﬃcient visual skills in order to take the test, with the
exception of one PD participant who was not able to fulfil
the reading task in a reliable manner due to sight problems
and was consequently only tested by means of the imitation
task. Cognitive skills were not explicitly screened, but all
participants demonstrated suﬃcient abilities to understand
and execute the instructions of the assessment. Hearing
skills were not explicitly screened either, but all participants
reported suﬃcient abilities to understand the oral instructions and to hear the prerecorded model utterances of the
imitation task.

Samples were recorded in a quiet environment, with
an AKG (C555L) headset microphone connected to a Dell
Vostro laptop computer, an external sound card (E-MU 0404
USB) and Audacity software (freely available, sampling rate
44.1 kHz, 24 bit, mono). Afterwards, each test item was saved
as a separate wav-file using Audacity software.
All speakers took the test in the same fixed order: all
of them were first asked to undertake the reading task and
then the imitation task. For the reading task, subjects were
instructed to read aloud stimulus words and sentences on a
separate sheet of paper. No special instructions were given
for the Boundary Marking items. For the Focus test items,
participants were instructed to stress the typographically
highlighted word. For the Sentence Typing items, speakers
were instructed to make the declarative questions sound
like genuine questions. For the Emotional Prosody task, an
instruction concerning the specific target emotion preceded
every item.
For the imitation task, subjects listened to stimulus
words and sentences identical to the ones in the reading
task, prerecorded by a professional speaker, and presented
through the Dell Vostro computer speakers. Participants
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Table 3: PD speaker characteristics.
After onset of
dysarthria
(years)
Unknown

Gender

Age
(years)

Severity of
dysarthria

PD01

F

74

2

PD02

M

75

1

3

Speaker

PD03

M

82

3

Unknown

PD04

M

63

1

2

PD05

M

70

1

1

PD06

F

63

1

2

PD07

F

47

1

4

PD08

F

79

2

5

PD09

M

52

1

5

PD10

F

61

1

3

PD11

F

47

1

3

PD12

F

55

1

1

PD13

F

73

1

2

PD14

F

58

2

Unknown

PD15

M

52

2

5

PD16

F

60

2

1

PD17

F

65

2

2

PD18

M

64

1

4

PD: subject with Parkinson’s disease; M: male; F: female; severity of
dysarthria scale: 1: mild; 2: moderate; 3: severe.

were instructed to imitate the utterances, not only by
repeating them literally but also by adopting the way in which
they were said.
2.3. Preparation of the Speech Material for Perceptual Evaluation. The Sentence Typing and Focus tasks consist of
prosodic minimal pairs (see Table 2). Parts of the Boundary
Marking samples were removed for perceptual evaluation, in
order to obtain prosodic minimal pairs for this function as
well (removed parts are between square brackets in Table 2).
Prosodic boundaries can be realised with a pause, a boundary marking pitch movement, or both. Additionally, there
is always a certain amount of pre-boundary lengthening
[25]. The sample parts selected for perceptual evaluation
consisted of utterances containing a final single object or
a final (sub)clause and utterances containing a nonfinal
object being the first item of an enumeration or an initial
(sub)clause (see Table 2). To this end, pauses at the end
of the selected sample parts were removed, entailing that
the boundary marker “pause” was lost during perceptual
evaluation, and only pitch movements and preboundary
lengthening could be taken into account by the listeners in
making their judgements.
In the Emotional Prosody samples, the introductory
phrase was removed (see Table 2 for more details). This
yielded the Dutch equivalent for the sentence “It’s almost
time,” uttered in four diﬀerent ways: neutral, angry, happy,
or sad.

2.4. Listeners. Three judges, all speech-language pathologists
well experienced with dysarthric speech, rated the samples
perceptually. The rating took place in a quiet oﬃce, with
the judges listening to the stimuli and independently noting
down their responses on a scoring sheet. Samples were presented only once, using Creative SBS260 speakers connected
to a Dell Vostro computer.
Before the actual rating of a prosodic function took
place, the judges received detailed instructions concerning
the rating system and then rated some practice samples to
get accustomed to the rating goals.
Within each prosodic function block, samples were
presented in a randomised order with respect to speaker
group (PD or CS) and elicitation method (reading or
imitation). Only the Focus samples were further subdivided
and presented per prosodic pair for the sake of simplicity
during the rating.
For the Boundary Marking task, judges had to indicate
whether they considered an utterance finished or not
finished. In case of doubt, they could tick the option
“I don’t know.” As far as the Focus task was concerned,
judges had to indicate which one of two possible target
words they considered to be emphasised. They could also
indicate nothing if they did not hear a word being stressed.
The Sentence Typing task required the judges to identify
utterances as questions or statements. They could also
indicate the option “I don’t know.” During the Emotional
Prosody task, judges had to decide whether an utterance
sounded angry, happy, sad, or emotionally neutral. They
could also choose the option “unspecified emotion.”
2.5. Preparation of the Data for Statistical Analysis. Judges’
identification scores were conflated by applying majority
rule: if at least two out of three judges had assigned a
particular score, that score was retained as the majority score.
If this majority score agreed with the prosodic target, a
sample was scored as “correctly identified,” if not, it was
scored as “not correctly identified.” When all judges had a
divergent opinion, a sample was immediately scored as “not
correctly identified.”
2.6. Ethical Committee. All PD participants signed an
informed consent, approved by the Ethical Committee of the
Antwerp University Hospital.

3. Results
Each of the four tasks was analysed separately using the chisquare test (IBM SPSS version 19 and SAS version 9.2), to
examine the influence on listener identification scores (IDscores) of the independent factors speaker group (control
subjects versus PD patients) and elicitation method (reading
versus imitating). Table 4 summarises the results for all
functions per speaker group (CS versus PD). Table 5 presents
an additional analysis per severity group, by splitting the PD
group into a PD1 group (n = 11) with mild dysarthria and
a PD2 group (n = 7) with moderate or severe dysarthria.
Table 6 lists the results for comparison of elicitation methods
within speaker groups.
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Table 4: Results for 2 speaker groups: % correct identification scores and P values resulting from χ 2 test (statistically significant P values in
bold print).
Task
Boundary Marking
Focus
Sentence Typing
Emotional Prosody

Elicitation method
Reading
Imitation
Reading
Imitation
Reading
Imitation
Reading
Imitation

% correct ID-score
CS (n = 18)
92.6
97.1
94.4
98.0
91.7
96.1
61.1
63.2

PD (n = 18)
90.2
88.9
97.1
91.7
85.3
86.1
48.5
61.1

Significance level
P value
0.535
0.022
0.500∗
0.038
0.147
0.011
0.135
0.796

CS: control speaker group; PD: Parkinson’s disease speaker group; ∗ : Cases where conditions for a valid χ 2 test were not met and Fisher’s exact test was used
instead.

Table 5: Results for 3 speaker groups: % correct identification scores and P-values resulting from χ 2 test (statistically significant P-values in
bold print).
Task
Boundary Marking
Focus
Sentence Typing
Emotional Prosody

Elicitation method
Reading
Imitation
Reading
Imitation
Reading
Imitation
Reading
Imitation

% correct ID-score
CS (n = 18)
92.6
97.1
94.4
98.0
91.7
96.1
61.1
63.2

PD1 (n = 11)
92.4
93.1
97.0
98.5
87.9
90.9
47.7
63.6

PD2 (n = 7)
86.1
80.6
97.2
81.0
80.6
78.6
50.0
57.1

Significance level
P value
0.456
0.004
0.645
<0.001∗
0.188
0.004
0.322
0.830

CS: control speaker group; PD1: Parkinson’s disease speaker group with mild dysarthria; PD2: Parkinson’s disease speaker group with moderate or severe
dysarthria; ∗ : Cases where conditions for a valid χ 2 test were not met and Fisher’s exact test was used instead.

Table 6: Results for elicitation method: % correct identification scores and P values resulting from χ 2 test (statistically significant P values
in bold print).
Task

Boundary Marking

Focus

Sentence Typing

Emotional Prosody

Speaker group
CS
PD
PD1
PD2
CS
PD
PD1
PD2
CS
PD
PD1
PD2
CS
PD
PD1
PD2

% correct ID-score
Reading
92.6
90.2
92.4
86.1
94.4
97.1
97.0
97.2
91.7
85.3
87.9
80.6
61.1
48.5
47.7
50.0

Imitation
97.1
88.9
93.1
80.6
98.0
91.7
98.5
81.0
96.1
86.1
90.9
78.6
63.2
61.1
63.6
57.1

Significance level
P value
0.147
0.757
1.000∗
0.527
0.281∗
0.092
1.000∗
0.033∗
0.179
0.866
0.572
0.829
0.796
0.135
0.133
0.606

CS: control speaker group; PD: entire Parkinson’s disease speaker group; PD1: Parkinson’s disease speaker group with mild dysarthria; PD2: Parkinson’s disease
speaker group with moderate or severe dysarthria; ∗ : Cases where conditions for a valid χ 2 test were not met and Fisher’s exact test was used instead.
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Considering the percentage of correct ID-scores in
general, it can be stated that results for both CS and PD
speaker groups are relatively high for most functions (range
78.6%–98.5%), except for Emotion (range 47.7%–63.6%).
3.1. Eﬀect of Speaker Group on Correct Identification Scores.
Table 4 shows the percentage of correct identification scores
by speaker group. The CS group had significantly higher
correct ID-scores than the PD group for three cases: imitation of Boundary Marking (P = 0.022), imitation of Focus
(P = 0.038), and imitation of Sentence Typing (P = 0.011).
A similar pattern emerges from the analysis in Table 5,
taking into account severity rate. A significant diﬀerence
between groups could be demonstrated in the same three
cases: imitation of Boundary Marking (P = 0.004), imitation
of Focus (P < 0.001), and imitation of Sentence Typing
(P = 0.004). A post hoc pairwise comparison of groups,
using Bonferroni correction, showed that the CS group
received significantly higher ID-scores than the PD2 group
for imitation of Boundary Marking (P = 0.009), imitation
of Focus (P = 0.003), and imitation of Sentence Typing
(P = 0.006). The PD1 group also had significantly higher
ID-scores than the PD2 group for imitation of Focus (P =
0.006).
Comparison of the speaker groups yielded no significant
diﬀerences as far as reading or imitating Emotional Prosody
task was concerned.
3.2. Eﬀect of Elicitation Method on Correct Identification
Scores. Table 6 shows the correct ID-scores for reading and
imitation, by speaker group. For the CS and PD1 groups, no
significant diﬀerences were found between reading tasks and
imitation tasks. For the PD2 group, for Focus, there was a
significantly lower score (P = 0.033) on imitating (81.0%)
than on reading (97.2%).
3.3. Interrater Agreement. An interrater reliability analysis
was performed using the Fleiss kappa statistic (included
in freeware “R”, package “irr”) to determine consistency
among the three raters. Results for interrater agreement are
summarised in Table 7. For Boundary Marking, Focus, and
Sentence Typing, agreement was good (K > 0.75). For
Emotion, on the other hand, the agreement was moderate.

4. Discussion
The answer to research question (1) is positive for three
prosodic functions: professional listeners have more diﬃculty in correctly identifying Boundary Marking, Focus, and
Sentence Typing produced by PD speakers compared to
healthy speakers. Research question (2a) is answered by the
finding that these observed diﬀerences only emerge during
imitation tasks, not during reading tasks. The answer to
research question (2b), on the other hand, is that within
groups reading or imitation performances do not diﬀer
significantly, with one exception. A more detailed discussion
of these findings and their relation to previous research is
given below.
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Table 7: Interrater agreement results, obtained through a Fleiss
Kappa statistic.
Task
Boundary Marking
Focus
Sentence Typing
Emotional Prosody

Fleiss Kappa coeﬃcient
0.7626
0.8889
0.8327
0.4430

The CS group performed significantly better than the PD
group and especially the PD2 group on Boundary Marking
during imitation, but no significant diﬀerences occurred
during reading. Interestingly, MacPherson and colleagues
[14] did demonstrate an impaired diﬀerentiation of final
and nonfinal syntactic boundaries in PD individuals reading
a passage containing subclauses and lists. An intonational
analysis revealed a decreased use of falling contours in
final boundaries and an increased use of falling contours
in nonfinal boundaries. These diﬀerent results can possibly
be explained by the fact that the study focussed on F0
measures, while the present study allowed listeners to make
their judgements on the broader basis of all possible prosodic
aspects involved, except pause duration at major boundaries.
Presumably, PD and CS group performances in this study are
comparable, either because both groups produced Boundary
Marking in a very similar way or because our PD patients
successfully traded prosodic cues in order to obtain a similar
result.
CS and PD speakers performed equally well on Focus
tasks during reading, but CS speakers did better on imitation
of Focus tasks, compared to PD and PD2 speakers. This is at
odds with a study by Pell and colleagues [5], who required
participants to answer a question correctly by reading a
printed sentence and producing contrastive stress on one
of three possible keywords. Listeners experienced greater
trouble in correctly identifying the emphasised words in
PD individuals, compared to healthy speakers. Possibly, the
presence of visual cues (target words underlined and in
bold) in our Focus reading task could partly explain why
PD participants in this study managed to perform so well
on this specific task, regardless of their severity rate. On the
other hand, our findings are in line with previous research
on contrastive stress in patients with dysarthria due to
cerebral palsy [4], where listeners were also highly accurate
at identifying intended stress locations in normal as well
as dysarthric individuals. It was argued that the dysarthric
speakers relied more heavily on duration and in this way
compensated for any losses in range and flexibility in F0 and
intensity. We conjecture that such cue trading mechanisms
may also help to explain the very high scores of our PD
and especially PD2 patients during reading Focus tasks. If,
for example, F0, a key acoustic cue for Focus, is diﬃcult to
control for PD2 patients, intensity and/or duration cues can
be exploited to compensate for F0.
As far as Sentence Typing is concerned, PD2 speakers
were markedly less successful than healthy or PD1 speakers at
conveying the diﬀerence between a question and a statement
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through imitation but performed not significantly worse
when reading. Earlier research on the question-statement
contrast [5, 20] showed that listeners are quite able to identify
statements produced by PD speakers but have far more
trouble in correctly identifying questions. Further analysis
is required to see if the same phenomenon applies to the
current study.
For the Emotional Prosody task, no significant diﬀerences
could be found between groups. This does not tally with
findings by Pell and colleagues [5], who were able to
demonstrate that PD speakers are generally less successful
than healthy individuals at conveying emotions (in particular
anger and disgust) during reading. It also does not seem
to fit in with an acoustic study by Möbes and colleagues
[13], who discovered that PD patients, compared to healthy
speakers, have a significantly smaller F0 and intensity range
when pronouncing a name with a particular emotion, but
similar ranges during imitating.
The Emotional Prosody tasks in the present study clearly
generated very low percentages of correct ID-scores compared to the other three functions. Admittedly, rendering
a posed emotion on command is not an easy task for the
speaker, but there are also a few aspects which presumably
aggravated the task for the listener as well. First, judges had
to take a dichotomous decision in the case of Boundary
Marking (utterance finished or unfinished?), Focus (accent
on word x or y?), and Sentence Typing (question or
statement?), whereas in the case of Emotional Prosody, they
had to choose between five options (neutral, angry, happy,
sad, and unspecified emotion). Second, some of the target
emotions are acoustically quite related: angry and happy
speech, for example, are both characterised by increased
levels of pitch, intensity, and speech rate [28, 29] and
show a very similar pattern in terms of spectral properties
[30]. Third, listeners may have mutually divergent internal
representations of the specific emotions. All these factors
might also help to explain why interrater agreement for
Emotion is fairly low, as opposed to the other prosodic
functions, for which interrater agreement was considered
good.
Summarising, it can be stated that PD speakers proved
to be capable of conveying Boundary Marking, Focus, and
Sentence Typing through reading tasks in a successful manner, not significantly diﬀerent from healthy speakers. This
result was counterintuitive to the first author’s occasional
initial impression of PD participants’ poor prosodic abilities
before systematically assessing them. Possibly, the assessment
setting stimulated PD speakers to focus their attention
on making good use of their preserved prosodic abilities.
Husbands or wives who had the opportunity of observing
the assessment afterwards frequently remarked that their PD
partner talked more intelligibly, with a better speaking rate,
more volume, and/or more intonation during the assessment
compared to everyday life conversation. Further research
concerning the possible role of cognitive factors such as
attention is necessary to reveal whether the stated claim can
be substantiated. In addition, an acoustic analysis of the
reading tasks is needed to delineate the exact share of the
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cue trading mechanism in the success rate obtained by PD
speakers.
The question remains why PD speakers, compared to
healthy speakers, perform worse during imitation. It needs
to be recognised that imitation involves both perception
and production. Possibly, PD speakers have a harder time
perceiving the prosodic characteristics they have to imitate
and are therefore less capable of imitation or adaption of
their speech to a model, even more significantly so in the
case of a more severe dysarthria. The fact that reading
tasks yielded no significant diﬀerences between CS and PD
speakers seems to point in this direction as well. It has
already been shown that individuals with PD are less able
to discriminate prosodic forms (see review by Schröder et
al. [19]) and are less sensitive to prosodic meanings during
speech comprehension tasks (see discussion and references
in [5]). This leads us to the conclusion that the assessment
of perception and comprehension of prosody in PD speakers
will have to be addressed separately, in order to enable
clinicians to localise the prosodic problem more accurately.
As far as the influence of elicitation method within
speaker groups is concerned, all speaker groups generally
perform alike on reading tasks compared to imitation tasks,
with one notable exception. Apparently, PD2 speakers are
perfectly capable of realising Focus when reading but have
trouble imitating Focus utterances correctly. Focus allows for
quite some cue trading in reading tasks (see Table 1), but the
imitation task forced the PD2 speakers to copy the model as
faithfully as possible, relying mainly on F0 to render Focus.
Having to give up on cue trading might have caused the
worse results for the Focus imitation task.
A final remark and possible limitation of the current
study concerns the fixed order in which tasks were administered: all participants first undertook the reading tasks and
then the imitation tasks. The rationale behind this practice
was to avoid any learning eﬀect during the assessment: when
a speaker hears model utterances during imitation tasks first,
this could possibly influence and shape his performance
during the reading tasks later on.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions
Professional listeners experienced greater trouble in correctly
identifying Boundary Marking, Focus, and Sentence Typing
in imitation tasks produced by PD speakers (particularly
subjects with a moderate or severe dysarthria), compared
to healthy speakers. Emotional Prosody proved to be a task
with very low correct identification scores for all speaker
groups, with no demonstrable between-group diﬀerences.
Low interrater agreement presumably reflects the diﬃculty of
this task for the judges. Comparison of the eﬀect of elicitation
methods revealed no big diﬀerences in performance within
speaker groups, except in the case of moderately or severely
dysarthric individuals conveying Focus in a much less
eﬀective way during imitation than during reading. These
findings, resulting from the assessment in its current format,
raise some issues we would like to address as we move
forward.
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Firstly, healthy individuals performed systematically better than PD patients (especially with a moderate or severe
dysarthria) on imitation compared to reading, except in
the case of Emotion. This gave rise to the hypothesis that
perhaps PD patients have problems in adequately perceiving
and/or comprehending prosody in the model utterances. In
order to gain further insight in this matter, an assessment
method for the perception and comprehension of prosody in
dysarthric patients will be developed and tested on dysarthric
PD patients in the near future.
Secondly, the deviant results for Emotional Prosody
compel us to rethink the perceptual judgement procedure.
A new line of thought could be to judge emotions along a
broader dimension of arousal and classify utterances as active
or passive [28, 29]. Next to that, a break-down analysis per
emotion will be carried out to find out possible diﬀerences
between emotions.
Thirdly, both (acoustic) cue trading and visual (typographical) cues might have possibly helped PD patients to
perform well on the Boundary Marking, Focus, and Sentence
Typing reading tasks. An acoustic analysis will have to clarify
the role of the cue trading mechanism throughout the
various prosodic functions. Also, the eﬀect of cues on PD
patients’ prosodic communicative eﬃciency needs further
attention.
Fourthly, results pertaining to the eﬀect of severity rate
were obtained on the basis of rather small and uneven PD
speaker groups. Analysis of an enlarged and more balanced
dataset with respect to severity will have to clarify whether
diﬀerences could be found between control speakers and
PD speakers with a mild dysarthria and whether more
diﬀerences could be found between speakers with a mild
versus moderate or severe dysarthria. When collecting new
PD samples, clinical patient data will be gathered as well.
Finally, remediation of prosodic communicative functions, currently still unreclaimed territory, also deserves
further attention and research. Therefore, a treatment programme paralleling the assessment battery will be designed.
Professional listeners’ judgements will be used as a basis
to develop an automated assessment and treatment programme.
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A few clinical reports and empirical studies have suggested a possible deficit in the perception of speech in individuals with
Parkinson’s disease. In this paper, these studies are reviewed in an attempt to support clinical anecdotal observations by relevant
empirical research findings. The combined evidence suggests a possible deficit in patients’ perception of their own speech loudness.
Other research studies on the perception of speech in this population were reviewed, in a broader scope of the perception of
emotional prosody. These studies confirm that Parkinson’s disease specifically impairs patients’ perception of verbal emotions.
However, explanations of the nature and causes of this perceptual deficit are still limited. Future research directions are suggested.

1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease is generally believed to be caused by
a loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra pars
compacta of the basal ganglia [1] Reduction of dopamine
limits the ability of the basal ganglia to coordinate inhibitory
and excitatory neural motor signals in cortical-subcortical
circuits. The motor consequences of such malfunction are
rigidity, tremor, and dyskinesia.
Speech production is also aﬀected by Parkinson’s disease,
resulting in hypokinetic dysarthria, which is characterized
by monoloudness, monotone, and unclear articulation [2–
6]. Approximately 70%–75% of individuals with Parkinson’s
disease exhibit speech disorder at some stage of the disease [7,
8]. However, the motor speech disorder does not necessarily
correlate with the disease severity [9]. The results of medical,
surgical, and deep-brain stimulation treatments of dysarthria
in Parkinson’s disease have been variable and generally
disappointing [8, 10]. Several studies have suggested that the
pathophysiology of speech disorder may be diﬀerent from
limb movement disorders in Parkinson’s disease, including
studies employing functional imaging [11, 12], demonstrating a negative correlation between disease severity and

impaired speech [13], and showing nonresponsiveness
towards levodopa in people with Parkinson’s disease-induced
oral festination [14]. However, other studies found mixed
results [15, 16]. More studies are needed to explore this area
[8].
Recent pathophysiological research studies have added
new knowledge to the original dopamine depletion theory.
Parkinson’s disease is now seen as a complex neurodegenerative disease. H. Braak and E. Braak [17] suggested a sequence
of pathophysiological progression of Parkinson’s disease that
aﬀects first the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve and
the olfactory bulbs and nucleus, then the locus coeruleus,
and later on the substantia nigra pars compacta. The cortical
area is aﬀected at a later stage. Accordingly, damage to the
basal ganglia, a collection of multiple neuronal systems,
can result in multifaceted pathophysiological changes that
cause impairments not just to motor system but also to the
cognitive and neuropsychological systems [18].
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in
nonmotor aspects of Parkinson’s disease. Recent studies have
identified deficits in cognitive function [19–23], neuropsychiatric status [24], and language [25–27]. There has been a
parallel development in the domain of speech, as researchers
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have turned from a focus purely on speech production
deficits to an interest in possible deficits of speech perception
in this population.
For some time, there have been anecdotal reports of a
distorted perception of one’s own loudness in individuals
with Parkinson’s disease [28]. This is manifest as an overestimation by speakers with Parkinson’s disease of their own
loudness (usually in the presence of reduced loudness of their
speech) and/or a perception by individuals with Parkinson’s
disease that they are shouting or producing abnormally
loud speech, when asked to produced speech of “normal”
loudness, as judged by the speech-language pathologist
or another nonimpaired communication partner. Another
common observation is the ability of individuals with
Parkinson’s disease to improve their loudness (and other
aspects of speech production) when prompted to do so, in
a clinical or laboratory setting, but with a return to reduced
loudness and poorer speech production upon leaving the
clinical setting. This phenomenon has posed some challenges
for research studies, as discussed later in this paper.
The anecdotal reports of impaired perception of one’s
own loudness in individuals with Parkinson’s disease raise
a number of questions: (a) is there empirical evidence to
support the anecdotal reports? (b) Is the deficit restricted
to perception of loudness, or does it also manifest in other
aspects of speech (such as the perception of pitch or
duration)? (c) Is the deficit restricted to the individual’s
own speech, or is there a more general deficit, aﬀecting the
perception of others’ speech? (d) What are the possible
explanations for the deficit?
In the following sections, we review the available evidence to address each of these questions. A parallel development has been a recent research interest in a possible deficit
of the perception of emotion by individuals with Parkinson’s
disease. Although much of the research on emotion has
focused on deficits in visual perception (e.g., on recognizing
emotions such as angry or sad, based on photographs of
faces), there has also been some attention to the perception
of emotion as conveyed in speech. As the transmission of
emotion through speech is conveyed using dimensions such
as loudness, pitch, and duration, we also summarize recent
findings from this line of research in this paper.

2. Evidence for a Deficit in the Perception
of Loudness
One of the earliest studies of perception of loudness was
conducted by Fox and Ramig [28], who asked participants
with Parkinson’s disease and healthy controls to self-rate
their voice (loudness, shakiness, hoarseness, and monotone), speech (slurred and mumbled), and communication
(understood by others, participation in conversation, and
initiating conversation), using visual analogue scales. In
contrast to what these researchers had observed in clinical
settings, where patients frequently denied a speech deficit or
claimed their speech was relatively unimpaired, the subjects
with Parkinson’s disease rated themselves significantly more
impaired than the healthy controls on all dimensions of
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communication. Fox and Ramig [28] suggested possible
internal and external factors that may have contributed to
the discrepancy between the findings of this study and what
they observed clinically. Internally, people with Parkinson’s
disease may be impaired in their sense of eﬀort when
they speak and may tend to deny accusations of lowered
loudness, as reported by others. Externally, individuals with
Parkinson’s disease may rate themselves more disabled in
communication because of their increasing experience of a
communication partner’s requests to repeat themselves.
However, in another study, patients with Parkinson’s
disease who did not undergo deep-brain stimulation and
patients before and after deep-brain stimulation were found
to be able to rate their increasing speech impairment across
time in high correlation with listener’s rating of intelligibility
[29].
A few more recent studies have used experimental
procedures to investigate the perception of loudness by individuals with Parkinson’s disease. Ho et al. [30] investigated
individuals with Parkinson’s disease who spoke softer than
healthy controls. The participants with PD demonstrated
inaccurate estimations of their speech loudness in two
diﬀerent conditions: immediate and delayed playback. The
participants were asked to read aloud passages and engage in
conversations at three loudness levels: soft, normal, and loud.
They were then asked to estimate their own speech loudness
in two conditions: (i) immediately after each reading or
conversation task and (ii) after listening to an audiorecorded playback. There was no significant task diﬀerence
(passage reading versus conversation) for either group, and
no significant diﬀerence between the immediate and delayed
conditions. However, in all conditions, there was a significant
diﬀerence between the Parkinson’s disease and control
groups; the patients with Parkinson’s disease overestimated
their loudness in all conditions, relative to their actual
loudness (objectively measured intensity). Ho and associates
hypothesized the existence of a “decreased motor set” in
people with Parkinson’s disease with both hypophonia and
deficient scaling in limb movements, linking motor speech
control with motor limb control. They also suggested that
the lack of awareness of their own reduced speech loudness
by the speakers with Parkinson’s disease supports the notion
of cooccurrence of dysarthria and a perceptual deficit of
speech. Ho and colleagues raised the question of whether
impaired speech production is driven by a basic perceptual
deficit or if perception is abnormal as a consequence of an
impaired generation of speech mechanism that is associated
with Parkinson’s disease.
A further study by Ho and associates [15] suggested that
individuals with Parkinson’s disease who had been diagnosed
with hypophonia were able to speak louder when their
attention was deliberately directed to an explicit cue. Ho
and associates compared 12 participants with Parkinson’s
disease and hypophonia and 12- age and gender-matched
healthy controls on regulating their own speech loudness in
reading and conversation tasks in two conditions: (1) implicit
cues (background noise and immediate auditory feedback)
and (2) explicit cues (instruction regarding volume level).
Healthy control subjects demonstrated a Lombard eﬀect by
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raising their loudness against increasing background noise
and decreased their loudness in response to increased immediate auditory feedback. The participants with Parkinson’s
disease, on the other hand, demonstrated overall softer
speech than the healthy controls were significantly less capable to increase their loudness to compete with increasing
background noise and to decrease their loudness in response
to immediate auditory feedback. In another further experiment with an explicit attention-driven cue (instruction with
regard to volume) and implicit cues, the participants with
Parkinson’s disease were able to increase their loudness with
respect to increased background noise and were able to
decrease their loudness with increased immediate auditory
feedback, similar to the capacity for loudness regulation of
the healthy controls. Ho and associates suggested that people
with Parkinson’s disease were not aware of their softer voice
and produce softer voice unless explicit cues were given.
Ho and associates supported the notion that the deficiency
in scaling speech loudness was similar to the deficiency in
scaling limb movements in Parkinson’sdisease. The improvement in loudness regulation by raising attentional eﬀort
observed in this study suggests the involvement of executive
function [31].
Dromey and Adams [32] compared the performance of
adults with Parkinson’s disease with that of healthy controls
in three tasks: loudness estimation of warbled pure tones,
loudness rating of subjects’ own voices against intensity
anchors, and production of sustained phonation at a range
of predetermined loudness levels. There was no statistically
significant diﬀerence in the perception of loudness between
the subjects with Parkinson’s disease and the healthy controls
on any of the three tasks. The authors suggested that the
lack of significant diﬀerence might have been due to the
laboratory-based nature of the tasks or to the fact that
the Parkinson’s disease participants might have overcome
a loudness perception deficit by the presence of external
cues shown by the displays of the microphone amplifiers.
They called for further investigations using more naturalistic
communication paradigms.
A study by Adams et al. [33] supported the notion
of underestimation of speech loudness in individuals with
Parkinson’s disease. Participants with Parkinson’s disease
were asked to converse for 2-3 minutes in five noise conditions (multitalker noise varied from 50 to 70 dB SPL).
The participants raised their vocal volume as background
noise increased. However, their intensity levels were 3-4 dB
less than the loudness increases by healthy controls under
the same background noise level, representing a significant
diﬀerence.
Two further studies have provided indirect evidence for
the perception of loudness by patients with Parkinson’s disease, by focusing on how patients respond to external cues.
Ho et al. [34] investigated the eﬀect of interlocutor distance
on the perception and production of speech loudness by
people with Parkinson’s disease. Twelve patients and twelve
healthy controls were first asked to estimate the loudness
of a playing tape recorder that was moved away from
them at various distances (randomly from 1 m to 8 m).
The participants were asked to estimate the loudness of the
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moving tape recorder by dialing the volume knob of another
tape player playing the same speech sample as the one that
was moving at various distances from them. They could not
see the moving tape recorder. All participants estimated that
the loudness of the tape player decreased with increasing
distance but the participants with Parkinson’s disease estimated the loudness level to be significantly greater than
that estimated the control participants for the same distance
between the tape player and the listeners. The reason for
such a discrepancy was not clear. In another task, the participants were asked to carry out a conversation and produce
sequenced speech tasks (e.g., counting days of the week)
with an experimenter. The experimenter varied his distance
from the participants (1 m to 8 m, varied randomly) during
the two speech tasks. In both the conversation and the
sequenced speech task, the participants were audio-taped
and speech loudness was measured. All participants raised
their speech volumes in either conversation or sequenced
speech tasks interlocutor distance increased. However, the
Parkinson’s disease group produced significantly softer voice
than the healthy controls in both speech tasks. Furthermore,
the loudness increase in conversational speech was less than
the loudness increase in the sequenced speech task in the
Parkinson’s disease group. This phenomenon was explained
by the authors as patients with Parkinson’s disease had
more diﬃculties to estimate their speech loudness when they
focused more on the content of speech (as in conversation)
rather than focusing only on speech loudness (as in the
more predictable sequence speech). Ho et al. [34] attributed
the significant reduction in loudness to apossible sensorimotor disintegration similar to the dampened movement
baseline in limb motor set production found in Parkinson’s
disease [35]. Parkinson’s disease patients may have a general
impairment in sensorimotor integration which is manifested
in reduced stride regulation in walking as well as in reduced
speech loudness regulation [15, 34].
Similar to these findings, Adams et al. [36] found that
ten participants with Parkinson’s disease had a significant
and parallel increase in loudness in conversation in two
conditions: (i) presence of multitalker noise and (ii) presence
of an interlocutor moving away at distances from 1 m to
6 m randomly. The participants with Parkinson’s disease
had significantly less increase in loudness (3-4 dB) than
the 14 healthy controls in both conditions. However, in
their third condition—a concurrent manual task of hand
squeezing an air bulb attached to a pressure transducer—
the researchers found that the participants with Parkinson’s
disease increased loudness significantly more than the controls. In contrast, the controls reduced speech intensity when
concurrently manual task was carried out. The reason for
this apparent enhancing eﬀect of a concurrent manual task
on speech loudness regulation in Parkinson’s disease was not
known.
In summary, several empirical studies have provided support for the clinical observation that people with Parkinson’s
disease lack awareness of their impaired loudness and have
diﬃculties in appropriately adjusting loudness. However,
other studies have failed to support this notion. Discrepancies in findings are probably related to the nature of the
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tasks involved, although diﬀerences in severity between study
groups cannot be ruled out. Most studies have focused either
on the perception of external speech signals by people with
Parkinson’s disease or this group’s evaluation of their own
loudness. It is still unclear whether people with Parkinson’s
disease have a perceptual deficit of loudness relative to
their own speech only or whether the possible deficit also
aﬀects the perception of loudness in other people’s speech
(although anecdotal evidence would suggest the former). A
few investigators have suggested possible explanations for an
impairment in the perception of loudness in individuals with
Parkinson’s disease; these will be further reviewed in a later
section.
Compared to reports of deficits in the perception of
speech loudness, there are relatively few studies of perceptual
deficit aﬀecting other specific dimensions of speech [31]. Fox
and Ramig [28] found that patients with Parkinson’s disease
ranked loudness as one of the most impaired dimensions
of their voice, speech, and communication; there have been
no other systematic comparisons. However, several studies
have focused on the perception of prosody of speech, which
involves the perception of pitch, rate, loudness, and duration
[37–39]. Most investigations of the perception of prosody
by persons with Parkinson’s disease have been concerned
with the perception of emotional prosody. These studies are
reviewed in the section below.

3. Perception of Emotion and Prosody
The perception of emotion by persons with Parkinson’s
disease has attracted a great deal of research attention in
recent years. Several studies have now provided evidence of
deficits in the perception of emotions [40–42]. The deficits
appear to be specific to basic emotions such as anger, fear,
disgust, happiness, sadness, and surprise, rather than more
complex emotions such as jealousy or admiration [43, 44].
Other studies, however, were unable to provide support
for a perceptual deficit for emotion [45–48]. Furthermore,
while some studies have found that the deficit aﬀecting
perception of emotion manifested itself in at least two major
sensory modalities, visual perception of facial expressions
and auditory perception of speech prosodies [40, 49], other
studies were only able to identify perceptual deficit of
emotions in just one modality, for example, in speech only
[50] or in facial expression only [51, 52]. However, a more
recent study by Paulmann and Pell [53] suggested that
participants with Parkinson’s disease were less accurate to
recognize emotions than healthy controls irrespective to
modality (voice, facial expressions, or semantic-lexical) or
combinations of the modalities.
Gray and Tickle-Degnen [54] conducted a meta-analysis
of 34 studies, incorporating 1295 participants with Parkinson’s disease, on emotion recognition in people with Parkinson’s disease. The eﬀect size of their analysis was 0.52
(g = 0.52) suggesting a disease-specific perceptual deficit
of emotions in facial expression and voice in Parkinson’s
disease. Their analysis confirmed the presence of a deficit in
the perception of emotion in speech, especially aﬀecting the
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perception of negative emotions such as anger and disgust
(see also [49, 50, 55]. This lends support to the earlier
conclusions by Lloyd [56], Pell [38], Pell and Leonard [39],
Breitenstein et al. [37, 57], Scott et al. [58], and Yip et al. [59].
Gray and Tickle-Degnen [54] further found that the deficit
is not likely secondary to depression. Below, we summarize
a few key studies focusing on the perception of emotion in
speech.
Scott et al. [58] conducted one of the earliest studies
to investigate a possible speech prosody perceptual deficit
in people with Parkinson’s disease. Participants listened to
speech samples conveying diﬀerent emotions and were asked
to select which facial emotion (from a choice of four)
best fit their perception. The participants with Parkinson’s
disease, who cognitively fit, were less accurate in matching the emotionally intoned sentences with the respective
facial expressions when compared with healthy controls.
Participants were also asked to produce sentences with an
angry emotion. The participants with Parkinson’s disease
were less capable of producing sentences in an angry tone,
as judged by the researchers, using a 3-point scale, and were
less successful in marking the prosodic diﬀerences between
producing questions and statements. Scott and colleagues
suggested a possible relationship between deficits in the
perception and production of prosody in Parkinson’s disease
but did not indicate the nature of the relationship.
However, other studies found a dissociation between
production and reception of emotional prosody [46, 60]. In
the study by Benke et al. [60], participants with Parkinson’s
disease who had no cognitive impairment were able to
perceive emotion prosody (anger, sad, surprise, and cheerfulness) but were impaired in the production of emotional
prosody. Contrastively, participants with Parkinson’s disease
with a mild to moderate degree of cognitive impairment
(measured by neuropsychological tests that covered areas
such as memory and nonmotor visual coordination) were
found to be less able to identify emotions from prosody
when compared either to nondemented participants with
Parkinson’s disease or healthy controls. This suggests that
the cognitive level rather than production deficit may be
the determining factor of deficit in perception of emotion
prosody in Parkinson’s disease.
A replication of Scott and associates’ study found that
Parkinson’s disease patients had no diﬃculty in the recognition of vocal emotions but were impaired in the production
vocal emotions [46]. The authors also suggested that the
cognitive decline in Parkinson’s disease is associated with a
failure in comprehension of emotion prosody. Both studies
(Benke and associates and Caekebeke and associates) disagreed with the notion of an association between production
and reception of emotion prosody suggested by Scott et al.
[58].
Lloyd [56] investigated nine Parkinson’s disease patients
who had been screened not to be demented or clinically
depressed, on three experimental tasks. The participants
with Parkinson’s disease were not significantly diﬀerent
from healthy controls in phonemic discrimination tasks or
lexical stress discrimination tasks but were significantly poorer in identification of emotional prosodies from neutral
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sentences (plain statements). Lloyd suggested that the deficit
in perception of prosody in Parkinson’s disease cannot be
explained by phonological or lexical discrimination ability.
Pell [38] studied the discrimination and comprehension of prosodies (linguistic: declarative and interrogative;
emotional: sad, happy, and neutral) in eleven Parkinson’s
disease patients and found that the participants were significantly poorer than healthy controls on identification of
the emotional prosodies but did similarly well as the healthy
controls when asked to discriminate if two given prosodies
were the same or diﬀerent. This study confirms an impaired
perception of prosody in people with Parkinson’s disease as
suggested by Scott et al. [58]. Since the participants with
Parkinson’s disease had diﬃculties with perception but not
discrimination, Pell suggested that the deficit in perception of prosody in Parkinson’s disease does not occur in
early stage of auditory processing but in task requiring
higher cognitive demands, that is, involving higher cognitive
processes. However this suggestion was not supported by
a study using event-related brain potentials (ERPs) to
measure the brain activities of participants with Parkinson’s
disease when they categorized perceived emotion prosody.
Schröder et al. [50] used a mismatched negativity (MMN)
task, with measurements at 170–220 msec and P3b, 350–
550 msec, quantified by Cz and Pz electrode sites, to study
the categorization of “anger” emotions amongst two other
emotions (happy and neutral) in patients in two conditions: passive and active listening. The authors explained
that, in passive listening, the ERP revealed an early stage
of auditory processing whereas, in active listening, ERP
revealed higher cognitive function in the participants. ERP
generated by emotional deviants (happy/sad) during passive
listening revealed diminished amplitudes of the mismatchrelated negativity for sad deviants. The authors suggested
that the perception deficit for emotion prosody is early in
preattentive auditory processing (when patients listened in
the passive listening condition) and not at a higher cortical
level. They concluded that dopamine deficiency in striatothalamo-cortical loops is the main cause of the processing
shortfall of emotive prosody found in Parkinson’s disease
(see also the review by Schröder et al. [61]). This study
provided a pathophysiological perspective, in contrast with
the behavioral perspective adopted in Pell’s earlier study [38].
In summary, the deficit in perception of emotion prosody
in Parkinson’s disease is associated with cognitive decline
[38, 46, 60] but not associated with phonological or lexical
discrimination [56]. However, at least according to Pell
(1996) [38], the cognitive deficit found in participants with
Parkinson’s disease who failed to perceive emotion prosody was not similar to dementia. This may imply that it
is the cognitive skill that is associated with attention or
memory resource allocation required for identification of
emotions from prosodies which is impaired. Working memory and executive function are responsible for allocating
memory resources in situations which require competition
for attention resources. According to Repovš and Baddeley
(2006) [62], working memory is part of cognitive process
that provides a transient storage and manipulation of the
information necessary for complex cognitive tasks such as
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language comprehension and reasoning. Working memory
is composed of four functional components: a central executive that controls information to and from three other
components: visuospatial sketchpad, episodic buﬀer and
phonological loop. The phonological loop is responsible for
storage and maintenance of phonological information, the
visual-spatial sketchpad is responsible for storage and maintenance of visual and spatial information, and the episodic
buﬀer is a multidimensional centre responsible for binding
information to create integrated episodes.
Speech perception tasks involve some degree of executive
control and working memory [39, 63]. In the following
section, studies on the perception of emotion prosody in
people with Parkinson’s disease and the association of this
process with working memory and executive functions will
be discussed.
Breitenstein and associates [37] hypothesized that a
specific cognitive impairment such as compromised working
memory and executive function may impair perception of
emotion prosody. They studied 11 patients with Parkinson’s
disease who were nondemented (assessed by Mini-Mental
State Examination [64]), had normal hearing and were of
moderate disease stage (all at stage II of the Hoehn &
Yahr (HY) [65]). The authors used tasks such as listening
span to test working memory, alternate verbal fluency setshifting, and card sorting to test executive function of the
participants. Participants were asked to identify emotions
from semantically congruent and non-congruent sentences.
The semantically incongruent sentences were designed to
examine participants’ ability to divide attention (i.e., to
distribute attentional resources by selectively focusing on the
emotional prosodic meaning while inhibiting the irrelevant
or contradictory semantic content of the sentences). The
participants with Parkinson’s disease who scored low in composite scores of working memory and executive function tests
were also significantly less accurate than healthy controls in
the identification of prosodic emotions from semantically
incongruent sentences with neutral stimuli. Breitenstein and
associates explained the findings by claiming that all these
cognitive processes are subserved by the same frontostriatal
circuitry in the brain. However, further explanation of this
claim appears to be needed.
This study has provided accumulating evidence that the
perception of emotion prosody found in nondemented and
nondepressed patients with Parkinson’s disease is caused
by compromised central executive function and working
memory. There is still some uncertainty regarding whether
a specific working memory deficit in Parkinson’s disease can
only be revealed by tasks which require selective attention.
Breitenstein et al. [57] modified their previous study
(1998) to further investigate the cognitive processes that
underlie the processing of verbal emotions. They explored
the association between a deficit in perception of emotion
prosody and two areas of cognition: (1) frontal executive
function; (2) acoustic processing. Twenty patients with
Parkinson’s disease without dementia (assessed by MiniMental State Examination [64]) and with normal hearing
were recruited and tested on their general intellectual
functioning (tested by MMSE and Vocabulary or Picture
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Completion IQ scores), immediate memory (tested by digit
spans forward or backward), and central executive frontal
lobe functions (tested by verbal fluency task and Wisconsin
Card Sorting Test). The participants were further grouped
into mild and moderate PD, according to the absence or
presence of dopamine replacement therapy (DRT). Those
with DRT were characterized as the mild PD group and
those with DRT as the moderate PD group. Using similar
procedures to the previous study, the participants were asked
to identify emotions from semantically congruent and incongruent sentences. The participants with moderate PD group
performed significantly poorer than healthy controls and the
mild PD group in identification of emotions from sentences
with both congruent and incongruent semantic meaning.
The accuracy of identification of emotion prosody in the
moderate PD group in noncongruent tasks was correlated
to their composite scores in central executive functioning.
However, there was no significant diﬀerence in accuracy
between the congruent and noncongruent tasks for the
moderate PD group. Breitenstein and associates explained
that the moderate PD group might have compensatory
strategies to focus on prosody rather than the semantics of
the sentences, leading to their similar performance accuracy.
The results were compared to those of patients with righthemisphere stroke, who scored lower in the noncongruent
tasks than the congruent tasks. The stroke patients appeared
to lack the compensatory strategies of the patients with
Parkinson’s disease.
Finally, there was no significant diﬀerence in accuracy of
emotion identification between participants in the mild PD
group and healthy controls. Only patients in the moderate
PD group demonstrated significantly poorer performance
than the healthy controls (as well at the mild PD participants). The presence of dopamine administration in the
moderate PD group could not be ruled out as a possible
cofounding variable.
In the second part of this study (Breitenstein et al.
[57]), the researchers systematically manipulated two major
acoustic variables that play a major role in determining
emotion prosodies: speech rate and fundamental frequency
(F0 variability). The participants listened to sentences spoken
in German (which none of them had knowledge of) that
were stepwise manipulated in rate (such that rate increased
by 110–150% and decreased by 90–50%) and in fundamental
frequency (increasing by 110–150% and decreasing by
90–50%). The participants rated certainty of a perceived
emotion on a 5-point scale. All participants were more
accurate in identification of emotions when pitch rather
than rate was manipulated. However, the healthy controls
were significantly better than the patients with Parkinson’s
disease in identification of emotions when either pitch or rate
was manipulated. This result indicated that all participants
relied on pitch or rate to decode vocal emotions but the
Parkinson’s disease patients became less successful than the
healthy controls to comprehend emotions when the pitch
or rate was altered. The healthy controls were also found to
benefit from slower rate to decode emotions in prosodies
whereas the Parkinson’s disease patients were confused by
slower speech rate. The authors [57], in addition to working
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memory and central executive function, suggested that at
least one other cognitive process, acoustic tone duration
processing-accounted for the perceptual deficit in people
with Parkinson’s disease.
Pell and Leonard [39] also oﬀered compelling evidence
for the impact of working memory on the perception of
emotional prosodies. They studied 21 nondemented Parkinson’s disease patients who were at relative early stage of
the disease using discrimination, identification, and intensity
rating tasks. Pell and Leonard stated that the tasks of comprehension of prosody were dependent on the functioning
of working memory and executive function of participants.
In the perception of emotion prosody, the participants have
to hold auditory information in memory and simultaneously
process, generate a response, visually attend to verbal labels
or other response prompts and shift mental sets across tasks
that required diﬀerent types of processing and response
to similar auditory materials. In this study standardized
neuropsychological tests that test working memory, attention, and executive function were administered. These tests
included Forward Digit span (measuring verbal working
memory span ) [66], the Trail-Making Test, the Wisconsin
Card Sorting Test (WCST), and attention subtest of the
Mattis Dementia Rating Scale. Pell and Leonard explained
the necessity of using standardized neuropsychological tests
because they wished to dissociate the performance in
perception of emotion prosody of the participants from
more basic cognitive domains. The participants were asked to
discriminate emotions (same/diﬀerent), identify emotions,
and rate the success of intended emotions from emotionally
intoned nonsense sentences spoken by five actors. The
participants with Parkinson’s disease recognized emotions
significantly less accurately in all three tasks when compared
with healthy controls. There was no significant diﬀerence
in a depression index between the two groups, indicating
that depression could not account for the impairment of
perception of vocal emotions found in the participants with
Parkinson’s disease. They concluded that the perception
deficit is found in patients who were nondemented. The
participants with Parkinson’s disease demonstrated significant association between capacities to discriminate and to
identify prosody with auditory processing/working memory
capabilities (both rs = .51, Ps < .05). The results supported
the same notion suggested by Breitenstein and associates
[37, 57] that a specific compromised working memory and
executive function is more likely the cause of impaired
perception of emotion prosody.
Paulmann and Pell [53] tested the hypothesis of channel
availability in perception of emotion prosody in people
with Parkinson’s disease. The participants with Parkinson’s
disease in this study were tested to be cognitively high
functioning as they performed well on several traditional
executive function and working memory tests (e.g., Tower of
London, Trail-Making Test, and verbal fluency). The authors
conducted a series of perceptual tests with eleven patients
with Parkinson’s disease using diﬀerent combination of
modalities: visual, prosody, and linguistic. Participants were
asked to perceive emotions conveyed in three conditions/
channels: unimodal (face, prosody, or lexical), bimodal
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(face + prosody, prosody + lexical, or face + lexical), and
trimodal (face + prosody + lexical). Both groups performed
better when more channels were available. However, the
Parkinson’s disease patients were significantly poorer in all
three conditions (uni-, bi-, and trimodal) compared with the
healthy controls. The authors suggested that Parkinson’s disease patients were less able to perceive emotions irrespective
to modalities (voice, facial expression, and semantics-lexical)
or any combination of these modalities. As the participants
were tested to be well functioning in their working memory
and executive function but still demonstrated a deficit in
perception of emotion prosody in all three modalities,
Paulman and Pell suggested other possible factors that may
impinge on the perception of emotion prosody in people
with Parkinson’s disease who are not demented or compromised in working memory.
The literature has been nonconclusive regarding changes
in the perception of emotion prosody resulting from various
pharmacological or surgical treatments. It has been suggested
that the perception may be enhanced by dopamine level
[67] although no empirical study has been done. Also, there
was no significant diﬀerence in rating the valence (decision
of whether an emotion is positive or negative) of emotion
prosody between the patients with Parkinson’s disease who
did not undergo deep-brain stimulation and patients who
had deep-brain stimulation [68].
In summary, the perception of emotions in human
speech has been found to be impaired in Parkinson’s disease
in many studies. Combined evidence from these research
studies has suggested that neither depression nor dementia
accounts for the decreased perceptual accuracy of emotions
in speech; impaired working memory does appear to be
implicated. These studies have defined “working memory”
with relevance to the widely accepted four-component working memory model proposed by Repovš and Baddeley (2006)
[62]. However, interest has been mainly on testing working
memory as a whole, with emphasis on the supervisory
component executive function. The other components of
working memory, especially the phonological loop, which is
crucial to language comprehension, have not been reported
as much in studies on perception of emotion prosody in
people with Parkinson’s disease.
In the studies that associate working memory deficit
and perceptual deficit of emotion prosody in people with
Parkinson’s disease, working memory, and its component
executive function were measured by similar (e.g., Listening
Span measuring working memory and Wisconsin Card Sorting Test measuring executive function were both employed
in Breitenstein et al. 2001 [57] and Pell and Leonard,
2003 [39] to test central executive function) or diﬀerent
neuropsychological tests (e.g., Trail making test was used by
Pell and Leonard’s study in 2003 [39], to test central executive
function) or diﬀerent neuropsychological tests (e.g., Trail
making test was used in Pell and Leonard’s study in 2003
[39] but not in the study by Breitenstein and associates in
2001 [57]. Therefore, methodology variance is apparent in
these studies concluding the association between the deficit
in perception of emotion prosody in people with Parkinson’s
disease.
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There were also a few studies which identified a specific
cognitive deficit in people with Parkinson’s disease but
without dementia. This specific cognitive deficit was termed
diﬀerently in various studies: “limitation in supervisory attentional system” [69], “central executive dysfunction” [70–
72], or “reduced working memory capacity associated with
deficits in strategic memory” [73–76] (for review, please
see Breitenstein et al., 2001) [37]. It is unclear how these
diﬀerent specific apparent cognitive deficits impinge on the
perception of emotion prosody in people with Parkinson’s
disease.
More studies are still needed to understand the exact
nature of the mechanism underlying the perceptual deficit
in decoding emotions in voice.

4. Explanations for Perceptual Speech Deficit
in Parkinson’s Disease
In the sections above, we reviewed the available evidence
for the presence of a deficit in the perception of loudness
and other speech dimensions (such as pitch and duration)
in individuals with Parkinson’s disease. In this section, we
review explanations that have been oﬀered for such a deficit.
Fox and Ramig [28] (see also [77]) characterized the
observed deficit in the self-perception of speech loudness
as a deficit of “ calibration” as a result of a discrepancy
between sense of eﬀort and the produced vocal loudness.
Lee Silverman Voice Therapy (LSVT) [78] focuses not
only on increasing loudness but also on “recalibration”
of patients’ ability to accurately judge their own speech
loudness. Participants who have received LSVT have been
shown not only to increase their loudness, but also to
generalize increased loudness outside of the clinical setting
and to maintain the changes over time [77]. However, there
is no direct evidence that LSVT leads to a more accurate
perception by patients of their own loudness.
A few researchers have suggested an association between
production deficits and perceptual deficits in speech [30, 34,
58]. However, dissociations between production and comprehension of emotion prosody have also been reported [46,
60]. Furthermore, there has been little expansion of this idea
(e.g., regarding whether the production deficit may lead to
the perception deficit or vice versa). This hypothesis appears
to be in need of further exploration.
As reported above, several studies have found people
with Parkinson’s disease are less accurate not only in the
perception of emotions conveyed by speech than healthy
controls but also in the perception of emotions conveyed
in facial expressions [40, 42, 59, 60, 79]. This suggests a
possible general deficit in the perception of emotions in
Parkinson’s disease. It is not known whether this reflects a
possible broader deficit in perception.
Accumulating evidence suggests that the deficit in perception of emotions in speech in individuals with Parkinson’s
disease might be a result of general cognitive impairment.
Benke et al. [60] and Breitenstein and associates [57] found
that only patients at moderate stage of Parkinson’s disease
demonstrated such a deficit in perception [37, 46, 60]. Their
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studies implied that the perception deficit is a general cognitive impairment. In addition, Caekebeke et al. [46] found
a dissociation between comprehension and production of
emotion prosody in nondemented patients with Parkinson’s
disease, implying that the weakness in perception of emotion
prosody is an indication of a higher cognitive impairment
and is independent of disease duration, degree of motor
dysfunction, and presence of dysarthria [50].
However, other studies indicated that specific cognitive
deficits such as compromised working memory, executive
function, or acoustic processing impairment may be the
primary cause of impairment of the perception of emotion
prosody in Parkinson’s disease [37–39, 57, 60]. Gray and
Tickle-Degnen [54] concluded from a meta-analysis of 34
research studies that compromised working memory is a
possible contributing factor to the perceptual deficit of
emotion prosody in Parkinson’s disease. Pastor and associates
[80] as well as Gräber and associates [81] suggested a
cognitive deficit in an “internal pacing mechanism” in
Parkinson’s disease patients that prevents them from accurate
comparison of measured duration with stored reference
memory traces. Kotz et al. [82] suggested a model of
sensory predictability in auditory language comprehension.
In their model, the basal ganglia is a crucial nonmotor part
of the medial pre-supplementary-motor-area-basal-ganglia
(pre-SMA-BG) circuit to enhance language comprehension
by extracting external temporal cues (e.g. prosody) from
speech. Without forming such predictability cues, language
comprehension will be consequentially unsuccessful.
Neurophysiological studies have presented additional
evidence supporting a deficit in perception of emotional
prosodies in Parkinson’s disease. For example, the ERP study
reviewed above [50] suggested that perception deficit in
vocal emotions in Parkinson’s disease might occur during
early preattentive process (as in passive listening) rather than
higher cognitive level, a suggestion that is contrastive to
behavioral findings proposed by Lloyd [56] and Pell [38].

5. Conclusion and Directions for Future Studies
There has been a long-standing clinical recognition of an
impairment in the ability of individuals with Parkinson’s
disease to accurately perceive their own loudness. However,
until recently, there has been little empirical evidence to
support this observation. In this paper, we have reviewed
the available evidence on this issue. A few studies have
provided empirical support for a deficit in the perception of
loudness of one’s own speech [30, 34]. However, there have
also been conflicting reports, which have not been able to
show evidence to support the clinical observation [28, 32].
The discrepancy in results may be due to diﬀerences in
methodology. In particular, there appears to be a significant
diﬀerence in performance of the individuals with Parkinson’s
disease in “lab-based” tasks when compared with more
naturalistic communication situations [32].
Additional evidence to advance our understanding of
a possible deficit in the perception of speech has come
from a number of recent studies that have investigated the
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perception of emotion by individuals with Parkinson’s disease. Again, several of these studies have provided empirical
evidence to support the notion of a deficit in the perception
of speech, particularly in the dimensions of speech critical for
conveying emotion [37–39, 56, 57].
Returning to the questions posed at the beginning of the
paper allows us another perspective to determine the current
state of knowledge in this field. (a) Is there empirical evidence
to support the anecdotal reports? There is some evidence to
support the concept, as noted above. However, additional
research in this area would provide further support, and
careful consideration of methodological approaches may
permit resolution of some current discrepancies in findings.
(b) Is the deficit restricted to perception of loudness, or does it
also manifest in other aspects of speech (such as the perception
of pitch or duration)? Evidence from recent research in
prosody and emotion suggests that there is impairment in
the perception of other aspects of speech. There have been
few studies that have systematically compared perceptual
deficits in loudness to other speech dimensions. (c) Is the
deficit restricted to the individual’s own speech, or is there
a more general deficit, aﬀecting the perception of others’
speech? This question has not been directly addressed and
appears critical for further investigation. (d) What are the
possible explanations for the deficit? Several theories have been
suggested, and there seems to be quite strong evidence to
support the involvement of working memory. Physiologically
based hypotheses to explain the perceptual deficit in speech
shown by individuals with Parkinson’s disease are limited, to
date.
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Hypokinetic dysarthria is a common manifestation of Parkinson’s disease, which negatively influences quality of life. Behavioral
techniques that aim to improve speech intelligibility constitute the bulk of intervention strategies for this population, as the
dysarthria does not often respond vigorously to medical interventions. Although several case and group studies generally support
the eﬃcacy of behavioral treatment, much work remains to establish a rigorous evidence base. This absence of definitive research
leaves both the speech-language pathologist and referring physician with the task of determining the feasibility and nature of
therapy for intelligibility remediation in PD. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a novel framework for medical practitioners
in which to conceptualize and justify potential targets for speech remediation. The most commonly targeted deficits (e.g., speaking
rate and vocal loudness) can be supported by this approach, as well as underutilized and novel treatment targets that aim at the
listener’s perceptual skills.

1. Introduction
Hypokinetic dysarthria, a common manifestation of Parkinson’s disease (PD), aﬀects roughly 90% of the patient
population [1, 2]. Moreover, hypokinetic dysarthria is a
prominent feature of more severe and medically refractory
parkinsonian disorders (e.g., progressive supranuclear palsy,
multiple systems atrophy). Hypokinetic dysarthria is characterized perceptually by varying degrees of reduced pitch
variation (monotonicity), reduced loudness, breathy voice,
imprecise consonants, variable speaking rate, and short
rushes of speech [1, 3, 4]. Reduced intelligibility occurs when
these abnormal speech features interfere with the listener’s
ability to understand the spoken message. Intelligibility
deficits can significantly reduce quality of life, contribute
to depression and feelings of isolation, and hinder the
ability to maintain gainful employment [5, 6]. Unlike
trunk and limb motor impairments in PD, speech deficits

typically do not respond vigorously to pharmacological
or surgical interventions (see [7, 8] for reviews of the
literature). Thus behavioral treatments to improve speech intelligibility constitute the bulk of speech treatment for this
population.
Behavioral interventions by speech-language pathologists primarily aim to reduce or compensate for the underlying speech deficits to improve speech intelligibility [1].
Despite a growing body literature that generally supports
the eﬃcacy of various interventions, much work remains
to establish a rigorous evidence base [9–11]. Further, there
is no validated gold standard for treatment of intelligibility
deficits in hypokinetic dysarthria because alternative interventions have not been systematically investigated [9, 10].
This absence of definitive research leaves both the speechlanguage pathologist and referring physician with the task
of determining feasibility of clinical intervention for speech
intelligibility remediation in PD.
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The purpose of this paper is to introduce a novel
framework for medical practitioners in which to conceptualize and justify potential targets for speech remediation.
Toward this end, we first address the construct of speech
intelligibility and unique challenges hypokinetic speech
pose to listeners. We then describe a cognitive-perceptual
approach to conceptualizing potential treatment targets for
improving intelligibility and, importantly, the mechanisms
by which this improvement is achieved. Ultimately this paper
will demonstrate how treatment targets can be justified
using a theoretical approach, particularly in the absence
of a rigorous evidence base. This approach accommodates
the most commonly targeted deficits (rapid speaking rate
and reduced vocal loudness), as well as underutilized and
novel treatment targets that aim exclusively at the listener’s
perceptual skills.

2. Theoretical Models of Speech Perception
In its simplest terms, intelligible speech is that which can be
understood by the listener. A time-varying acoustic signal
(i.e., speech) activates the series of words that have been
spoken in the listener’s mental lexicon (see [12] for a review
of models of speech perception and word recognition).
Under optimal circumstances in daily living, this process
proceeds automatically and with high levels of accuracy.
However, the process by which this occurs is infinitely more
complex than the simple mapping of a stream of acoustic
information onto the words stored in the lexicon. Numerous
variables interact synergistically in speech perception: the
quality of the acoustic speech signal, the type and amount
of noise in the environment, the listener’s familiarity with
the speaker and knowledge of the topic being discussed, and
even the presence and quality of visual/facial movements of
the speaker (e.g., see [13–18]). By synergistically, we mean
that one cue may compensate for the degradation of another.
For example, some degree of acoustic speech degradation
may be oﬀset by the listener’s expectations about the message
by applying top-down knowledge [16]. Similarly speech
intelligibility may be facilitated by viewing concomitant
speaker mouth movements [17]. This flexibility of cue use
by listeners accounts for much of the ease with which speech
is accurately and easily perceived. However, the complexity
of the process is illustrated when degradation of any of
these variables suﬃciently interferes with the listener’s ability
to automatically recognize the spoken words [18]. This
then requires the listener to apply more cognitive-perceptual
resources to the task of deciphering speech, invoking higher
order decision-making [16].
When looking to theories of speech perception, “trying
to understand what is being said” can be reduced to
the basic cognitive-perceptual processes that are invoked
in response to degraded speech [12]. The fundamental
task upon encountering an unintelligible utterance is lexical segmentation, the process of making decisions about
where one word ends and another begins [19]. Lexical
segmentation of nondegraded speech occurs automatically
through the process of word recognition, such that listeners have the experience of hearing a string of spoken
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words as someone speaks [20]. However, when speech is
substantially degraded, word boundaries are less apparent,
similar to the experience of listening to someone speak an
unfamiliar foreign language. In such instances, active eﬀort
for lexical segmentation is necessary. Mattys and colleagues
[20] developed a hierarchical model that hypothesizes the
circumstances associated with active lexical segmentation.
When higher-level lexical, contextual, and phonemic information cannot be used to identify word boundaries, listeners
rely on a number of lower-level acoustic cues to make
these determinations, such as the likelihood of certain
sounds occurring together in sequence, speech rhythm, and
changes in pitch. Since the majority of word onsets in
the English language are strong syllables [19], the task of
lexical segmentation of degraded speech is facilitated by the
presence of acoustic cues to syllabic stress [19–24]. This is
known as the metrical segmentation strategy. Listeners also
use signal-complementary information (see [25]), such as
their knowledge of syntax, semantics, and even the topic
about which the speech is centered to parse the speech
signal. This signal-complementary information is very useful
for priming potential lexical candidates. For example, if
a listener understands one word and it is a noun, verbs
related to that noun are primed [26, 27]. This combination
of bottom-up and top-down decision-making is used to
determine word boundaries when the acoustic information
is so degraded as to prohibit automatic recognition of the
string of words [25]. Once the speech stream is parsed, the
acoustic information within each of the word-sized frames
activates similar words in the listener’s mental lexicon. This
cognitive-perceptual process of lexical activation identifies
a cohort of possible word candidates that the word-sized
packet of acoustic information may represent. The listener
considers this cohort and the degraded acoustic input and
that which best matches the mental representations results in
recognition of the spoken words.
Success in lexical segmentation and lexical activation is
contingent on the presence and quality of salient acoustic
cues. This is especially true when the listener has limited
knowledge regarding the speaker’s message (i.e., when topdown knowledge is of limited use in the decision process)
[20]. While it is beyond the intent of this paper to
detail acoustic cue degradation, a few words are warranted
regarding levels of analysis. At the “phoneme” level, speech
sounds can be distorted (e.g., “ship” for “sip”), omitted (e.g.,
“sop” for “stop”), or substituted with another phoneme (e.g.,
“tip” for “sip”). The “prosodic” elements of the speech (rate,
rhythm, and melody) also may be abnormal in variation
or magnitude. The patterns of decrement across levels
determine their impact on successful lexical segmentation
and activation (see [28] for a more detailed discussion).
Thus, intelligibility is compromised when (1) the listener
incorrectly parses the speech signal, thereby activating a
cohort that does not contain the intended word or (2) the
signal is segmented correctly, but the degraded acoustic
information within the segment prevents the selection of
the intended word. This approach allows us to further
understand the nature of intelligibility breakdowns.
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2.1. Intelligibility of Hypokinetic Dysarthria. When hypokinetic dysarthria is suﬃciently severe to reduce intelligibility,
the processes of lexical segmentation and lexical activation
may be challenged in ways that require increased cognitive
eﬀort by the listener and ultimately impact communicative
success. Although hypokinetic dysarthria varies in presentation and severity across patients, there are speech
features that are commonly exhibited. Thus, it can be
hypothesized, along with some support from the literature,
that degradation of certain acoustic cues or constellations of
cues will have a predictable impact on lexical segmentation
and activation. For example, phonemic uncertainty may
be introduced by (1) articulatory imprecision resulting in
speech sound distortions and/or (2) poor audibility of
the speech signal (due to weak/breathy phonation). Such
phonemic uncertainty may hinder the listener’s ability to
use lexically guided speech segmentation strategies and may
also impede accurate activation of the target. The prosodic
features of hypokinetic speech (e.g., accelerated and/or
variable speaking rate, short rushes of speech, dysfluency,
monopitch and monoloudness) may result in reduced cues
to syllabic stress. Recall that syllabic stress cues become
important for identifying word boundaries, particularly
when the acoustic-phonetic information is degraded, thereby
prohibiting lexically guided speech segmentation.
Lexical segmentation of hypokinetic dysarthric speech
in PD has been the focus of a series of studies [24, 29–31]
that have illustrated the perceptual challenges posed by these
constellations of speech abnormalities. Liss et al. [29, 30]
found that listeners were generally able to use the available
acoustic cues in moderate to severe hypokinetic dysarthria
to identify word boundaries. The listener error patterns
revealed a significant tendency to treat strong syllables as
word onsets, as is predicted by the metrical segmentation
strategy hypothesis [22]. However, this tendency was less
robust than for normal speech presented at low listening
levels [21]. This provides support for the interpretation that
part of the intelligibility reduction in hypokinetic dysarthria
is linked to the reduced acoustic-perceptual constrastivity
between strong and weak syllables.

3. Cognitive-Perceptual Approach
To Conceptualizing Speech Remediation
Practice of Hypokinetic Dysarthria
The previous section defined the theoretically relevant
cognitive-perceptual processes that must be undertaken to
successfully decipher degraded speech. It is not our intent
to suggest veridicality of these processes, nor that these
processes comprise the correct or only conceptualization for
intelligibility. Instead, the approach—one of joint and bidirectional consideration of the quality of the acoustic signal
and the ways in which listeners process that signal—is the
key element of the model. Previous studies have provided a
foundation of support for this approach (e.g., [16, 24, 28–
32]). This approach begs the following question at every
decision point in clinical practice: which modifications to the
speech signal and/or listener will be most robust to facilitate
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the cognitive-perceptual processes of lexical segmentation
and activation? In this way, the decision process is driven by
the specific mechanisms by which intelligibility is enhanced.
In contrast, the vast majority of behavioral interventions for
hypokinetic dysarthria are aimed at reducing the deviant
speech features of excessive articulation rate and/or increasing vocal loudness. The following will summarize current
clinical practice and demonstrate how this approach can be
used to justify these interventions as a rigorous evidence base
is being developed. We also will demonstrate the utility of
this approach for existing and novel signal-complementary
interventions.
3.1. Rate Reduction Techniques
3.1.1. Current Practice. Hypokinetic dysarthric speech rate
often is judged to be excessive. Despite preserved velocity
of movement, range is restricted, and this, along with
articulatory imprecision, is thought to give the impression of
rapid, mumbled speech [33, 34]. Rate control intervention
strategies are additionally motivated by findings that suggest
that some dysarthric speakers are more intelligible when they
slow their rate of speech [35–37]. The use of rate reduction
techniques to treat hypokinetic dysarthria is supported
by kinematic evidence that suggests labial movements are
restricted at habitual speaking rates but approximate those
of healthy controls at slower rates [33]. Thus, rate reduction
techniques may serve to improve articulatory precision.
A variety of methods have been developed to reduce
the speaking rate of dysarthric patients (for a comprehensive review of these methods see [38]). Generally, these
techniques fall into one of two categories: (1) those that
impose a metered or “rigid” speaking rate or (2) those that
preserve natural speaking rhythm (i.e., global rate control
techniques). Rigid rate control techniques impose a one
word- or syllable-at-a-time speaking style and utilize such
tools as pacing boards and alphabet supplementation boards.
These methods have been criticized as being disruptive to
natural speech rhythm [37], which is an important cue for
lexical segmentation. Global rate control methods, such as
the use of specific cueing/pacing strategies or delayed/altered
auditory feedback, have the potential to preserve natural
speech rhythm.
Despite the variety of methods developed to reduce
speaking rate, eﬃcacy of these techniques to improve
intelligibility in hypokinetic dysarthria remains to be established. To date, three systematic reviews of speech treatment
literature for dysarthria have been published [9–11]. In both
the Cochrane [9] and American Academy of Neurology
(AAN) reviews [10], no studies of rate reduction intervention met the inclusionary criteria and were therefore not
evaluated for eﬃcacy. The systematic review of loudness,
rate, and prosody treatments in dysarthria published by
the Academy of Neurologic Communication Disorders and
Sciences (ANCDS) identified seven studies that evaluated
the eﬀects of rate reduction techniques in the treatment of
hypokinetic dysarthria [11]. This review concluded that rate
reduction techniques may facilitate intelligibility, but their
success appears contingent on a number of conditions that
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must be scientifically addressed (e.g., type of dysarthria being
treated, method of rate reduction used). Results from recent
investigations not considered by these systematic reviews
oﬀer some support for the use of rate reduction techniques
in the treatment of hypokinetic dysarthria, but do not point
to any one method as being most eﬀective [39–41].
3.1.2. Cognitive-Perceptual Approach. How might rate reduction techniques facilitate the cognitive-perceptual processes
of lexical segmentation and activation? Consider what is
aﬀected with the implementation of speech rate reductions.
Speaking slowly has been shown to improve phonemic
distinctiveness (i.e., articulatory precision) in healthy control
speakers [42]. Likewise, Tjaden and Wilding [43] found
that speaking slowly expanded the vowel working space
in patients with ataxic dysarthria secondary to multiple
sclerosis (although this finding was not found for their
speakers with hypokinetic dysarthria secondary to PD). Such
phonemic distinctiveness has been demonstrated to be a
predictor of intelligibility in the speech of controls [44] and
people with dysarthria [45–47].
In our approach, improved articulatory precision serves
to decrease phonemic uncertainty. Recall that listeners only
resort to lower-level cues, such as prosody, to guide lexical
segmentation when higher-level cues to phonemic identity
are ambiguous [20]. Therefore, reduced phonemic ambiguity
would facilitate the listener hearing a “string of words”
and automatically segment by way of word recognition.
Even if phonemic ambiguity remains, the improved vowel
space observed with slowing would facilitate the use of
prosody and rhythm to distinguish strong and weak syllables,
thereby allowing a metrical segmentation strategy by the
listener. Further, the task of lexical segmentation should be
facilitated by global rate reduction techniques, which aim
to preserve natural speech rhythm. In rigid rate reduction
techniques (e.g., pacing), the task of lexical segmentation is
unnecessary because pauses are placed at word boundaries,
so the listener’s task would be restricted to matching the
intervening acoustic information with the activated word
representation. In addition, by slowing the rate of speech,
listeners are aﬀorded additional processing time to segment
the speech signal and resolve the contents of these segments,
via lexical segmentation and activation respectively, thus,
providing them a better chance of deciphering the speaker’s
message.
3.2. Increased Loudness Techniques
3.2.1. Current Practice. Reduced loudness (i.e., hypophonia)
is a common manifestation of hypokinetic dysarthria and
is considered to be a primary contributor of the resultant
intelligibility disorder. Reduced vital lung capacity, chest wall
rigidity, and glottal incompetence are a few examples of
the physiological presentations of respiratory and phonatory
insuﬃciency, which is the presumed cause of hypophonia
observed in the PD population [48–50]. These physiological findings largely have been attributed to the overall
muscle rigidity caused by PD [1, 3, 4]. Recently, however,
abnormal neural drive to speech musculature and abnormal
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sensorimotor gating, rather than muscle rigidity, has been
hypothesized to cause the respiratory/phonatory insuﬃciency observed in patients with PD [51, 52]. Working within
this framework of causation, it is impairment of the use of
internal cues that results in diminished speech movement
initiation, amplitude, and timing [51, 53]. This suggestion is
supported by electromyographic (EMG) findings (e.g., [54])
and is cited as the theoretical base for the use of behavioral
techniques that aim to increase vocal loudness by providing
external cues [51]. Some evidence suggests that provision of
external cues to rescale the amplitude of movement, whether
it is for speech or limb movements, temporarily ameliorates
such conditions as hypophonia and micrographia in patients
with PD [55, 56].
Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT; also known as
LSVT/LOUD), a behavioral technique that elicits louder
speech by providing external cues, is unparalleled in its
popularity and widespread use. LSVT is described as a
program that “delivers treatment in an intensive dose (60minute individual sessions 4 days/week for 4 weeks), with
multiple repetitions of each (speech) task (e.g., minimum of
15 repetitions per task per day), and continually increases
requirements for eﬀort, consistency and accuracy of vocal
loudness in speech tasks” ([57, page 289]). LSVT is a
registered trademark and can only be used by clinicians
who successfully complete requisite workshops, which are
now oﬀered worldwide [58]. LSVT trained clinicians are
permitted to use eﬃcacy data to market and support
reimbursement of LSVT [59]. LSVT uses the terms “clinically
proven” and “level one evidence” on their website and in
brochures to characterize their eﬃcacy data [60].
However, as with rate reduction, eﬃcacy research on
LSVT does not yet have a rigorous evidence base. The
Cochrane analysis [9] identified one LSVT study that
qualified as randomized control trial (RCT; [61]), but with
methodology rated as poor. The AAN review [10] identified
two Class II studies (RCTs) that investigated the eﬀects
of LSVT on speech outcome measures that were assigned
Level C evidence, indicating that LSVT may be considered
to improve speech volume (i.e., loudness) [62, 63]. The
ANCDS review [10] identified 16 Phase I, II, or III studies
that described the eﬀects of LSVT or cued loudness in
hypokinetic dysarthria and concluded that LSVT produced
significant improvements in vocal loudness in patients with
PD. However, none of these studies included objective
perceptual outcome measures that capture intelligibility
(e.g., percent words correct from a transcription task, scaled
intelligibility estimates in which the raters were blinded
to the treatment condition). While evidence supporting
improvements to intelligibility is emerging from case studies
[64, 65], well-designed RCT studies are needed to validate
the eﬀectiveness of LSVT in improving speech intelligibility
in hypokinetic dysarthria.
3.2.2. Cognitive-Perceptual Approach. Despite the lack of a
rigorous evidence base, the theoretical motivation underlying LSVT is supported. For example, listeners of hypokinetic
speech that is produced louder enjoy greater intelligibility
benefits than listeners of digitally amplified hypokinetic
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speech [66]. This is likely due to the acoustic changes
associated with producing louder speech. Loud speech has
been demonstrated to increase vocal intensity, improve use
of pitch [66, 67], change vowel formant values and ratios
[68], and alter articulatory displacements [69, 70]. How
would these acoustic changes promote cognitive-linguistic
processing of the speech? Unlike rigid rate reduction techniques, speaking loudly does not result in the presence of
obvious word boundaries. However, these acoustic changes
have the potential to improve use of cues for the task of lexical
segmentation. The production of loud speech, therefore, not
only improves overall audibility of the speech signal but
also improves production of syllabic stress cues (e.g., pitch,
vowel production). While relatively preserved, acoustic cues
to syllabic stress in hypokinetic dysarthria are reduced [29].
Thus, treatments that aim to improve the contrast between
stressed and unstressed syllables should promote lexical
segmentation in hypokinetic dysarthria. The use of stress
cues to achieve accurate lexical segmentation will permit
an increased chance of the intended target to be activated.
The other acoustic/articulatory changes associated with loud
speech, such as increases in vowel space area and articulatory
displacements that approximate those of healthy control
speakers, result in greater articulatory precision. Thus greater
articulatory precision reduces phonemic uncertainty and
cognitive load, thereby facilitating lexical activation and
word recognition.
3.3. Modifying Signal-Complementary Information
3.3.1. Current Practice. The idea of modifying signal-complementary information or augmenting the listener’s task of
deciphering what has been said, has been commonplace in
speech intelligibility practice [71–75]. By its very nature, targeting the listener rather than the speaker is often used when
there is little opportunity for the speaker to improve their
speech output. Augmentative communication strategies are
typically reserved for the most severely aﬀected individuals
and as a last resort to continue oral communication.
Signal-complementary information is that which is
extraneous to the speech signal but has the potential to
facilitate the understanding of what has been said. Techniques include the use of topic cues, alphabet cues, gestures,
and formulation of predictable utterances (see [76] for a
detailed account of these techniques). For example, Hustad
and her colleagues [77] have reported alphabet cuing to
improve listener performance, and sentence and word-level
improvements in intelligibility have been reported when
listeners were presented with semantically related cues [72,
78] or sentence topic [74].
Although the benefit of enhanced signal-complementary
information to improved intelligibility is intuitively obvious
(e.g., pointing to the first letter of a word using an
alphabet board will facilitate word recognition), the variety
of techniques and their relative eﬀectiveness have not been
formally evaluated. There is substantial and growing body of
evidence that the utility of any given technique will depend
on the type and severity of the speech degradation [73, 79]
and on the characteristics of the listener (in particular,
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older versus younger; [74, 80–82]). As is the case with the
traditional behavioral techniques that target remediation of
the speech signal, the evidence base for the eﬀectiveness
of signal-complementary information to improve intelligibility is lacking. However, these techniques show promise
in the treatment of the intelligibility decrements caused
by dysarthria and have the added benefit of improved
communication when the speaker is unable to improve their
speech.
3.3.2. Cognitive-Perceptual Approach. It is perhaps the obvious benefit aﬀorded by signal-complementary approaches
(i.e., approaches that do not focus on altering the speech
signal) that has not warranted their assessment within a
theoretical framework. However we suggest that doing so
will allow for the systematic investigation of determining the
most appropriate and eﬀective intervention target for a given
type of listener or listeners.
Delimiting the Lexical Pool. There are several commonly
used signal-complementary strategies designed to facilitate
word recognition. Using the approach oﬀered here, the
mechanisms can be defined as delimiting the pool of lexically
activated items by (1) priming, or lowering the threshold for
activation, of relevant words and (2) raising the threshold
of activation for nonrelevant words. For example, alphabet
cuing restricts lexical activation to the cohort of words that
begin with a given letter and topic cuing causes relevant
words to have a lower activation threshold than nonrelevant
words. By facilitating lexical activation, segmentation of the
speech stream utilizing lexicallydriven strategies is promoted.
Perceptual Learning. The notion of training someone to be a
better listener is often met with the criticism of feasibility.
Why would training focus on a single listener when a
speaker will talk with many people? However, perceptual
training appears to be a viable intervention strategy when an
individual has a limited number of caregivers and little ability
or inclination to modify the quality of their speech output.
An emerging body of evidence shows not only the ability to
improve a listener’s understanding of hypokinetic dysarthria
but also sustained improvement over time [83].
Varied exposure to degraded speech has shown benefits
to subsequent processing. This has been demonstrated
for foreign-accented speech [84–86], noise-vocoded speech
[32, 87], time-compressed speech [88], and, critically, for
dysarthric speech [31, 89]. Liss and her colleagues [31]
briefly exposed listeners to speakers diagnosed with either
hypokinetic or ataxic dysarthria prior to a transcription task.
Relative to a control condition that provided no training,
listeners enjoyed perceptual benefits of previous exposure as
measured by increased percent words correct on the transcription task. The length of training and type of feedback
are also factors that impact the magnitude of improvements
in intelligibility [83]. Additionally, research in perceptual
training may expand beyond that of auditory training to
include the use of visual information (i.e., training using
video samples) to expand the listener’s understanding of how
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the speaker’s articulatory movements match with their vocal
output.
Currently, the precise mechanisms responsible for
increased intelligibility following prior exposure are being
explored. Preliminary evidence suggests that learning can
and does occur at the phonemic level in that mental
representations are able to better accommodate the degraded
acoustic-phonetic information following exposure [31, 83].
Relatively stable speech features, even if impaired relative
to control, have the potential to be robust cues to lexical
segmentation and activation under the paradigm of perceptual training. Perceptual training with degraded speech
allows listeners to exploit such regularities to become more
adept at identifying word boundaries and activating the
intended words. Specifically, intervention exploiting the
diminished but still present cues to syllabic stress in speakers
with hypokinetic dysarthria, be it training the listener or
improving the quality of the speech signal (e.g., via prosodic
exercises), is justified by this cognitive-perceptual approach.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations
The approach proposed herein is intended to augment
the clinical decision-making process in the referral and
treatment of PD patients with hypokinetic dysarthria. As
the evidence base grows, decisions about treatment targets
and intervention strategies can be motivated by both their
intended impact on speech output, as well as strategies
employed by listeners. Rate reduction techniques that target
the speech features of hypokinetic dysarthria most closely
associated with articulation (e.g., rapid, imprecise, short
rushes of speech, dysfluency) have the potential to facilitate
articulatory precision and aﬀord the listener increased
processing time to complete the tasks of lexical segmentation
and activation. Speech treatment techniques that elicit louder
speech (e.g., LSVT) not only aim to remediate audibility of
the acoustic-phonetic information but also aim to improve
the quality of stress cues that have been demonstrated
to facilitate lexical segmentation (e.g., pitch and loudness
variations).
However, the theoretical underpinnings of the aforementioned interventions may better inform treatment decisions.
As there is little empirical information upon which clinicians
can base their strategic decisions, future research must focus
on how diﬀerent forms of signal-complementary information (e.g., cues, training methods) can facilitate diﬀerent
avenues for improving intelligibility. Once the mechanisms
of remediation are better understood, it may be possible to
combine diﬀerent types of signal-complementary information with one another and other therapeutic techniques with
predictable outcomes. From this perspective, future welldesigned investigations of treatment eﬃcacy may compare
mechanisms of intelligibility gains in this population in ways
that converge on a gold standard intervention regimen.
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This paper discusses impairments of high-level, complex language production in Parkinson’s disease (PD), defined as sentence
and discourse production, and situates these impairments within the framework of current psycholinguistic theories of language
production. The paper comprises three major sections, an overview of the eﬀects of PD on the brain and cognition, a review of
the literature on language production in PD, and a discussion of the stages of the language production process that are impaired in
PD. Overall, the literature converges on a few common characteristics of language production in PD: reduced information content,
impaired grammaticality, disrupted fluency, and reduced syntactic complexity. Many studies also document the strong impact of
diﬀerences in cognitive ability on language production. Based on the data, PD aﬀects all stages of language production including
conceptualization and functional and positional processing. Furthermore, impairments at all stages appear to be exacerbated by
impairments in cognitive abilities.

1. Introduction
The current paper focuses on high-level, complex language
production in Parkinson’s disease (PD), in which “high-level,
complex language” is defined as production of language at
the sentence- or discourse-level in contrast to single-word
production. In comparison to the extensive literature on
motor impairments aﬀecting articulation and intelligibility
of speech (e.g., [1–6]) and neuropsychological reports of
impaired picture naming and verbal fluency in PD [7–13],
the literature on complex language production is somewhat
limited. However, those few reports converge on a few
common themes. First, while information content has been
assessed in a variety of ways, including clinical judgment
[14], correct information units [15], propositional content
[16], or specific mention of the actors in a picture and
an appropriate action [17], the findings uniformly support
reduced information content. Second, although examined
in only a few studies, fluency seems to be impaired [17–
19]. Interruptions of fluency take many forms, including
abandoned utterances, long pauses between or in the middle

of sentences, or filled and unfilled pauses. The studies
agree that disruptions of fluency can be attributed to
diﬃculties in the early stages of language production (e.g.,
conceptualization and formulation) as well as problems
during motor programming and articulation [17–19]. Third,
grammaticality has also been reported to be impaired [15–
17, 20]. Finally, syntactic complexity may also be impaired
although this may be limited to individuals with moderately
severe PD or to performance in more diﬃcult language tasks
[15, 16, 18, 19, 21].
Within this body of literature, there has been a strong
tradition of correlating changes in language production with
cognitive abilities [15, 17, 20, 22]. Recent studies have gone
beyond this descriptive approach by seeking to define those
subject and stimulus variables that exacerbate production
diﬃculties in PD, examining the eﬀects of complexity
(syntactic and conceptual) on language production deficits
[17, 23]. In this paper, we first briefly discuss the eﬀects of
PD on the brain and cognition and then present a review
of the literature ending with discussions of our own recent
experimental study that has broken new ground in this area.
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Finally, working within the most commonly cited theoretical
model of language production, we explore which stages of
language production might be impaired in PD as well as
which of these stages of the production process seem to
be vulnerable to diﬀerences in cognitive ability. Finally, we
present ideas for future research inspired by the preceding
discussion.
Based on models which proposed that subcortical structures, specifically the basal ganglia and thalamus, were
instrumental in language processing, several researchers
predicted language impairments in PD before these were
well documented [24–26]. More specifically, Crosson [27]
suggested that basal ganglia damage could result in deficits
of both motor programming and language formulation
through their connections with the cortex. In particular,
thalamic, putamen, and caudate function are impaired early
in the progression of PD [28], and these structures are
hypothesized to integrate or control attention to input
from the superior and middle temporal gyri, (BA 41,42,
21,22) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), especially
BA 44, 45, and 47, during language processing [25, 29].
Therefore, disruption of these large cortico-striato-pallidothalamocortical circuits could impair aspects of language
production [30–32]. Furthermore, several imaging studies
have demonstrated that frontostriatal circuits are also active
during executive function tasks that require set switching
[33] and inhibition of prepotent responses [34], suggesting
that damage to these circuits could impact both language
and cognitive functions. Moreover, delayed transmission
of information through these networks due to loss of
connections resulting from PD related lesions [35, 36] could
also interfere with the smooth flow of information between
language areas. This could lead to impaired fluency of speech,
if the language system has to wait for the next sentence
elements to become available, or impaired computation
of grammaticality if information necessary for computing
agreement, for example, is no longer (or not yet) available
when a verb is active [37]. Additionally, impairments
aﬀecting the continuous interaction between language areas
could diminish information content in language output if
the dynamics of conversational speech require a response to
be started before specific conceptual information has been
fully activated and made available to the language production
system. In addition to subcortical structures, PD also impairs
function of dlPFC, which also plays an instrumental role in
many aspects of language use [29, 38] and in the cognitive
abilities that support language such as working memory and
executive function [14, 34, 39–44]. Thus, research supports
the assertion that both cortical and subcortical structures
contribute to cognitive processing and language use.
Cognitive impairments are common in PD with nearly 80
percent of persons with PD developing cognitive impairment
[12, 14, 45, 46]. In fact, Muslimović et al. [46] reported that
100% of the 115 participants in their study were significantly
impaired on at least one cognitive task. Deficits in cognition
secondary to PD impact many domains, including memory,
visuospatial function, and concept formation, with executive function and working memory (WM) being the first
aﬀected (e.g., [47–51]). Executive function impairments are
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most commonly reported to aﬀect anticipation, planning,
initiation, inhibitory processing, and set and task switching
[46, 52–56]. Dual task performance, which is also considered
to involve executive function [57], is also impaired in PD
[58, 59]. As previously mentioned, working memory is
impaired, especially when tasks require manipulation rather
than storage or updating of information [55, 56].
As pointed out by Lewis et al. [60], language production
may rely on many of these same cognitive abilities, such
as initiation, planning, and inhibitory processing as well as
concept formation and the manipulation of information,
leaving language production vulnerable in PD. Based on this
reasoning, it has become relatively common for researchers
to compare cognitive abilities and language performance in
studies of PD [15, 17, 20, 22, 23, 60–62]. Most recently,
Bastiaanse and Leenders [63] commented that there was little
doubt that the cognitive deficits in PD were fully responsible
for the language impairments found in this population, and,
therefore, there were no specific linguistic deficits secondary
to this disease. However, our own research, described below,
suggests that while working memory and executive function
account for significant, substantial proportions of variance
in many characteristics of language production in PD
and healthy older adults, there are group diﬀerences in
performance in many dimensions of language production
that cannot be accounted for by performance on standard
measures of cognitive abilities alone [17]. Our findings need
not be considered to support a modular view of language
and cognition; indeed, we find strong evidence that working
memory, executive function, and speed of processing play
critical roles in language production and comprehension
[17, 64, 65]. However, while many cognitive and linguistic
functions may share underlying neural mechanisms and task
demands, there may also be neural circuits that are primarily
used in language production that are independently damaged in PD.

2. Complex Language Production in PD
Studies investigating high-level, complex language in PD are
relatively rare and have employed a variety of methodologies.
Cummings and colleagues [14] were among the first to
address deficits in complex expressive language in PD.
These researchers compared individuals with PD but no
dementia (n = 35), PD plus dementia (n = 16), and
individuals with dementia of the Alzheimer’s type (n = 10)
on the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination [66] and
Western Aphasia Battery [67]. Those with dementia of the
Alzheimer type performed more poorly on language tasks
than participants with PD at comparable levels of dementia
severity, demonstrating decreased information content and
more impairment of word list generation and word finding.
Nondemented persons with PD were reported to have
“spared” language with lower information content and less
complex syntax than expected in individuals of the same age,
based on clinical observation.
In another early study, Illes et al. [19] reported that
the language production of people with PD diﬀered both
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acoustically and linguistically from healthy older adults.
They examined speech rate, fluency, syntactic complexity,
lexical production, and the relative distribution of content
and grammatical phrases in 10 persons with PD (5 mild,
5 moderate) and 10 age-matched controls while reading
the Grandfather passage and producing spontaneous speech.
In this study, people with PD tended to produce longer
sentences than healthy older adults due to a tendency to list
several events within a single sentence, leading to a greater
proportion of content word phrases (i.e., noun, verb, and
adjective phrases) than in the healthy older adult group.
However, only the moderately impaired PD group produced
sentences with lower syntactic complexity. Illes et al. also
reported that the speech of the PD group was disfluent,
marked particularly by more pauses and more pauses per
word than the speech of the healthy older adult group.
In addition, syntactic complexity correlated with dysarthria
severity (motor speech impairment) and PD severity, as
measured by the Webster scale. These researchers attributed
the disfluencies and unusual syntactic constructions to
diﬃculties with concept formulation as well as compensation
for motor speech impairment.
In a companion study, Illes [18] analyzed responses to
open-ended, autobiographical questions from individuals
with PD (n = 10), Huntington’s disease (HD) (n = 10),
and Alzheimer’s disease (n = 10) along with health older
adults (n = 10). This study analyzed several temporalacoustic, syntactic, and lexical dependent variables, including
words per minute, location of pauses, number of fluency
disruptions of several types (nonword fillers, pauses, false
starts, and word repetitions) per word, syntactic complexity,
and proportion of open class words. Illes reported that
the PD groups overall did not diﬀer from healthy older
adults on most of these measures. However, the PD group
included more pauses in their responses than controls, with
perceptible silent hesitations at the initiation of sentences and
between main clauses and optional clauses. These hesitations
were reported to be followed by “a certain press of speech
(p. 635)” in both the Huntington’s and Parkinson’s disease
groups. The author described this pattern as a type of motor
speech, or perhaps cognitive, “cogwheel” phenomenon (p.
635), leading to short periods of freezing or rigidity followed
by a limited burst of action, speech in this case. Thus, Iles
attributed the disfluencies within and between utterances
in the PD group to diﬃculty activating concepts and
formulating sentences, as well as to adaptation to the motor
impairments of PD. In contrast, she described the complexity
of syntax in PD as “relatively intact” and stated that their
speech was highly informative relative to individuals with
Alzheimer’s or Huntington’s disease.
Lewis et al. [60] used standardized testing to examine
high level, complex language production in PD. They tested
20 persons with PD, half with dementia, and 20 healthy
age-matched adults on a battery of tasks, including the
Boston Naming Test, the WORD test, Test of Language
Competence, Word Fluency Test, and Dementia Rating Scale,
that assessed both cognitive and linguistic performance.
In contrast to the tests used by Cummings et al. [14],
the tests chosen in this study examined a number of
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more complex aspects of language, including the ability
to identify synonyms and antonyms, incorporate specific
words into a grammatical sentences, define words, and
interpret complex and figurative language. Compared to
the healthy adults, those with PD performed worse on
tests of complex language production, such as providing
definitions for words and generating sentences that included
specified target words. In addition, more severe dementia was
associated with increasing impairment in picture naming,
interpreting metaphors, processing ambiguous sentences,
defining words, and generating sentences. Lewis et al. argued
that the “operational functions (p.200)” of language were
intact in PD. Instead, they attributed the observed deficits in
language use to cognitive impairment associated with frontal
lobe dysfunction. This argument was based on face validity
of the tasks used; the language tasks on which the PD group
scored most poorly were those that required organization,
planning, abstract thought, and integration of information,
functions associated with the frontal lobe.
Berg and colleagues [22] assessed complex language
production in 26 persons with PD and 26 control subjects
with a test battery modeled after that used by Lewis et al. [60].
They tested sentence repetition, sentence production, and the
ability to define words along with several receptive language
tasks, using an instrument designed to test subtle impairments of complex language function in Swedish adults. Findings specific to complex language production were consistent
with those of Lewis et al. [60]. Participants with cognitive
dysfunction demonstrated significant impairments in the
comprehension of metaphors and ambiguous sentences as
well as in generating sentences; however, they performed
similarly to controls when repeating sentences. Berg et al.
also reported that overall performance on their test battery
correlated with overall cognitive ability as measured by the
mini-mental status exam (MMSE) [68], demonstrating that
language impairment increased with increasing dementia
severity.
While Illes [18] analyzed fluency and syntactic complexity, their use of unusual dependent variables for these,
especially syntactic complexity, makes it diﬃcult to directly
compare their findings to other studies. Generalization
from the studies by Lewis et al. [60] and Berg et al.
[22] is limited by a lack of information about the actual
language production output of the people with PD. These
standardized tests did not yield any information about
whether the language output was, for example, coherent,
grammatical, or syntactically complex. Thus, although these
studies provided converging evidence that complex language
production (and comprehension) were impaired in PD,
exactly how the impairment manifested was not addressed.
Furthermore, attributing language impairments to frontal
lobe impairments based on task analysis has face validity,
and correlations with dementia severity are somewhat better.
However, several researchers have begun to measure more
detailed characteristics of the language output of individuals
with PD as well as the component cognitive abilities
underlying performance on dementia scales, using tasks that
provide a better estimate of diﬀerent types of cognitive
abilities (e.g., working memory, inhibition, set shifting, and
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speed of processing). Studies adopting these approaches are
discussed below.
Small et al. [16] analyzed written sentence generation
using sentences produced as part of the MMSE [68].
Sentences from 167 healthy older adults, 96 Nondemented
individuals with PD, and 30 individuals diagnosed with PD
plus dementia (14 mild and 16 moderate) were analyzed
for grammaticality, syntactic complexity, and information
content. Small et al. reported that only the PD group with
moderate dementia produced shorter, less grammatically
complex sentences with reduced information content (i.e.,
fewer propositions per word) as well as more sentence
fragments compared to healthy older adults. However, they
found no diﬀerence in sentence complexity or information
content between healthy older adults and nondemented or
mildly demented individuals with PD. Thus, while Small et
al. provided a more complete characterization of the sentence
generation capabilities of individuals with PD at diﬀerent
levels of dementia, they did not relate these patterns to more
specific underlying cognitive deficits.
Murray [15] took a more advanced approach and
compared the cognitive profiles (e.g., memory, attention,
and lexical retrieval) and language functioning of 10 persons
with PD, 10 with Huntington’s disease, and 18 age-matched
control subjects. Participants described the cookie theft
[69] and grocery scene pictures [70]. Dependent variables
included total number of utterances, grammaticality of
sentences, syntactic complexity (proportion of simple sentences and the number of embedded clauses per utterance),
and informativeness (proportion of Correct Information
Units and proportion of informative utterances). Groups
did not diﬀer in total number of utterances produced or
overall syntactic complexity; however, participants with PD
in this study produced a smaller proportion of grammatical
sentences and less information than control subjects. Murray
also reported that individuals with PD who had better shortterm memory and better attention produced longer, more
syntactically complex utterances. Further, participants with
PD who were more cognitively intact overall, as measured
by dementia ratings scale scores (DRS) [71], produced more
information.
In a companion study, Murray and Lenz [21] examined
the conversational discourse of 10 persons with PD, 9 with
Huntington’s disease, and 17 controls, and reported no
impairments in syntax among those with PD. However, they
observed significant positive relationships between DRS,
length of utterances and sentence complexity in the PD
group. The authors attributed the diﬀerence in findings
between this study and Murray’s previous study [15] to differences in the degree of constraint the task put on responses.
They suggested that individuals with PD performed more
poorly in more constrained tasks (e.g., picture description)
than in open ended tasks like conversation. The findings in
Murray and Lenz are consistent with previous findings in
the aging literature that syntactic complexity and sentence
length are related to cognition, particularly working memory
ability, in healthy older adults [72], and further suggest that
these characteristics of language will be vulnerable as overall
cognitive abilities decline.
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In an interesting study examining spontaneous speech in
bilingual individuals with PD, Zanini et al. [20] reported significantly more grammatical errors in 9 individuals with PD
compared to age and education matched healthy adults. Furthermore, this diﬀerence was limited to performance in the
first language of participants, Friulian, while performance in
the second language, Italian, did not diﬀer between groups.
Interestingly, the number of grammatical errors produced
in the first language correlated significantly with executive
function tasks assessing task-switching ability. The authors
attribute the grammatical impairments in the first language
to diﬀerences in the representations of the two languages
resulting from diﬀerences in the age of acquisition. Because
the first language was learned from birth, the authors argued
that the first language was more likely to be processed
using implicit, procedural processing which engages basal
ganglia structures [73]. In contrast, the second language,
which was typically learned in these individuals when the
person entered school, would be subject to more explicit
processing which would tap neocortical representations.
Thus, Zanini et al. argued that basal ganglia deficits such
as in PD would be more likely to impair first language
grammar which was learned and processed implicitly, rather
than second-language grammar, which was learned explicitly
in school. The correlations between grammatical errors and
task switching are also consistent with other studies [17, 23]
that have also reported correlations between grammatical
errors and executive function tasks.
Recently, Colman et al. [23] examined the eﬀects of cognitive abilities and task switching on language production in
28 persons with PD and 28 age matched healthy participants.
The experiment required participants to provide an inflected
form of a verb within a sentence context. Participants
also completed a battery of cognitive tests. Those with PD
performed more poorly than healthy adults on cognitive
measures of task switching (the Trail Making Task, Odd Man
Out) and, marginally, on action fluency (P = .06), but not
on tasks assessing sustained and divided attention, working
memory, inhibition, semantic fluency, or phonemic fluency.
In the verb production task, participants saw a picture and
read the sentence context aloud to activate the grammatical
context and then generated the inflected form of an appropriate verb. Participants were instructed to produce a past
tense verb when the context sentence included a time biasing
adverb like “yesterday” and had to remember to produce a
present tense verb elsewhere if there were no adverbial cue.
Errors primarily consisted of participants producing past
tense verbs when there was no cue, (i.e., when a present
tense verb was required). The authors concluded that the
verb production deficits in PD were due to cognitive deficits
exaggerated by task specific demands, specifically, having to
switch from past to present tense when no cue appeared
in the sentence [23]. This conclusion was supported by the
finding that accuracy in the choice of tense in the verb
generation task correlated with performance on working
memory and task switching measures. Unfortunately, the
experiment did not include a condition in which tense
switching was signaled by including a present tense adverb
such as “now,” which would have helped distinguish the
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relative strength of the eﬀects associated with memory for
instructions versus tense switching. The findings of Colman
et al. suggest that increasing experimental task demands (e.g.,
frequently switching between tenses with no overt cue in one
condition) can reveal vulnerabilities in language production
in PD. Additionally, they suggest that measures of working
memory and task switching may index the degree to which
grammatical sentence production will be aﬀected in diﬃcult
tasks that specifically tax these abilities.
The study by Colman et al. raises an import issue:
diﬃculties with verb access could seriously impact sentence
production due to the centrality of the verb to the sentence
construction process [74–76]. In fact, verb production in
action fluency tasks seems to be particularly impaired in
persons with PD whether they have dementia [77] or not
[78, 79], while noun generation is relatively unimpaired.
Individuals with PD also have been reported to have
diﬃculty learning new verbs [80] and producing regular
past tense forms of verbs [81]. However, this latter finding
has been diﬃcult to replicate (e.g., [23, 82, 83]). These
findings suggest that verb activation and use may be particularly challenging for individuals with PD. The relationship
between verb access deficits in PD and findings of diminished
information content, impaired grammaticality, decreased
syntactic complexity and impaired fluency has yet to be
explored in the literature.
Very recently, we [17] examined the eﬀects of diﬀerences
in task demands and stimulus complexity on sentence production in PD. We compared 20 Nondemented individuals
with PD to 20 age and education matched healthy older
adults in two tasks, sentence repetition and sentence generation, in which the complexity of the stimuli was manipulated.
Participants also completed a battery that included tests of
set shifting (the Trail Making Test), inhibitory processing
(Stroop), verbatim and working memory (digit span forward
and backward), and the DRS in order to assess the impact
of individual diﬀerences cognitive abilities on language
production performance in the two tasks. Groups’ scores
did not diﬀer in the resultant executive function or working
memory factors, but the PD group’s scores were significantly
lower on the DRS, while still being within the Nondemented
range. Composite variables were created from these measures
using principle components analysis, because they were all
significantly intercorrelated with each other. Set-shifting and
inhibition tasks loaded on an executive function factor, and
the memory tasks loaded on a working memory factor.
Residualized DRS scores from which working memory and
executive function were partialled out were also computed
for use in the regression analyses.
Language production in each task was assessed using
three language dimensions: fluency of production, grammaticality, and completeness. A fluent response was defined
as being a sentence that was free of false starts, wholly
or partially repeated words, and filled or unfilled pauses.
Grammaticality was defined simply as being a grammatical
utterance. Due to the nature of the tasks, completeness, our
measure of information content, was defined diﬀerently in
each task. In the repetition task, completeness referred to
verbatim repetition; if a sentence was repeated verbatim, it
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was complete, and if there was any change, it was not. In
the sentence generation task, participants were specifically
asked to describe the event in the picture without using
pronouns. Therefore, for this task, completeness required
that a sentence mention each actor in the stimulus picture
plus an appropriate action. Initial analyses consisted of group
by complexity by language dimension multivariate analyses
of variance.
The research questions in this study went beyond those
addressed in previous studies. Not only did we ask whether
the two groups diﬀered in language production across tasks
and whether cognitive abilities accounted for significant
variance in these tasks, we also asked whether the two groups
still diﬀered when eﬀects associated with cognitive variables
were controlled. To address this final question, we employed
hierarchical, stepwise, multivariate regression models, which
are described in more detail in the Appendix. Regression
models were only computed for dependent variables showing
significant group main eﬀects or interactions.
In the repetition task, participants repeated 20 sentences
from Small et al. [84] that were controlled for word frequency
and number of words, in which the complex sentences
contained a relative clause (e.g., The tornado that swept
through the town destroyed several homes) and the simple
sentences contained a prepositional phrase (e.g., The circus
at the convention center attracted thousands of children). The
main eﬀect of complexity was not significant; however, there
was a significant main eﬀect of group and a significant
language dimension by group interaction. The two groups
did not diﬀer in the proportion of sentences repeated
that were grammatical and complete, but the group with
PD produced more disfluent responses and overall fewer
acceptable sentences (sentences that were fluent, grammatical and complete) than the healthy adults, regardless of
the complexity of the sentence. Moreover, the regression
analyses revealed that 47% of the variance in fluency of
production was accounted for by diﬀerences in working
memory, executive function and DRS scores. Importantly,
while group accounted for an additional 5% of the variance
in both fluency and overall acceptability, these eﬀects were
not significant (P > .06 and P < .09, resp.). In other words,
when the eﬀects of cognitive ability were controlled, there
were no longer significant group diﬀerences in performance
on sentence repetition.
In the sentence-generation task, the same individuals
produced a single sentence to describe each of 20 pictures
that diﬀered in the number of actors. Half of the pictures
contained 2 actors (simple condition), and half included
3 actors (complex condition). Pictures showed scenes with
people or animals doing common actions (e.g., a boy and a
girl climbing a tree, a dog chasing a cat that was chasing a
girl). The 3-actor picture was considered more complex than
the 2-actor picture because additional concepts (i.e., the third
actor and its associated activity) needed to be activated and
integrated with the other information in the output sentence.
All main eﬀects were significant. Complexity interacted with
language dimension; complexity of stimuli had significant
eﬀects on grammaticality and fluency but not completeness
in both groups. The interaction between group and language
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dimension was also significant. In the group with PD, fluency
was disproportionately impaired relative to the healthy
older adults, grammaticality was somewhat less impaired,
and completeness was most preserved although the group
diﬀerences were significant in all three dimensions. The
regression analyses examining performance in each language
dimension demonstrated that both working memory and
executive function contributed significantly to fluency and
completeness of responses as well as to overall performance,
while grammaticality was only predicted by executive function scores. Furthermore, in each of these analyses, the eﬀect
of group remained significant, accounting for 10%–27% of
the variance in performance, when cognitive variables were
controlled.
Therefore, our study found significant predictive relationships between working memory, executive function
and diﬀerent aspects of language production, illustrating
the strong impact of these cognitive abilities on language
production performance; however, cognitive abilities did
not fully account for the group diﬀerences in language
performance. Thus, our findings present the additional,
unexpected possibility that the deficits in PD language production extend beyond what can be explained by standard
tests of working memory and executive function. This unanticipated finding suggests that more sophisticated statistical
techniques than simple correlations may be necessary to
determine whether the language impairments in PD are
wholly attributable to cognitive impairments (e.g., [63]), or
whether deficits exist in PD that are specific to language
processing as well.
In summary, the studies described here provide converging evidence regarding the types of language impairment
found in individuals with PD. First, information content
is reduced. Second, grammatical sentence production is
impaired, particularly in complex conditions or tasks. Third,
fluency of production is impaired. The findings are mixed
only with respect to complexity of sentences. An additional
common theme is that most studies have found (or infer)
that diﬀerences in cognitive abilities contribute to these
deficits. Consistent with this, it also appears that language
production in individuals with PD is particularly vulnerable
to diﬀerences in the complexity of the eliciting task. In the
section below, we situate this pattern of findings within the
most commonly cited model of language production.

3. Producing Language
As shown above, from the very early years, researchers of
language production in PD have focused on examining performance on a variety of dependent variables, often looking
at both single-word and sentence or discourse production
as well as comprehension [22, 60, 85]. Moreover, many of
these studies have included cognitive covariates years before
this became popular in the mainstream psycholinguistic
literature (e.g., [15, 22, 60, 85]). Indeed, it is still unusual
to find studies looking at the impact of executive function
on language production in healthy young adults unless they
are contrasted with other populations [64, 65, 86–88]. In
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the following section, we describe the most commonly cited
model of language production, one stage at a time, and
speculate about the types of errors we believe would result
from dysfunction at each level. We also discuss whether
these types of errors are found in PD and whether they
are associated with individual diﬀerences in cognitive ability.
Our goals are to determine which stages of the language
production process are aﬀected in PD and, to the extent
we can from the limited studies available, which stages are
vulnerable to cognitive limitations. While earlier studies
compared performance to dementia severity or divided
groups by dementia severity [14, 18, 22, 60, 84], more
recent studies have begun to use a larger variety of tasks
measuring both working memory [15, 17, 21] and executive
function [17, 20, 23]. The consistent finding has been that,
as cognition becomes more impaired, diﬃculties in language
production increase.
The dominant model of sentence production today was
first suggested by Garrett [89–91], and later refined by Levelt
and Bock [75, 76, 92]. This model specifies five stages in
the sentence generation process: the message level, functional
processing, positional processing, motor programming, and
articulation. The current paper has been primarily concerned
with processing at the first three levels.
3.1. The Message Level. In general, the production of any
intentional utterance begins with the activation of an idea
or message to be communicated. Deficits at this stage of the
production process would lead to reductions in information
content, shorter sentences, and/or empty speech. In previous
studies in healthy populations, information content has
been statistically associated with working memory [93] and
processing speed [72].
In the studies described above, there seems to be
general agreement that information content is reduced in
PD across various language tasks, including conversational
discourse, picture description tasks, and written sentences
[14–16, 94]. These deficits likely represent limitations in
activation at the message level of sentence production [17–
19]. Small et al. [16] and Murray [15] reported decreases
in content associated with increasing dementia. Our study
[17] reported that education, working memory and executive function all contributed significantly to information
content in nondemented individuals with PD; furthermore,
the groups diﬀered even when these cognitive diﬀerences
were accounted for. Therefore, limitations in information
production may represent a primary characteristic of PD,
occurring even in the absence of cognitive impairment.
3.2. The Functional Level of Processing. During the functional
level of processing, the conceptual message activates the
abstract representations of the word or words that have the
greatest meaning overlap with the message [75]. Activation
of these abstract word representations, often called lemmas
[92, 95, 96], leads to the concomitant activation of grammatical information about the word, such as the argument
structure of a verb [74] or grammatical gender in French
or Italian [96]. Sentence generation diﬀers fundamentally
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from single word production in that at the functional
level, the meanings and grammatical requirements of several
words must be activated simultaneously and, importantly,
integrated into a structure that conserves all the meaningrelevant information in the message (e.g., tense, aspect, definiteness of nouns, thematic roles of nouns, and perhaps even
focus). This logic suggests that executive function resources
may be required for computation of grammaticality.
Impairments at the functional level of processing that
aﬀect lemma selection could lead to semantic paraphasias
(i.e., oﬀ-target word choices), disfluency, or incoherence.
Impairments in the selection of verbs, however, would
have a more pervasive impact on sentence and discourse
production than impairments of noun selection, because of
the importance of verbs to sentence structure [74, 76, 92]. As
discussed briefly above, the verb is the primary determinant
of the structure of a sentence in English and many other
languages, because verbs place specific constraints on what
types of nouns can act as their subjects and objects. Verbs
also serve as constraints on how the resulting sentences
are interpreted [74, 92]. For example, when using the verb
to bore, native speakers know that it is ungrammatical for
an active sentence to include an inanimate object (∗ Jerry
bored the movie). Similarly, English speakers know that Jerry
bored Joe means that Joe is the person who lost interest
and Jerry caused it. Therefore, because of its importance
in determining sentence structure and the positions of
the nouns in the sentence, slow or impaired access to
verb lemmas and their associated grammatical constraints
could potentially disrupt the grammaticality of the sentences
produced as well as fluency of production (i.e., lead to
more sentence-medial pauses, lexical and nonlexical fillers,
and abandoned utterances). Another potential eﬀect of
impairments at the functional level might be simplified
syntax. Complex sentences with embedded clauses, especially
center-embedded relative clauses (e.g., that man who won
the race was born in Jamaica), require that the messages
and lemmas for both clauses are available simultaneously.
Thus, limitations in the ability to activate the full set of items
could lead to the production of less complex conjoined or
consecutive sentences (e.g., that man won the race. He was
born in Jamaica.). Limitations in syntactic complexity during
language production have been associated with working
memory limitations in healthy adults (e.g., [72]).
Evidence from the psycholinguistic literature suggests
that grammaticality (e.g., verb agreement) may be particularly vulnerable in individuals with low working memory
[97]. Furthermore, grammaticality has been found to be
vulnerable in dual task settings in older adults with [98]
and without stroke [87, 99] when the dual task becomes
particularly diﬃcult, suggesting that limiting available executive function resources can impair grammaticality. Grammaticality of oral language production is impaired in PD,
particularly in more diﬃcult tasks [15, 17, 20, 23]. Consistent
with the above findings, grammatical language production
has been associated with executive function in individuals
with PD [17, 20]. These diﬃculties could be traceable to
either functional level impairments or to impaired transfer
of information from the functional level stage of processing
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to the positional stage of processing, based on findings that
unusual amounts of grammatical errors were only found
when language was generated, not repeated [17, 22].
In contrast, findings regarding the simplification of
syntax in PD have been mixed. Two studies examining oral
language production, Cummings et al. [14] and Murray [15],
report impaired syntactic complexity in individuals with PD.
Moreover, Murray also reported that sentence complexity
correlated with measures of attention and short-term memory, which is consistent with findings from the healthy adult
literature (e.g., [72]). In contrast, Small et al. [16] found
reduced syntactic complexity only in more severely impaired
individuals with PD, examining single written sentences.
This variability in findings across studies may be attributable
to diﬀerences in the demands of the elicitation tasks used
[21]. Based on this analysis, it appears that functional level
processing in PD is impaired. Furthermore, the evidence
suggests that individual diﬀerences in executive function
and/or working memory can account for these impairments
to a large extent though not completely.
3.3. Positional Level Processing. From the functional level of
processing, information flows to the positional processing
level during which the phonological forms of words are
activated and the linear structure of the sentence is generated
[90–92]. Tasks requiring sentence repetition may begin the
language process about here, since no message generation
or grammatical formulation is required. Notably, in our
study described above, only fluency was impaired in the
repetition task in PD, regardless of grammatical complexity.
Fluency is discussed below in Section 3.4. Other deficits
that might be attributed to dysfunction at the positional
level of processing would be increased tip-of-the-tongue
phenomena, phonemic paraphasias, aberrant word order,
and some types of grammatical errors. While word finding
diﬃculties have been reported in PD [14], no experimental
investigations of TOT phenomena in PD have been reported
to our knowledge. Phonemic paraphasias would be diﬃcult
to distinguish in PD due to the prevalence of hypokinetic
dysarthria. To our knowledge, there have been no reports of
the production of sentences with aberrant word order in PD.
Positional level grammatical processing is associated with
accessing phonetic forms of inflectional morphology and
closed class words [89–91]. As mentioned above, Ullman
and colleagues [81] have reported morphological diﬃculties
aﬀecting the production of regular past tense verbs in PD,
which would implicate diﬃculties at the positional level of
processing. However, several studies have failed to replicate
this eﬀect [23, 82, 83]. Further, while several studies detailed
above have reported grammatical errors, none of the current
studies on PD have distinguished between functional level
and positional level grammatical errors; therefore, the etiology of grammatical errors in PD is unknown. Thus, there is
little evidence that the grammatical errors in PD originate
in dysfunction at the positional processing level although
there may be fluency impairments at this level, as discussed
below. We suspect the grammatical errors in PD occur
before positional level processing during functional level,
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grammatical formulation, or the transfer of information
from functional to positional level processing, because they
occur in generation but not repetition tasks.
3.4. The Monitor. Levelt and colleagues [92, 95] also include
a monitor in their model of language production that
checks planned language output (after or during positional
processing) against the conceptual representation of the
intended utterance. Levelt et al. [95] argue that monitoring
focuses on either the phonetic or phonological level, as well
as on overt speech, but it is unknown whether the monitor is
equally adept at detecting all types of errors (e.g., semantic
and phonemic paraphasias and grammatical errors). The
typical eﬀects of the monitor would be false starts, in which
the speaker halts mid-sentence and begins again with a
sentence plan that may or may not be completely diﬀerent
from originally intended utterance. Of the studies discussed,
only Illes [18] specifically assessed self-corrections and found
that individuals with PD produced about the same number
of self-corrections as control subjects. However, the author
does not report the proportion of potential corrections for
each group, so it is unknown whether this self-correction
rate represents preserved or impaired monitoring. However,
reviewing the studies above, the prevalence of uncorrected
grammatical errors suggests that monitoring of this type
of error may be impaired in PD. On the other hand, few
(if any) studies of grammatical error monitoring have been
reported, so it is unknown how frequently healthy speakers
detect and correct grammatical errors. Therefore, whether
self-monitoring of language production is impaired in PD is
an open question.
3.5. Fluency Impairments. Determining the etiology of diﬃculties with fluency of language production in PD presents
a complex problem due to the motor speech problems
associated with the disease. Perhaps as a result of this
potential confound, few researchers have examined fluency
of language production in this population. The evidence
from the three studies reported here that examined fluency
[17–19] suggests that fluent production of speech is a
major problem for individuals with PD. Furthermore, all
three studies agree that the fluency problem is due to
diﬃculties at more than one level of processing. Based on
our analysis above that sentence repetition primarily taps
positional processing and subsequent motor programming,
articulation, and monitoring, our study [17] suggests that a
good deal of the fluency diﬃculty in PD can be traced to these
levels. However, the available research cannot distinguish
fluency disruptions at the positional level from those at the
motor planning or articulation levels.
On the other hand, we found fluency was even more
impaired in the sentence generation task than in repetition,
which additionally requires message generation and functional level processing. This suggests that diﬃculties at the
message level and/or functional level can also disrupt fluency
although we cannot isolate the diﬃculty to one of these
two levels. Additionally, we found that working memory and
executive function predicted significant amounts of variance
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in fluency rates in repetition and sentence generation,
but only in the latter task did the two groups diﬀer in
fluency when cognitive variables were controlled. In fact,
group (PD versus healthy control subjects) accounted for
more than 25% of the variance in fluency in sentence
generation, but only 5% in repetition. This suggests that
contrary to expectations, impaired fluency at earlier levels of
language production (message and functional level) might
be even more characteristic of PD than impaired fluency
at later levels (positional processing, motor planning and
articulation levels).
Expanding upon the suggestion by Illes [18], we hypothesize that fluency might be considered a measure of timing
coordination within the language production system. If
all stages of the language production process are working
well and at a similar pace, then each element required for
the intended sentence will be available when needed, and
language production will be fluent. However, any variability
in the timing of any essential component, (e.g., conceptual activation, lexical access, grammatical manipulation,
sentence assembly, phonetic assembly, or motor planning)
will potentially impair fluency. This hypothesis is consistent
with findings that language production fluency is frequently
impaired in dual task experiments [87, 99] which require
coordination and planning of the timing of two tasks
performed simultaneously, thus potentially interfering with
timing (and accuracy of performance) in both. Studies
looking at the eﬀect of dual tasks on language production
in PD are currently underway in our lab. One of the
diﬃculties for future studies examining these issues will be
distinguishing between disfluencies that are due to faulty
timing, disfluencies that are to due to poor word choice to
encode a message, and disfluencies due to self-monitoring.
More research is certainly needed on ways to distinguish the
etiology of fluency disruptions in PD and other populations.

4. Future Directions and Conclusion
Future studies examining PD language within a specific
model of language production that includes hypotheses
about cognitive contributions to each stage of processing will
advance our understanding of the eﬀects of PD on language
production and communication as well as further the
overall understanding of the relationship between language
production and cognitive processing. As shown here, while
the literature is not extensive, language production in PD
has been well described; therefore, future studies on language
production in PD should continue to embrace hypothesisdriven experimental methods (e.g., [17, 20, 22, 23]). This will
allow a more precise delineation of the language impairments
in PD that can then be developed into therapeutic strategies
to circumvent these impairments.
Several topics suggest themselves for further research.
First, it is highly likely that grammatical errors and fluency
disruptions are not unitary constructs. Specific tasks could
be designed, for example, that specifically target grammatical
errors at the functional level versus the positional level of
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language production. These studies should include a cognitive battery to determine whether each type of grammatical
error is subject to the same cognitive constraints. Another
important opportunity for research would be to explore the
relationship between deficits in verb access in PD, cognitive
abilities, and the various language impairments documented
here (i.e., reduced information content, impaired grammaticality, reduced syntactic complexity, and reduced fluency).
These types of studies would be theoretically enlightening,
while also identifying potential therapeutic targets for intervention.
Similarly, analyses that examine diﬀerent types of disfluencies might clarify which aspects of the language production
process are most responsible for the fluency diﬃculties in
PD. For example, fluency diﬃculties due to formulation
diﬃculties (i.e., abandoned utterances and false starts) are
relatively easily distinguished from those that signify synchronization diﬃculties (sentence-medial pauses, restarts,
and filled pauses) but not so easily distinguished from the
eﬀects of self-monitoring. A testable hypothesis is that these
two types of fluency diﬃculty will align diﬀerently with
cognitive measures; specifically, synchronization disfluencies
may correlate with timing measures, while formulation and
monitoring disfluencies may relate to executive function abilities. A study testing this hypothesis is currently underway in
our lab.
Another potential avenue of research could explore the
eﬀects of the decrease in information content and conceptual
complexity on the adequacy of language output from the
listener’s point of view. Particular types of discourse could
be contrasted in these studies, such as giving directions
and procedural discourse (e.g., telling someone how change
a flat tire) in which suﬃciency of information would be
a critical element for the listener. This issue should be
explored using real-world communication scenarios involving complex topics to determine the extent to which crucial
information is omitted during the discourse. This type of
study is needed to determine if, for example, the decrease in
information content in PD discourse might have functional
consequences.
Along similar lines, to our knowledge, there is no research
on the relationship between language impairments in PD,
especially impaired information content and fluency, and the
dynamics of the 3-way conversation between the individual
with PD, the spouse, and an authority figure. Anecdotally,
it is not uncommon in PD for the caregiver to increasingly
take over as the “voice” of the patient with PD so that their
chances of participating in discussions about complex topics
may diminish over time. It is possible that this change is
directly related to the language production diﬃculties in PD
such as reduced information content and impaired fluency.
This type of study could lead to important insights into
doctor-patient communication that could fundamentally
change the communication dynamic in the examination
room. This research could lead to family interventions to
maximize the opportunities of the individual with PD to
express their own thoughts and opinions. A related and
completely unstudied avenue of research is the relationship
between language production deficits, instrumental activities
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of daily living, and quality of life in PD. For example, there
may be a direct relationship between a person’s ability to
communicate clearly and their ability to make appointments,
take down telephone messages, communicate concerns to
their physician, or discuss financial and legal issues.
In summary, language production in PD has been well
described with studies converging on several themes. There is
general agreement that information content is reduced in PD
across various language tasks, including conversational discourse, picture description tasks, and written sentences [14–
17]. These deficits likely represent limitations in activation
at the message level of sentence production and in sentence
formulation [18, 19]. Grammaticality of oral language production also appears to be vulnerable to impairment in PD,
particularly in more diﬃcult tasks [15, 17, 20, 23]. Findings
regarding the simplification of syntax have been mixed but
suggest that in more diﬃcult, constrained tasks such as
picture description and syntax may be simplified [14, 15],
while in easier tasks like spontaneous conversation, syntactic
complexity may be unimpaired [18, 19, 21]. Fluency is
a common problem in PD language production [17–19]
and should be investigated as a language impairment as
well as motor speech impairment. An additional common
theme throughout the complex language production studies
reviewed above has been the contribution of cognitive ability
to language performance. All of the impaired aspects of
language production in PD have now been shown to be
vulnerable to cognitive impairment [16, 17, 19, 20, 23].
In addition, newly popular statistical procedures such as
hierarchical linear modeling and multivariate regression
oﬀer a means to simultaneously determine the eﬀects of
group, cognitive covariates, experimental conditions, and
their potential interactions. Continuing research on language
production in PD is needed to provide practitioners with
evidence-based targets for intervention.

Appendix
Multivariate regression models allow the inclusion of group
by predictor interaction terms and group variables in the
model to address the question of whether predictor variables
have a diﬀerent intercept and slope for each group. As in a
logistic regression, a group variable is constructed so that one
group, usually the group of primary interest, is coded as 1
and the control group is coded as 0. The interaction term
is the product of the group variable times the independent
variable in question.
Multivariate regression allows the testing of many types
of hypotheses that cannot be tested within a standard
multiple regression. Specifically, if an interaction term is
significant, the slope of the regression line for the two
groups is significantly diﬀerent. If the group variable is
significant, the intercept for the two groups is significantly
diﬀerent. Furthermore, the researcher has the option of using
multiple regression approaches or other approaches, such as
hierarchical stepwise models, to test their hypotheses.
In our study described above [17], the following interaction terms were included in the model: Group by Working
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Memory, Group by Executive Function, and Group by
DRS. The regression analyses used a hierarchical, stepwise
approach, with age and education allowed to enter in step
1; main eﬀects associated with executive function, working
memory, and DRS were allowed to enter in step 2, because
these would signal factors aﬀecting both groups. In step 3, the
interaction terms between groups and cognitive factors were
allowed to enter, and only in step 4 was the main eﬀect of
group allowed to enter. This approach was chosen to impose
the most stringent criteria possible on any emergent group
eﬀect.
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Two semantic priming tasks, designed to isolate automatic and controlled semantic activation, were utilized to investigate the
impact of dopamine depletion on semantic processing in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Seven people with PD (tested whilst on and
oﬀ levodopa medication) and seven healthy adults participated in the study. The healthy adult participants demonstrated intact
automatic and controlled semantic activation. Aberrant controlled semantic activation was observed in the PD group on levodopa;
however, automatic semantic activation was still evident. In contrast, automatic semantic activation was not evident in the PD
group oﬀ levodopa. These results further clarify the impact of PD on semantic processing, demonstrating that dopamine depletion
can cause disturbances in both automatic and controlled semantic activation.

1. Introduction
Studies of language processing in Parkinson’s disease (PD)
have provided clear evidence that even in the absence
of overt dementia, semantic processing impairments may
be evident in some people with the disease. In addition
to widely reported impairments to verbal fluency in PD
[1], impairments have been observed on tasks involving
action naming [2], the judgment of semantic attributes and
hierarchies [3], semantic word search [4], and semantic
priming [5–8]. Despite these findings, the impact of PD
on automatic versus controlled mechanisms of semantic
processing is still unclear. The present study sought to utilize
measures of automatic and controlled semantic priming to
further elucidate the impact of dopamine depletion on these
mechanisms of semantic processing in PD.
Semantic priming refers to the faster recognition of target
words that are preceded by a related prime word (e.g.,
apple fruit) compared to an unrelated prime word (e.g.,
paper fruit). Importantly, these semantic priming eﬀects
can be attributed to either automatic or controlled mecha-

nisms. Automatic semantic priming is fast acting and refers
to the automatic spreading of activation from prime to
target that occurs within semantic networks [9]. Controlled
priming, on the other hand, is slower acting and is typically attributed to either prelexical expectancy generation
or postlexical semantic checking strategies [9]. During
prelexical expectancy generation, participants use the prime
word to generate an expectancy set of possible target words
that are related to the prime word. Lexical decisions are
subsequently faster to related target words that were included
within the expectancy set. In contrast, postlexical semantic
matching involves retrospectively checking for a relationship
between the prime and the target in order to facilitate lexical
decisions. Using this strategy, participants are biased towards
providing a “yes/word” lexical decision response when there
is a relationship between the prime and the target, thereby
facilitating lexical decisions to related target words. There
are a number of critical variables that can be manipulated
within an experiment in order to dissociate between these
3 mechanisms of priming [9], namely, the stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) between prime and target, the proportion
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of related to unrelated word targets (relatedness proportion,
RP), and the proportion of nonword targets to unrelated
targets (nonword ratio). Automatic semantic activation is
more likely to occur at shorter SOAs and when the RP is low
and controlled expectancy-based processes typically occur at
longer SOAs and when the RP is high. In contrast, postlexical
semantic matching strategies can operate irrespective of the
SOA and are more likely to occur when the nonword ratio
is high. When the nonword ratio is high, which is often
the case under conditions of a high RP, then the correct
lexical decision for targets that do not share a relationship
with the prime will, in most cases, be “no/nonword”. Thus,
under these conditions, participants will have substantial
incentive to utilize a postlexical semantic matching strategy,
responding “yes/word” when the target is related to the
prime and responding “no/nonword” when the target has no
relationship to the prime.
Investigations of semantic priming in healthy adults
after ingestion of levodopa or other dopamine agonists have
provided strong support for a neuromodulatory influence of
dopamine on semantic priming. This research has suggested
that increased levels of dopamine are capable of focusing
semantic associations [10–13] as well as speeding the time
course of semantic activation [14]. Given the dopamine
depletion in PD, therefore, alterations to semantic priming
will also be expected in patients with this disease.
Semantic priming tasks have been widely used by
researchers to investigate semantic processing in PD [5–8,
15–17], with some researchers observing delayed automatic
semantic activation in subsets of people with PD [5, 8].
Grossman et al. [8] suggested that such impairments in
automatic semantic activation may be dependent upon
the magnitude of dopamine depletion and frontal-striatal
dysfunction in individuals with PD such that only some
people with PD may exhibit delayed automatic priming. Interestingly, Copland [7] observed impairments to
controlled semantic processing in the presence of spared
automatic semantic processing in people with PD. Similarly,
Angwin et al. [5] found that controlled semantic processing
was impaired even in PD patients who presented with
no delay to automatic semantic activation. Such findings
suggest that even when the extent of dopamine depletion in
PD is insuﬃcient to disrupt automatic semantic activation,
disturbances to controlled semantic processing can still arise.
In order to more clearly diﬀerentiate between automatic
and controlled semantic processing, however, comparisons
of facilitation and inhibition are required. Measures of
facilitation and inhibition are critical to the investigation of
automatic and controlled semantic activation, because whilst
automatic semantic activation produces facilitation eﬀects
(defined as faster recognition of target words following
a related prime relative to a neutral prime (e.g., XXX)),
controlled semantic priming is associated with the presence
of both facilitation eﬀects and inhibition eﬀects (defined as
slower recognition of targets following an unrelated prime
relative to a neutral prime) [9]. Hence, measures of both
facilitation and inhibition are required in order to dissociate
automatic from controlled semantic processing mechanisms.
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Arnott et al. [18] obtained measures of facilitation
and inhibition across a battery of semantic priming
tasks that were designed to explore automatic and
controlled/expectancy-based semantic processing. The
authors found that automatic semantic activation was
delayed in PD, as evidenced by an absence of facilitation in
the PD group at a short SOA and a low RP. Such findings
might indicate that the magnitude of dopamine depletion
in the PD group was suﬃcient to induce a disruption to
automatic semantic activation. The authors also found that
whilst the control group demonstrated both facilitation
and inhibition eﬀects at longer SOAs and a high RP, the
PD group only displayed facilitation eﬀects. These results
suggested that the PD participants were unable to develop
controlled expectancy-based strategies appropriately during
task performance. Whilst these findings demonstrated
the potential impact of dopamine depletion in PD on
both automatic and controlled priming mechanisms, the PD
participants in the study were only tested whilst on levodopa.
In order to more eﬀectively explore how dopamine
depletion can influence automatic and controlled semantic
activation, it is necessary to conduct within-group comparisons of PD patients on versus oﬀ levodopa. Whilst
some research has suggested that automatic semantic activation is more susceptible to disruption in PD patients oﬀ
relative to on levodopa [6, 19], no studies have utilized
measures of both facilitation and inhibition to investigate
automatic and controlled semantic activation in PD patients
oﬀ medication. Accordingly, the present research aimed to
address this gap in knowledge. Measures of facilitation and
inhibition were obtained across both a low and a high RP
semantic priming task in order to encourage automatic and
controlled/expectancy-based semantic mechanisms, respectively. A low nonword ratio together with a single-choice
response mode, whereby participants only respond to word
targets but not nonword targets, was also utilized in order
to discourage the influence of postlexical semantic matching
strategies [9].
It was predicted that the control group would demonstrate controlled/expectancy-based semantic processing in
the high RP task, as evidenced by the presence of both
facilitation and inhibition eﬀects. It was also predicted that
the control group would demonstrate automatic semantic
processing in the low RP task, as evidenced by the presence of
facilitation eﬀects only. Consistent with previous findings of
impaired controlled semantic activation in PD [7, 18], it was
predicted that the PD group on levodopa would demonstrate
facilitation eﬀects in the absence of an inhibition eﬀect in
both the low and high RP task, indicating an impairment in
controlled semantic activation. In contrast, it was predicted
that the PD group oﬀ levodopa would demonstrate impairments in both automatic and controlled semantic activation.

2. Method
2.1. Participants. Seven participants (4 male) diagnosed with
idiopathic PD participated in the study whilst on and oﬀ
their dopaminergic medication. The PD group had a mean
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age of 64.29 years (SD 7.76) and a mean education of 13.86
years (SD 4.38). With respect to their disease characteristics,
the participants with PD had a mean disease duration of
6.57 years (SD 4.28), a mean age at onset of 57.71 years
(SD 7.57), and a mean disease severity, as measured by
Hoehn and Yahr score [20], of 2.21 (SD 0.57, range 1.5–
3.0). All seven participants with PD were receiving levodopa
with a mean daily dosage of 450 mg (SD 227.30). One PD
participant was also receiving deprenyl and another was
receiving deprenyl, and pergolide. No participants with PD
were taking anticholinergic medication.
Seven nonneurologically impaired, healthy adults (4
male) also participated in the study. This control group had
a mean age of 72.43 years (SD 8.06) and a mean education
of 15 years (SD 5.39). The mean age and education of the
PD and control groups were not significantly diﬀerent. The
cognitive status of each participant was also assessed prior to
the commencement of the study using the dementia rating
scale (DRS) [21], with a mean score for the PD group of 139
(SD 4.40) and a mean score for the control group of 141.86
(SD 1.22). All scores were above the recommended lower
boundary for normal performance, and the DRS scores were
not significantly diﬀerent between the two groups.
The experimental tasks in this study were administered to
participants as part of a larger battery of language tasks. PD
participants were tested at their residence in both an on- and
an oﬀ-medication state. The on-medication testing sessions
were conducted approximately 45 minutes after dosage. This
time delay is consistent with peak plasma levodopa levels [22]
and allowed testing to take place whilst the participant was
experiencing maximum clinical benefit from the medication.
Oﬀ-medication sessions were conducted after participants
had been without all dopaminergic medication for 12 hours.
2.2. Stimuli. Experimental stimuli consisted of prime-target
word pairs. Targets were either real words or pronounceable
nonwords, whilst primes were either category names or
the letter string “xxx”. Whilst primes could be repeated
within an experiment, targets appeared only once. Twelve
category names were chosen as prime words, which were
as follows: vehicle, sport, occupation, weapon, furniture,
flower, fruit, clothing, bird, colour, animal, and tree. For
each of these categories, 12 exemplars were selected from
Australian category norms [23] to serve as targets, producing
a master list of 144 target words.
Three prime conditions were created for word targets.
These prime conditions consisted of a related condition, in
which the prime was a category name and the prime and
target word were related in meaning, an unrelated condition,
in which the prime was a category name and the prime
and target word were unrelated in meaning, and a neutral
condition, in which the prime was the letter string, “xxx”. The
neutral condition was included to serve as a baseline for calculating measures of facilitation and inhibition. For nonword
targets, there were two conditions, namely, “category word
prime/nonword” (W/NW) and “neutral prime/nonword”
(N/NW). Targets were pseudorandomly assigned to one
of the five word and nonword conditions such that for
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each experiment, all category primes appeared the same
number of times within each prime condition and each
prime condition contained the same number of exemplars
from each category. Pronounceable nonwords were created
by changing one to two phonemes in the category exemplars
that had been assigned to the nonword conditions.
Two stimulus lists were created, one with a low RP and
one with a high RP. Each list also employed a low nonword
ratio (defined as the number of word prime/nonword targets
divided by the number of word prime/unrelated word targets
plus word prime/nonword targets). “Low”, when referring to
both the RP and the nonword ratio, was defined as 0.5 or less.
In order to prevent participants from adopting a strategic
response bias which could distort measures of facilitation
and inhibition [24, 25], targets in each list were equally likely
to follow word primes as they were to follow neutral primes.
Each list contained 120 word targets and 24 (12 W/NW and
12 N/NW) nonword targets. With respect to word targets,
the low RP list included 12 related, 48 unrelated, and 60
neutral trials, resulting in a low RP of 0.20 and a low nonword
ratio (defined as the number of word prime/nonword targets
divided by the number of word prime/unrelated word targets
plus word prime/nonword targets) of 0.20. In contrast, the
high RP list included 48 related, 12 unrelated, and 60 neutral
trials, resulting in a high RP of 0.80 and a low nonword ratio
of 0.50. All experiments were computerized using Superlab
experimental laboratory software (Version 1.04) [26], and
the accuracy and reaction time (accurate to 1 ms) of all
participant responses were recorded automatically using an
RB-400 response box [26].
2.3. Procedure. The low and high RP experiments were
completed during diﬀerent testing sessions held at least two
weeks apart. The order in which participants completed
the two tasks was varied across participants. At least two
weeks after completing experiments whilst on levodopa
medication, the PD participants were retested whilst oﬀ
medication. To avoid fatigue during medication withdrawal,
the PD participants were presented with only the first two
blocks (or 96 trials) for each of the priming tasks.
The experiment involved a visual lexical decision task and
a single-choice response mode. Participants were told that
they would see word pairs appearing on the computer screen
and they were asked to decide as quickly and as accurately
as possible whether the second word in each pair was a real
word or not. If the target was a real word, participants were
asked to press the response button with their index finger. No
response was required for nonword targets.
Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for a single trial. Each
trial began with a preparatory cue, “∗∗∗∗ ”, which was
presented for 500 ms in the center of the computer screen. A
blank screen interval of 1000 ms was then displayed, followed
immediately by the prime word for 500 ms. The target was
then displayed and remained on the screen for 4000 ms or
until the participant pressed the response button. The next
trial was automatically activated 1500 ms after the previous
target disappeared from the screen.
Participant reaction times for word targets correctly
identified as words were recorded. Errors were also recorded
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Fixation
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Blank screen
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Target

eagle
500 ms

4000 ms or
until participant
response

Figure 1: An illustration of the procedure used for a typical trial
during the lexical decision task.

for both “yes” responses to nonword targets and the failure
to respond to word targets. Experimental stimuli were
presented to subjects via three blocks of 48 trials, with a short
rest break provided after each block. A practice task preceded
each experiment, and participants were told that they were
free to repeat the practice task until they felt confident with
the procedure.

3. Results
3.1. Reaction Time Analyses. Only correct responses to word
targets were analysed. Reaction times less than 200 ms and
more than 1500 ms were excluded from analysis. Following
removal of this data, individual participant outliers for each
prime condition (defined as RTs more than 3 SDs above
or below the participant mean) were also excluded from
analysis. This removal of errors and outliers resulted in the
removal of 3.21% of the control group’s data, 4.46% of the
PD on group’s data, and 2.5% of the PD oﬀ group’s data.
Table 1 illustrates the RTs for each group and condition.
3.1.1. Controls versus PD “on” Medication. Individual participant RTs were entered into a mixed linear model analysis
with participant as a random factor, Group (PD and control)
as a between-subjects factor, and RP (high and low) and
prime (related, unrelated, and neutral) as within-subjects
factors. The analyses revealed significant main eﬀects of RP
and prime (F(1, 3207) = 3.94, P = .047; and F(2, 3207) =
13.11, P < .001, resp.) and significant interaction eﬀects of
group X RP, group X prime and RP X prime (F(1, 3207) =
35.23, P < .001; F(2, 3207) = 7.71, P < .001; and
F(2, 3207) = 6.17, P = .002, resp.).
Whilst the main and interaction eﬀects are provided
for descriptive purposes, they do not test the predictions
made specific in the aims of this study, namely, that patterns
of facilitation and inhibition would diﬀer between groups
across the low and high RP tasks. Using separate mixed
model analyses for the low and high RP tasks, therefore,
facilitation eﬀects were investigated for each group via

pairwise comparisons between the related and the neutral
condition (with facilitation defined as faster RTs to related
targets relative to neutral targets), whilst inhibition eﬀects
were investigated via comparisons between the neutral and
unrelated condition (with inhibition defined as significantly
slower RTs to unrelated targets relative to neutral targets).
Analysis of the control group’s data revealed significant
facilitation for the low RP experiment (t(3207) = 2.07,
P = .038), whilst significant facilitation and inhibition eﬀects
were evident for the high RP experiment (t(3207) = 6.61,
P < .001; t(3207) = −2.56, P = .01, resp.). Analysis of the PD
group’s data revealed no significant facilitation or inhibition
eﬀects for the low RP experiment; however, a significant
facilitation eﬀect was evident for the high RP experiment
(t(3207) = 2.24, P = .025).
3.1.2. PD “on” versus “oﬀ ” Medication. Individual participant RTs were entered into a mixed linear model analysis
with participant as a random factor, and medication (on
and oﬀ), RP (high and low) and prime (related, unrelated,
and neutral) as within subject factors. The analyses revealed
significant main eﬀects for Medication and RP (F(1, 2679) =
14.94, P < .001; and F(1, 2679) = 20.49, P < .001, resp.).
Facilitation and inhibition eﬀects at each RP were then
analysed for the PD group oﬀ medication by way of separate
planned pairwise comparisons. The analyses revealed no
significant facilitation or inhibition eﬀects for the PD group
oﬀ medication.
3.2. Error Analyses. Word errors accounted for only 0.65% of
the data and so these errors were not subjected to statistical
analysis. The error rate for nonwords was higher, with an
error rate of 10.12% for the control group, 11.31% for the PD
on group and 7.59% for the PD oﬀ group. These nonword
error rates, however, were not significantly diﬀerent between
the groups. The results suggest that due to the low proportion
of nonword targets in the experiment, all participants may
have experienced diﬃculties inhibiting an incorrect “yes”
motor response on nonword trials. Such a response bias
would not be expected to influence priming/facilitation
eﬀects, since the large error rate is only evident for the
nonword trials.

4. Discussion
The present research sought to investigate automatic and
controlled semantic processing in PD patients on and oﬀ
levodopa via measures of facilitation and inhibition across
a low RP and a high RP semantic priming task. The results
indicated disruptions to both automatic and controlled
semantic processing mechanisms in PD. The following
discussion will consider the findings for each group and
the potential neuromodulatory influence of dopamine on
semantic processing.
4.1. Control Group. As predicted, the use of a low nonword
ratio and a low RP successfully isolated automatic semantic
activation in the control group, as evidenced by the presence
of a facilitation eﬀect in the absence of an inhibition eﬀect
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Table 1: Mean RTs in milliseconds for the control group and the PD group “on” and “oﬀ ” medication as a function of RP and prime
condition.
Prime Condition
Related
Unrelated
Neutral

Group
PD on

Control
Low RP
580 (105)
607 (101)
605 (101)

High RP
588 (101)
672 (198)
641 (143)

Low RP
619 (184)
609 (135)
613 (161)

PD oﬀ
High RP
578 (122)
605 (158)
593 (151)

Low RP
598 (156)
597 (146)
598 (161)

High RP
553 (108)
583 (138)
563 (130)

Note. Standard deviations in brackets; PD: Parkinson’s disease; RP: Relatedness Proportion.

in the low RP task. Also consistent with predictions, the
use of a low nonword ratio and a high RP successfully
induced controlled expectancy-based semantic processing.
In the high RP task, the control group demonstrated both
facilitation and inhibition eﬀects, a pattern of results that is
consistent with Neely’s [9] account of controlled processing.
Since the use of a low nonword ratio together with a singlechoice response mode in the current study would discourage
the use of postlexical semantic matching strategies, the
presence of facilitation and inhibition in the high RP
task would be consistent with controlled expectancy-based
processing. Overall, the results for the control group were
consistent with predictions and oﬀer a valid baseline against
which to interpret the performance of the PD group on and
oﬀ levodopa.
4.2. PD Group on Levodopa. It was predicted that the PD
group on levodopa would demonstrate aberrant controlled
semantic processing. The results for the high RP task
supported this prediction, with the PD group on levodopa
showing a facilitation eﬀect in the absence of an inhibition
eﬀect, which is consistent with automatic rather than
controlled semantic processing. These results are consistent
with those previously reported by Arnott et al. [18], which
also revealed a pattern of facilitation dominance at SOAs of
500 ms and longer in the high RP task.
Previous research has illustrated that aspects of controlled lexical-semantic processing are compromised in
PD [7, 27]. Semantic priming research in healthy adults
on levodopa has also suggested that dopamine modulates
postlexical semantic matching strategies [11]. Accordingly,
the present results provide further support for the notion
that PD is characterized by deficits to controlled processing
and further illustrate that dopamine’s influence on controlled
processing may extend to prelexical expectancy generation
strategies.
Arnott et al. [18] proposed that the disruption to
expectancy-based processing might be due to a decrease
in the signal to noise ratio of information processing.
Specifically, researchers have suggested that dopamine is
capable of integrating relevant information and screening
out irrelevant information within neural networks [28].
Accordingly, dopamine depletion in PD can be expected to
lead to a decreased signal to noise ratio, which may disrupt
processing of prime and target words during performance
of a semantic priming task. Arnott et al. [18] suggested that
as a consequence of a reduced signal to noise ratio, people

with PD fail to detect the high proportion of semantically
related word pairs in the high RP task and so do not engage
in the creation of expectancy lists. Indeed, deficits in PD
have also been documented for other cognitive tasks involving internal, as opposed to external, strategy generation
[29], suggesting that people with PD may have diﬃculty
developing expectancies unless their attention is drawn to
the semantic relationships within the task. Supporting this
suggestion, Arnott et al. [18] found that PD patients were
able to create expectancies appropriately during an oﬄine
semantic judgement task when they were made aware of
a semantic relationship between stimulus items. Price [30]
also demonstrated that problem solving deficits exhibited
by PD patients on an anagram task were remediated by
the provision of cues which supported the generation of
appropriate strategies. In order to engage in controlled
processing eﬀectively, therefore, PD patients may require the
provision of increased contextual support for the task.
Rather than an inability to detect the high RP and a
subsequent failure to engage in strategic processing, it is
possible that PD patients did detect the high RP but were
unable to develop appropriate expectancies during performance of the task. Indeed, there is much evidence to suggest
that basal ganglia dysfunction can lead to such impairments. Gold et al. [31] revealed impaired lexical-semantic
strategy formation in a patient with bilateral striatocapsular
infarctions, suggesting that dysfunction within dorsolateral
prefrontal subcortical circuitry can lead to impairments in
strategic semantic processing. In a review of literature on
rule-based category learning, Price et al. [32] also illustrated
that rule generation, maintenance, and selection can all be
potentially impacted by PD and/or medication. Deficits in
these processes would also be expected to lead to diﬃculties
in the performance of expectancy based processing. Goebel
et al. [33] recently demonstrated that whilst PD patients
were able to develop appropriate internal strategies during
a cognitive task, they took longer than control participants
to develop these strategies. It is also possible, therefore, that
PD patients may have been slower than controls in their
recognition of the high RP and/or in their development of
expectancy-based strategies.
Whilst the results indicate a clear disturbance in the
ability to generate expectancies in PD, the presence of facilitation in the high RP task suggests that automatic semantic
activation is intact for the PD group. This finding appears
consistent with previous findings of impaired controlled
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processing in the presence of spared automatic semantic
activation in PD [7]. Given previous research suggesting that
an increased magnitude of dopamine depletion in PD can
delay automatic semantic activation [5, 6, 8], the findings of
this study might also appear to suggest that the severity of
dopamine depletion in this cohort of participants was not
suﬃcient to delay automatic semantic activation. It should
be noted, however, that the use of only a 500 ms SOA in
the present study would not be sensitive to earlier changes
in the time course of automatic semantic activation. For
instance, Angwin et al. [5] previously found that whilst one
subgroup of PD patients showed semantic priming at both a
250 ms and a 600 ms SOA, another subgroup of PD patients
showed delayed automatic semantic activation as evidenced
by an absence of priming at 250 ms SOA but the presence
of priming at 600 ms SOA. Accordingly, it is possible that
automatic semantic activation is still delayed in the present
cohort but that the use of only a 500 ms SOA was not sensitive
to delays in semantic processing.
Also worthy of note is that in the absence of prime
generated expectancies, automatic semantic activation would
be expected to lead to facilitation in both the low and high
RP tasks. Hence, it is surprising that there was a complete
absence of facilitation evident in the low RP task for the
PD group on levodopa. One explanation for this result
could relate to the repetition of prime words within the
experiment. Specifically, although target words were only
presented once, prime words were repeated a total of 6 times
within both the low and high RP tasks. In addition, there
were 4 times as many occurrences of related prime target
pairs in the high RP task (48 related trials) relative to the
low RP task (12 related trials). It is possible that the eﬀects of
prime repetition together with the larger number of related
trials in the high RP task lead to significant facilitation in the
high RP task only.
Repetition priming, whereby stimuli are processed more
quickly and accurately upon a second presentation relative
to a first presentation, is a robust and well-recognized
phenomenon. Research has demonstrated that such eﬀects
are long lasting and that the repetition priming eﬀect
accumulates as a function of the number of times a stimulus
is presented [34]. It is reasonable to conclude, therefore, that
participants in the present study would not only recognize
repeated primes more quickly than upon first presentation
of the prime but that this recognition would become
progressively faster over the course of the experiment,
as primes were repeated multiple times. Hutchison et al.
[35] recently demonstrated that semantic priming eﬀects
in healthy adults are larger when related prime words are
short and have few orthographic neighbours, which may
be linked to the fact that prime words that are quickly
recognized can exert more influence upon processing of the
target word. Accordingly, if the repeated prime words in
the present study were recognized more quickly with each
subsequent repetition, and if quickly recognized primes have
a larger influence upon processing of target words than
more slowly recognized prime words, then facilitation eﬀects
for the related trials of the present study would become
larger as the experiment progressed, because participants
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would recognize the primes progressively more quickly. For
participants with PD, therefore, facilitation eﬀects may have
only been induced once primes were recognized quickly
enough after multiple repetitions. Since there were only 12
related word pairs in the low RP task, then even when
prime words begin to be recognized suﬃciently quickly to
induce facilitation, there might be insuﬃcient trials left in the
experiment to measure this eﬀect. In contrast, the high RP
task consisted of 48 related trials such that once primes were
being recognized suﬃciently quickly to induce facilitation,
there was a suﬃcient number of trials left in the experiment
to detect this eﬀect.
The question remains, however, as to why the control
group still demonstrated facilitation in the low RP task whilst
the PD group did not. In a semantic priming study on
healthy adults, Copland et al. [11] proposed that increased
dopamine levels following ingestion of levodopa lead to
increased semantic salience and a focusing of activation
within semantic networks. Copland et al. [11] suggested that
these changes were consistent with dopamine’s influence on
the signal-to-noise ratio of information processing. Similarly,
researchers have suggested that dopamine depletion in PD
can lead to an opposite eﬀect, such that prime activation
may be weakened or obscured by noise in PD, increasing the
susceptibility of semantic priming to disruption [5, 19]. In
the present study, therefore, this reduced prime salience for
participants with PD could be gradually remediated over the
course of the experiment due to the repeated presentation of
the prime words, subsequently leading to facilitation eﬀects
in the high RP task.
It should be noted, however, that previous research has
successfully obtained priming in PD without the repetition
of prime words. Most previous studies, however, have not
used category priming to investigate semantic activation in
PD (e.g., [5–7, 19]), and as indicated previously by Arnott
et al. [18], category priming may be subject to a shorter
time course of activation. Hence, category priming may be
more susceptible to disruption from reductions in prime
salience in PD. We acknowledge that our suggestion of an
influence of prime repetition on priming/facilitation eﬀects
is only speculative at this point. In order to verify the above
suggestions, additional research in a larger cohort of PD
patients and with a larger number of experimental trials
is required. Such research should focus on investigating
whether the number of prime repetitions and/or the speed
of prime recognition influence category priming as well as
the priming of other semantic and associative relationships.
Overall, the results of this study add to the growing
evidence that various aspects of semantic processing may
be compromised in PD [2, 3, 36, 37]. The results also
support previous suggestions that disruptions to the signalto-noise ratio may influence semantic processing in PD [19],
and illustrate that such changes to the signal to noise ratio
can have a diﬀerential impact on automatic and controlled
aspects of semantic activation.
4.3. PD Group oﬀ Levodopa. It was hypothesized that further
disturbances to automatic semantic activation would be
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evident in the PD group oﬀ levodopa relative to when on
levodopa. Consistent with predictions, analysis of the data
for the PD oﬀ group revealed an absence of facilitation for
both the low and the high RP tasks, which contrasts with
the facilitation that was evident in the high RP task when
these same patients were tested on levodopa. Worthy of note
is that the absence of facilitation was not associated with
an increased error rate or slower RTs for PD patients oﬀ,
relative to on, levodopa, and so, it cannot be attributed
to slower motor responses or decreased attention to the
lexical decision task during medication withdrawal. The
results are, therefore, consistent with the neuromodulatory
influence of dopamine on the signal-to-noise ratio. As
discussed previously, prime activation may be weakened by
dopamine depletion and a reduced signal-to-noise ratio in
PD such that repeated prime presentations were necessary
for facilitation to be obtained in the PD group on levodopa.
For the PD group oﬀ levodopa, the larger magnitude of
dopamine depletion would be expected to lead to a further
weakening of prime activation. As a consequence, even the
repeated prime word presentations are no longer suﬃcient
to overcome the weakened prime activation, leading to an
absence of automatic semantic facilitation in both the low
and high RP tasks.
An important consideration, however, is that the PD
group oﬀ levodopa was only tested on the first 2 blocks
of each experiment. Hence, it could be argued that the
absence of facilitation for this group in the high RP task is
not a result of increased dopamine depletion but is instead
simply a result of fewer instances of prime repetition. A
lower number of prime repetitions could have subsequently
prevented prime activation levels from reaching a suﬃcient
level to induce facilitation. In order to investigate whether
this explanation could account for the results, the data for
the PD group on levodopa was reanalyzed after excluding
the final block of items from analysis. The results of this
reanalysis revealed that the facilitation eﬀect for the PD
group on levodopa was still maintained for the high RP task.
Thus, the findings for the PD group oﬀ levodopa cannot
be explained by fewer prime repetitions during the oﬀmedication testing session, but rather, it may be explained by
a larger reduction in prime activation in PD patients during
medication withdrawal. This finding further supports the
suggestion that dopamine depletion leads to weakened prime
word activation in semantic priming tasks. Previous research
in healthy adults [13] as well as PD [38] has suggested that
dopaminergic modulation of semantic priming is mediated
by D1 receptors. Thus, stronger activation of prime words
in PD patients on relative to oﬀ levodopa, as suggested by the
results of the present study, may be mediated by D1 receptors.
The results of this study also have important implications
for cognitive decline in PD. Williams-Gray et al. [39] demonstrated that semantic fluency impairments were a predictor
of cognitive decline in PD, which they suggested was a reflection of probable nondopaminergic cortical pathology. The
results of the present study suggest that semantic impairment
in PD may, in fact, also be linked to dopaminergic pathology.
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Such findings highlight the need for additional research into
predictors of cognitive decline in PD and the investigation
of the contribution that dopaminergic pathology may have
toward this cognitive decline.
There were a number of limitations in the present study.
Firstly, the study was limited by a small sample size of
only mildly impaired PD participants, so the results should
be interpreted cautiously. Further research with a larger
cohort of participants is warranted in order to validate the
results obtained by this study. Further research should also
consider the potential significant influence of PD-related
disease variables on semantic processing, as researchers
have indicated that there may be an important relationship
between cognitive dysfunction in PD and disease-related
variables such as side of onset or motor symptoms [40]. As
discussed earlier, another limitation of the present study is
that only a 500 ms SOA was implemented. Specifically, the
use of a shorter SOA in future research will allow for a more
eﬀective investigation of whether changes to the early time
course of automatic semantic activation are evident in PD.
In spite of these limitations, the results of this study provide
valuable information on the impact of PD on aspects of both
automatic and controlled semantic processing.
4.4. Conclusions. In summary, the present study employed
two semantic priming tasks to investigate automatic and
controlled semantic priming in PD patients on and oﬀ
levodopa. The results indicated that controlled semantic
activation is most sensitive to disruption in PD, suggesting
that even a mild depletion of dopamine may be suﬃcient
to prevent the formation of controlled expectancy-based
semantic activation. The results also indicated disruptions to
automatic semantic activation in PD, which may be exacerbated by medication withdrawal. The findings are consistent
with the potential influence of frontal-striatal circuitry on
both automatic and controlled semantic activation.
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Coexistent impairments in executive functions and language comprehension in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) have been
repeatedly observed. In this study, the aim was to provide insights into the interaction between linguistic representation and
processing and executive functioning. Therefore, sentence comprehension and executive functions were assessed in 28 Dutchspeaking PD patients and 28 healthy control subjects. Three aspects of the sentence materials were varied: (1) phrase structure
complexity, (2) sentence length, and (3) picture congruence. PD patients with mild-to-moderate disease severity showed decreased
sentence comprehension compared to healthy control subjects. The diﬃculties encountered by PD patients were not limited to one
aspect of the sentence materials. The same pattern of results was present in healthy control subjects. Deficits in set-switching were
specifically associated with the comprehension of passive sentences. Generally, our study confirms that there does not appear to be
a language faculty encapsulated from the influence of executive functions.

1. Introduction
In Parkinson’s disease (PD), the components of the corticostriato-cortical circuits are not in optimal interaction. Motor
symptoms of tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity are the
clinical hallmark of the disease [1]. However, nonmotor
symptoms are often present [2]. In particular, cognitive
impairments in the domain of executive functioning have
frequently been observed even in very early stages of PD [3].
Additionally, several independent researchers have demonstrated a sentence comprehension deficit in PD patients
suggesting the involvement of the cortico-striato-cortical
circuits in language processing. Since the early 1990s, a
number of studies have revealed that long sentences and
complex syntactic structures (i.e., noncanonical structures)
are vulnerable in individuals with PD (see [4, 5] for a review).
There is, however, no consensus concerning the functional
basis of the sentence comprehension impairment in PD.

Some authors attribute the sentence comprehension deficit
to an impairment of grammatical processing as such [6–9].
This viewpoint suggests that linguistic deficits in PD will
aﬀect specific aspects of language structure, as in aphasia.
Other researchers, however, suggest that executive dysfunction(s) are the functional basis of the sentence comprehension diﬃculties in PD. This viewpoint suggests that
language processing deficits in PD are always associated
with executive function deficits. Under this latter view, the
language faculty is not totally modular in nature but depends
on other cognitive functions. For instance, comprehending a
sentence demands that listeners flexibly guide their attention
to relevant linguistic information, maintain information in
working memory during the incremental development of the
sentence interpretation, and inhibit prepotent or incorrect
parsing.
However, which aspect(s) of executive function are most
important for language comprehension is under debate. The
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underlying cognitive impairment responsible for sentence
comprehension deficits in PD has been claimed to be in
(1) set switching (2) sequencing [10–16], (3) inhibition
[17, 18], (4) information processing speed [19–21], or
(5) verbal working memory capacity [22, 23]. In the
current study, we will investigate the majority of these
functions and their relationship to sentence comprehension
in patients with PD. If grammatical processing and executive functions are not in fact encapsulated and separable
mechanisms, then comprehension of syntactic structures is
achieved by the influence of executive functions on languagespecific knowledge. Under this view, executive dysfunction should correlate strongly with problems in sentence
comprehension.
The present study assessed sentence comprehension by
manipulating phrase structure complexity of the sentences
(active versus passive sentences) and sentence length (short
versus long sentences). Additionally, trials diﬀered with
respect to whether or not a spoken sentence was congruent
with a picture. Furthermore, executive functions hypothesized to be relevant to sentence comprehension including
attention, set switching, inhibition, working memory, and
abstract sequencing abilities were assessed. Based on earlier
research, we expect to find a lower overall sentence comprehension score for the Dutch-speaking PD patients and strong
correlations between sentence comprehension and one or
more measures of executive function in patients with PD.
The results of the present study will have implications for the
modularity of these two aspects of cognition.
PD patients have impairments in the comprehension
of the syntactically complex passive sentences [24, 25]
and longer sentences [21, 23]. Sentences are defined as
syntactically complex when the thematic roles (such as
“agent”—the one who is doing the action—and “theme”—
the person or object that is undergoing the action) are not
in their basic (or canonical) position and, therefore, require
extra grammatical operations. For example, in a passive
sentence like “the cat is chased by the dog”, the cat is the
theme and the dog is the agent, whereas in English, the
subject is usually the agent. In such a sentence, the thematic
roles are in derived position (i.e., the theme is preceding the
agent).
Problems with passives in PD have been described
when comprehension of the passive voice was complicated
by additional factors such as length in combination with
incongruence of the sentence with the picture [10], lack of
cues from real-world knowledge to help in understanding
the sentence [12], or when the passive sentences contained
a center-embedded relative clause which is well known
to increase processing demands [11, 12]. The impact of
these additional factors suggests that the impairment is not
necessarily to syntactic processing per se, as it is in aphasia.
In addition to problems with passives, past research in PD
has found deficits in comprehending sentences containing
object-relative clauses (e.g., “the girl that the boy kissed
watched the movie”), which are also noncanonical structures.
These deficits correlated to impaired ability to shift between
or inhibit competing cognitive sets, verbal working memory,
and verbal fluency scores [18, 20].
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Similarly, comprehension of passive sentences might
rely on one or more executive function. First, impairments
in set shifting/set switching are apparent in PD [3, 26].
During sentence comprehension, set-switching is necessary
to disengage from the canonical (expected) thematic role
assignment and increase activation of the noncanonical
syntactic assignment. If this process relies on set shifting
deficits in the comprehension of passive sentences should
be associated with deficits in set shifting in PD. However,
set-shifting strongly depends on the ability to inhibit the
irrelevant set [12]. It is, therefore, possible that inhibition
is correlated with the comprehension of passive sentences.
Third, working memory might play a role in the comprehension of passive sentences since comprehension relies
on the ability to keep words and phrases in memory and
manipulate them to understand who is doing what to
whom, particularly in noncanonical and multiple embedded
sentences [27, 28]. Finally, sequencing abilities may be related
to the comprehension of passive sentences, since sentence
comprehension is a time- and order-related phenomenon
[29, 30]. Since PD patients are known to have problems with
sequencing of actions [31] complex sequencing abilities may
well also be related to the comprehension of syntactically
more complex passive sentences.
As well as canonicity of thematic role assignment,
length appears to be relevant to the relationship between
sentence comprehension and executive functioning [21, 23].
Grossman et al. [21] addressed working memory during
the comprehension of sentences by including three words
(short) or seven words (long) at a particular position in
the sentences. In their study the striatum, which is dysfunctional in patients with PD, appeared to be related to the
comprehension of long sentences, relative to short sentences.
Skeel et al. [23] contrasted semantically loaded sentences and
syntactically loaded sentences of several levels of diﬃculty.
The semantic diﬃculty was manipulated by increasing the
number of semantic elements. This study demonstrated
that PD patients showed deficits in the processing of both
semantically and syntactically loaded sentences but showed
no working memory impairments.
The length manipulation of the sentences in the present
study is somewhat diﬀerent from the one used in the
Grossman et al. [21] and the Skeel et al. [23] study.
The present length manipulation involved the inclusion of
adjectives before the agent noun, the theme noun, and in
a prepositional phrase (PP) (see sentence (2) in Section 2
for an example of the length manipulation). In other
words, our length manipulation, involved an accumulation
of information relative to the short, “bare” sentences which
presumably puts an extra load on short-term memory [32,
33]. If this executive function is important for language
processing, short-term memory deficits will be associated
with diﬃculties in processing of long sentences, independent
of the syntactic complexity of the sentence.
Finally, sentence comprehension in the context of a task,
regardless of various factors which add to complexity, needs
to be considered. The ability to understand sentences to carry
out a task depends on the level of sustained attention (visual
or auditory). Sustained attention is attention which remains
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focused over a longer period of time; this is known to be
defective in PD [34]. Sentence comprehension taken over all
sentence conditions may thus be correlated with the ability
to sustain attention.
To summarize, the present study is the first to study
sentence comprehension in Dutch in PD. Sentence comprehension was assessed using a sentence-picture matching
task with sentence materials which varied in two ways:
(1) phrase structure complexity using active versus passive
sentences and (2) sentence length. Based on earlier research,
a lower overall sentence comprehension score for the PD
patients relative to a healthy control group (matched for age,
gender, and education) was expected as well as correlations
between sentence comprehension and particular measures of
executive functions in patients with PD.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects. Twenty-eight idiopathic PD patients participated in this study. Medical and demographic information
for this group is given in Table 1. PD patients were diagnosed
according to the criteria of the United Kingdom Parkinson’s
Disease Society Brain Bank. They were assessed with the unified parkinson’s disease rating scale, part III (UPDRS) [35].
The UPDRS score was used to estimate the Hoehn and Yahr
(H&Y) stage [36] averaged over the best and worst condition
per patient. According to the H&Y disability staging criteria,
the average motor disability of PD patients included in this
study ranged from mild to moderate. A Levodopa equivalent
daily dose score (LEDD-score) was calculated for all patients
according to the following formula: regular Levodopa dose
× 1 + slow release Levodopa × .75 + bromocriptine × 10 +
apomorphine × 10 + ropinirole × 20 + pergolide × 100 +
pramipexole × 100 + (regular Levodopa dose + (slow release
Levodopa × .75)) × .2 if taking entacapone [37]. All patients
were assessed while on medication. On the basis of the
medication schedule, we chose the optimal moment of the
day to conduct the experiment. To prevent wearing-oﬀ eﬀects
during the assessments, a break was included during which
patients could take their anti-Parkinsonian medication and
could rest.
PD patients were matched for age, gender, and education
with 28 healthy control subjects, who were recruited from the
Groningen community (see Table 1). Healthy participants
were screened for any history (present as well as past) of
neurological or psychiatric conditions by means of a semistructured interview prior to inclusion. Exclusion criteria
were dementia (minimental state examination (MMSE) <
25) [38] and depression (Montgomery-Åsberg depression
rating scale (MADRS) [39] ≥ 18) [40]. Candidates using
medication that might have aﬀected task performance were
also excluded. Patients and healthy control subjects were
all native speakers of Dutch, who reported no premorbid language diﬃculties (such as dyslexia) and had selfreported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing.
The Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical
Center Groningen (UMCG) approved this study. Prior to
study inclusion, all participants gave their written informed
consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Table 1: Demographic and clinical features (mean (±SD)) of the
PD patients and healthy control subjects.

Gender (male : female)
Handedness (right : left)
Age in years
Education in years
MMSE score
MADRS score
Duration of disease in years
UPDRS part III
(i) Right-side hypokinesia
(ii) Left-side hypokinesia
H&Y staging
LEDD-score

PD patients
(n = 28)
16 : 12
27 : 1
61.39 (8.80)
13.21 (3.90)
28.11 (1.13)
6 (4.00)
6.04 (4.55)
15.68 (5.35)
3.84 (2.43)
3.12 (2.28)
1.79 (.52)
786.94 (472.45)

HC subjects
(n = 28)
16 : 12
24 : 4
62.93 (9.04)
13.57 (3.25)
27.64 (1.22)
3.32 (2.83)
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

HC: healthy control, n/a: not applicable.

2.2. Sentence Materials. Ten transitive verbs were selected
and used to form 80 sentences, each describing an event. The
verbs were controlled for lemma frequency and transitivity
according to the Dutch Celex database [41].
Active and passive structures of two lengths were tested:
long and short active and long and short passive sentences
(each condition consisting of 20 items). The length manipulation involved the inclusion of an adjective before the agent
and theme nouns and inclusion of a modifying prepositional
phrase (PP) following the agent and theme (see (1) and (2)
for an example of the length manipulation). The sentences
were semantically reversible (e.g., “The horse is kicking the
cow”/“The cow is kicking the horse”) so that participants could
not use real-world knowledge to aid in comprehension. The
complete list of Dutch sentences per condition and their
English translation is provided in Appendix A.
(1) Short active sentence
De jongen duwt het meisje.
(“The boy pushes the girl”).
(2) Long active sentence
De ouderwetse jongen met het gestreepte hemd duwt
het modieuze meisje met de drukke jurk.
(“The old-fashioned boy in the striped shirt pushes the
fashionable girl in the printed dress”).
This resulted in four versions of each sentence which were
presented with congruent and incongruent pictures, giving
eight combinations altogether.
For 20 sentences incongruence with the picture was based
on a role reversal (i.e., agent-patient relationship in the
sentence was reversed relative to the picture) and for the
other 20 sentences incongruence was lexical (i.e., action was
not described by the verb used in the sentence).
A standard “picture-verification task” was used to test
comprehension of the sentences. Ten pictures were paired
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(a) Het paard schopt de koe (“The horse is kicking the cow”)

(b) De koe wordt door het paard geschopt (“The cow is kicked
by the horse”)

Figure 1: (a) and (b) comprise a picture pair. (a) shows a short active sentence congruent with the picture. (b) is an illustration of a short
passive sentence that is incongruent with the picture. A translation in English is given in italics.

with ten pictures in which the agent and theme were reversed
(see Figure 1). Thus, in total, twenty diﬀerent black-andwhite line drawings were shown on a computer screen and
each drawing depicted an action involving two characters
(the agent and theme of the action). The participant was
instructed to determine whether or not the picture was
congruent with a spoken sentence presented by the experimenter. Half of the spoken sentences were congruent with the
pictures, the other half were not. Each picture was presented
four times, resulting in a total of 80 items. The order of sentences was pseudorandom and was the same for each subject.
2.3. Neuropsychological Assessment. Two subtests of the testbattery of attentional performances (TAP) [42] were administered to assess sustained visual attention and sustained
auditory attention. The sustained visual attention task lasted
10 minutes during which participants had to push a button
when they detected irregularities in a regular pattern of
movement of an object on a computer screen. The number
of times participants did not recognize an irregularity was
recorded. The sustained auditory attention task also had a
duration of 10 minutes and consisted of a regular sequence
of high and low tones. The participants had to detect
irregularities in the sequence and the number of undetected
irregularities was counted.
The trail making test parts A and B (TMT A & B)
[43] and the odd man out test (OMO-Test) [44] were
administered to assess set switching. The target measure of
the Trailmaking was the performance on part B corrected for
psychomotor speed (by dividing it by the performance on
part A): the B/A index. The total error score was the target
measure of the OMO-Test.
The Stroop task [45] was used to assess inhibition. The
target measure was the time score on the Stroop-Color-Word
Card divided by the time needed on the Stroop-Color Card,
which also corrected for psychomotor speed.
The digit span of the Wechsler adult intelligence scale
(WAIS) [46] was used to assess verbal short-term and
verbal working memory. A series of digits are read to the
participants, who are required to repeat the digits either in
the given order (forward condition) or in the reverse order
(backward condition). The total number of strings that is
repeated correctly is recorded.

Finally, cognitive sequencing was evaluated with a protocol based on Lelekov et al. [47] (see also [48] for a detailed
description of the test adapted for Dutch). The aim of the
task was to assess the ability to learn letter-sequences with a
complex abstract structure (e.g., A-B-C-B-A-C) in order to
judge whether a given letter sequence followed the pattern or
not. The assessment was terminated if participants showed a
persistent inability to perform the task. Uncompleted testing
was scored at chance level (i.e., score of 10/20).
2.4. Procedures. The sentence comprehension experiment
started with a practice session of four sample sentences. During this practice session, the experimenter corrected errors
to ensure the participant understood the task suﬃciently.
The participants were seated in front of a computer screen
and were presented with the black-and-white line drawings,
one at a time. The participants were instructed to listen to
the sentence read by the experimenter and then to decide
whether the sentence was congruent with the picture or not.
The sentence was repeated once if the participant asked. Participants’ responses were manually recorded during the task.
Feedback about the accuracy of responses was not provided.
All participants completed the sentence comprehension
test as part of a larger language test battery that was conducted during a single session in a silent room. Participants
were given breaks in between tests. The neuropsychological
data were collected in a separate session (on the same day).
For half of the participants of each group, these preceded
the language session, for the other half, they followed the
language session.
2.5. Statistical Analyses. One of the sentence items, an incongruent long active sentence, turned out to be ambiguously
constructed and was, therefore, scored as correct for all
participants (we checked if the interaction eﬀects changed
when removing the ambiguous item from the eight sentence
conditions. The results of this analysis showed the same
pattern as the analysis reported here (see Appendix C)).
The design used in this experiment is a 2 (syntactic
complexity) × 2 (length) × 2 (congruence) within-subjects’
repeated measures ANOVA design. Not all variables were
normally distributed. The assumption of homogeneity of
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Table 2: Scores correct (median and interquartile range) for the eight sentence comprehension conditions, obtained for the PD patients and
healthy control subjects.

Congruence

Sentence variables
Synt. Compl.
Actives

Congruent
Passives
Actives
Incongruent
Passives

Length
Short
Long
Short
Long
Short
Long
Short
Long

PD patients
Median
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9

IR
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
2

HC subjects
Median
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9

IR
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

The maximum possible per condition is 10. HC: healthy control, Synt. Compl.: syntactic complexity, IR: interquartile range.

variance was violated as well. In an attempt to avoid these
problems, we carried out an arcsine transformation on the
results scored as proportion correct, but the assumptions on
which the ANOVA depends were still violated. Therefore,
nonparametric statistical tests were used. Since Friedman’s
test for ranks (nonparametric equivalent of a one-way
ANOVA) does not allow the examination of interaction
eﬀects, a method for calculating the main and interaction eﬀects which can then be tested nonparametrically
is employed in this study (for a detailed description see
Appendix B). This approach maintains the orthogonality of
the design as in an ANOVA, which means that comparisons
are independent of each other. Consequently, it avoids
the problems of multiple comparisons without making
unwarranted assumptions [49].
The total sentence comprehension score of PD patients
and healthy control subjects was compared using the MannWhitney U-test. Main eﬀects and interaction eﬀects between
the diﬀerent manipulations within the sentence comprehension task (phrase structure complexity, sentence-length and
picture-sentence congruence, and the interactions of these
factors) were tested using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (for
the calculations see Appendix B).
Turning to the cognitive tests, the performance of the PD
patients and healthy control subjects was compared on all
cognitive tests using a Mann-Whitney U-test. Since the TMT
and the OMO test were both used to assess set switching, the
scores on these tests were combined using z-scores. Finally,
hypothesis-driven (one-tailed; see introduction) Spearman
correlations between the total scores and subscores on the
sentence comprehension task and the scores on the cognitive
tests of the PD patients were computed.

3. Results
3.1. Comparison between Groups on Sentence Comprehension
Task. Table 2 summarizes the performance of the healthy
control subjects and PD patients on the eight conditions
of the sentence comprehension task. Overall, PD patients
scored significantly lower (median = 77, interquartile range
(IR) = 4.5) than healthy control subjects (median = 78, IR =
4) on the total sentence comprehension task (Z = −2.05,
P = .04).

3.2. Main and Interaction Eﬀects of Linguistic Variables
and Group. Comparison of the scores for congruent and
incongruent items revealed that for both groups combined,
the incongruent items were significantly more diﬃcult than
the congruent items (Z = −3.045, P = .002). There was no
interaction between group and congruence (Z = −.025, P =
.980). Neither PD participant’s accuracy score (Z = −.179,
P = .858) nor healthy control subjects’ accuracy score (Z =
−.194, P = .846) showed any eﬀect of the type of violation
(lexical violation or role reversal) when incongruent items
were tested separately. Therefore, the lexically violated and
role reversal items were combined per condition for further
analyses.
In addition to the main eﬀect for congruence, a main
eﬀect of syntactic complexity was also found for both groups
combined; that is, comprehension of passive sentences was
more diﬃcult than that for the active sentences (Z = −4.875,
P < .001). There was no diﬀerence for the eﬀect of syntactic
complexity between the two groups (Z = −.835, P = .404).
Comparison of the scores for the two groups combined for
sentence length showed no eﬀect of length (Z = −1.394, P =
.163), which again did not diﬀer between groups (Z = −.51,
P = .610).
To evaluate the interactions between congruence, syntactic complexity, and length, new variables were computed for
both groups combined (see Appendix B). Table 3 illustrates
the interaction eﬀects (for both groups combined and for
diﬀerence between groups) and shows the scores of both PD
patients and healthy control subjects.
A significant interaction eﬀect of congruence by length
was found for the two groups combined which also did
not diﬀer between the groups (see Table 3). Within the
incongruent items, the long items were more diﬃcult than
the short items (Z = −3.632, P < .001). However, within the
congruent items no diﬀerence was found between processing
of the short and long items (Z = −1.578, P = .155).
No interaction eﬀect of syntactic complexity and length
was found for the two groups combined, which also did not
diﬀer between the groups. In addition, no interaction eﬀect
of syntactic complexity and congruence was observed in the
two groups combined, and no diﬀerence was found between
the groups (see Table 3).
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Table 3: The interaction eﬀects for the two groups combined and the diﬀerences for the interaction variables between the groups. Scores
correct (median and interquartile range) for sentence comprehension of specific sentence types, obtained for the PD and healthy control
subjects.
Interaction variables
Sentence types
Congruence × length
Congruent short
Congruent long
Incongruent short
Incongruent long
Syntactic complexity × length
Active short
Active long
Passive short
Passive long
Congruence × syntactic complexity
Congruent active
Congruent passive
Incongruent active
Incongruent passive
Congruence × length × syntactic complexity

PD patients
Median (IR)

HC subjects
Median (IR)

19 (2)
20 (1)
19 (1)
19 (2)

20 (1)
20 (0)
20 (1)
19 (1)

20 (1)
20 (1)
20 (2)
19 (1)

20 (1)
20 (0)
20 (1)
19 (2)

20 (1)
19 (2)
19.5 (1)
18.5 (2)

Both groups combined

Diﬀerences between groups

Z
−3.233

P
.001∗

−.547

Z

P
.584

−1.341

.180

−.1

.920

−.698

.485

−.506

.613

−4.692

.001∗

−.55

.583

20 (0)
20 (1)
20 (1)
19 (2)

The maximum possible per sentence type is 20. Statistical significance is indicated as follows:
procedures to calculate the scores for the diﬀerent sentence types.
HC: healthy control, IR: Interquartile Range.

∗P

≤ .001. See Appendix B for a detailed description of the

Table 4: Neuropsychological performance measures (median and interquartile range) obtained for the healthy control subjects compared
to the PD patients.
Neuropsychological tests
Sustained visual attention
Sustained auditory attention
Digit span backward
Set switching (TMT A & B; OMO test)
Interference index Stroop
Sequencing Complex (max = 20)

PD patients
Median
0
0
7
−.01
1.61
19

IR
2
1
4
1.19
.43
2

HC subjects
Median
0
0
7
−.35
1.54
19

IR
0
1
3
.64
.45
2

PD =
/ HC
Z
P
−3.055
.002∗∗
−.747
.455
−.803
.422
−2.518
.012∗
−.977
.329
−.782
.434

Statistical significance is indicated as follows: ∗ P ≤ .05, ∗∗ P ≤ .01.
HC: healthy control.

For both groups combined, the interaction between
length and syntactic complexity diﬀered significantly for
the congruent as opposed to the incongruent items. Again,
no diﬀerence was found between the groups (see Table 3).
Within the incongruent item group the long passive sentences were more diﬃcult to comprehend than the short
passive sentences (Z = 4.309, P < .001).
To summarize, there were a number of significant eﬀects
of the manipulations of complexity, congruence, and length,
but none of these showed any interaction with group,
suggesting the groups had the same pattern of results. To
confirm that both groups independently showed each of
the significant patterns implied by the main eﬀect, we did
the comparisons for each group alone as well and found
that indeed both groups showed each of these eﬀects either

significantly or with a strong tendency to significance. This
confirms that both groups show the same pattern of errors.
3.3. Comparisons between Groups on Cognitive Measures.
Compared to healthy control subjects, PD patients scored
significantly lower on set switching and on sustained visual
attention (see Table 4). For all other cognitive functions no
significant diﬀerences were found between groups.
It is important to mention is that four PD patients were
unable to perform the complex sequencing task because
of diﬃculties with task comprehension. Their testing was
scored at chance level (i.e., score of 10/20).
3.4. Correlation Analyses. A Bonferroni correction was applied to correct for multiple correlations using an adjusted
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significant level of .008 (i.e., .05 divided by 6 (number of
correlations). The expectation that the total sentence comprehension score would correlate with sustained attention
in PD patients was confirmed with a negative correlation
between the total sentence comprehension score and sustained visual attention score (rs = −.474, P = .006). A
correlation between set switching and the comprehension of
passive sentences (rs = −.53, P = .002) was found in PD
patients. The passive sentences did not correlate significantly
with the digit span backward score (rs = .335, P = .041)
or the measure of inhibition in PD (rs = −.282, P =
.077). No correlation was found (rs = .234, P > .05)
between the performance on the complex abstract structure
sequencing task and the comprehension of passive sentences
in PD patients. Finally, working memory and length were
also predicted to correlate. However, since no eﬀect of length
was found, correlations with the short-term memory and the
long sentences were not conducted.
The theories discussed in the introduction suggest these
correlations should be specific to performance on passive
sentences. To confirm this, we checked to make sure that
none of these neuropsychological scores correlated with
performance on active sentences and failed to find any trend
toward significance in these correlations.
According to Salthouse [50] several forms of eﬀortful
cognitive processing continue to decline throughout adulthood. It is, therefore, possible that sentence comprehension
was influenced by declining executive functions in healthy
older subjects too. On the basis of the similar patterns
found in the two groups for the sentence comprehension
and the executive function tasks, we further examined the
relations between the executive functions scores and sentence
comprehension. First, we conducted the same correlation
analyses in the healthy adults as a group. Second, both groups
were combined to conduct the same analyses (also in this case
the Bonferroni corrected significance level of .008 was used).
No significant correlation between sentence comprehension and cognitive functions was found for the analysis in
the healthy control group. The correlations for both groups
combined were as follows: sustained visual attention (rs =
−.490, P < .001), sustained auditory attention (rs = −.205,
P = .153), digit span backward (rs = .309, P = .010), Set
switching (rs = −.421, P = .001), interference index Stroop
(rs = −.024, P = .432), and complex sequencing complex
(rs = .286, P = .017).

4. Discussion
This study investigated the functional basis of sentence
comprehension deficits in PD patients. We assessed the
comprehension of active and passive sentences that varied in
length in 28 Dutch-speaking PD patients and age-, gender-,
and education-matched healthy control subjects. Associations were determined between sentence comprehension and
relevant executive functions.
PD patients showed significantly decreased overall sentence comprehension compared to healthy control subjects.
However, this impairment was fairly mild, consistent with
earlier reports [4, 5]. Additionally, cognitive functions other
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than sentence comprehension were also relatively intact.
While PD patients showed decreased performance on the
visual attention and set-switching tests, other cognitive
functions did not diﬀer significantly from those of healthy
controls. It should be noted that the PD group examined in
this study had mild-to-moderate motor disability and were
not depressed or demented. Cognitive function declines with
the progression of the disease [51]. PD patients’ working
memory, inhibition and cognitive sequencing abilities, as
well as comprehension performance would probably be
poorer in a more severely aﬀected group of patients. Our
results support the claim that even in relatively mild PD,
some sentence comprehension deficits are present. Overall,
our results emphasize that the simple structures contribute
to the eﬀect as well as the more complex ones.
The language factors produced virtually identical patterns in both groups as well. As in previous studies, both
PD patients and healthy control subjects showed more
diﬃculties with noncanonical syntactic structure (i.e., the
passive). However, the length manipulation used here did
not significantly aﬀect sentence comprehension in either
group, as no diﬀerence in comprehension was found
between the long and short sentences. Apparently, the
memory demands associated purely with length were not
particularly burdensome. This finding is consistent with
the results of Grossman et al. [21] who found that mild
PD patients showed comparable performance patterns on
the behavioural sentence comprehension task relative to a
control group. Skeel et al. [23] contrasted semantically and
syntactically loaded sentences of several levels of diﬃculty.
Comparable to the PD patients included in the present
study, these patients did not show deficits in working
memory. However, in contradiction to our findings, they
demonstrated deficits in processing both syntactically and
semantically loaded sentences.
A main eﬀect of picture congruence was found, and
an interaction eﬀect between congruence, complexity, and
length was also evident in both groups. This suggests that
the processing of incongruent items is more diﬃcult than the
processing of congruent items, particularly for long, complex
(i.e., passive voice) sentences. Thus, both PD patients and
healthy participants showed more diﬃculties with long
passive sentences when they were incongruent with visually
presented nonlinguistic information against which they had
to be verified. Long passives included two prepositional
phrases (following and modifying each of the nouns in the
sentence). This may have relevance to why long passive
sentences are particularly more diﬃcult than long active
sentences in the more cognitive demanding incongruent
trials, as the information contained in these phrases was not
very useful in judging congruence.
Some researchers suggest that PD leads to specific deficits
in language processing, like in aphasia [6–9]. This is not
consistent with our findings. Although we found several
main eﬀects (syntactic complexity and congruence) and
interactions (congruence with length and congruence with
length and complexity) in the analyses including both
groups, none of the eﬀects diﬀered significantly between
the two groups. Separately, these eﬀects were significant or
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neared significance for both groups, demonstrating that both
groups showed the same pattern of results. Some previous
studies found a clear eﬀect of complexity (e.g., [11, 12, 52]).
However, these studies mostly investigated center and final
embedded sentences instead of simple passives like in the
present study. PD patients seem to have problems with
switching sets at boundaries between clauses [11, 12]. These
impairments for passive sentences were mostly found in PD
when combined with another diﬃculty-inducing factor [10–
12]. It might thus be concluded that PD does not have a
specific eﬀect on the processing of passive sentences and
that PD influences more the processing of grammatical
complexity of embedded sentences. Deficits in the processing
of the passives may instead be associated with a more
nondomain-specific executive deficit.
This point is related to the issue of the specificity within
the executive function eﬀects. Those factors which were significantly impaired, even in this mild group, correlated with
deficits, suggesting that with the progression of the disease
more executive deficits and related sentence comprehension
deficits will likely occur. For healthy controls, no significant
associations were found between sentence comprehension
and executive functions. Wilson et al. [53] found that as a
group, older adults declined in their cognitive performance
over time though wide individual diﬀerences were evident
at all ages. This great variability among healthy individuals
might explain why in the present study we did not find any
association between the scores of the healthy controls on
sentence comprehension measures and executive functions
tasks.
Furthermore, although the decline in executive functions
in healthy individuals resembles the impairments in executive functions found in PD, the decline is not as pronounced
as in PD patients. This might explain why we found
associations between visual attention, set switching, and
sentence comprehension in both groups combined that were
comparable to the associations we found in PD patients. The
PD patients in our study showed deficits in sustained visual
attention relative to the healthy control subjects, which was
associated with a decreased total sentence comprehension
score. The picture-verification task used in the present
study is obviously an attention-demanding task and includes
the simultaneous use of two sensory stimulus modalities.
Impaired visual sustained attention might have interfered
with the comparison of the auditory sentence representation
and the visual input and thus explain the relation found
between PD patients’ total sentence comprehension score
and the sustained visual attention score. This correlation
is not relevant for comprehension per se but points to the
eﬀects of task demands on PD patients’ performance during
a picture-verification task. The comprehension of passive
sentences of PD patients in our study was associated with
impaired set switching, similar to the data of Hochstadt
[11, 24] and Hochstadt et al. [12]. Since comprehending
a sentence demands that a listener flexibly guides his/her
attention to relevant linguistic information, it can be
suggested that impaired set switching contributes to the
diﬃculties some PD patients have comprehending passive
sentences.
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Working memory has also been claimed to be associated
with comprehension of syntactically complex sentences, such
as passive sentences in healthy individuals. Consistent with
this hypothesis, the PD patients showed an association with
the manipulation of information in working memory, as
assessed by backward digit span, and comprehension of passive sentences. Although this result became nonsignificant
after Bonferroni correction, we suggest conducting future
research on the relation between the manipulative aspects
of working memory and the comprehension of passive
sentences in PD patients.
Language places high demands on cognitive sequence
processing, as it requires processing according to rules [29,
30]. However, in PD patients, no association between the
complex sequencing task and the comprehension of passive
sentences was found. A possible explanation for the lack
of this association in PD lies in the fact that some PD
patients were unable to perform the complex sequencing
task, leading to too low a variance to determine the eﬀects
of sequencing ability. The associations found between PD
patients’ sentence comprehension of passive sentences and
specific executive functions thus oﬀer additional evidence
to the assumption that executive functions interact with the
language faculty while comprehending syntactically complex
sentences [7, 10–16, 24, 25] and that impairments of these
functions lead to comprehension deficits rather than a
language-specific impairment. The evidence suggests that
several executive functions are involved during sentence
comprehension.
The maintenance of information in short-term memory
was expected to be related to the length manipulation.
However, neither group demonstrated a diﬀerence between
the processing of long and short sentences. These results
suggest that the extra memory load due to length did not lead
to impaired comprehension.
Even though the current study adds important insights
to the underlying nature of the sentence comprehension deficits in Dutch-speaking PD patients, two issues
need to be addressed in future research. First, the PD
patients in this study were assessed while on their regular medications. In order to maintain patients’ quality
of life and to avoid frustration and confounds due to
increased motor symptoms. However, according to the
overdose hypothesis [54, 55], dopaminergic medication can
selectively impair cognitive functions that are served by
a basal ganglia region that is relatively spared, as well
as enhancing the cognitive functions of a dysfunctional
basal ganglia region. Grossman et al. [56] found that
PD patients’ sentence comprehension worsened while they
were oﬀ their dopaminergic medication. Therefore, future
research will need to explore the relationships between
dopaminergic medications, sentence comprehension, and
executive functions. Secondly, the oﬀ-line measure used
in this study is somewhat limited. The present findings
should be replicated using on-line measures of sentence
comprehension in order to disentangle the impact of
executive functions necessary for syntactic processes per
se and the executive functions necessary for the sentence
comprehension task.
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5. Conclusions
The present findings confirmed previous results from other
labs demonstrating a sentence comprehension deficit even
in the mild to moderate PD patients. However, the results
obtained do not support the claim that the diﬃculties
encountered by patients with PD are limited to one aspect of
sentence processing (i.e., noncanonical or long structures).
Instead, the patients showed a more nonspecific comprehension impairment, and the pattern of errors was identical
with that found in the healthy control subjects. The sentence
comprehension deficits appear to be dependent on executive
function. Decreased set-switching abilities were associated
with comprehension of noncanonical passive sentences.
Deficits in sustained visual attention appear to underlie
the overall decrement in performance, possibly due to the
demands of the sentence-picture matching task. Generally,
our study confirms that there does not appear to be an
encapsulated language faculty which functions independent
from executive functioning.

Appendices
A. Sentence Materials
A.1. Congruent Sentences
Active Short (AS)
(1) De charmante man met het nieuwe kostuum filmt de
goedgeklede vrouw met de rieten mand.
The charming man in the new suit videotapes the
well-dressed woman with the woven basket.
(2) De goed getrainde vrouw met het korte haar draagt
de sterk vermagerde man met de scheiding in het
haar.
The well-trained woman with the short hair carries
the extremely emaciated man with the separation in
the hair.
(3) De verwaarloosde kat met de hongerige maag achtervolgt de nietsvermoedende hond met de korte staart.
The neglected cat with the hungry stomach chases the
unsuspecting dog with the short tail.
(4) Het verlegen meisje met de staartjes kust de
geschrokken jongen met het witte hemd.
The timid girl with the pigtails kisses the anxious boy
in the white shirt.
(5) De chic geklede vrouw met de gouden juwelen groet
de plechtig uitgedoste man met de hoge hoed.
The stylishly dressed woman with the golden jewelry
greets the formally dressed man in the top hat.
(6) Het boosaardige meisje met de gekruiste armen bewaakt de machteloze jongen met de korte broek.
The malicious girl with the crossed arms guards the
defenseless boy in the shorts.
(7) De ouderwetse jongen met het gestreepte hemd duwt
het modieuze meisje met de drukke jurk.
The old-fashioned boy in the striped shirt pushes the
fashionable girl in the printed dress.
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(8) De moedige man met de opgerolde mouwen redt de
verdrinkende vrouw met de doorweekte kleren.
The brave man with the rolled-up sleeves saves the
drowning woman in the drenched clothes.
(9) Het zelfstandige kind met de kleine staartjes wast de
hulpeloze vrouw met het verdrietige gezicht.
The independent child with the small pigtails washes
the helpless woman with the sad face.
(10) De hevig tekeergaande koe met de hoorns schopt het
erg angstige paard met de trillende benen.
The violently charging cow with the horns kicks the
very anxious horse with the trembling legs.
Passive Short (PS)
(1) De vrouw wordt door de man gefilmd.
The woman is videotaped by the man.
(2) De man wordt door de vrouw gedragen.
The man is carried by the woman.
(3) De hond wordt door de kat achtervolgd.
The dog is chased by the cat.
(4) De jongen wordt door het meisje gekust.
The boy is kissed by the girl.
(5) De man wordt door de vrouw gegroet.
The man is greeted by the woman.
(6) De jongen wordt door het meisje bewaakt.
The boy is guarded by the girl.
(7) Het meisje wordt door de jongen geduwd.
The girl is pushed by the boy.
(8) De vrouw wordt door de man gered.
The woman is saved by the man.
(9) De vrouw wordt door het kind gewassen.
The woman is washed by the child.
(10) Het paard wordt door de koe geschopt.
The horse is kicked by the cow.
Passive Long (PL)
(1) De goedgeklede man met het nieuwe kostuum wordt
door de charmante vrouw met de lichte zomerjurk
gefilmd.
The well-dressed man in the new suit is videotaped
by the charming woman in the light summer dress.
(2) De licht gekwetste vrouw met de verzwikte enkel
wordt door de goed getrainde man met de nieuwe
schoenen gedragen.
The slightly hurt woman with the twisted ankle is
carried by the well-trained man with the new shoes.
(3) De nietsvermoedende kat met de lange staart wordt
door de achtergelaten hond met de hongerige maag
achtervolgd.
The unsuspecting cat with the long tail is chased by
the abandoned dog with the hungry stomach.
(4) Het zeer opgewekte meisje met de bolletjestrui wordt
door de erg verlegen jongen met de blozende kaken
gekust.
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The very bright girl in the dotted pullover is kissed by
the very timid boy with the blushing cheeks.
(5) De onzekere vrouw met het opgestoken haar wordt
door de welbespraakte man met de opvallende das
gegroet.
The insecure woman with the updo is greeted by the
eloquent man with the striking tie.
(6) Het machteloze meisje met de vastgebonden handen
en voeten wordt door de boosaardige jongen met het
speelgoedgeweer bewaakt.
The defenseless girl with the tied hands and feet is
guarded by the malicious boy with the toy rifle.
(7) De ouderwetse jongen met de korte broek wordt door
het modieuze meisje met de drukke jurk geduwd.
The old-fashioned boy in the shorts is pushed by the
fashionable girl with the printed dress.
(8) De verdrinkende man met de doorweekte kleren
wordt door de moedige vrouw zonder schoenen
gered.
The drowning man in the drenched clothes is saved
by the brave woman without shoes.
(9) Het ongehoorzame kind met de smerige handen
wordt door de vermoeide vrouw met het korte haar
gewassen.
The disobedient child with the dirty hands is washed
by the tired woman with the short hair.
(10) De angstige koe met de hoorns wordt door het
ongetemde paard met de krachtige benen geschopt.
The anxious cow with the horns is kicked by the
untamed horse with the powerful legs.

The boy pushes the girl.
(5) De koe schopt het paard.
The cow kicks the horse.
Active Long (AL): Lexical
(1) De charmante man met het nieuwe kostuum groet de
goedgeklede vrouw met de rieten mand.
The charming man in the new suit greets the welldressed woman with the woven basket.
(2) De goed getrainde vrouw met het korte haar slaat de
sterk vermagerde man met de scheiding in het haar.
The well-trained woman with the short hair beats the
extremely emaciated man with the separation in the
hair.
(3) Het verlegen meisje met de staartjes draagt de
geschrokken jongen met het witte hemd.
The timid girl with the pigtails carries the anxious
boy in the white shirt.
(4) De chic geklede vrouw met de gouden juwelen
bedreigt de plechtig uitgedoste man met de hoge
hoed.
The stylishly dressed woman with the golden jewelry
threatens the formally dressed man with the top hat.
(5) De ouderwetse jongen met het gestreepte hemd kust
het modieuze meisje met de drukke jurk.
The old-fashioned boy in the striped shirt kisses the
fashionable girl in the printed dress.

A.2. Incongruent Sentences
Active Long (AL): Role Reversal
Active Short (AS): Lexical
(1) De vrouw groet de man.
The woman greets the man.
(2) De hond bijt de kat.
The dog bites the cat.
(3) De jongen volgt het meisje.
The boy follows the girl.
(4) De vrouw bewaakt de man.
The woman guards the man.
(5) De vrouw slaat het kind.
The woman hits the child.
Active Short (AS): Role Reversal
(1) De vrouw draagt de man.
The woman carries the man.
(2) Het meisje kust de jongen.
The girl kisses the boy.
(3) De vrouw groet de man.
The woman greets the man.
(4) De jongen duwt het meisje.

(1) De nietsvermoedende hond met de korte staart
achtervolgt de verwaarloosde kat met de hongerige
maag.
The unsuspecting dog with the short tail chases the
neglected cat with the hungry stomach.
(2) De machteloze jongen met de korte broek bewaakt
het boosaardige meisje met de gekruiste armen.
The defenseless boy with the shorts guards the
malicious girl with the crossed arms.
(3) De verdrinkende vrouw met de doorweekte kleren
redt de moedige man met de opgerolde mouwen.
The drowning woman in the drenched clothes saves
the brave man with the rolled-up sleeves.
(4) De hulpeloze vrouw met het verdrietige gezicht wast
het zelfstandige kind met de kleine staartjes.
The helpless woman with the sad face washes the
independent child with the small pigtails.
(5) Het erg angstige paard met de trillende benen schopt
de hevig tekeergaande koe met de hoorns.
The very anxious horse with the trembling legs kicks
the violently charging cow with the horns.
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Passive Short (PS): Lexical
(1) De vrouw wordt door de man gegroet.
The woman is greeted by the man.
(2) De man wordt door de vrouw geslagen.
The man is beaten by the woman.
(3) De jongen wordt door het meisje gedragen.
The boy is carried by the girl.
(4) De man wordt door de vrouw bedreigd.
The man is threatened by the woman.
(5) Het meisje wordt door de jongen gekust.
The girl is kissed by the boy.
Passive Short (PS): Role Reversal
(1) De kat wordt door de hond achtervolgd.
The cat is chased by the dog.
(2) Het meisje wordt door de jongen bewaakt.
The girl is guarded by the boy.
(3) De man wordt door de vrouw gered.
The man is saved by the woman.
(4) Het kind wordt door de vrouw gewassen.
The child is washed by the woman.
(5) De koe wordt door het paard geschopt.
The cow is kicked by the horse.
Passive Long (PL): Lexical
(1) De goedgeklede man met het nieuwe kostuum wordt
door de charmante vrouw met de lichte zomerjurk
gegroet.
The well-dressed man in the new suit is greeted by the
charming woman in the light summer dress.
(2) De nietsvermoedende kat met de lange staart wordt
door de achtergelaten hond met de hongerige maag
gebeten.
The unsuspecting cat with the long tail is bitten by
the abandoned dog with the hungry stomach.
(3) Het machteloze meisje met de vastgebonden handen
en voeten wordt door de boosaardige jongen met het
speelgoedgeweer gevolgd.
The defenseless girl with the tied hands and feet is
chased by the malicious boy with the toy rifle.
(4) De verdrinkende man met de doorweekte kleren
wordt door de moedige vrouw zonder schoenen
bewaakt.
The drowning man in the drenched clothes is
guarded by the brave woman without shoes.
(5) Het ongehoorzame kind met de smerige handen
wordt door de vermoeide vrouw met het korte haar
geslagen.
The disobedient child with the dirty hands is beaten
by the tired woman with the short hair.
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Passive Long (PL): Role Reversal
(1) De goed getrainde man met de nieuwe schoenen
wordt door de licht gekwetste vrouw met de verzwikte
enkel gedragen.
The well-trained man with the new shoes is carried
by the slightly hurt woman with the twisted ankle.
(2) De erg verlegen jongen met de blozende kaken wordt
door het zeer opgewekte meisje met de bolletjestrui
gekust.
The very timid boy with the blushing cheeks is kissed
by the very bright girl with the dotted pullover.
(3) De welbespraakte man met de opvallende das wordt
door de onzekere vrouw met het opgestoken haar
gegroet.
The eloquent man with the striking tie is greeted by
the insecure woman with the updo.
(4) Het modieuze meisje met de drukke jurk wordt door
de ouderwetse jongen met de korte broek geduwd.
The fashionable girl in the printed dress is pushed by
the old-fashioned boy in the striped shirt.
(5) Het ongetemde paard met de krachtige benen wordt
door de angstige koe met de hoorns geschopt.
The untamed horse with the powerful legs is kicked
by the anxious cow with the horns.

B. Statistical Analyses
Since Friedman’s test for ranks (nonparametric equivalent
of ANOVA) does not allow the examination of interaction
eﬀects, a method for calculating the main and interaction
eﬀects which can then be tested nonparametrically is proposed in this study. The approach described below maintains
the orthogonality (i.e., independence of comparisons) of the
design as in an ANOVA [49].
B.1. Main Eﬀects of the Sentence Variables. First, a total score
for correctly congruent and incongruent items was calculated
per participant. Then the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was
used to compare the congruent and incongruent scores of the
two groups combined. Thirdly, the incongruent items were
subtracted from the congruent items. A Mann-Whitney Utest was used to determine if there was a diﬀerence between
the groups on this variable.
The same procedure was followed to determine the main
eﬀects of syntactic complexity and length. In order to do
so, a total score for actives and passives and short and long
sentences was calculated, respectively.
B.2. Interaction Eﬀects between Sentence Variables. To evaluate the interactions between matching, syntactic complexity,
and length, new interaction variables were computed for
both groups combined.
B.2.1. Analysis of the Interaction Eﬀect between Matching and
Length. To evaluate whether the eﬀect of length was diﬀerent
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for the congruent items, compared to the incongruent
items, two new interaction variables were composed: one for
congruent and one for incongruent items.
Within the congruent items the following steps were
taken to calculate the new interaction variable.
(1) All passive long (PL) and Active long (AL) congruent
items were combined as in the formula: PL + AL.
(2) All passive short (PS) and active short (AS) congruent
items were combined as in the formula: PS + AS.
(3) The long and short items were subtracted to compose
the new “length by matching” variable: (PL + AL) −
(PS + AS).
(4) The same calculation steps were followed for
the incongruent items resulting in the formula:
(InconPL + InconAL) − (InconPS + InconAS).
In further analyses, these two new “length by matching”
variables were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to determine whether within subjects the eﬀect of length
diﬀered between the congruent and incongruent items.
Finally, it was investigated whether these two new lengthinteraction variables diﬀered between groups.
To do this, the two “length by matching” variables were
subtracted from each other and the Mann-Whitney U-test
was used to determine whether the interaction between
length and matching diﬀered between groups.
B.2.2. Analysis of the Interaction Eﬀect between Syntactic
Complexity and Length. To evaluate whether the eﬀect of
length was diﬀerent for the active and passive items another
two interaction variables were composed by calculating the
eﬀect of length separately for actives and passives.
Within the active items the following steps were taken to
calculate the new interaction variable.
(1) The active long items of the congruent (AL) and
incongruent items (InconAL) were combined as in
the formula: AL + InconAL.
(2) All the active short items of the congruent (AS) and
incongruent items (InconAS) were combined as in
the formula: AS + InconAS.
(3) The long and short items were subtracted to compose
the new “length by active voice” variable: (AL +
InconAL) − (AS + InconAS).
(4) The same calculation steps were followed for the
passive items, leading to: (PL + InconPL) − (PS +
InconPS).

B.2.3. Analysis of the Interaction Eﬀect between Matching
and Syntactic Complexity. To evaluate whether the eﬀect
of syntactic complexity was diﬀerent for the congruent
and incongruent items, two final interaction variables were
composed by subtracting the active and passive items within
the congruent and incongruent items separately.
Within the congruent items the following steps were
taken to calculate the new interaction variable.
(1) All congruent short passives (PS) and long passives
(PL) were combined as in the formula: PS + PL.
(2) All congruent short actives (AS) and long actives (AL)
were combined as in the formula: AS + AL.
(3) The passive and active items were subtracted to compose the new “syntactic complexity by congruent”
variable: (PS + PL) − (AS + AL).
(4) The same calculation steps were followed within
the incongruent items resulting in the formula:
(InconPS + InconPL) − (InconAS + InconAL).
In further analyses, these two new syntactic complexity
variables were compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to see whether all subjects combined showed a diﬀerence in
the eﬀect of syntactic complexity depending on whether the
items congruent the picture or not. To determine whether the
interaction between matching and syntactic complexity differed between groups, the congruent variable was subtracted
from the incongruent variable. The Mann-Whitney U-test
was used to investigate the diﬀerences between the groups.
B.2.4. Analysis of the Three-Way Interaction between Length,
Syntactic Complexity, and Matching. Following the same
logic described above, the three-way interaction will reveal
whether the length versus syntactic complexity interaction
diﬀered for the congruent and incongruent items. Using
the following formulas, the three-way interaction variable
was calculated for the congruent and incongruent items,
respectively:
(1) (PL − PS) − (AL −AS),
(2) (InconPL − InconPS) − (InconAL − InconAS).
Subsequently, the interaction variables for the congruent
and incongruent items were compared using Wilcoxon’s
signed-rank test for both groups together. In order to
check for diﬀerences between groups, the congruent and
incongruent items were subtracted resulting in the following
formula:
[(PL − PS) − (AL −AS)]
− [(InconPL − InconPS) − (InconAL − InconAS)].

(B.1)
In further analyses, these length variables were compared
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to see whether the eﬀect
of length diﬀered between the active and passive items for
the two groups combined. In addition, it was determined
whether the interaction between syntactic complexity and
length diﬀered between groups. Therefore, the variables were
subtracted and a Mann-Whitney U-test was used to calculate
the diﬀerence between groups.

Using the Mann-Whitney test, both groups were compared
on the three-way interaction variable.

C. Interaction Effects and Participants’ Scores
without the Item “Redden” (to Save)
See Table 5.
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Table 5: The interaction eﬀects for the two groups combined and the diﬀerences for the interaction variables between the groups, when
the ambiguous item “redden” (to save) was removed from the dataset. Scores correct (median and interquartile range) for sentence
comprehension of specific sentence types, obtained for the PD and healthy control subjects.
Interaction variables
Sentence types
Matching × length
Congruent short
Congruent long
Incongruent short
Incongruent long
Syntactic complexity × length
Active short
Active long
Passive short
Passive long
Matching × syntactic complexity
Congruent active
Congruent passive
Incongruent active
Incongruent passive
Matching × length × syntactic complexity

PD patients
Median (IR)

HC subjects
Median (IR)

17.5 (1)
18 (1)
18 (1)
17 (1.75)

18 (1)
18 (0)
18 (0)
18 (1)

18 (.75)
18 (1)
18 (2)
17 (1.75)

18 (0)
18 (0)
18 (1)
18 (1)

18 (1)
17 (1.75)
18 (.75)
17 (2)

Both groups combined
P
.001∗

−.440

P
.660

−.390

.697

−.405

.686

−.939

.348

−1.113

.266
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